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Abstract
This dissertation examines (1) the contributions that classical Greek medical writers made to
preexisting anatomical vocabulary; and (2) how, why, and to what extent these terms were
appropriated by non-medical authors. The project’s broad scope, including investigations into
anatomical terms in the Homeric epics and in classical drama and prose, is intended to build
upon previous studies of Greek medical vocabulary and its dissemination in the classical period.
This approach authorizes a better sense of medical influences upon classical Greek thought and,
more specifically, of how physicians’ novel notions about the body were received by other
intellectual elites. Therefore, this dissertation also contributes to our understanding of the
conceptual negotiations that occur when a society is exposed to the new ideas of a specific
intellectual group.
The study begins with a contextualization of its aims and methodology within broader
investigations into cultural and medical constructions of the body. Chapter 2 examines
anatomical terminology in the Homeric epics to provide a baseline for the state of later Greek
anatomical vocabulary. Chapter 3 provides an analysis of classical Greek medical approaches to
the body through a study of medical treatises contained within the Hippocratic Corpus. This
chapter further identifies specific terms apparently created by physicians to record and relate
their detailed observations of the body.
Following a discussion of the general public’s interests in medical thought in Athens
(chapter 4), the remaining chapters examine evidence for the broader dissemination of medical
anatomical terms. Emphasis is placed on the plays of Sophocles, Euripides, and Aristophanes
(chapters 5 and 6), and on the prose writings of Herodotus, Thucydides, Xenophon, and Plato
(chapter 7) as representative authors who are educated but not medical professionals. The
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dissertation concludes with a list of anatomical terms used in archaic and classical Greek
writings (Appendix 1). From this study, it emerges that medical anatomical vocabulary, and
more generally medical models of the body, were received with a blend of fascination, anxiety,
and suspicion. The appropriation of medical terms by lay-writers suggests the educated elite’s
increasing familiarity with medical ideas during the late 5th and early 4th centuries BCE.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

W. D. Smith once remarked that post-Homeric Greek medicine was informed by a ‘series of
myths about what goes on beneath the skin.’1 This project is principally a study of some of these
medical ‘myths’ and how they were appropriated by non-medical writers in the 5th and 4th
centuries BCE. There is a story to be told here, specifically one about changing ways to describe
the body. Greek physicians (i0atroi/) were actively interested in observing the human body in
professional medical contexts.2 They in turn developed increasingly rich vocabulary in order to
record, to categorize, and to communicate what they observed as precisely as possible, thereby
revising traditional models. In essence, doctors were expanding upon contemporary accounts of
the body’s material construction. This new story – complete with novel names and richer
topographies – had the potential to challenge common notions about what the body is, which
attracted the attention of the broader intellectual elite.3 Through an examination of classical
Greek medical writers’ innovations to anatomical vocabulary, which previously has not been
studied in detail, I demonstrate how these authors were revising traditional models of the human
body’s construction, and explore why and to what extent non-technical writers appropriated
these words. As a broader contribution, this project is a useful case study for illustrating how
1
2

Smith 1966: 548.
I use the terms ‘physician’ and ‘professional’ here and elsewhere with the qualification that who i0atroi/ were in
the ancient world was less defined than in the modern Western world; however, as I discuss in chapters 3 and 4,
there were aspects of an author’s activity, subject matter and, for my purposes, his or her approach to the body
(including vocabulary) that permitted both self-identification and outside identification with the medical craft
(i0atrikh/).
3 In this project I follow the definition of ‘educated elite’ or ‘intellectual elite’ offered by Ober 2009: 11, who
distinguishes this class from the norm (specifically what he calls the ‘citizen masses’) in terms of their paidei/a,
their exceptional engagement with the subjects of poetry, music, oratory, and philosophy/medicine (see further
Jaeger 1965: xxvii). As Ober suggests, these educated elites were also distinguished by their significantly
greater wealth and/or by their high birthright. See Arist. Pol. 1291b16-30 for a description of upper class
Athenians (gnw/rimoi) that follows similar lines.
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new ideas produced by a specific (although loosely connected) intellectual group can be
disseminated among the lay community and how these new concepts are received.

1.1. Context and aims
During the 5th century BCE there was a surge of literary activity within the Greek world. It is
also during this time that the first Greek prose writings begin to appear, which included medical
treatises contained in what is now known as the Hippocratic Corpus. This collection, by various
authors and on various subjects concerning health and the body, preserves some of the earliest
attempts at formulating a method for interpreting phenomena based on observations of the
physical world.4 To be sure, medical writers’ limited knowledge of how the body worked meant
that much (but not all) of their beliefs about disease were theoretical. A prevalent medical
concept, the humoral theory, held that the healthy body contained different types of fluid that
must remain in balance. Disease was a disruption of this balance, and it was a physician’s
(usually unsuccessful) task to attempt to restore an equilibrium.5 Yet, these fluids that were so
important to physicians circulated within a material and, to some degree, more accessible and
empirically explorable body. Thus as part of their broader interests in identifying the causes of
diseases within the material body and in devising treatments for them, Greek medical writers
were also investigating what a human is (o# ti/ e0stin a)/nqrwpoj),6 a theme to which I shall
return regularly. The pursuit of this question led Hippocratic writers to focus upon specific parts
and divisions of the body that appear to have exceeded the general interests of classical Athenian
society.

4
5

I provide a more nuanced discussion of Hippocratic treatises in chapter 3 below.
See for example Nat. Hom. 5, and Balzer and Eleftheriadis 1991 and Jouanna 1999: 314-17 for discussions. See
further section 3.2 below.
6 VM 20.
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In this project I am primarily interested in the new ways that 5th and 4th century
Hippocratic writers were describing the body and in how, why, and to what extent these new
descriptions were appropriated by Athenian authors. One of my main aims is to show that the
different use of anatomical terminology reflected in Hippocratic treatises did not remain limited
within the sphere of medical writers. As is suggested by their vocabulary, other writers were
interested in physicians’ attempts to organize the body and to categorize its parts through this
unusual terminology. Several previous studies have identified specific medical anatomical terms
that likely were appropriated into non-medical contexts. I discuss these and elaborate upon them
in each chapter. Yet questions of why these terms were appropriated have generally been
avoided.7 Thus as a larger contribution, I also investigate possible ways that medical anatomical
terms, and, more broadly, medical modes of describing the body were perceived by writers
outside of their original context.
Medical approaches can produce particularly strong variants of the body-model within a
society. In modern Western medicine at its worst, a patient can be reduced strictly to a material
thing that can be ‘treated like “a piece of meat,” or another “interesting case”: poked, prodded,
examined, tested, diagnosed, medicated, but not treated as a person with respect and
consideration.’8 As a more positive contribution, the patient’s body becomes expanded – one
could say illuminated – through medicine’s unique attention to specific parts. In particular, the
medical community’s focused interest in our internal bodies (both ancient and modern) is what
sets their models in the sharpest contrast to those of the general public’s. Beneath the body’s

7

As I discuss in specific chapters, much more work has been done on non-medical authors’ appropriation of
medical vocabulary for disease and treatment, where these terms are used either literally or metaphorically as a
means to explore various states of suffering and corruption.
8 Leder 1992a: 1. See also Goldman 2014, who investigates the (often derogatory) slang that modern Western
physicians use, which has the strong potential to dehumanize patients.
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surface lies a collection of organs, tissues, flesh, and bones that remains for the most part
unfamiliar to the layperson.
Under the ‘medical gaze,’ to borrow an expression from Good,9 the body becomes
something strange from a broader social perspective; it becomes a ‘source of data’, and ‘entirely
discoverable and convertible to information.’10 Yet contrary to Good`s view, this process does
not reveal ‘the natural body.’ The point is well-made by Mol:11
[T]he body isn’t only unmarked [i.e. problematized] in the social sciences, but in the
entire world they evoke. The power to mark physical reality...is no longer granted to
medical doctors, it is granted to nobody. In a world of meaning, nobody is in touch with
the reality of disease, everybody “merely” interprets them.
This modern medical perception of the body is undoubtedly more refined than that of the
layperson’s, at least with respect to the number of ‘things’ that compose it; however, by
approaching it as the location for disease, physicians also construct artificial models by
privileging those parts that they recognize as having the greatest role in maintaining health. In
turn, these parts become labelled, classified, and codified in anatomical texts.
Hippocratic physicians were in the early stages of creating more refined models of the
body than those held by the general public. It is my specific claim that they were forming in
their treatises a written body analogous to that produced during the increased production of
medical texts in early modern Europe (ca. 1540-1640):12
The colder eye of science – the new science of the body – is associated with the
‘discovery’ or, more properly, the rhetorical deployment during the seventeenth century,
of a new language with which to describe the body’s interior...The body was a territory,
an (as yet) undiscovered country, a location which demanded from its explorers skills
9

Good 1994: 73. He uses the expression here to express the change that his medical students experience after the
initial shock of seeing the dismembered body of a cadaver.
10 Evans 2001: 19.
11 Mol 2002: 11.
12 Sawday 1995: 22-23. For other similar studies on medicine’s effect on general perceptions of the body in the
early modern period, see Hillman and Mazzio 1997, Furdell 2002, and Cregan 2009.
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which seemed analogous to those displayed by the heroic voyagers across the terrestrial
globe.
The rise of Greek literary culture in the 5th and 4th centuries BCE, including works of history,
geography, and philosophy, similarly expanded the horizons of the known world. As part of this
broad discourse, medical writers were turning their gaze inwards towards the very limits of the
knowable body at that time.
This new ‘geography’ for the body compelled medical writers to stake their own claims
to its areas through the development of new ways to describe the body. We often read in these
works about ‘regions’ (xwri/a).13 Within them lie parts (me/rea) that required special names to
help authors and their audience to navigate the complexity of the human body. As one
Hippocratic author relates (Loc. Hom. 1):14
0 moi\ doke/ei a)rxh_ me\n ou}n ou)demi/a ei]nai tou~ sw&matoj, a)lla_
E
pa&nta o(moi/wj a)rxh_ kai\ pa&nta teleuth&: ku&klou ga_r grafe/ntoj a)rxh_
ou)x eu(re/qh:
It is my opinion that there is no beginning to the body. Rather, all [parts] are equally its
beginning and all [parts] are its end, just like you cannot find the beginning of an
inscribed circle.
The application of specific terms provided useful tools to make sense of what they were seeing,
to mark points of reference and investigation on the global body. As a more significant
influence, these words were also used to homogenize the great variations between different
people’s bodies in their search to understand what ‘the body’ is (Prorrh. 2.12):
xwri/a o)no/mata e)x
/ onta tau0ta\ me/ga diafe/rei.
the regions [of bodies], though each having the same names, differ greatly.

13 E.g. Nat. Hom. 5, Fract. 26.
14 Translations are mine unless otherwise stated.
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Yet many of the special words they used to chart this newly emerging medical anatomy had the
potential to create instability, especially from the perspective of someone who was not actively
engaged with medical discourse. Thus the mouth (sto/ma) could become displaced to other areas
of the body;15 and someone could find ‘ears’ (w}ta) on the heart (Morb. Sacr. 17).16 Perhaps
more oddly, the torso could be transformed into armour (teu=xoj, qw/rhc),17 and various tunics
(xitw~nej) could envelop parts of the unseen body.18 Although the primary meanings of these
words would have been comprehensible to any Greek speaker, the new contexts to which they
were applied had the potential to create a confused image of body that was strange and, perhaps
paradoxically, unnatural.
Previous studies of non-Western cultures’ exposure to modern Western medicine provide
some useful parallels that illustrate a culture’s reaction to new ‘scientific’ ideas.19 It is worth
mentioning a few representative examples here. In his analysis of Malaysian reactions to
Western medicine during the 1960s, Wolff has argued that many Malays were suspicious of the
types of ‘truth’ that Western science promises. As a result, Malays were also wary of the
usefulness of Western medical treatments; however, they were still willing to accept some new
treatments as long as they did not conflict with preexisting traditional medical practices.20 Miller
in his study of the Delaware First Nations people’s reactions to Western medicine observed a
15 E.g. Aër. 21 (of the womb), Vict. 56 (of blood vessels), Epid. 2.4.5 (the vagina), Prorrh. 2.14 (the opening of a
wound).
16 I.e. the arterial appendages of the heart.
17 E.g. Gland. 17, de Arte 10.
18 E.g. Coac. 275, Carn. 3, VM 19.
19 It is important to note that the analogy between Greek and modern Western medical ideas and their
dissemination can only be taken so far, and my intent here is to emphasize similarities in the ways that people
react to new medical concepts. Western medicine’s influence upon non-Western cultures is a complex process
that is intertwined with broader dynamics of power, e.g. Western Imperialism (see Cunningham and Andrews
1997, esp. 13-16 for a useful discussion of this). Classical Greek physicians were themselves members of Greek
societies, so they exerted no such external pressures of influence. Rather, Greek popular culture’s interests in
medical ideas (i.e. the reasons for the dissemination of medical concepts) can be isolated more narrowly to the
impressive methodologies employed by physicians and to the promises of health and extended life that medicine
offered. I explore this further in chapter 4 below.
20 Wolff 1965. For similar studies, see Fratkin 1996 on Samburu (Kenya) medicine; and Ugent 2000 on traditional
and modern Western pharmacology in Latin America.
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cultural change from describing a Western physician as ‘someone who hurts you’ to ‘someone
who makes people feel well.’21 Chaudenson’s work on the Haitian culture’s response to Western
medicine illustrates a similar negotiation of traditional and Western medical approaches. He
shows that French colonists during the 17th and 18th centuries exposed Haitians to Greek humoral
theories of disease, which the people incompletely integrated into preexisting approaches to
healing. The notion that bodily fluids were the causes of disease seems to have been attractive to
Haitians. The humoral model of medicine, however, did not address their perception of certain
sicknesses as ‘evil’ entities. This encouraged them to continue to use magical techniques as
ways to treat and to ward off illnesses (a practice that is still used today).22 Heinrich’s work on
Chinese people’s exposure to Western medicine during the 18th and 19th centuries is concentrated
on Chinese reactions to Western medicine’s preoccupation with anatomical investigations. She
observes that Western medical approaches to the body, which are heavily based upon observation
of the dissected body’s discrete parts, contrasted with traditional Chinese medicine’s interest in
the interconnectedness of the whole body. Exposure to this new Western model compelled
members of the Chinese intellectual elite to revise not only their understanding of what the body
is, but also their own own connections to the broader society in the face of Western influences.23
I intend to show that during the Greek Classical period there was a comparable blend of
anxiety (sometimes manifested in disdain) towards and a genuine interest in medical concepts.
Medical investigation during this time offered the broader community fascinatingly novel ways

21 Miller 1977: 154.
22 Chaudenson 2001: 249-60. See McClelland Foster 1994, esp. 152-57 for a similar discussion of the persistent
role of the humoral theory (first introduced by Spanish colonists in the 16th century) in contemporary Latin
American folk medicine. He emphasizes the early transmission (or the ‘filtering down’) of medical knowledge
from the Western educated elites to the broader population, where it became integrated into traditional medical
treatments. See also Logan: 1973, who illustrates the reluctance of contemporary Guatemalan rural populations
to accept modern Western medical treatments that they feel do not agree with humoral concepts.
23 Heinrich 2008, esp. 113-48. See further Xie 2001: 117-18 for a discussion of contemporary lower class Chinese
people’s adherence to traditional medicine, since it is located within a philosophical framework that Western
biomedicine does not provide.
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of imagining the body; however, traditional notions about something apparently so familiar as
someone’s own body were difficult to challenge, and these new concepts were sometimes met
with scepticism. Thus, acceptance of physicians’ ideas by the intellectual elite was a gradual
process that ultimately did not fully displace traditional concepts. Nor was a complete
displacement possible, since physicians as a part of Greek society were also faced with this
process of negotiation. Their attempts to understand the body better did not require them to cast
aside preexisting knowledge of bones, flesh, and organs that comprise a human. What
physicians were creating were more detailed tapestries of the body’s construction and further
explanations for how it functioned. I should stress that classical Greek physicians were
expanding the traditional body; they were not erasing it and starting anew.
The classical body as a broad category in both literature and the visual arts has received
increasing attention over the past two decades.24 In general, these scholars have examined modes
of representing and imagining bodies in antiquity that illustrate their mutability, either temporally
or within Greek society itself. A common theme within these studies – although often only
implied – is that the body is a cultural construction; there is no universal, ahistorical, model of a
‘natural body’ shared between all societies, or even within a society itself.25 The physical body
as part of social discourse is to a degree culturally formed, something learned.26 As Isenberg and
24 For examples, see Zeitlin 1996 and Cawthorn 2008 (on gendered bodies in drama); Kosak 2004 (on concepts of
sickness in medicine and in the tragedies of Euripides); Hawley 1998 (on concepts of bodily beauty in tragedy);
Stehle 2002 and Revermann 2006: 145-59 (on the body in Aristophanes); Métraux 1996, Leftwich 1995,
Amberger-Lahrmann 1996, Neer 2010, and Stewart 1997 (on the body in visual arts); Osborne 2011 (on more
general themes of the body in Greek art and literature); Holmes 2010a (on the place of the body in relation to the
soul); Thomas 2004 ch. 3 (on ethnographic differences in Herodotus); Edwards 1997 and Rose 2003 (on the
disabled body). For broader studies of the body in antiquity (including the Roman and early Christian worlds),
see the collected volumes of Montserrat 1998 and Porter 1999a.
25 On the body as a historical product, one that is always in flux, see Cohen 1994 and Jones 2008 (esp. 245-47);
see earlier Foucault 1990: 151-52 for his aim to produce a ‘history of bodies,’ although I am not concerned here
with Foucault’s study of institutional (viz. religious and scientific) control over the body (see Shilling 2003: 6669, and further Potte-Bonneville 2012 for a useful overview of Foucault’s theories of the body). For discussions
of the body as a cultural construction, see Lock 1997 and Blackman 2008: 22-23.
26 Cf. Ellen 1977 for an analysis of common ways that languages describe parts and areas of the body, e.g.
polarities such as left/right, front/back, upper/lower. See also Brown 1976 for a discussion of anatomical
taxonomies based on ‘part of’ and ‘type of’ organization.
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Owen write:27
The individual’s body is presented to him, taught to him by society...Our attitudes about
our bodies arise from society’s image of itself...The human body, then, is a universal
symbol system: every society attempts in some way to socialize its members, to educate
its bodies.
In this study, I am not specifically interested in value-systems that classical Greeks mapped upon
the body, although I hope that my work will be a contribution to this area.28 Nor do I explore the
complex issues of semiotics of the body.29 Instead, I concentrate on the more basic question of
how medical authors were expanding upon common anatomical vocabulary. Since these
anatomical labels emphasized parts and structures that were previously unknown or underrecognized, they provided opportunities for the Athenian intellectual elite to think about the body
from a different perspective.
Any attempt to restore constructions of the classical Greek body (both lay and medical),
which are chronologically so distant from our own, presents some epistemological problems. As
Cawthorn notes, ‘The lived-in ancient body cannot be known, and the fragments of textual
bodies are all that survive.’30 What we have to pore over is the written word itself that has been
filtered through 2,500 years of changing models of what the body ‘is.’ This, in turn, has created
an ‘instability’ in modern conceptions of the ancient body.31 It is indeed difficult to distance
ourselves from something seemingly so familiar to us as our own bodies and to consider what
the body can be from another culture’s perspective, especially one so distant from our own. But
such models are not entirely irrecoverable: by studying vocabulary used in a broad selection of

27
28
29
30

Isenberg and Owen 1977: 3.
See the collected volumes of Montserrat 1998, Porter 1999a, and Cohen 2000 for examples of this approach.
See Ruthrof 1997: 3-23 and Lock 1993 for useful overviews.
Cawthorn 2008: 3. For a similar interpretation, see du Bois 1996 who emphasizes the fragmented body
mirrored in the poetic fragments of Sappho.
31 Porter 1999b: 1-2.
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these texts – particularly the organization of the body that they reveal through words for its parts
– we can attain a fuller sense of how it was imaged and re-imagined.
In light of the increased attention to the classical body, it is somewhat surprising that
there have been no detailed studies of how classical Greek medical writers used anatomical
words to innovate upon traditional models of the body.32 Part of my intent in this work is to
provide a sounder foundation for reconstructing how this was done. A study of the vocabulary
used to describe the human body in the Classical period will lead to a better understanding of
how the so-called myths about it were informed by subjective impressions. This project will
further augment our understanding of Greek medical vocabulary, and, as a broader contribution,
elucidate the conceptual structures through which classical Greek writers navigated the human
form.33
A study of a special group’s anatomical vocabulary is an especially useful way to
approach the questions of how and why lexical models of the body can change. The particular
investigations of medical writers encouraged them to develop special terms for the human body
(or to appropriate preexisting ones for specific purposes) in order to facilitate communication
between members of their professional circles.34 By identifying what these terms were, we can
gain a better understanding of their innovations. Additionally, this specialized vocabulary can
help us to identify the extent to which non-specialists engaged with these new ideas. Since these
terms can be identified with some degree of certainty as belonging primarily to a subset of a
specific group’s terminology, their dissemination can be tracked.
32 The fullest studies of Greek anatomical vocabulary to my knowledge have been Daremberg 1865: 10-59 (on
Homeric vocabulary) and Southard 1971 (on Aristophanic vocabulary). I discuss more limited analyses in their
context.
33 Thus adding to existing studies on Hippocratic vocabulary, e.g. Brock 1961 (vocabulary of pain); Lopez-Ferez
2006 (sexual vocabulary); and Goffart 2000 (obstetrical vocabulary).
34 As I discuss in chapter 3, however, Hippocratic writers had yet to establish an anatomical vocabulary that was
homogenous across all of the diverse treatises. My specific claim is that these writers used either new terms or
preexisting terms in special ways that non-professionals would probably not have easily understood.
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1.2. Methodology
The core data for this work are 270 terms for the body used by either Archaic or classical Greek
authors (Appendix 1). The process of identification involved previous limited studies of Greek
anatomical vocabulary, close reading of the Greek texts, and consultation of indices locorum.
The list of anatomical terms is not exhaustive. I have excluded some words because of their
questionable identification as salient terms for body parts.35 The distinction is not always clear,
and I have occasionally had to use my best judgment, but as a general rule I have gravitated
towards inclusion rather than exclusion. I have also excluded most euphemisms and slang for
sexual organs, classes that are especially prone to lexical innovation.36 The broad scope of
writings that I investigate in this study leaves the possibility that I have missed some anatomical
terms; however, I expect this number to be small.
My approach to anatomical word use within each area of literature in my study – epic,
medicine, drama, and prose – began with researching the specific appearance of the terms in
each genre. This was primarily done through the use of the Thesaurus Linguae Graecae
(hereafter TLG), a database that allows the search of individual word-appearances within most
works of Greek literature.37 With few exceptions, I have explored all complete works and
fragments from the Classical period that are included in the database.38 Once complete lists of
vocabulary were compiled for each genre, I compared them to one another and to vocabulary
35 E.g. di/odoi (passageways): Hp. Loc. Hom. 9 (general channels in the body), Pl. Ti. 79c7 (the nostrils); but these
instances appear to be casual uses of the term, cf. Th. 2.102 (passageways of water) and [A.] Pr. 1050
(passageways of the stars). So su/ndesmoi (bindings): Hp. Art. 8 (attachments of ligaments), E. Hipp. 199
(ligaments?), but elsewhere at Pl. R. 520a4 (bonds of the state) and E. Ba. 697 (garment fastenings). These
words, however, do suggest ways of looking at the body that apparently differed from those of the general
public, and I occasionally discuss similar examples in this work.
36 For a detailed discussion of genitalia vocabulary in Greek comedy, including slang and euphemisms, see
Henderson 1991: 108-51; for euphemisms for genitalia in the Hippocratic Corpus, see Lopez-Ferez 1999. As a
point of comparison from modern English that illustrates the complexity of the issue, a group of male university
students were able to produce a list of 144 words (including slang and euphemisms) for the penis within 30
minutes (Cameron 1992: 369).
37 The database is available online at <http://www.tlg.uci.edu/>.
38 My discussion of anatomical terms preserved in inscriptions is minimal. I have, however, searched all words
through the Packard Humanities Institute’s database of Greek inscriptions.
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lists from both the Homeric epics and the Hippocratic Corpus. Lastly, from these lists I
identified uncommon anatomical words that overlapped with specialized or ‘technical’
Hippocratic vocabulary.
The definition and identification of technical anatomical terms are not easy tasks,
especially for the classical Greek world when medical terminology was in an early stage of
development.39 As a broad definition, technical vocabulary is a set of words used by a specific
field as a shorthand to express concepts, processes, and material things that are of special interest
to the group. In this study I am most concerned with terms that physicians either created or
appropriated for special medical reasons. From this perspective, not all Greek anatomical terms
are technical in nature, that is, identifiable as belonging to a specific group. Classical Greeks
had a large lexicon at their disposal to describe the human body.40 When a non-medical author
used words like o0fqalmo/j (eye) or gasth/r (belly), we cannot expect that he or she was
specifically drawing upon the proprietary vocabulary of medicine. This is not to say that
classical physicians were not interested in parts such as the eyes or the belly (they certainly
were); my claim is that investigations into these and similar general terms cannot tell us much
about either the lexical innovations of medical writers or the dissemination of medical words.
There are some specific earmarks of technical vocabulary in this sense that assist in its
identification. In this project, I follow the definition of Greek technical terms proposed by
Dover, who uses medical terminology as a primary model:41
1)

words that are never used outside of a specialized area

2)

words that are used within a specialized area, yet have synonyms in
common vernacular

39 Schironi 2010: 345, Lloyd 1983: 165, and Chantraine 1972.
40 As I discuss in chapter two, the majority of these already appear in the Homeric poems, which illustrates the
durability of common anatomical terms in the Greek language. As further evidence of the persistence of basic
anatomical words in language, see Buck 1949: 197-257 for a thorough collection of Proto Indo-European
anatomical terms (also preserved in other Indo-European languages) that the Greek language inherited.
41 Dover 1997: 114. A similar definition is offered by Schironi 2010: 338.
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3)

words that have meanings in a technical context that are distinct from the
meanings in common use (i.e. common words used as metaphors in a specialized
context)

4)

and words that are considered technical because of their frequent
appearance within a specialized field

Willi, who is wary of Dover’s fourth point, provides a more rigid definition of classical Greek
technical vocabulary.42 Specifically investigating the language of Aristophanes, he accepts the
existence and the possible identification of technical medical vocabulary within classical Greek
literature; however, he does not readily admit the labelling of a term as technical when it also
appears outside of its professional context, especially in unmarked (i.e. apparently non-medical)
contexts. Parry in his analysis of Thucydides’ appropriation of medical language shows similar
reservations.43 Citing Thucydides’ possible technical use of the adjective ai9matw/dhj (bloodlike, 2.49.2) in the context of the Plague of Athens (430/29 BCE), he argues that any Greek
would be familiar with its meaning (unlike a modern non-professional’s understanding of the
technical medical word hematoid). Perhaps this is true, but, at least in the context of developing
classical medical vocabulary, a distinction should be made between a non-professional’s
comprehension of a term and his or her use of it.44 It remains that Thucydides is the only nonmedical author before Aristotle to use ai9matw/dhj, which suggests (so far as we can tell) that
the word was properly in the domain of the medical profession.45
If near-certainty of a word’s technical nature were the primary concern, Willi’s approach
is the most exacting. In this study, however, I am interested in how terms used by a special
group can in fact be appropriated by writers outside of their native area of discourse (Dover’s
42 See Willi 2003: 51-59.
43 Parry 1969: 111.
44 My knowledge of Greek, for example, allows me to understand the meaning of hematoid, but I do not think I
have ever used it in a sentence before I wrote this page.
45 For examples of the use of ai9matw/dhj in the Hippocratic Corpus, see Epid. 6.3.24, Coac. 22, Nat. Hom. 12,
Mul. 30, Aph. 7.70.
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fourth criterion). In following chapters I demonstrate that there is good evidence to support that
this borrowing of technical terminology occurred. First, several examples of the circulation of
medical ideas outside the boundaries of the profession show opportunities for medical
vocabulary to escape from its original context. Secondly, a word’s appearance outside of
medical writings, sometimes within medical or quasi-medical contexts, suggests that at least
some anatomical terms were explicitly earmarked as being different from the common
vernacular and, what is more, that non-medical authors were using them with the original
sources in mind. Others terms, however, have lesser connections, so their associations with
medical vocabulary remains more tentative.46
Further aids in identifying technical medical words used by non-medical authors are the
types of parts given labels and the ways in which they are described. Medical approaches
encouraged Hippocratic authors to use names for parts of the body that were considered to be
particularly important for understanding heath and disease. Among the most important of these
were external divisions of the torso, containers they believed held fluids, and channels that
conveyed fluids between these containers. Medical writers often used metaphors derived from
common words to identify these parts. Since the general public seems to have had little interest
in such areas of the body (so far as we can tell from extant writings), appearances of the same
words to describe them in non-technical and Hippocratic writings provide further evidence of
non-medical writers’ interaction with medical vocabulary.
Finally, it is necessary that I offer and discuss some caveats regarding the limitations of
the available sources. We today are only able to study a very small part of the writings produced
during the Classical period. This presents two potential problems in my present study. First,
46 For example, there appears to have been some overlap between medical terminology for the human body and
the vocabulary of sacrifice and haruspicy (e.g. the hepatoscopy scene at E. El. 826-33). I discuss this passage
and its connections to medical vocabulary at section 5.4.1 below.
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there is the possibility that an anatomical term might have appeared more frequently in lost nonmedical writings and that, by chance, only one or two examples of its uses survive outside of the
Hippocratic Corpus. This is a potential problem for any study of Greek vocabulary, so in order
to say anything we must rely on best evidence. The broad scope of my investigation ensures that
due diligence has been made to identify a word’s appearance in surviving classical medical and
non-medical texts. The types of words and the contexts in which they appear also provide further
reason to suspect the appropriation of medical language by non-professionals. Moreover, the
haphazard transmission of ancient texts can work in our favour when identifying technical terms,
since a work’s survival is usually not dependent upon any specific vocabulary that it might
contain. It is therefore possible to suggest that the terms used in surviving literature are to some
degree representational of word-use within a genre.
The second problem concerns the identification of the direct influence of any specific
Hippocratic writing upon non-technical authors. We have a limited knowledge about the
geographical origins, date, and circulation of these medical treatises, which were probably only
assembled sometime during the Hellenistic period.47 Some writings were undoubtedly composed
in Ionia, the location of the famous school of Hippocrates on Cos.48 Others, specifically the
collection of patient medical histories called the Epidemics, describe itinerant physicians visiting
a number of cities in mainland Greece.49 Most writings, however, cannot be firmly located. We
know even less about their authorship.50 Despite these limitations, we can be confident that
medical treatises at least similar to those in the Hippocratic Corpus were circulating in 5th and 4th

47 See Jouanna 1999: 56-71 , Langholf 1990: 2-4, and Craik 1998a: 1-8 for good overviews of this problem.
48 Jones 1923a: xxix-xx; Nutton 2004: 61; Jouanna 1999: 62-63.
49 Epidemics 1-4 and 6 mention places in Thrace, Thessaly, and the southern areas of the Black Sea. Epidemics 5
and 7 describe more southern travels, including areas of the Peloponnese, Olynthus, Athens, and Delos. See
further Jouanna 1999: 387-90.
50 We only know from a comment by Aristotle at HA 512b that Nature of Humans was probably written by
Polybus, the son-in-law of Hippocrates. See Langholf 2004: 252 for discussion.
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century Athens.51 Furthermore, because of the exchange of medical ideas evident within the
Hippocratic Corpus itself,52 we can expect that the educated Athenian elite had access to and
could draw upon medical texts that resembled specific ones that survive in the Corpus.53 It must
remain a matter of doubt whether or not they are those exact ones that come down to us today.

1.3. Limitations
A topic as far-reaching as the explication of the classical body requires some restriction. First, I
am primarily concerned with vocabulary for the material body, the sxh/mata or ‘structures’ as
one Hippocratic author writes,54 which excludes words for various fluids (e.g. i0drw/j, sweat;
xolh/, bile; ai[ma, blood) that are properly in the domain of physiology. This focus on the
material body further eliminates the complex question of the relationship between the body and
the soul in classical Greek thought.55
Secondly, following Greek medical writers’ general approach to anatomy, I concentrate
on constructions of the body as a genderless entity, or a ‘one-sex’ model.56 The principal
material parts that all humans have in common – those that reflected ‘human nature’
(a0nqrwpi/nh fu/sij) in general – were considered to be most important for their research. As a
result, gender specific organs were marginalized in their theories of health and sickness. It
51 See chapter 4 for discussion.
52 For the intertextuality of Hippocratic writings, see Craik 2006a, esp. 334: ‘It may be said that all the Hippocratic
works are mixed and derivative to some degree, and that few, if any are original in any accepted literary sense.’
53 I am here taking a more cautious approach than Craik 2001a, for example, who proposes that Euripides might
have had access to the Hippocratic texts Breaths and Articulations. The best we can say is that Euripides was
familiar with medical ideas contained within these works.
54 VM 22 and Schiefsky 2005a ad loc. for discussion.
55 See Gundert 2000 for the negligible presence of the soul (yuxh/) in Hippocratic thought. A useful starting point
for discussions of the relationship between the soul and body in classical Greek thought is Holmes 2010a, esp. 140. Part of her argument is that modern scholarship often overstates this distinction because of the influence of
Cartesian thought. Instead, she convincingly argues that ancient Greeks made a distinction between what is seen
and what is felt, yet these two approaches did not create a schism between material and psychic states of being.
See further Broadie 2001 for a comparison between Plato’s and Descartes’ soul/body division, and Carter 1983,
esp. 96-154, for Descartes’ own theories.
56 See Laqueur 1992, esp. 25-62 for the historical development of this ‘one-sex’ model from antiquity to the early
20th century. For resistance to this model see King 2013, which I address below.
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should be noted, however, that this genderless body in Greek medicine still tended to use the
male body as its default; the female body was exceptional, and as an unfortunate and long-lasting
consequence for scientific progress, it was greatly simplified.57 These limitations mean that my
project is a study of a ‘normalized’ androcentric model of the material body.
I further restrict my discussions of specific authors. Although I begin this study with a
contextual analysis of anatomical vocabulary in the Homeric poems (8th century BCE in their
written form, but reflecting an earlier oral tradition), I concentrate on works roughly from the
middle of the 5th to the middle of the 4th centuries BCE. This chronological range encompasses
both the Hippocratic writings that I examine in my study and principal non-medical Athenian
authors.58 I include the surviving plays and fragments of Aeschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides,
and old and middle comedy, yet I restrict my analysis of prose writings to the works of
Herodotus, Thucydides, Plato, and Xenophon. I have excluded orators from my study, because
of the low appearance of anatomical terminology (both general and specific) in their speeches. I
have also chosen to exclude a detailed analysis of Aristotle’s anatomical vocabulary, although his
early life falls within my chronology (ca. 384 BCE-322 BCE). This is both because of his
regular engagement with medical concepts and language and because of the magnitude of his
57 See Laqueur 1992: 25 (although he is specifically concerned with Galen’s model of the body). For a more
nuanced model of the female body in Hippocratic thought, see King 1998a (esp. 6-13) where she argues that
Hippocratic medicine concentrated on sexual differences of generation and of bodily fluids (e.g. semen and
menstrual fluid), physiological models that I have excluded from my study. For a Hippocratic example of the
minimization of gender differences in medicine, see the comment at Loc. Hom. 46: ta\ gunaikei=a noseu/mata
kaleu/mena: ai9 u9ste/rai pa/ntwn tw~n noshma/twn ai)/tiai/ ei0si (‘The so-called women’s sicknesses: their
uteruses are the cause of all of these sicknesses.’). As King 1998a: 11 points out, however, the Hippocratic
Diseases of Women is an exception among the treatises, since the authors of this work propose that women’s
material bodies are very much different from men’s (e.g. Mul. 1.1: fhmi\ th_n gunai=ka a)raiosarkote/rhn kai\
a(palwte/rhn ei]nai h2 to_n a1ndra: ‘I contend that a woman has more spongy flesh and is more delicate than a
man.’). But even here the author is only noting the sexual differences in the quality of material (here specifically
sa/rc, or flesh). He is not proposing significantly different models for the types of parts that comprise male and
female bodies.
58 Jouanna 1999: 57 locates most of the Hippocratic writings to within the life of the historical physician
Hippocrates of Cos (ca. 460-370 BCE); Nutton 2004: 60 suggests a similar date range of between 420 BCE and
350 BCE. I discuss this further in the introduction to chapter 3 below. See ‘List of Abbreviations’ above for the
estimated dates of specific Hippocratic writings that I discuss.
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corpus;59 however, I do mention his writings frequently to illustrate the use of words in a
technical context within Athens.

1.4. Organization and chapter summaries
My analysis of anatomical terminology in this project is organized according to writing genres.
This approach, rather than any other (e.g. organization by parts of the body or word-types),
perhaps requires explanation. Although authors within the same genre show different levels of
engagement with anatomical vocabulary, the shared subject matter and aims of each group
usually direct authors to describe the body in similar ways. In chapters two and three I discuss
terms used in the Homeric poems and the Hippocratic Corpus respectively. My intent in these
chapters is to examine the extent to which anatomical vocabulary in the Hippocratic treatises
differed from and expanded upon earlier vocabulary. In chapter four I discuss the place of
medical thought within classical Athenian society and the Athenian elite’s exposure to medical
concepts. This serves as a transition to the close study of anatomical language in the nonmedical writers of the classical period. In chapters five to seven I investigate the potential
impact that medical vocabulary had on non-medical literature in Athens and how authors in each
genre integrated these words into their own works.
After a review of relevant scholarship in each chapter, I discuss specific issues of and
approaches to anatomical vocabulary in each genre. In the following sections I adopt an
exterior/interior body approach in my study of specific words. In chapters two (Homeric epic)
and three (Hippocratic treatises) I discuss a broad range of terms under these headings. In
chapters five to seven (Athenian authors) I briefly survey common anatomical word-use in each
59 For a recent and full analysis of Aristotle’s conception of the body and its effects on later thought, see Carbone
2011; for discussion of Aristotle’s close relationship with Greek medicine and his effects upon its later
development, see van der Eijk and Francis 2009; for Aristotle’s use of medical imagery and language in a nonmedical context, the Poetics, see Craik 2006b.
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genre before investigating examples that suggest medical connections. For each of these case
studies I provide a supporting analysis of the word in its context that is often absent in previous
studies of anatomical vocabulary.
Chapter 2: The body in the Homeric epics. These poems, especially the Iliad because of
its many vivid battle scenes, contain a mature lexicon for the human body. Many of these
anatomical terms comprise the core vocabulary for later classical writers (both medical and nonmedical). I have included this discussion of Homeric anatomical terms for two reasons. First,
the Homeric poems provide a baseline for non-technical Greek vocabulary for the body. This
will allow me to pass over discussions of common anatomical words more quickly in later
chapters. Secondly, there are some terms that either do not appear in later classical Greek
literature or have clear changed meanings that suggest a different model of the body in earlier
Greek thought. I further show that the Homeric poems’ most detailed use of anatomical
vocabulary could draw the audience’s attention to questions of identity, problematizing the
inherent disconnection between an individual as a whole and his or her multitude of parts. A
similar approach is used when later dramatists appropriate unusual vocabulary for the body.
Chapter 3: The body in the Hippocratic Corpus. After defining classical medicine as an
identifiable craft (te/xnh) in Greek thought, I begin by analyzing the role of the body in the
Hippocratic Corpus and the extent to which it was examined. One main concern of Greek
physicians was to investigate what a human is. Since a primary task of their profession was to
understand disease, their answer to the question was to examine the human body as a material
object; however, both practical and religious reasons limited physicians’ access to the living
human body. As a result, they sought out other avenues for investigating ‘bodies’ in general,
including corpses and, to a greater degree, the bodies of animals. In order to accurately record
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and to potentially circulate their observations and theories to a larger audience, physicians
produced new terms and metaphors for these parts that differed from the common vernacular.
My principal argument is that these new verbal bodies that they created, gathered from disparate
sources other than living patients, encouraged new ways of thinking about what the human body
is.
Chapter 4: The General Public and Medicine in Athens. In this chapter I address the
dissemination of medical ideas among the broader intellectual elite. Following a survey of the
interest in health and the overall high esteem of the medical profession in Athens, I discuss
examples that illustrate non-medical writers’ active engagement with medical ideas. A specific
claim in this chapter is that non-medical authors (and more broadly the general public) saw value
in learning about the burgeoning field of medicine. These models of health, sickness, and the
body were not considered abstract academic exercises, but rather possible ways of understanding
how to extend life. The practical applications for medical knowledge therefore encouraged nonprofessionals to engage with medical ideas, and as an extension, medical vocabulary itself.
Chapter 5: The Body in Tragedy. Athenian tragedy provides our earliest evidence for
Athenian writers appropriating Hippocratic terminology. Among the three principal tragic
playwrights, Euripides seems to have exploited medical language to the greatest extent. On the
other hand, Aeschylus, the oldest of the three tragedians, apparently did not use any. This
perhaps further indicates that Hippocratic medical ideas had yet to become popular among the
Athenian educated elite before the middle of the 5th century. My main argument in this chapter is
that Sophocles and Euripides both exploited uncommon medical vocabulary as a supplement to
Homeric poetic terms as a way to estrange the body, thereby making it an object of special
enquiry. This novel anatomical language, in particular metaphors used by physicians, allowed
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tragedians to problematize what the human body is and to make it something grotesque. In their
hands, it became an open system that, through ambiguous vocabulary, was able to absorb parts of
the external world, including both inanimate objects and animals.
Chapter 6: The Body in Comedy. In comparison with tragedy, there are far fewer
possible medical terms used in comic theatre. The earliest examples of unusual terminology
with medical associations appear in parodies of tragic language without an explicit medical
context. I suggest this illustrates the limited expectations placed on the broad audience to
identify parodies of medical discourse. Late 5th and 4th century examples imply an audience’s
greater familiarity with the field. Moreover, I suggest that while tragedians used such
uncommon vocabulary for the body to encourage sublime or eerie feelings of discomfort about
what we are, comedy was especially prone to use it to suggest the body’s absurdity. In comedy,
anatomical vocabulary sometimes emphasizes specific parts of a character to the point of the
grotesque. At other times, the effect of listing bodily parts is self-effacing, distorting or
destroying any sense of a unified whole. At this point, anything can happen. The body can be
stretched and skewed to suitably comic proportions.
Chapter 7: The Body in Athenian Prose. This chapter represents a counterpoint to
anatomical language in both tragedy and comedy. For practical and perhaps aesthetic reasons,
prose writers’ use of technical anatomical language is generally low, since these authors had the
common aim to elucidate their subjects for the reader rather than to complicate them. However,
some examples of medical terms in each author’s writings shows that, as part of the intellectual
elite, he had exposure to contemporary medical language. In these instances, we find special
anatomical terminology used either as authoritative support for their subject matter or as a way
to criticize medicine’s approach to the body when it is applied to other areas of enquiry.
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By the end of this project, I hope to have illustrated both how Greek anatomical
vocabulary was used in different genres and, more importantly, the effects that various
approaches had on the creation of verbalized human bodies. My analysis can be broken down
into three general claims. First, our evidence from the Homeric epics shows that the Greek
language had a rich vocabulary to describe the body that suggests a detailed knowledge of
human anatomy at an early stage. Secondly, because of their particular interests, Greek medical
writers approached the human body in different ways that expanded upon traditional notions
about what the body was. Not only were under-recognized anatomical parts brought to the
foreground of their studies, but these parts – often only visible in corpses and animals – could
complicate what a living human was. Thirdly, non-medical writers exploited these new
approaches as ways to create exceptional models of the human body in their own works. I
demonstrate that these bodily descriptions, which range from the grotesque to the sublime,
reflect the Athenian intellectual elite’s mixed reactions to the new concepts of medical science,
which were still at the periphery of general knowledge.
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Chapter 2
The Body in the Homeric Epics
‘...how excellent an anatomist our Homer was, whose skill in those times, methinks,
should be a secret.’
George Chapman (commentary to Iliad, book 14)
The Iliad and Odyssey, the earliest surviving works of Greek literature, are particularly important
in a study of Greek anatomical vocabulary, since they provide an impressively large number of
terms for the human body that is not matched until the Hippocratic Corpus (5th - 4th century
BCE). For comparison, the number of anatomical terms in the poems rivals that of English
medical texts up to the 14th century.1 My intent in this chapter is to make three particular points.
First, the poems contain some words whose definitions appear to change in meaning or that are
absent in later Greek writings (I focus particularly on five of these: de/maj, xrw/j, gui=a, me/lea,
and i]nej). This class of anatomical terms illustrates that the concept of the body is an artificial
cultural construction that can change over time. Second, the poems also preserve a large number
of words for the body that persist into the Classical period with no perceptible change in
meaning. This class of durable anatomical terms therefore represents part of the core vocabulary
of the Greek language (both technical and non-technical), and suggests a mature and detailed
language for the body at an early stage.2 Third, the large anatomical lexicon of the Homeric
Norri 1998: 121 has counted 126 body terms in English medical writings up to the 14 th century. The Homeric
epics have 119 terms.
2 The role of the epics as principal tools in an elite classical Greek’s education means that he or she also would
have been familiar with the ways that the poems describe the body. The formally educated classical Greek then
had an early preexisting standard for not only general, but also complex anatomical terminology for the exterior
and interior human body. Plato for instance states that Homer was the educator of Greece (R. 606e: th\n 9Ella/da
pepai/deuken); Xenophanes adds that Homer enjoyed this position from the beginning (e)c a0rxh=j: fr. 10 DK).
Although both authors question the value of this education in these passages, their polemics against Homer
further illustrate the well-established role that the epics held in the late archaic and classical Greek world. For a
concise discussion of Homer’s role as educator in the Classical period and on these passages specifically see
Marrou 1964: 21-34 (esp. 29-30). See also Jaeger 1965: 35-56.
1
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poems can be used to assemble an internally consistent and sophisticated verbal representation of
the human body. Major parts (both external and internal) are mentioned in the poems, and their
locations are accurately described in ways similar to later medical writings. As I argue more
fully in later chapters, however, Homeric anatomical vocabulary – as detailed as it is – was
insufficient to relate the more nuanced medical body that was being explored by medical writers
later in the Classical period.

2.1. Previous interest in Homeric anatomical vocabulary
The Homeric poems’ detailed mapping of the body has attracted interest since their earliest
critics. At least by the Classical period, observations of Homer’s broad knowledge in such areas
show that the poems were considered exceptional. Plato is the first example we have of
someone suggesting Homeric expertise in medicine (and we may assume its anatomical
dimension as well), but it seems likely that the idea was around much earlier.3
Homer is mentioned only once in the Hippocratic Corpus at Joints 8, a work on the
setting of broken bones and dislocations.4 This is surprising, since the poems often mention
doctors and medicine in addition to their detailed descriptions of the body;5 however, Homer is
also only one of two poets specifically named in the Hippocratic Corpus (and the only one
mentioned positively), which suggests that he could be a worthy authority on medicine within

3

See R. 599b-c, Ion 538c. Both passages depict Socrates questioning whether poetry (particularly the Homeric
epics) can teach skills beyond the poetic art, including medicine. See further Arist. PA 673a, GA 785a, and HA
513b for examples of other Athenian interest in Homeric anatomical descriptions.
4 Twice, if we include an abridged version of the same passage at Mochl. 5.
5 There are a handful of references to physicians in the poems, and all are favourable to the art. In one instance it
is said that healers are ‘worth many men’ (Il. 11.514), and in another their knowledge of humans is heralded
(Od. 2.231). For other references in the epics to healing see Il. 4.189-219, 5.402-2 and 889-90, 11.833, 13.213,
16.28, and Od. 19.457. This last passage is notable for its description of a healing song used in conjunction with
bandaging to heal a young Odysseus. For discussion see Renehan 1992. For shorts overviews of the medical art
and of physicians in the poems see Cordes 1994: 12-18 and Wood 1931.
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medical circles as well.6 His name appears in a discussion of dislocations of bones and how
different constitutions of the body are factors in a person’s susceptibility to them. As evidence,
the Hippocratic author describes the high frequency of thighbone dislocations (e0kpi/ptousi...oi9
mhroi\ e0k th=j kotu/lhj) of oxen during winter, and attributes this to the animal’s loss of body
mass. The author argues that this is because an ox’s lip is more projected than those of smaller
herbivores, so the animal has more difficulty eating the short herbage that is found in winter. He
then provides as proof a line of dactylic poetry that he attributes to Homer:7
‘Wj d’ o9po/t’ a)spa/sion e)/ar h)/luqe bousi\n e(/licin
As when the season of spring arrives, welcome to crumpled-horned cattle
The quotation is not at all medical, and contains no specific description of medical matters, yet
Homer is still used as proof:
dei= de/: kalw~j ga\r 3Omhroj katamemaqh/kei, ktl.
And it should be [true], for Homer has well observed, etc.
The author has previously been self-conscious about using oxen as a parallel example of the
condition of the human body,8 but seems to feel vindicated in doing so, since the great Homer
himself has used the beast in a human-animal simile.

6

To my knowledge, the only other authors explicitly mentioned in the Hippocratic Corpus are the Presocratic
philosopher and poet Empedocles (VM 20) and the trainer/doctor Herodicus of Selymbria, Thrace (Epid. 6.3.18),
who possibly also wrote treatises on health, since Plato (R. 406a, Phdr. 227d) and Aristotle (EE 1243b) were
both aware of his theories. In antiquity this Herodicus was sometimes confused with Herodicus of Leontini
(Gorgias’ brother), who had no known connection to medicine, as well as Herodicus of Cnidus (the island
renowned as the rival medical school of Cos), who apparently did. For a discussion of this problem of
Herodicus’ identity and full bibliography, see Manetti 1999: 110; for the argument that Epidemics 6 and Plato are
describing the same Herodicus, see Manetti 1982: 69-70.
7 The line is not from any Homer that we possess, although the phrase bousi\n e(/licin does appear as a line ending
at Iliad 12.293 in a simile of a lion attacking an ox.
8 This is evident in the preceding sentence: gi/nontai de\ bo&ej lepto&tatoi, tou~ xeimw~noj teleutw~ntoj: to&te
ou}n kai\ e0carqre/ousi ma&lista, ei0 dh& ti kai\ toiou~to dei= e0n i0htrikh|~ gra&yai: ‘Now cattle are thinnest at the
end of winter, and it is then especially that they have dislocations, if indeed such a matter should be cited in a
medical work.’
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Authors from later antiquity such as Plutarch (ca. 46-120 CE), Galen (129- ca. 216 CE),
and Celsus (2nd century CE) also considered Homer to be an authority on medicine in his own
time.9 With the exception of Galen, these authors pay little attention to the accuracy or depth of
Homer’s medical knowledge, but focus more upon the references to physicians and medicine in
the epics. Later Homeric scholiasts, commentators, and lexicographers naturally show a specific
interest in vocabulary, and occasionally provide some useful information about the difficulty and
different interpretations of a word in later Greek, but these are often not very helpful in
illuminating an anatomical term’s original meaning.10
The first modern scholar to analyze the Homeric poems’ vocabulary for the body was the
classicist and physician Charles Daremberg in his La médecine dans Homère (1865).11
Contained in this monograph is a detailed glossary of 119 different terms for the body.12 The
number is impressively high, and Daremberg rightly concludes that Homeric vocabulary
constitutes the core for both popular and scientific Greek anatomical language.13 This number is
correct, and forms the basis of my study of Homeric vocabulary; however, the listing is
9

10

11

12
13

Plu. On Homer (Peri\ (Omh/rou) [B] 200-6, Q Con 745a; Celsus: Pr. 3-4; Galen: frequently, e.g. In Hp. Nat.
Hom. 16, and for a short discussion Roselli 1999: 364. Roselli remarks at n. 14: ‘Homer’s authority in the field
of anatomical terminology is frequently invoked in [ancient] commentaries on surgical treatises.’ See also
Philox. Gramm. fr. 148. The claims by Plutarch and Celsus are no doubt influenced by the fact that they were
interested in medicine, but not physicians themselves.
The hapax term bre/xmoj (Il. 5.586) is a prime example. This passage in which the word appears describes only
that the hero Mydon falls from his chariot onto his brexmo/j and shoulders (e0pi\ brexmo\n te kai w!mouj). This
suggests a certain part of the head, but we are left to speculate about what part this is. Later attempts to define
the term offer various interpretations. S vet. 5.586b glosses it as the first spinal process of the neck (brexmo_j
le/getai h( tou~ au)xe/noj spondulw&dhj a)rxh/); Apollonius (Lex. 105-7) suggests that it is the top of the head’s
circumference, or helmet-cap ( e0pi\ me\n tou= a!krou th=j perikefalai/aj); Herodianus (Partitiones 5.9) defines it
as the summit of the head’s brain-pan (to\ a!kron tou~ krani/ou th=j kefalh=j); Pollux (2.39) defines it more
loosely as the part of the head above the forehead (to\ de\ u9pe\r to\ me/twpon). Modern scholarship has shed little
more light on the meaning of the term. For a summary of this attention to the word see Saunders 2000.
Daremberg, however, was building upon an already preexisting early-modern interest in the Homeric
understanding of medicine and the human body. For example, in de Homero Medico (1700) Adam Brendel
attempted to locate Homeric medical knowledge in relation to later writers in antiquity, most notably
Hippocrates, Galen, Pliny, and Celsus. Compared to that of Daremberg’s, his assessment of Homeric anatomical
knowledge was not glowing: ‘De anatome vero peritia multa dicere non attinet, quia sauciorum membrorum
curatio minus recte institui potest, qui corporis fabricam non habet cognitam. et partium cohaesionem,
muniaque, quibus funguntur, ignorat.’ (Brendel 1700: 23).
Daremberg 1865: 10-59.
Daremberg 1865: 11.
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alphabetical, which lexically fragments the terms and discourages our understanding of how the
Homeric poems connected the various parts of the body. Discussions for the most frequently
occurring terms – those describing more basic parts of the body – tend to receive lengthy
treatment, while those that are problematic receive relatively little attention.14
Frölich’s Die Militärmedicin Homers (1879) pays more attention to the depth of Homer’s
anatomical knowledge than to his vocabulary, so the battle scenes of the Iliad receive the fullest
treatment. As a physician in the German military, Frölich was interested in showing that Homer
was not only knowledgeable about medicine and the human body, but also that he was probably
a military surgeon who treated injuries off the battlefield. This distance from the actual fighting
would have allowed him the chance to pursue his poetry.15 Frölich arrived at this conclusion
from evidence he collected about the types of wounds and mortality rate from the Iliad’s
descriptions of 147 injuries to different parts of the body. These numbers are divided into the
locations of injuries (head, neck, trunk, arm, leg) and the weapon used (stone, spear, arrow,
sword), and the mortality rate for each injury is provided. These statistics, Frölich argues, are
consistent with the survival odds on his own 19th century battlefield.16 Modern scholarship has
inherited two important points about Homeric anatomical language from Daremberg’s and
Frölich’s works: the poems show a lexicon for the human body that rivalled anatomical
vocabulary in many Hippocratic works; and the detailed descriptions of war injuries suggest an
understanding of the human body that leaves the impression of some special knowledge.
Frölich’s focus on the types and number of battle injuries described in the Iliad has
received the most attention in later scholarship. His table of wounds, for example, is still often

14 E.g. his entries on bre/xoj and ga/sthr, Daremberg 1865: 17.
15 Frölich 1879: 63-4.
16 Frölich 1879: 58-61.
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cited or copied in discussions about Homeric warfare.17 The natural extension of Frölich’s
findings (and, to some extent, Daremberg’s) has been to enquire into why there is such a high
level of detail given in these death scenes. There have been several possible answers. Mueller
posits that many of these descriptions are part of character and plot development. Noting the
frequency of gory wounds in the aristeia of Achilles as an example (Iliad 21), he suggests that
such detail is added to show the hero’s retaliation to and intensification of Patroclus’
maltreatment.18 Fenik holds a similar view that battle scenes are artistic tools of the poet through
which he strengthens connections between episodes and characters.19 It may be that such
descriptions are comparable to (and a literary product of) vivid accounts given by hunters after a
successful kill.20 It may also be that Homer wished to provide an identity and distinction to the
fallen heroes through individualizing their deaths.21 Salazar is a particular advocate for this
possibility, citing the common description of the Iliad as a ‘poem of dying and death.’22
Friedrich mirrors Fenik’s belief that these battle scenes are for the most part formulaic models
inherited from oral poetry; however, he also argues that elaborations upon these models are the
result of later additions to the poem.23
Analysis of Homeric anatomical vocabulary per se has been confronted surprisingly less
frequently in later scholarship. Daremberg’s findings have been primarily cited to suggest that

17 For recent examples see Grmek 1989: 28; Salazar 2000: 127; Mylonas 2008; Gabriel 2007: 136. For a detailed
analysis of this table, including its deficiencies see Saunders 2004.
18 Mueller 1984: 86.
19 Fenik 1968. His general conclusion is that battle scenes in the Iliad are for the most part formulaic, a result of a
long-refined oral tradition. Additions to them are primarily elaborations in detail at the hands of a skilled poet.
See also Segal 1971, esp. 1-8.
20 Salazar 2000: 128-135. Kitts 2005: ch.1 suggests a similar connection between descriptions of fatal blows in
war and the sacrificing of animals.
21 But this does not account for why only eight or so victims are mentioned in lists. For this number see Mueller
1984:82.
22 Citing Marg 1976: 18; also de Romilly 1979: 3, and Griffin 1980: 44. I add to this Schein’s informative survey
of this notion (Schein 1984: 67-69) This point is also emphasized by Oswald 2011, who begins her poem
memorializing the dead in the Iliad with a list of 214 names of those killed.
23 Friedrich 2003.
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Homer had a rich vocabulary when describing the human body. Although his work has often
been cited as evidence for this, there has been little investigation into his findings and the
connection between Homeric and Hippocratic vocabularies. Most studies have been restricted to
particular words encountered in the epics and their relationship to later concepts of the body.
These will be discussed as they are encountered. Leumann is one of the few authors in the last
century to comment upon Homeric medical language. Interested primarily in linguistic features,
he remarks that it is unlikely (but not impossible) that medicine borrowed its anatomical
terminology directly from poetry. The Homeric poems and Hippocratic writings shared the same
non-poetic Ionic origin for anatomical and medical terms, and Leumann uses this to explain their
similarities. The implication of this position, that Homeric poets possessed a language for the
body that was not originally poetic, is that they had exposure to or interest in the subject that
reflects a general Ionic interest in the construction of the human body. Leumann further offers
the possibility that the detailed vocabulary found in the poems – for example metaphors and
compound words – provided a model for new lexical creation among the blooming scientific
communities of the 5th century.24
Further research has been done on smaller aspects of Homeric anatomical language.
Mugler in his study of the Homeric poems as a starting point of Greek science only obliquely
comments on anatomical language, and this is limited to contexts of anthropomorphic forces
applied to the natural world and to notions of cause and effect.25 Roura has pursued the Homeric
poems’ relation to later Hippocratic writings more thoroughly in his study of the Hippocratics’
scientific language.26 Using a small selection of terms from the poems as examples, he
categorizes later anatomical vocabulary into three groups: words sharing semantic ambiguity in
24 Leumann 1950: 308-15.
25 Mugler 1963: 37, 110-11. He does, however, spend some time discussing Homeric knowledge of medicines,
charms, and poisons (147-52).
26 Roura 1972.
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both the poems and Hippocratic writings; words with persistent semantics fields; and Homeric
terms whose semantic fields have been specialized or new vocabulary. His findings illustrate
some common trends in later scientific language. The narrow scope of his lexical enquiry,
however, does not allow for an accurate picture of just how greatly Homeric vocabulary is
reflected in the Hippocratic Corpus.27
A common thread in these works is a scholarly interest in just how much the Homeric
oral poets knew about anatomy. Frölich’s and Daremberg’s works continue to remain the
primary studies of this. Both emphasized the detailed nature of Homeric anatomical knowledge,
and both were medical doctors. The possibility that the poet Homer had special medical
knowledge of the human body has been most pursued in the pages of medical journals by
physicians seeing ancient similarities to their own craft.28 The general consensus of their
findings have been that the Iliad accurately portrays anatomy through Homeric description of
wounds.29 These conclusions, however, most often rely on an anachronistic view of medicine,
which tell us more about our own notions about the art of medicine than those of the oral poetic
tradition.
Despite interest in Homeric descriptions of the body, scholars have generally resisted the
possibility that people in the Homeric world actively studied the body’s construction. The
primary basis for this argument has been that medical practices in archaic Greece had yet to
move beyond treating the body’s surface. Edelstein concludes that while there might have been
some anatomical interest when the poems were composed, religious and moral restrictions likely
27 Hippocratic anatomical language and its relation to 5th century authors is explored below in chapter 3.
28 For examples in the areas of general anatomy: Dunbar 1880, Urso 1997; neuroanatomy: Sahlas 2001, Walshe
1997; head and neck trauma: Mylonas 2008, Sapounakis 2007; arm and hand trauma: Lipshutz 1963, Morelli
2007; chest trauma: Santos 2000.
29 A notable exception to these is Godquin 1990, who argues that some descriptions in the poems suggest that
Homer did not have surgical experience with the human body, but rather he had assistance for technical terms. In
other words, Godquin imagines a situation in which Homer had consulted someone who had special knowledge
of internal anatomy to help him compose the detailed descriptions of the body in the poem.
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prevented any human autopsy. Moreover, in the absence of any knowledge about internal illness
at this time, any attempt to explore the inner body would have been for pure curiosity.30 This
opinion is followed by Phillips; however, he allows for the possibility that exposed children and
aborted embryos were exempt from such taboos.31 Saunders has been the latest author to address
anatomy in the Iliad. His conclusion is that the Homeric poems are for the most part accurate in
their descriptions of wounds, yet there remain some examples where the results of injuries are
questionable, what Saunders calls ‘fantastic,’ and these are the passages that have spurred the
most interest from antiquity to now.32 It should be noted that Saunders is not so concerned with
anatomy as he is with whether the injuries are plausible.

2.2. The Homeric Kunstsprache for the body: interpreting terms
There are some anatomical terms that appear to be fantastic to a modern audience. Part of their
obscurity is due to the Homeric language itself, which presents problems that later Greek
anatomical vocabulary usually does not. In many ways the dialect is a patchwork: in addition to
its Ionic character, it also shares similarities with Aeolic and Mycenaean dialects.33 Very likely,
Homeric language was synthetic (a Kunstsprache), the result of a long oral tradition.34 The

30 Edelstein 1967: 251-2, contra Koerner 1922: 1484. The lack of knowledge about internal medicine in Archaic
Greece was already noticed in antiquity. Plato for example notes that Homer had no knowledge of dietetics, the
most common treatments in his age (Ion 538c, R. 406a; see also Eustath. ad Il. 11.829). For a discussion of this
see Smith 1966: 547-48. The general consensus among scholars is that while certain external wounds were
treated with surgery, Homeric medicine was still heavily theurgical. See Cordes 1991 and Kudlien 1965.
31 Phillips 1973: 41.
32 Saunders 1999. Some especially notable examples that he discusses include a spear that quivers, since it is next
to Alkathoos’ beating heart (Il. 13.428-44); Kebriones’ shattered eye socket that makes his eye fall out (Il.
16.732-43); and Archelochos’ decapitation by a spear (Il. 14.459-66).
33 The literature on the Homeric dialect is extensive. For an excellent summary see Horrocks 1997, who analyzes
the elements of Ionic and Aeolic dialects within the poems. He suggests that this blending was caused by
different stages of development within the oral formulaic system. Cf. Wyatt 1988, who argues for the possibility
that something similar to Homeric language might actually have been spoken.
34 The compositional stages of the Homeric epics fall into three categories: 1) a foundation of phrase-types
developed through a long oral, preliterate, formulaic tradition; 2) elements of innovation by an epic bard at the
time of the first written composition (late 8th century); and some additions by later hands (6th century),
specifically the Pisistratean recension (see West 1999 and further Haslam 1997: 79-84 for specific discussion of
the Pisistratean recension).
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literary forms of the Iliad and the Odyssey might have been far removed from the time and/or
places when a word was actively used. If this is so, the exact definition of an anatomical word in
its original sense might have been obscure, remaining as a poetic word only. Additionally, the
formulaic nature of Homeric verse means that it is impossible to determine the appropriateness
of word choices. In one instance, an especially apropos word might be used; in another, a
formula might have been used in which the metrical structure favoured a specific word over its
proper use.35
Anatomical words in Homeric Kunstsprache fall into two categories: those that are
contained within formulae and those that are hapax (words that appear only once across the Iliad
and Odyssey). Words that appear more than once in the poems are part of fixed formulae that
suggest the poet’s training in the oral formulaic tradition. Since hapax terms are typically
additions to the set formulas, they are where the innovative talents of the poet are most evident.
If the Iliad and Odyssey were part of an oral formulaic tradition that relied upon rigidly set
patterns of diction and theme, then that leaves limited (or potentially no) opportunities for a
poet’s artistic abilities to be exhibited; however, work on both Homeric diction – the
Kunstsprache of his epics – and the study of hapax legomena in the poems suggest that there
was plenty of room within the confines of the formulaic structure for the poet to make decisions
in both plot construction and word-choice.36

35 See Combellack 1959, esp. 208 and Peradotto 1997: 381-84.
36 This claim and my postulations about the state of the Homeric epics are following Hainsworth 1993: 1-31. He
provides here several excellent discussions about the fixed-phrasing within the oral formulaic system, as well as
the possible avenues for innovation that were available to the poet. See further Sullivan 1995: 3-5 for a short
summary of the oral formulaic system particularly in regard to individual anatomical/psychological words. She
argues that epic language was in all likelihood not the vernacular of Homer’s age; his vocabulary probably was
much larger. Furthermore, she argues that ‘[the] poetic language, having had a long history, probably contained
archaic words and phrases no longer in use or considered “quaint” in nature. Even terms common to both
languages probably varied in frequency and perhaps even meaning.’
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The number of hapax anatomical terms in the poems in the form we have today suggests
that descriptions of the body were useful opportunities for poetic innovation. Of the 119 body
words in the poems,37 there are 21 hapax legomena, or just under 18%. The Iliad contains 19
hapax anatomical words.38 Nearly all of these appear in combat descriptions and refer to internal
parts of the body.39 The Odyssey contains only two hapax body terms (a)/knhstij and de/rtron).
Neither of these appear in fighting scenes.40 This marked difference between the number of
hapax terms for internal and external parts shows that the Homeric poems provided few unique
descriptions of a person’s external features. Rather, they offered individual heroes with
individual deaths: Amphiclus is the only one to have his tendons (neu=ra) torn (Il. 16.316); Peiros
alone has his lung (pneu/mwn) pierced (Il. 4.528). Although they are minor characters in the
poem, both receive a special (and memorable) death.
In most cases when an anatomical term is not hapax in the poems, the Homeric
anatomical lexicon appears to be internally consistent and to be framed around categories for
classifying body parts. When describing the body the Homeric tradition does not exceed the
semantic scope of a particular term, but instead has a defined physical or material continuum in
mind for what a term can denote. A physical continuum of lexical scope refers to what we call a
‘part,’ such as the English term ‘(right) leg’ or ‘(left) forearm.’ A material continuum refers to
37 See Appendix 1 for the complete list of Homeric anatomical vocabulary.
38 a)sfa/ragoj (throat/gullet, 22.328), boubw/n (groin, 4.492), bre/xmoj (possibly sinciput [crown of the head],
5.576), e)/ndina (entrails, 23.806), e0pisku/nion (eyebrow, 17.136), qe/nar (palm of the hand, 5.339), i0gnu/h
(ham/back of the thigh, 13.212), kotu/lh (hip joint, 5.306), krani/on (skull/cranium, 8.84), kw/lhy (hollow of the
knee, 23.726), neu=ra (tendons, 16.315) nh/duia (bowels, 17.524), pneu/mwn (lung, 4.528), pro/tmhsij (waist,
11.424), r(a/xij (lower back/chine, 9.208), ske/loj (leg, 16.314), sfonduli/oj (vertebra, 20.483), u(perw|/h
(palate, 22.495), fle/y (vessel as in later Greek or perhaps spine [Janko 1992 ad loc.], 13.546). Cf. the adjective
e0pinefri/dioj (upon the kidney, referring to the fat [dhmo/j] surrounding the kidney, Il. 21.204).
39 The two exceptions are e0pisku/nion (eyebrow, 17.136), the furrowed brow in a lion simile; and r(a/xij (lower
back/chine, 9.208), of a butchered pig.
40 a)/knhstij (spine/backbone, 10.161, although possibly a misreading of kata\ knh=stin [LSJ s.v. a)/knhstij];
knh=stij (spine) would also be a hapax) appears in a description of Odysseus’ killing of a stag; de/rtron
(caul/membrane containing the bowels, 11.579) is used by Odysseus to describe Tityos’ evisceration by two
vultures in the underworld. The term xordh/ (gut) at 21.407 could also be added, although it here refers to the
string of a phorminx.
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the material makeup of a part that may be shared with otherwise conceptually different parts. In
English we have ‘muscle’ and ‘bone’ as examples of this. Inherent to all languages, however, are
unclear or ‘fuzzy’ boundaries in the semantic field of some words, including words for the
body.41 For example, it is difficult to place fixed spatial limits on parts that we in English call
‘abdomen’ or ‘cheek.’ In these cases, a term is either applied to something that is itself poorly
defined or is used in such a way that there is ambiguity about its meaning. A person or a
language group will use these words at times in a very restricted sense, while at other times use
them in ways that seem to push a word’s semantic limits.42
The difficulty of interpreting Homeric anatomical terms occurs when they appear either
infrequently or in formulae that are too restricted to glean much about their meanings. For a
simple example, the Homeric term a)gosto/j (which can be glossed as ‘flat of the hand,’ s.v.
LSJ), which always appears in the same sedes, provides too little contextual differentiation for us
to develop a precise meaning for the word:
o4 d' e0n koni/h|si pesw_n e3le gai=an a)gostw|~.
he crashed in the dust and [with the flat of his hand] clawed the earth.43
Context suggests that the a)gosto/j very well could be the flat of a falling hero’s hand that hits
the ground, but it could also be another part of the arm (or even another part of the body). Little
help can be found in later uses of the term. It does not appear again until the Hellenistic period,
when it is used for ‘arm’ (Theoc. 17.129) or strangely even ‘dirt’ (S ad Il. 6.506; cf. s.v. LSJ).44

41 See Brown 1979 for discussion of this idea.
42 See Lander et al. 1962 for a study of fuzzy semantic fields for the limbs and torso in modern Navaho, and
further Brown 1979 for discussion of this phenomenon and its role in the semantic change of anatomical terms.
43 Il. 11.425, 13.508, 520, 14.452, 17.315. In this chapter I use, with minor changes, the translations of Hammond
(Iliad) and Palmer (Odyssey).
44 The scholiast apparently confused a)gosto/j as an anatomical term with what it is described as touching within
the formula, i.e. the dirt/dust (koni/a).
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This reappearance of the term seems to be due to the focussed academic interest not only in the
writings, but also in the language, of the Homeric epics.45
The example of a)gosto/j illustrates part of the problem that Homeric formulaic language
presents: metrical convenience and fixed phrase-forms sometimes hinder attempts to define a
body term in a given context. Lexicographers have recourse to etymology and later uses of a
term, but although these are helpful for providing possible options of meaning, these methods are
by no means exhaustive or definitive. Epic anatomical language thus presents us with a
descriptive picture of the body that is part known and part unknown. Like the human body,
when put under close examination, some Homeric terms – to both later Greek authors and to us –
become unsettlingly strange.

2.3. The human body as a whole: de/maj and sw~ma
This strange impression of human anatomy is perhaps most apparent in the search for a Homeric
word for the whole body. By the middle of this past century research into the Homeric
understanding of the relationship between the material body and the self suggested there was a
detectable difference between the Homeric tradition’s understanding of the body and our own. I
am not concerned here with the broader question of the distinction made between the psychic
self and material self in the poems. However, investigations into part of this problem – how (or
even whether) the Homeric poems describe the whole living body – are relevant, since any
conclusion suggests a way of describing the body in the poems that differs from our own.
Snell’s The Discovery of the Mind is the starting-point for modern scholarship about
concepts of the self in the Homeric poems. His chapter on Homeric anthropology concludes that
45 As Hunter 2006: 249-50 writes: ‘Many Alexandrian poets, most notably Callimachus and Apollonius, were also
professionally engaged with the study and interpretation of Homer’s text and their poetry reacts to that of Homer
at every turn; the scholastic mode fashions allusions to Homer as a shared code which binds the poet to his
audience.’
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the Homeric world perceived the body as a collection of parts that essentially operate
independently toward a common purpose. The main evidence that Snell used to support this
claim is the apparent absence of any clear term in Homeric Greek to refer to the whole of a
living person.46 Following Aristarchus,47 he states that the word sw~ma (used later to mean the
‘living body’ as well as ‘dead body’) appears in Homeric Greek to mean only ‘corpse.’48 When
Homer wished to speak of the living body he would instead either refer synecdochically to
someone’s gui=a (‘limbs’) or to someone’s de/maj (‘bodily frame,’ used only in the accusative of
respect).49
Contrary to Snell’s conclusions, from the available – albeit limited – evidence, it appears
that the poems do describe something similar to our term ‘body’ in a way that shows a clear
understanding of it. Focusing on the appearance of sw~ma in the epics, Renehan has argued that
Snell was relying upon too few appearances of the word to make such an overarching
speculation about early Greek concepts of humans.50 He specifically contends that it is possible
that two of the eight cases of sw~ma in the Homeric epics may in fact refer to living bodies. The
first is a description of Paris’ body hunted like a stag by Menelaus (Il. 3.23). The second is the
bodies of Odysseus’ crew as they are cast overboard while sailing past the Planktai (Od. 12.67).51
Porter has a similarly negative view of Snell’s model; however, his disagreement is based on the
46 Snell 1953: 5-8.
47 Cited in Apollodorus, Lex. 254: sw~ma (/Omhroj ou0de/pote e)pi\ tou= zw~ontoj ei)/rhken.
48 The earliest example where sw~ma is clearly used for the living human body is at Hes. Op. 539-40: th_n
perie/ssasqai, i3na toi tri/xej a)treme/wsi / mhd' o)rqai\ fri/sswsin a)eiro&menai kata_ sw~ma: (‘clothe
yourself in this [chiton] so that your hairs neither tremble nor bristle and stand up straight all over your body.’).
See West 1978 ad loc. for discussion.
49 Thus we read that Cassandra was the same as Clytemnestra (Il. 1.115); Tydeus was small (Il. 5.801); and Apollo
appears as the herald Periphas (Il. 17.323), each in respect to his or her de/maj. Supporters of Snell’s theory – at
least in a weak form – include Adkins, du Bois, and Bolens, all of whom for different reasons argue for the high
articulation of the Homeric body. Adkins 1970: 21 argues that the fractured Homeric body is based on some
analogy with the social organization of Homeric society; du Bois 1996: 28-29 is primarily concerned with the
fragmented descriptions of the body in later poetry; and Bolens 2000: 55 wishes to show that a similar process of
articulation is found in most early Western cultures.
50 For a similar conclusion, although one more sympathetic toward Snell, see Koller 1958: 277.
51 The other appearances of sw~ma are at Il. 7.79, 18.161, 22.342, 23.169; Od. 11.53, 24.187.
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belief that Snell sees the Homeric person’s understanding of the world as primitive and childlike
in comparison to our own.52 Williams also rejects Snell’s claims on the basis that a hero’s corpse
(ne/kuj) is sometimes indistinguishable from his former living body.53 Holmes in her more
nuanced assessment has recently refined Snell’s definition of sw~ma by suggesting that it refers
to dead bodies ‘that have been abandoned, forgotten, or are otherwise akêdea [uncared for].’
Furthermore, she argues that in the specific case of Paris’ sw~ma, metaphorically that of a stag,
the term stresses the body’s edibility.54
Holmes’ reinterpretation of sw~ma as ‘the uncared for’ corpse is especially attractive. It
first aids in explaining the interpreted semantic overlap of the word with nekro/j (ne/kuj),
‘corpse.’55 Making a person an edible thing does violence to norms of proper burial and
treatment, and hence shows an intense disregard for the person. Secondly, as I show in my
discussion of ‘flesh’ words ( sa/rc/kre/aj) below, terms usually used for animals, the Homeric
poems show a tendency to distinguish between the unbroken self and the corrupted body. A
corpse is a non-living person: one deprived of life. When exposed to violence and resulting
death by either beast or human, a person is not only in the state of ‘not being,’ but also in a sense
‘not (or no longer) human.’ He has lost his life and his identity as a human by suffering the
death and subsequent treatment suitable for a beast.
A description of what the sw~ma may have been to a Homeric audience still does not fully
address Snell’s conclusion that the body in the Homeric world could only be seen as a collection

52 Porter 2002: 68. An explicit example of this is Snell’s comparison between the articulated representations of
man seen in geometric art and the minimalistic drawings of children (1953: 7).
53 Williams 1993: 24-25 and n. 7. He draws particular attention to Hermes’ comments on Hector’s corpse at Il.
24.422-23: w3j toi kh&dontai ma&karej qeoi\ ui[oj e9h~oj / kai\ ne/kuo&j per e0o&ntoj (‘Thus do the blessed gods
care for your [Priam’s] son, although he is a corpse’).
54 Holmes 2010a: 32-33.
55 This is one of Renehan’s contentions against rendering sw~ma as ‘corpse’(1979: 278).
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of parts. From the absence of an English equivalent for the unified ‘body’56 in the Homeric epics
we can not assume that the Dark Age/Archaic Greek failed to conceive of it in such a way.57 In
matters of practical expression, the poems clearly define the boundaries of the human body and
describe it in meaningful ways: a Homeric hero is a (single) a)/nqrwpoj (human, e.g Il. 16.263)
and a)nh/r (man, e.g. Il. 1.144) who is qnhto/j (mortal, e.g. Il. 13.322).58 Regardless of whether
or not there is a lexical equivalent in Homeric Greek for our term ‘body,’ the hero is a complete
phenomenological unit that is distinct from any other ‘thing.’
What Snell’s observation possibly does suggest is that Homeric Greek felt no need to
speak this way about the whole body, since the concept of the ‘whole of a human’ was likely
implicit when talking about a person. This is an important and tenable supposition with its own
ramifications:
[T]o seek a word for ‘body’ is to ask Homer a wrong and unanswerable question. That a
man should have a body makes sense only if he has another part to be distinguished from
it: soul, mind, the ghost in the machine.59
In the epics there appears to be an absence of any discernible part of a human that is not material
in some form or other: there is no ‘ghost in the machine.’ Although Snell’s interest in the
function and the definition of de/maj within the epics is well-placed, it seems to be based on a
56 The English origin and original meaning of ‘body’ are in themselves difficult questions. The OED (s.v. ‘body’)
suggests that it is cognate with German terms meaning corpse, body, and trunk (of the body), but adds that any
further etymology is unknown.
57 For this view see Gaskin 1990, esp. 3-4. See also Renehan 1979: 276: ‘The argumentum e silentio should not
be used indiscriminately in attempts to reconstruct Homeric beliefs.’
58 Further evidence may be found in the epithet for a type of shield described in the poems: a0spi\j a0mfibro/th
(‘man-surrounding shield’), which is seemingly the same as calling it an a)spi\j a0mfiswmatikh/ (‘bodysurrounding shield’). The term a0spi\j a0mfibro/th is used frequently (see for examples Il. 2.389, 12.402). It is
the mortal man as a complete unity (broto/j) who is surrounded by the shield, and to the Homeric mind this is
probably in no way different from saying that it is his body (sw~ma) which is protected. Sullivan 1988: 10 shares
a similar understanding of a unified ‘self’ in the poems, but from the position of mental activity: ‘Homeric man
does not seem merely to be moulded by external factors or by inner psychic entities influenced by such factors.
Thus, for example, in wishing to make some choice, he may address his thumos, but thumos itself does not then
completely take over and provide the decision. The person himself seems to be somehow involved in both the
process of choice and the resulting action.’
59 Clarke 1999: 118-19.
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modern Western need to have a specific term that denotes a strictly material substance, one that
can be separated from any psychological or spiritual centre (i.e. the mind or soul) that unifies the
whole.
The merit of Snell’s study of the de/maj in the Homeric poems is not that he provided
evidence for a vastly different way of thinking about the body. Rather, the value is in his more
basic suggestion that Dark Age Greeks might have had other interests that reflected how they
expressed the body. The Homeric body probably was not so divided that its pieces could not be
assembled together to form a whole person; the assembly was implicit. This implied – or
perhaps conspicuously absent – body in the poems is itself meaningful, since it illustrates how
different approaches to the body (here in the epics a strictly material entity) affect the choice of
words used to describe it. In the poems, living bodies are important because of what they did or
what was done to them: a hero could kill with his hands or could be killed by having any number
of his parts corrupted. As a result, the various parts involved in these actions – faces, skin,
limbs, and internal parts – receive the most attention. On the other hand, a corpse or body at the
point of death, especially one that is uncared for, remains inactive and neglected, and thus is
reducible to a single mass, or sw~ma.

2.4. The ruptured body: the orifices and skin, xrw/j
The Homeric poems of course describe characters in more detail than at the level of the whole
body. In these instances, a person becomes fragmented to varying degrees. In order to describe
the condition of a character’s material self, it is necessary to look beyond the de/maj or sw~ma.
For this to occur there must be a change in the way the body is viewed. In this second way of
perceiving the body, it is necessary in some instances to break down the whole body into parts
and to look beyond the externally visible body.
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One particularly rich area of terminology used to do this is language for the face. Such
descriptions are often used to relate a character’s appearance and emotional state. Similar
vocabulary is also used in battle descriptions when attacks are directed at a hero’s face. This
overlap between terms used to define a living person and those used to describe a dying or dead
one shows the ability of such vocabulary both to inform identity and to obscure it.
The Iliad and the Odyssey contain 26 different terms for parts or divisions of the head.60
These are useful terms for describing physical features (generally, a person’s o)/yij or
‘countenance’) and for suggesting emotional states. For example, facial expressions are used to
suggest fortitude (Il. 17.135-7):
o4 de/ te sqe/nei" blemeai/nei,
pa~n de/ t' e0pisku&nion ka&tw e3lketai o1sse kalu&ptwn:
w4j Ai1aj peri\ Patro&klw| h3rwi" bebh&kei.
He stands glorying in his power, and draws down all his brow in a frown that hoods his
eyes. So Aias stood in defence of the hero Patroklos.
or concealed emotions (Il. 15.101-2):
h4 d' e0ge/lasse
xei/lesin, ou)de\ me/twpon e0p' o)fru&si kuane/h|sin
i0a&nqh:
[Hera] smiled with her lips, but on her forehead above her dark brows there was no
softening.
However, terms for the head and body are also frequently used to describe superficial points of
impact and injury (Il. 14.493-95):
to_n to&q' u(p' o)fru&oj ou}ta kat' o)fqalmoi=o qe/meqla,
e0k d' w}se glh&nhn: do&ru d' o)fqalmoi=o dia_ pro_
kai\ dia_ i0ni/ou h}lqen

60 a)nqerew/n (chin), ble/fara (eyebrow), bre/xmoj (sinciput), ge/neion (chin), glh/nh (eyeball), glw=ssa
(tongue), gnaqmo/j (ge/nuj) (jaw), e0pisku/nion (eyelid), karh/ (head), kefalh/ (head), korh/ (pupil), ko/rsh
(temple), krani/on (brain pan), kro/tafoj (side of face), metw/pion (space between eyes), o)dou/j (tooth), o)/sse
(eye), ou]j (ear), o)fqalmo/j (eye), o)fru/j (eyebrow), pareiai/ pro/swpon (face), r(i/j (nose), sto/ma (mouth),
u(perw|/h (palate), xei=loj (lip).
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[Peneleos] struck [Ilioneus] under the brow at the base of the eye [socket],61 and knocked
out the eye-ball. The spear passes right through the eye-socket and came out through the
muscle of the neck.
and Iliad 16.404-5:
d' e1gxei" nu&ce parasta_j
gnaqmo_n decitero&n, dia_ d' au)tou~ pei=ren o)do&ntwn
[Patroklos] came up and stabbed [Thestor] with his spear in the right side of the jaw,
piercing on through the teeth
In examples of facial injuries such as these, the poems commonly focus on the orifices of the
eyes (o)/sse, o0fqalmo/j), ears (ou]sa), and mouth (sto/ma), and their surrounding areas.62 These
points of impact would have been particularly fatal, and are thus effective locations for a hero to
deliver a blow. A statistical analysis by Sapounakis suggests that the Homeric tradition was well
aware of this. Of the 32 head injuries described in the Iliad, 29 result in death.63
When a hero is wounded in places other than the head, there is a different type of rupture
between external and internal parts. In these instances a weapon does not access the interior
through a natural opening such as an eye or the mouth. Instead, the weapon must penetrate the
skin, thereby forcing its own entry point. The skin in the Homeric poems therefore is significant
for being the barrier between both the visible body and invisible body as well as between life and
death; however, this ‘skin’ (xrw/j) represents a nebulous zone of the body that can have a
variety of meanings that do not appear to correspond to the English gloss.
Achilles’ killing of Hector in Iliad 22 is an excellent example of the rupture between the
exterior and interior body. Achilles finds an opening not on the body’s surface but in his
opponent’s armour that will allow access to the body’s surface: his ‘beautiful chrōs’ (xrw\j
61 Although commonly used to mean the eye in situ, it perhaps had the original meaning of the eye socket
(Wharton s.v. o0fqalmo/j = chamber of the eye); but according to Frisk (s.v o0fqalmo/j) and Chantraine (s.v.
o)/pwpa), the term has the dialectic variant o)/ktalloj (Boeotian) and both are ultimately derived from PIE.
62 Eyes (o)/sse, o0fqalmo/j): e.g. Il. 5.291, 14.493, and 16.349, 741; ears (ou]sa): Il. 11.107-9 and 13.177-81; mouth
(sto/ma): 14.467, 15.345 and 389, and 16.345.
63 Sapounakis 2007: 113. Of the remaining three incidents two are non-lethal (11.350-59, 12.320-31) and one is
uncertain (5.580-8).
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kalo&j, 21.321). Just as Hector’s armour forms the barrier between his body and Achilles’ spear,
his xrw\j kalo&j is the liminal point that separates the outer world from his inner (vital) self. If
Achilles wants to take the life of Hector, he must transgress this final exterior defence of his
enemy’s body.
The term xrw/j represents an important concept of Homeric anthropology. Like de/maj,
the word lacks an easy English equivalent. The LSJ translates it as either ‘skin or flesh’ or ‘the
colour of the skin’; Cunliffe translates it as ‘the flesh of the body.’ All these translations are
suitable in specific contexts, which makes the xrw/j of special interest: it seems to be used
interchangeably in both a superficial sense and one suggesting depth and substance.64 Thus the
xrw/j can be washed (Od. 24.43-45):
au)ta_r e0pei/ s' e0pi\ nh~aj e0nei/kamen e0k pole/moio,
ka&tqemen e0n lexe/essi, kaqh&rantej xro&a kalo_n
u3dati/ te liarw|~
And after we had borne you [Achilles] to the ships from out of the fight, we laid you on a
bier and washed your handsome chrōs with warm water
or anointed (Il. 14.170-72):
a)mbrosi/h| me\n prw~ton a)po_ xroo_j i9mero&entoj
lu&mata pa&nta ka&qhren, a)lei/yato de\ li/p' e0lai/w|
a)mbrosi/w| e9danw|~, to& r(a& oi9 tequwme/non h}en:
First [Athena] used ambrosia to wash every stain from her lovely chrōs, and then she
rubbed herself richly with oil of immortal sweetness.
These uses (although they could be translated as ‘body’) suggest a liminal meaning of the term
similar to our ‘skin’; however, the xrw/j can also have substantial depth that we would be
inclined to call ‘flesh.’ This meaning of the term usually occurs when the body is pierced by a
weapon: a)kro&taton d' a1r' o)i"sto_j e0pe/graye xro&a fwto&j: (‘and the arrow scratched the very
surface of the man’s [Agamemnon’s] chrōs’ Il. 4.139); or Teucros to Agamemnon (Il. 297-98):
64 There is similar difficulty in defining the Egyptian term hc, which like xrw/j has been alternatively translated as
‘body,’ ‘flesh,’ and ‘skin.’ See Walker 1996: 3-10.
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o)ktw_ dh_ proe/hka tanuglw&xinaj o)i"stou&j,
pa&ntej d' e0n xroi6 ph~xqen a)rhi"qo&wn ai0zhw~n:
I have shot eight long-barbed arrows, and every one of them has fixed in the chrōs of a
quick young warrior.
In these examples, the translations ‘skin’ and ‘flesh’ could both fit well. In other places, though,
it seems that ‘skin’ is perhaps insufficient (Il. 11.435-38):
dia_ me\n a)spi/doj h}lqe faeinh~j o1brimon e1gxoj,
kai\ dia_ qw&rhkoj poludaida&lou h)rh&reisto,
pa&nta d' a)po_ pleurw~n xro&a e1rgaqen, ou)d' e1t' e1ase
Palla_j 0Aqhnai/h mixqh&menai e1gkasi fwto&j.
Through the bright shield the strong spear went, and on through the worked corselet,
forcing its way. It stripped all the chrōs from [Odysseus’] ribs, but Pallas Athena would
not let it go on to sink into the man’s innards.
Although it is possible that the translation of ‘skin’ for xrw/j could work in this instance too, the
addition of e)/gkata (innards65) allows for the possibility that xrw/j is more than the covering: it
can be interpreted as including the skin, fat, and flesh, or all that is not within the cavity of the
body.66
This abstraction and consequent estrangement of the xrw/j from the human body is
evidence of a larger underpinning conceptualization of the body at work. The xrw/j is, for all
general purposes, a qualitative dimension of the de/maj as a unified whole, so long as it remains
65 Likely a generic name for everything that is within the chest cavity. See p. 57 n. 93 below for discussion.
66 Cf. at Od. 5.435 in a simile of an octopus, Odysseus’s skin is described as being scraped off by the rocks. The
anatomical term, however, is not xrw/j but r9ino/j, which is used in the Homeric epics for loose skin, and not the
body’s intact surface that can be pierced. Such passages have led Gavrylenko 2005 in her thorough study of the
term to interpret xrw/j as a potential substitute for de/maj. Like ei]doj, it represents the part of a person that can
be visibly observed and thus, in a very loose way, can stand for the entire body. In this context it represents the
surface quality of the skin (cf. Grm. Körperoberfläche) that is different from the material itself. (So in Od. 14.24:
de/rma bo/eion e0u+xroe/j, ‘the fair-skinned [i.e. surfaced] hide of a bull.’) Unlike de/maj though, it is usually a
specific part of a more complex body. It can be torn and pierced, and it can shrivel on the body’s frame. The
xrw/j enshrouds the inner mass of the body, protecting it. A change occurs when it is detached or removed from
the living body. It becomes something foreign and dead; it becomes leather. The poems invariably have the
terms de/rma or r9i/noj to describe this removed (or removable) top layer of an animal. De/rma is usually used to
mean the detached hide of animals (e.g. lion: Il. 10.23; bull: Od. 22.362; boar: Il. 9.548). It is used only twice in
reference to humans. In each occasion the word refers to detached skin, either torn by a wound (Il. 16.341) or
the wrinkled skin Athena places upon Odysseus as a disguise (Od. 13.431). Likewise, r9i/noj is rarely used for
humans. When it is, it is either the torn skin of a living person (Il. 5.308; Od. 5.435, 22.478) or the shrivelled
skin of a corpse (Od. 12.46).
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in its perfect state. It is an unbroken two-dimensional sheet wrapped in three-dimensional space
that represents the barrier between us and the rest of the world. At the level of daily experience
the skin stands pars pro toto for the whole of the body, since it is essentially the only part that
our senses of sight and touch are able to access. We can thus presume that it would have been
quite natural for a Homeric Greek at times to say xrw/j when he meant a person’s whole, since,
for most intents and purposes, it is: it is the accessible body.67 This illusion of a visually uniform
body is maintained until the moment it is opened. When it becomes pierced, the illusion of
unification is broken along with the surface of the skin. At this point we are confronted with the
strange new broken and divided body that exposes its individual parts to examination.
2.5. The internal body
2.5.1. Flesh and tendons
The Homeric poems reveal a detailed understanding of the material immediately beneath the
skin, albeit one that does not match well with our own modern anatomical understanding. Epic
terms for these body parts are often tied to their function. For example, there are two principal
words that represent the general parts of articulation (gui=a) and strength (me/lea) in a human’s
limbs; three more words describe the specific parts that provide power and movement to the
body (neu=ron, te/nwn, i]nej). The epics also have specific words for animal fat (dhmo/j, ste/ar)68
and flesh (sa/rc, kre/aj);69 however, these are used only a handful of times for humans, usually

67 E.g. Il. 11.398 (after removing an arrow from his foot, Diomedes feels pain through his xrw/j), 13.601
(Menelaus removes the armour from Peisander’s xrw/j), 14.406 (Hector’s xrw/j protected by armour), 19.33
(the xrw/j [corpse] of Patroclus); Od. 6.224 (Odysseus washing his xrw/j).
68 dhmo/j: of cattle (Il. 8.240) and of sheep ( Il. 22.501); placed in the funeral urn of Patroclos (Il. 23.168). ste/ar:
Od. 21.178, 83 (for tallow used to grease Odysseus’ bow).
69 kre/aj is the verbum proprium in the poems for prepared flesh as food, appearing frequently in the epics, e.g. Il.
4.345, 24.626; Od. 10.184, 12.30.
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when a hero is dead and reduced to an inactive, material state. In these places, he is verbally
dissected – or, perhaps more correctly, butchered – and is made edible.70
The restricted use of sa/rc and kre/aj ( flesh) within the poems to refer to something
dead, either food or part of a carcass, suggests that no animate force is ascribed to this material.
In most instances where the poems describe the internal body, the descriptions focus on those
parts that provide strength: the animating mechanical materials of a hero. In this capacity the
flesh as sa/rc and kre/aj appears to play no role in movement or strength.
The apparent meanings of these terms do not match well with our own understanding of
‘muscle.’ Another term (mu=j, muw/n) may come closer to this idea, but it still does not fully
capture the relationship between muscle and force that we understand. It appears twice in the
epics (Il. 16.313-15):
Fulei5dhj d' 1Amfiklon e0formhqe/nta dokeu&saj
e1fqh o)reca&menoj prumno_n ske/loj, e1nqa pa&xistoj
muw_n a)nqrw&pou pe/letai:
Meges, son of Phyleus, watched for Amphiklos to charge, then took him first with a
thrust at the top of his leg, where a man’s flesh is the thickest.
and 9 lines later (Il. 16.323-24):
prumno_n de\ braxi/ona douro_j a)kwkh_
dru&y' a)po_ muw&nwn
[Thrasymedes caught Maris first with a quick thrust to the shoulder]...the spear-point tore
the arm away from its flesh at the base.
Here again, there is no hint that these muscles in the leg or arm are sources of strength. The
terms mu=j and muw/n appear to be distinguished from flesh (sa/rc) only by the comparative mass

70 sa/rc when applied to humans is most often used to describe the flesh of a dead man: as food for birds and dogs,
Il. 8.380, 13.832; as food for Polyphemus, Od. 9.293; the burnt flesh on a pyre, Od. 11.219. Twice in book 19 of
the Odyssey, however, the term is used of living flesh, once before the fight between Irus and Odysseus when
Irus’ flesh trembles (405) and again just a short time later to describe the torn flesh Odysseus suffers from the
boar’s tusk. (450). dhmo/j appears twice with sa/rc describing a Trojan corpse eaten by dogs and birds (Il.
8.380, 13.832). kre/aj is only used for human flesh in the Odyssey, again of Polyphemus’ human meal (Od.
9.297, 347: a)ndro&mea kre/a – the adjective accentuates the unusual use of the noun to apply to human flesh).
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of the flesh being described. The gluteal region and the deltoid are among the largest musclegroups in the human body, and this prominence encourages differentiation. Distinctions between
mu=j in the sense that we mean it (general fibrous tissues in the body that either produce
movement or hold other structures in place) and sa/rc/kre/aj (flesh/meat) is a later and probably
medical development.71
In the Homeric poems, the primary systems of kinetics of the human body are located in
the gui=a and me/lea, which are respectively the gross systems of articulation and power. The
LSJ translates both of these terms as ‘limb.’ Snell, however, draws a finer distinction between
the two words: the gui=a represent the limbs in their functional form as articulators or ‘bends,’
while the me/lea represent the limbs in respect to their muscular function. This divergence in the
definitions again, like xrw/j above, illustrates the potential difficulties in translating anatomical
words. The term gui=a always appears in the plural and usually in the motif of a hero’s limbs
being made more agile (lit. lighter, e0lafra&) (Il. 5.122-23):
4 j e1fat' eu)xo&menoj: tou~ d' e1klue Palla_j 0Aqh&nh,
W
gui=a d' e1qhken e0lafra&, po&daj kai\ xei=raj u3perqen:
So [Diomedes] spoke in prayer. And Pallas Athena heard him, and made his limbs light,
his legs and arms above.
or in the event of losing (lu/esqai) strength or support in the limbs, as in the case of death (Il.
7.12-13):
3 ktwr d' H
E
0 i"onh~a ba&l' e1gxei" o)cuo&enti
au)xe/n' u(po_ stefa&nhj eu)xa&lkou, lu&nto de\ gui=a.
And Hector with his sharp spear hit [Eïoneus] in the neck, under his helmet’s strong
bronze rim, and his limbs went slack.

71 Kuriyama 1999: 130; and further Shanks 2002, although Kuriyama (129) is wrong that Homeric poems never
mention the term mu=j.
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Other instances of the gui=a suggest a meaning that is closer to our English ‘limbs,’ yet the
underlying sense of their roles as ‘articulators’ or locations of strength are preserved. Thus at
Iliad 23.627-28:
ou) ga_r e1t' e1mpeda gui=a fi/loj po&dej, ou)de/ ti xei=rej
w1mwn a)mfote/rwqen e0pai5ssontai e0lafrai/.
My limbs are no longer firm as they once were, neither legs nor arms – my arms cannot
now shoot freely out from my shoulders.
and at Iliad 13.512-13:
ou) ga_r e1t' e1mpeda gui=a podw~n h}n o(rmhqe/nti,
ou1t' a1r' e0pai5cai meq' e9o_n be/loj ou1t' a)le/asqai.
His limbs of his feet [i.e. his legs] were no longer fit for a quick dash, either to charge in
after his own spear-cast or avoid another’s.
In these two examples the gui=a appear to be active parts of the po/dej that provide support. At
Iliad 13.512 they are described as a part of the feet. In both examples the gui=a are e)/mpeda
(‘firm,’ ‘secure’). When they fail, they cause both the arms and the legs to lose their supportive
strength. This function is isolated at the joints, and the corporeality is less important than the
physiology; the emphasis is naturally thrown on the points of articulation in their functional
capacity.72
The term me/lea, to draw a distinction from gui=a, is more clearly described in relation to
other anatomical parts of the limbs. Hair can grow on the me/lea (Il. 24.359); they are the
location of sinew (i]nej: Il. 11.294 and 669; Od. 21.283); and they are the place of flesh (sa/rc:
Od. 18.77). Other references suggest that the me/lea are beneath the skin, located below both the
de/rma (Od. 13.432) and xrw/j (Il. 23.191; Od. 13.398, 430). This use of me/lea seems to
suggest that its meaning is not based on its material composition (i.e. it is not a simple structure
72 This explanation is further supported by the term’s etymological connection to the verb guiw=n (‘to bend’) and
adjective guro/j (‘bent’). See Frisk s.v. gui=a and Chantraine s.v. gu/h (4).
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like muscles or tendons) as much as it is on its function. The me/lea are a collection of these
things that when put together provide strength.
These two systems of strength and articulation are sub-divided into 1) the material
stretching and pulling parts (neu=ron, te/nwn, i]nej), the active material of the me/lea, that 2) are
articulated at the joints (go/nu, a0gkw/n, a0stra/galoj, etc.), which are the active material of the
gui=a. The bones (o0ste/a) provide the frame for both. As Odysseus’ mother tells him (Od.
11.218-19):
a)ll' au3th di/kh e0sti\ brotw~n, o3te ti/j ke qa&nh|sin.
ou) ga_r e1ti sa&rkaj te kai\ o)ste/a i]nej e1xousin
this is the way with mortals when they die: the sinews then no longer hold the flesh and
bone together; for these the strong force of the blazing fire destroys.
The Homeric poems show an understanding of the superficially visible parts that provide force to
the joints. Of these the te/nontej and neu=ra are the most clearly defined. The te/nontej (from
tei/nein ‘to stretch’) appear in some instances to mean ‘tendons,’ the Achilles tendons (Il. 4.521,
22.396), the ligaments of the forearm (Il. 20.478), and the hamstring (Il. 5.307); however, the
term is also probably used for the muscle-group at the back of the neck (Il. 14.465-66):
to&n r(' e1balen kefalh~j te kai\ au)xe/noj e0n suneoxmw|~,
nei/aton a)stra&galon, a)po_ d' a1mfw ke/rse te/nonte:
[Ajax] hit [Archelochos] at the joint of the head and the neck, on the topmost vertebra,
and sheared through both tendons.
The result is Archelochos’ decapitation. There are no ‘tendons’ in this area of the neck as we
understand them; however, there are two prominent cord-like muscles that we can feel on either
side of the back of our necks known as the sternocleidomastoid.73 It seems plausible the term
73 Saunders 1999: 358 identifies this muscle group in his discussion of the passage but rules it out, since he argues
that in order for the injury to be possible (i.e. the head becoming severed), the spine must be severed causing his
head to drop forward. In his medical opinion, this would not happen if the sternocleidomastoids were severed
(but he can offer now exact explanation of what these te/nonte are). Pace Saunders’ excellent discussion,
however, it is equally possible (and perhaps more probable) that the passage reflects an accurate knowledge of
anatomy to describe a fantastic injury.
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refers to ‘cord-like’ things rather than ‘tendons.’ The term neu=ra (cord) is hapax in the epics (Il.
16.316), and like the te/nonte at Iliad 5.307 describes the hamstrings. These two cord-like
structures, the neu=ra and te/nontej, provide little problem to the translator, since we can locate
referents on the body without much difficulty. But they do show a different way of labelling
these parts.
More problematic to interpret is i]nej, a plural term that is perhaps related to the singular
i)/j (‘strength’).74 Bolens defines the plural i]nej as referring to all active parts of human kinetics:
the muscles, nerves, fibres, and the ligaments.75 The semantic field is thus extended to strength
and force. For example, it is used to describe the thick tendons of a bull’s neck (Il. 17.520-23):76
w(j d' o3t' a2n o)cu_n e1xwn pe/lekun ai0zh&i"oj a)nh_r
ko&yaj e0co&piqen kera&wn boo_j a)grau&loio
i]na ta&mh| dia_ pa~san
As when a strong young man with a sharp axe in his hands strikes a field ox behind the
horns and cuts through the whole sinew
The i1j is further used by the hero Sthenolos to describe the immeasurable strength of men
heading into battle (Il. 5.244-45):
a1ndr' o(ro&w kraterw_ e0pi\ soi\ memaw~te ma&xesqai
i]n' a)pe/leqron e1xontaj:
74 ϝi/j (cf. Lat. vis ‘strength’). The connection, however, is tenuous. Beekes s.v. i)/j suggests that the connection is
difficult, but allows that i)/j as ‘strength’ may have undergone a ‘remarkable concretization’ to change in meaning
to ‘tendons.’ He also notes that i]nej as ‘tendons’ might have been formed from an independent verb for ‘bow’ or
‘bend’ (see i)/tuj, i0ri/j). Chantraine (s.v. i)/j) has similar reservations. Clarke 1999: 112 also remarks on the rare
(but not unique) declension of i)/j, i0no/j, which provides further evidence that i)/j and i]nej may in fact refer to two
completely different words: the first referring to the abstract ‘strength,’ the second to anatomy. He nonetheless
argues convincingly that both are derived from the same Proto Indo-European lexeme.
75 Bolens 2000: 27.
76 Hence i0ni/on, ‘nape of the neck’ or the muscles contained within it. The term appears twice in the Iliad in two
metrical positions: 5.73 and 14.495. Both instances are in descriptions of blows to the back of the neck. A
parallel example of this term-creation can be found in Egyptian body terminology. They possessed a word
comparable to i)/j, the ka. As Gordon 2004: 79-86 has shown, the term was likely originally confined to the
meaning of ‘life force’ or ‘animating force.’ The word was probably derived from observation of the muscle
spasms of sacrificed bulls, animals that were believed to have extremely high concentrations of ka. Similar to
the semantic change of i]nej, the term was later used in a medical context to describe living, ‘fasciolating,’
muscle.
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I see two powerful men coming at you in fury for the fight, men of huge strength.
The i]nej also bind together the flesh and the bone (Od. 11.219), and reside within the me/lea (Il.
23.191). The term is clearly material, comparable to the te/nontej in the sense that it can be
translated as ‘sinew.’ But unlike the te/nontej, the word also has the implicit active meaning of
strength; it holds things together and is located within the limbs (me/lea) in their capacity to
provide power.
It is possible that the i]nej are the muscle fascia or connective tissue, the ‘gristle’ when
applied to animal meat (yet they never are within the poems). A person dressing an animal can
tell that there are parts of the muscle-groups that are tough. Muscle-groups, especially after a
traumatic death also often undergo post mortem spasm.77 Therefore, both tensile and dynamic
strength is observable in these parts. This model does not align well with our understanding of
human physiology, since we are inclined to locate physical strength within the muscles, which
are not described as functional parts within the Homeric poems. The i]nej fills this gap by
representing a union of material cause and effect that is difficult for us to conceptualize.
This Homeric system of amalgamating the upper layers, the skin and flesh of the body,
into a single conceptual unit, the xrw/j (which, as the visible surface, can also stand pars pro
toto for the whole of the human body), is almost imperceptible in later Greek authors. Likewise,
although terms for tendons survive semantically unchanged in later writings, the more abstracted
terms that unify material with its activity in the poems, the gui=a, me/lea, and i]nej, undergo
significant alteration in meaning. Later, there is a general shift toward a further distinction
between part and function.

77 See Madea 2013 for an analysis of this phenomenon.
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2.5.2. The organs
Beneath the layers of skin and flesh of the torso lie the organs. Battle descriptions occasionally
mention the major organs above the diaphragm, including the heart, and lungs; the liver and
bladder are described as below the diaphragm. As in both medical and non-medical classical
writings, the parts of the digestive system are not given specific labels in the epics. The liver and
the intestines (or guts) are mentioned most frequently, since the soft abdomen is especially
vulnerable to the sort of puncture injuries that occur on the battlefield. Few details are provided
about the appearance or different parts of these organs. In all cases, though, the organs appear to
be located accurately within the body, which shows an awareness of human internal anatomy, not
just that of animals.
Although it is outside my discussion of anatomical parts in their physical sense, it is
important to note that organs are mentioned in the poems far more frequently as the locations of
emotional and intellectual activity. The poetic vocabulary of the Iliad and Odyssey preserved the
notion that certain mental activity and emotions have their seat in the chest. Experience
suggested that there was a link between our thoughts and body functions. Consider, for a prime
example, Odysseus’ well-known address at the beginning of Odyssey 20 (20.18-20; 22-24):
te/tlaqi dh&, kradi/h: kai\ ku&nteron a1llo pot' e1tlhj,
h1mati tw|~, o3te moi me/noj a1sxetoj h1sqie Ku&klwy
i0fqi/mouj e9ta&rouj:...
w4j e1fat', e0n sth&qessi kaqapto&menoj fi/lon h}tor:
tw|~ de\ ma&l' e0n pei/sh| kradi/h me/ne tetlhui=a
nwleme/wj:
Bear up, my heart! A thing more hideous than this you once endured with patience, that
day the Cyclops, unrestrained in fury, devoured your sturdy comrades...So he spoke,
chiding the very spirit of his breast; and therefore in obedience his heart held firm and
steadfast.
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Modern scholarship has tended to group the heart (kradi/h) along with the h]tor, prapi/dej, and
fre/nej – terms that resist clear definition – under the collective heading of ‘psychological
parts.’78 Clarke has concluded that all of these words are probably used interchangeably in the
Homeric poems.79 Although this might be correct, it is probably fruitless to attempt to attribute a
distinct translation for each term. To relate specific parts of the body to these terms requires that
we suppose two things: that pre-classical Greeks imaged a one-to-one relationship between a
physical part and its psychic function as we would be inclined to do; and that the Homeric poems
accurately present this link between the physical and psychic self. There is insufficient internal
evidence to suggest that either of these are true.
There is greater evidence for the physicality of other internal parts in the Iliad and the
Odyssey. The organs tend to be generally grouped together into a lower class (the digestive
organs below the diaphragm) and a higher class (everything above it). The generic term for the

78 See for examples de Romilly 1984: 43; Pelliccia 1995: 114-281; and Padel 1992: 18-19. Sullivan 1994 is one of
the few exceptions where an attempt is made to distinguish between the different activities of the psychological
organs. See further Sullivan 1988, esp. 21-70 (focusing specifically on the fre/nej) and Sullivan 1995 (esp. 1475). The term qu/moj could be included in this list, although it has been convincingly argued elsewhere that the
original meaning of the term was probably ‘breath’ (Casewell 1990: 7; ‘souffle’ Cheyns 1983: 30) or more
specifically [but tentatively] ‘life-breath’/’blood-breath,’ which is contrasted with the yuxh/, or ‘death-breath’
(Onians 1951: 30, 45-49).
79 Clarke 1999:63-5. The most thorough study of the psychological functions of the qu/moj, fre/nej, h]tor, kh=r,
kradi/h, and prapi/dej is Jahn 1987 (see esp. 182-94). His preliminary conclusion that there is significant
semantic overlap of these terms is similar to Clarke’s (1987: 194): ‘Vor dem Eintritt in diese nächsten
Arbeitsabschnitte ist jedoch festzuhalten, dass das Ergebnis der 1. Stufe der gezielten Untersuchung über die
Austauschbarkeit der seelischgeistigen Instanzen die bisher gewonnenen Resultate offensichtlich absichert: Auch
ein allgemeiner Überblick uber das gegenseitige Verhaltnis der Feldglieder des Wortfeld-Unterbezirks SeelischGeistige Verhältnis der Feldglieder samten Homertextes bietet keinerlei Ansatzpunkte für die Annahme
semantisch bedingter Differenzierungen zwischen den einzelnen Lexemen.’ This multiplicity of terms for
psychological organs is not unique to the Greek language. In Old English, for example, there existed at least
eleven terms that can be translated as ‘heart’: ferthloca, breostcofa, modsefa, hrether, breost, heorte, breosthord,
ferhđ, and hretherloca. We can assume that such a semantic overlap is owing more to a simplification in our
own modern language than a proliferation of synonyms for the ‘heart’ in Old English. Anderson 2003: 348,
discussing these terms, posits a similar opinion; however, he draws a sharp distinction between what he calls
‘real parts’ (the breost and heorte) from the rest, or ‘imaginary parts,’ that have a tendency to appear only in
poetic language.
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higher organs is spla/gxna. Homer always uses it in the sense of the edible organs of animals.
A common scene is represented at Iliad 1.464-67:80

au)ta_r e0pei\ kata_ mh~re ka&h kai\ spla&gxna pa&santo,
mi/stullo&n t' a1ra ta}lla kai\ a)mf' o)beloi=sin e1peiran,
w1pthsa&n te perifrade/wj, e0ru&santo& te pa&nta.
Then when the thighs were burnt up and they had tasted the organs, they chopped the rest
into pieces and threaded them onto spits, roasted them carefully, and then drew all the
meat off.
Although Homer never describes the specific parts comprising the spla/gxna, it is probable that
these include the five most salient organs in the chest cavity, those located above the intestines:
the heart (kradi/h), the lungs (pneu/mwn), the liver (h[par), the kidneys (nefroi/), and the spleen
(splh/n).81 In the case of humans, when the Homeric poems mentions these parts in wound
descriptions they are carefully located within the body through reference to the body’s surface.
kradi/h: heart
The epics mention the heart (kradi/h)82 frequently, but usually in the context of psychic activity.
Only once is the kradi/h described as being wounded in battle, when Idomeneus kills Alkathoös
with a blow to the centre chest (sth~qoj me/son) in which the spear pierces his heart (do&ru d' e0n
kradi/h| e0peph&gei, Il. 13.438-42 ).83 In most cases, the heart appears to be that which is excited
and excites a character, the part within a person that responds to stimuli and signals its concern
80 See also Il. 2.426; Od. 3.9, 12.364. The earliest use of the word for a human part is in Hes. fr. 343.13 (West), in
reference to Zeus hiding Athena in his splangchna (for ‘insides’?). The next time it is used for human anatomy
is in Pindar Nemian 1.35, which describes the birth of Heracles from Alcmene’s splangchna (womb).
81 For a late description of the parts included in the term spla/gxna see Philo Judaeus (ca. 20 BCE – ca. 50 CE)
The Creation of the World 118.5. See Berthiaume 1982: 46-48 and van Straten 1995: 131-32 for discussions of
the later classical definition of the term, again referring to the heart, lungs, kidneys, liver, and spleen. It is
possible that the Homeric use of the term, at variance to later authors, could also include the intestines and
stomach (both authors rely primarily on Aristotle’s comments at HA 524b). Both of these, however, require
special treatment before cooking and eating (they must be scraped and washed to remove debris). Furthermore,
the poems have the alternate term e)/ntera to describe these lower parts (although they do not contrast the
spla/gxna with the e)/ntera, Aeschylus does at Ag. 1221 [e0nte/roij te spla&gxn']).
82 The poems have the variant kardi/h at the beginning of a line (e.g. Il. 2.452, 11.12, 14.152), which is the
standard form in Ionic prose (Attic kardi/a), e.g. Hp. Cord. 1.1, Carn. 6.2, Hdt. 3.35.
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through palpitation. The part is described as being physically situated within the chest (sth/qoj)
and fre/nej.84 In this location it feels (Od. 20.13) and can have sense (Il. 21.441); it makes its
possessor aware of its own presence by becoming aroused. So before the slaying of the suitors
(Od. 20.13):
kradi/h de/ oi9 e1ndon u(la&ktei.
The heart [of Odysseus] yelped inside.
and upon hearing of the death of Hector Andromache (Il. 22.460-61):
mega&roio die/ssuto maina&di i1sh
pallome/nh kradi/hn:
rushed out of the house like a woman in frenzy, her heart jumping.
From a modern perspective, it is somewhat odd that the heart (kradi/h) is struck only once in all
the battle descriptions in the epics. It is clear, though, that it has a material presence both as a
psychological part and as a part that can be wounded. A likely possibility is that the oral
tradition placed a much greater emphasis on the emotional and intellectual function of the organ.
Alkathoös’ pierced heart therefore distinguishes the hero from any other through his unique
death.
h[par: liver
Homer mentions the liver 9 times in the epics in 4 different metrical positions. Two of these
describe the eating of a hero’s liver: Priam describes himself metaphorically eating Achilles’
liver in anger (Il. 24.212); and Tytios’ is eaten by two vultures in the underworld (Od. 11.578).
The other seven appearances of h[par are in descriptions of wound-sites. In these instances, the
83 The scene has attracted scholarly attention because of its suspect physiological probability, since the spear
begins to twitch with the beating of the heart. The possibility of this remains open to the medical community
(Saunders 1999: 348-49, Apostolakis 2010: 1); however, the event still can appear miraculous (Fredrich 2003:
14, Holmes 2007: 47 n.1).
84 Od. 20.13: sth~qoj de\ plh&caj kradi/hn h)ni/pape mu&qw|: ‘But [Odysseus] smote upon his breast and..reproved
his heart.’ Il. 16.435: dixqa_ de/ moi kradi/h me/mone fresi\n o(rmai/nonti ‘When I think on it, my heart pulls two
ways [in my fre/nej]’ (see also 10.10, although the authorship of this book is now seriously questioned).
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inner organ is carefully located within the body by descriptions of its relation to other parts. In
one formula the liver is described as being below the prapi/dej (diaphragm).85 In another scene
the liver is mentioned twice: once to describe the point of impact and again illustrating the result
of the blow.86 The two descriptions of liver injuries in the Odyssey are especially detailed in their
placement of the organ within the exterior body (22.81-83):
o( d' a(marth_ di=oj 0Odusseu_j
i0o_n a)poproi5ei, ba&le de\ sth~qoj para_ mazo&n,
e0n de/ oi9 h3pati ph~ce qoo_n be/loj.
But on the instant royal Odysseus shot an arrow and hit [Eurymachus] in the breast
beside the nipple,87 fixing the swift bolt in his liver.
and in an example explicitly showing how a hero places his strike (9.299-302):
to_n me\n e0gw_ bou&leusa kata_ megalh&tora qumo_n
a1sson i0w&n, ci/foj o)cu_ e0russa&menoj para_ mhrou~,
ou)ta&menai pro_j sth~qoj, o3qi fre/nej h{par e1xousi,
xei/r' e0pimassa&menoj:
And then I [Odysseus] formed the plan within my daring heart of closing on
[Polyphemus], drawing my sword from my thigh, and stabbing him in the breast where
the midriff holds the liver, feeling the place with my hand.
pneu/monej: lungs
The lungs as pneu/monej are hapax in the epics at Iliad 4.527-28:
To_n de\ Qo&aj Ai0twlo_j a)pessu&menon ba&le douri\
ste/rnon u(pe\r mazoi=o, pa&gh d' e0n pneu&moni xalko&j:
As Peiros ran back, Thoas the Aitolian caught him with his spear in the chest above the
nipple, and the bronze fixed in his lung.

85 Il. 11.579, 13.412, and 17.349: h{par u(po_ prapi/dwn, ei]qar d' u(po_ gou&nat' e1lusen ‘[X was struck upon] the
liver beneath the diaphragm and instantly collapsed his strength.’
86 Il. 20.469-70: o4 de\ fasga&nw| ou}ta kaq' h{par:/e0k de/ oi9 h{par o1lisqen ‘Achilles stabbed [Tros] in the liver
with his sword: his liver slid out.’
87 For the spatial relation between an adult liver and the nipple, see Usselman 1966: 765: ‘the inferior margin of
the left lobe of the liver...normally lies at or just below the nipple line [when the body is reclined].’ The liver
might descend a nominal amount in the standing position, but only a few millimetres (Harauz and Bronskill
1979: 734).
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There is, however, some reason to believe that elsewhere in the epics the term fre/nej is used for
the lungs. Onians specifically points to an example where the fre/nej are pulled out of the body
when extracting a spear (Il. 16.503), which he argues could not be the case if the fre/nej here
meant the diaphragm. He also believes that when Odysseus was planning to stab Polyphemus
‘where fre/nej the hold the liver’ (Od. 9.301, quoted above), the poet meant the lungs; however,
Onians admits that this description would satisfy a reading of either the diaphragm or the lungs.
His further evidence is based on the Homeric term meta/frenon:88 “‘the part behind the fre/nej,”
a strange name to use at all for a large area if the fre/nej meant merely the membrane dividing
the thorax from the abdomen.’89 This interpretation is probably correct, since it explains both the
common plural form of the word and the single appearance of pleu/mwn (lung) in the poems.90
splh/n: spleen; and nefroi/: kidneys
The spleen and kidneys are never explicitly mentioned, but there is some evidence in the
Homeric poems that they were recognized. The terms spla/gxna and splh/n are probably based
on the same root.91 If this is so, it is possible that the spleen was included and recognized as
being among the organs that were roasted and eaten after a sacrifice (spla/gxna). The adjective
e0pinefri/dioj (‘upon the kidney’) also appears once at Iliad 21.204 in a particularly gory
passage describing Achilles’ killing of Asteropaios (Il. 21.108-204):
88 E.g. Il. 2.265, 16.806, 22.283.
89 Onians 1951: 27-28. He also cites Aeschylus as supporting evidence, who describes the frh/n enclosing the
heart (kardi/a) at Ch. 832, as well as the heart ‘kicking the frh/n in fear’ at Pr. 881, and it ‘whirling in eddies
against the fre/nej’ at Ag. 996. Lloyd 1983: 152 agrees with this interpretation. Garland 1981: 48 equates the
fre/nej with the lungs without discussion. The chief evidence for this assumption comes from two passages: the
fre/nej are described as both holding the liver (Od. 9.301) and as being able to be pulled out of the chest cavity
along with a spear point (Il. 16.481-504). For a discussion of the full possible semantic range of fre/nej,
including its potential meaning as either the pericardium or the diaphragm, see Ireland and Steel 1975.
90 The singular frh/n appears only once in the epics at Il. 10.44, although book 10 is now generally believed to be
a later addition.
91 Individually reconstructed as *splhx- and *splax-.Wharton (s.v. spla/gxnon) and Hofmann (s.v. splh/n)
both quietly accept this connection; Chantraine s.v. splh/n (2) also agrees. Frisk (s.v. splh/n), however, is more
cautious: ‘Da eine Rekonstruktion im einzelnen nicht möglich ist, müssen wir uns auch für splh/n und das davon
nicht zu trennende spla/gxnon auf blosse Vermutungen beschränken.’ The earliest reliable source that we have
for the term splh/n is Herodotus (2.47).
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gaste/ra ga&r min tu&ye par' o)mfalo&n, e0k d' a1ra pa~sai
xu&nto xamai\ xola&dej: to_n de\ sko&toj o1sse ka&luyen
a)sqmai/nont'...
...to_n de\ kat' au)to&qi lei=pen, e0pei\ fi/lon h}tor a)phu&ra,
kei/menon e0n yama&qoisi, di/aine de/ min me/lan u3dwr.
to_n me\n a1r' e0gxe/lue/j te kai\ i0xqu&ej a)mfepe/nonto
dhmo_n e0repto&menoi e0pinefri/dion kei/rontej:
[Achilles] struck him in the belly near the navel: and all his guts gushed on the ground,
and darkness covered over his eyes as he gasped in death...[N]ow that he had taken the
life from him he left the man there, lying where he was on the sand, with the dark water
lapping him. And eels and fish were his busy attendants, tearing and nibbling at the fat
around his kidneys.
This dhmo_j e0pinefri/dioj, or ‘kidney-surrounding fat,’ is known in the modern medical
nomenclature as the paranephric body. The fat deposit is common to most large mammals, a fact
which must have been recognized through butchery at an early time. Aristotle calls it
peri/nefroj steatw/dhj, or ‘tallow-like fat around the kidney,’ and adds that it is especially
plentiful in sheep (HA 520a). Its sole appearance here within the Homeric epics is a particularly
good example of the flexibility that the poet had within the oral formulaic system to innovate
through the inclusion of apparently non-formulaic vocabulary.
ku/stij: bladder; e)/ntera and xola/dej: intestines
The intestines, or more generally the lower organs, are usually not differentiated in the poems.
With the exception of the sole formula mentioning the bladder (ku/stij),92 when the poems
describes these lower parts the terms e)/ntera and xola/dej are invariably used. These terms
appear to be semantic equivalents of each other.93 The bladder is descriptively located in relation
to the right buttock (glouto_n kata_ decio&n); in the scene a hero’s arrow passes through this

92 Il. 5.67, 13.652. This distinction of the ku/stij is probably due to its clear purpose and spacial definition. The
bladder is one of the few spatially isolatable organs within the abdominal cavity, being located below the
digestive system. The fluid held within the organ, urine, would also have been clearly identifiable (unlike the
mixture of bile and digesting food within the intestines). We can also include the stomach here as well. The
gasth/r appears to be used in the Odyssey to refer to animal stomachs used as containers (Od. 18.44, 118,
20.25). These would be filled with blood and fat, and then cooked in a fire. At 18.84 the gasth/r is explicitly
from a goat.
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flesh, into the bladder, and below the (hip?) bone (u(p' o)ste/on).94 The words e)/ntera and
xo/ladej, but again with one exception, are used exclusively for the human body. xo/ladej
appear only twice in the Iliad in a recurring scene describing the disembowelment of a hero by a
spear-wound beside the navel (par' o)mfalo&n).95 The term e)/ntera is more common, showing
up six times in three metrical positions.96 Five of them describe a wound to a hero’s abdomen.97
In each instance the location of the blow is made explicit to the audience, being placed
somewhere in the soft area between the ribs and the hips. At Iliad 20.418 we once again see the
wound beside the navel (par' o)mfalo/n); at 13.507 and 17.314 it is the middle of the paunch
(me/ssh gasth/r); and at 14.517 the wound is to the lumbar region (lapa/ra). These two
examples suggest an interest in the lower organs within the poems, a consistency with describing
their location, and the possible semantic overlap between the xo/ladej and the e)/ntera.98
2.6. Conclusions: Homeric mapping of the body
The Homeric poems describe the relations of these parts in a sophisticated way that suggests an
understanding of human anatomy (probably through exposure to injuries).99 While sometimes
vague (due to ‘fuzzy’ boundaries of some parts), descriptions usually do not leave internal parts
93 The hapax term e)/ndina (Il. 23.806), although perhaps meaning ‘guts,’ is likely more general: ‘the things beneath
the armour,’ or ‘viscera.’ Its appearance in this passage, referring to the human body, is perhaps a distinction
between human insides and animal spla/gxna. There appears to be a similar meaning for the term e)/gkata.
This word appears five times within the epics in three metrical positions. The first four instances are in lion
similes describing the beast as consuming the innards of an ox (Il. 11.176, 17.64, 18.583; Od. 9.293). The last
reference refers to the innards of the oxen of Helios being roasted by Odysseus’ crew (Od. 12.363). The higher
organs, not the intestines, would have been roasted on a spit (Durand 1989: 100).
94 Saunders 1999: 352-53 traces the trajectory of the arrow through the symphysis pubis (the joint that connects
the left and right pubic bones) and bladder, and out below the pubic arch. He argues that the description does not
require any specific knowledge of the construction of the hip or pubic bones, since such a wound would be
externally visible. However, it is important to add that the relative location of the bladder is accurate, and must
have been known.
95 Il. 4.526, 21.181.
96 Il. 13.507, 17.314, Od. 21.408; Il. 14.517, 20.418; Il. 20.420.
97 Il. 13.507, 14.517, 17.314, 17.418, 20. The sixth appearance of the term, Od. 21.408, is both the only time it is
used in the Odyssey and in the singular (e1nteron). The passage describes the twisted gut of a pig used to make a
phorminx string.
98 This is indicative of a persistent disregard for or ignorance about the lower organs in ancient Greek thought,
especially in non-technical works. See chapter 6 for a focused discussion, which describes anatomical language
in Comedy.
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floating around in some vaguely defined internal space, but locate them by referring to points on
the body’s surface. What the poems relate, then, is that parts have fixed places within the human
body – any human body – and that superficial features can be used to tell us where they are.
This is evidence of an awareness of a generalized model of the body: despite superficial
differences, the organization of internal organs is consistent. As a narrative device in the poems,
this method of description is an aid to the audience to imagine vividly the detailed action on the
battlefield.100 It is impossible to say for certain whether the audience had a similar
understanding. Perhaps they did, but the accounts of what lies beneath our surface might even
have had greater impact if they did not; the poems could have exposed thrilling pictures of things
that should remain hidden inside of their bodies.
The descriptions do suggest an awareness within the oral poetic tradition of the relative
position of parts within the human body, not just within animals. This points to at least some
exposure to human internal anatomy. One source for this knowledge was probably the
battlefield. It is part of the successful soldier’s stock of knowledge to know which places on the
human body are the most effective to kill his opponent. This requires a primary understanding of
where on the body’s surface to strike (Il. 8.324-26):
to_n d' au} koruqai/oloj 3Ektwr
au)eru&onta par' w}mon, o3qi klhi6j a)poe/rgei
au)xe/na te sth~qo&j te, ma&lista de\ kai/rio&n e0sti101
Hector of the glinting helm struck [Teukros] with the jagged stone, hitting where the
collar-bone separates the neck and chest, an especially dangerous spot.
Hector will in turn fall to Achilles’ equally successful blow (Il. 22.324-25):
99 It seems unlikely that all Homeric oral poets would have had the same opportunities to observe the human body
in such a situation. It is more probable that most detailed anatomical descriptions were part of the formulaic
tradition that were learned as part of a poet’s education. As I have suggested earlier, terms that appear only once
across the poems perhaps illustrate that a particular poet innovated upon these formulae and was drawing upon
his own familiarity with the parts that he describes.
100 Other information of human internal anatomy could of course be gained from external observation, such as the
palpitation of the heart and the movement of the chest through respiration.
101 For a similar evaluation of a strike to a horse’s brain pan (krani/on) see Il. 8.84.
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fai/neto d' h|{ klhi"=dej a)p' w1mwn au)xe/n' e1xousi
laukani/hn, i3na te yuxh~j w1kistoj o1leqroj:
[an opening] showed above where the collar-bones hold the neck and shoulders, at the
gullet, where a man’s life is most quickly destroyed.
Sometimes the prognosis of the injury is mentioned, if it is not immediately fatal (Il. 13.567-69):
Mhrio&nhj d' a)pio&nta metaspo&menoj ba&le douri\
ai0doi/wn te meshgu_ kai\ o)mfalou~, e1nqa ma&lista
gi/gnet' 1Arhj a)legeino_j o)i"zuroi=si brotoi=sin.102
But Meriones caught [Adamas] as he went back and struck him with a spear between the
genitals and the navel, the place where death in war comes most painfully to suffering
mortals.
The added details – ‘an especially dangerous spot’; ‘where a man’s life is most quickly
destroyed’; and ‘the place where death...comes most painfully’ – identifies the poet as someone
with an intimate knowledge of combat and the body’s surface, at least to the audience.
The Homeric poems show a high level of visualization about what lies beneath the
surface. In most cases they provide the audience with what can be called an exploded model or
X-ray picture of the human body, with bones, flesh, tendons and muscles visually hidden but
verbally mapped beneath the skin.103 Consider again Odysseus’ plan for the Cyclops (Od. 9.3003):
ci/foj o)cu_ e0russa&menoj para_ mhrou~,
ou)ta&menai pro_j sth~qoj, o3qi fre/nej h{par e1xousi,
xei/r' e0pimassa&menoj:
drawing my sharp sword from my thigh, and stabbing him in the breast where the midriff
[lungs?] holds the liver, feeling the place with my hand.

102 As a modern point of comparison, the mortality rate of abdominal injuries in the American Civil War was nearly
100% (Rozin 1987: 658). This statistic must be considered slightly anachronistic, though, since many of these
would have been gunshot wounds that create far more trauma than stabbings.
103 Although the poems provide us with our early evidence of this sort of conceptualization in Greek thought – that
which allows one to imagine the interior material of a body – there is evidence of this in earlier Babylonian
thought. For example we have detailed Babylonian representations of the liver used for divination (see Geller
2010: 38-44; on the exchange of medical knowledge between Babylonian and archaic Greece see Thomas 2004).
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Odysseus’ motivation illustrates that he believes that there is something – in this case the liver –
that is beneath the skin. When it is damaged, the result is death. He also believes that the organ
can be found by exterior signs. We are not told what these are; however, we can imagine
Odysseus feeling for the bottom terminus of the sternum.104 A wound just below this would both
avoid interference from the rib cage and possibly puncture the liver.105
What is important here is that the Homeric heroes are depicted as seeing an enemy’s body
in a way that divides the body into sections in order to make a successful kill. The upper torso
(ste/rnon/sth=qoj) is separated from the genital region (ai0doi=a)106 through the mediation of the
belly or paunch (gasth/r).107 The upper torso is descriptively limited by the collarbone (klhi5j,
Il. 8.326) and the lowest clear limits are at the bottom of the sternum, the waist, or the groin.108
Sometimes ‘the chest’ is the most exacting location we get for a wound.109 Elsewhere, the nipple
(mazo/j) becomes the reference-point for describing the impact.110 The belly (gasth/r) is
similarly divided. When an injury to this area is mentioned, its location is in its middle (me/sh

104 I.e. the xiphoid process. In later medical terminology this would be called the xondri/on. See section 3.3.1
below for discussion of this body part.
105 McGowan 1935 for example discusses several modern instances of stab wounds to this area that have punctured
the liver.
106 The term mh/dea, which appears only in the Odyssey, seems to mean more specifically the external male genital
parts, since they can be severed from the body (Od. 18.87, 22.476).
107 The term gasth/r in the Iliad can always be interpreted as referring to the exterior body. In one instance at 6.58
it might refer to the womb (gaste/ri mh&thr), but the exterior body might still be meant (see section 6.3.2 below
for h]tron in Aristophanes as the externally visible distension of the womb). gasth/r in the Odyssey seems to be
used for the stomach as well as for the belly, e.g. 17.228, 18.364 (feeding the gasth/r); 4.369 (hunger in the
gasth/r); 18.2 (greed of the gasth/r); 20.25 (a roasted ox gasth/r). The term nh/duj appears to be closely
related in meaning with the gasth/r. It is contrasted with the ste/rnon (Il. 13.290), and when the is struck the
nh/duia (entrails) can fall out (Il. 17.524).
108 The lowest point described for the sth=qoj is at Od. 9.301 where Odysseus feels for the place where the fre/nej
hold the liver, while the terminus of the ste/rnon is more loosely contrasted with the waist (zw/nh: Il. 2.479) and
groin (nh/duj: Il. 13.290). Although the poverty of evidence makes it difficult to prove, it is possible that
ste/rnon had a larger referential range than sth=qoj. The difficulty of locating a terminus point does not occur at
the upper end, since the collar-bone provides a far more prominent feature for division than there is for the
bottom extent of the body-part. Here at the bottom we see a fuzzy focus meaning that the range of the higher
and lower divisions is not fixed.
109 E.g. Il. 11.108, 144. This description is refined by reference to the ‘centre of the chest’ (sth~qoj me/son: Il.
15.523, 16.597).
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gasth/r),111 at its bottom (nei/airh gasth/r),112 or described as being beside the navel (par’
o0mfalo/n).113 The genital region is mentioned only once in the Iliad in a description of a blow
between it and the navel.114 Further areas of impact are the flank (lapa/rh),115 the hip-joint
(i0sxi/on),116 and the back (nw~ton, meta/frenon).117 Descriptions are often augmented by locating
the strike to either the right (decio/j)118 or left (a)ristero/j)119 side of the body.
This summary of the divisions of the torso suggests a way of conceptualizing the body
that is comparable to that of modern medicine given in Gray’s Anatomy (Fig. 2.1). Homer’s
divisions (Fig. 2.2) are not so refined as this, although there are close similarities. In particular,
the way of breaking up the surface of the body is the same for each. There is a dorsal line
running along the sternum that divides the body into right and left halves; the torso is
distinguished from the belly (gastric region) and the abdomen (hypogastric region); and specific
superficial features, the nipples, the navel, the collar-bones, and the hip-bones are used as points
of reference.

110 The blow the chest is either above the nipple (at the end of a line, para_ mazo&n: Il. 4.480, 8.121, etc.) or beside
it (first and second feet of a line, u(pe\r mazoi=o: Il. 11.108). The only blow to the ste/rnon where the nipple is
the reference-point is at Il. 4.528. The term mazo&n (nipple) is used only four times for females at Il. 22.80, 24.58
and Od. 11.448, 19.483. Other than a possible fragment from the 6 / 5th century BCE philosopher Epimenides
where the term refers to the nipple of Zeus (fr. 21 DK), the next clear reference is from Herodotus. He uses the
term exclusively for the women’s breasts (2.85, 4.202, 9.112). The term is Ionic, and appears in Attic writings
only in a quotation of Homer in Aristotle (decitero_n kata_ mazo&n, Po.1458a7).
111 Il. 13.506, 17.313.
112 Il. 5.539, 16.465.
113 Il. 21.180.
114 Il. 13.568: ai0doi/wn te meshgu_ kai\ o)mfalou=.
115 A hero is alternatively hit against his flank (kata_ lapa&rhn: Il. 6.64, 14.447) or alongside it (parai\ lapa&rhn:
Il. 3.359, 7.253). Once, a spear travels straight through (Il. 16.318).
116 Il. 5.301, 11.339.
117 E.g. nw~ton: Il. 17.463; meta/frenon: Il. 2.265, 12.428.
118 E.g. injury to the right shoulder (Il. 5.46, 11.507: kata_ decio_n w}mon), the right buttock (Il. 13.651: glouto_n
ka&ta decio&n), and the right nipple (Il. 5.393: decitero_n kata_ mazo_n).
119 E.g. a spear-throw above the left shoulder (Il. 5.16: u(pe\r w}mon a)ristero_n) and a strike to the left nipple (Il.
11.321: kata_ mazo_n a)ristero&n).
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Fig. 2.1: Modern medical division of the body
(Gray’s Anatomy 1918, fig. 1220)

Fig. 2.2: Homeric division of the body
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The vocabulary for dividing the exterior body in the Homeric poems is very similar to
that in the Hippocratic Corpus, with the exception of some further refinement of details. This
similarity is not incidental. Both the oral formulaic tradition and later medical writers had the
intended goal of communicating to an audience in an accurate way what part of the body is
meant. Although anatomical language in later medical writings is intended to provide a model of
the body for healing, the Homeric poems shows how it is destroyed. The body has parts below
this level that, since they are so fragile, must remain protected and healthy for life to be
preserved. The most efficient way to end a hero’s life on the battlefield is of course to disrupt
this balance. These poems provide a window to human fragility by illustrating exactly how a
hero brings about (and perhaps mentally anticipates and plans for) the death of his opponent.
The Homeric epics set a benchmark for anatomical language that is rarely matched in
later Greek writings, and leave the impression of the body as a highly segmented thing. With a
few exceptions, such as terms that are associated with strength and movement (gui=a, me/lea,
i]nej, te/nontej), specific parts of the body are usually congruent with our own modern
understanding of them. Bones and organs are described in mature ways that suggest a good
knowledge of the contents and their locations within the body. Furthermore, the poems show a
detailed way of explaining the locations of these parts by using features on the surface of the
body as reference points. The lack of literary evidence contemporary with these poems makes it
difficult to conclude anything certain about general anatomical knowledge in the Dark Age and
early Archaic periods; however, the audience listening to these poems were confronted with
many detailed verbal images of the body, and at the very least they were invited to rise to the
challenge of picturing these descriptions. The battle injuries must have offered an exceptional
model of the body to the audience; things meant to remain hidden were exposed to them for their
entertainment and instruction.
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Several Homeric terms problematize what the body is. There are words that are difficult
for us to comprehend and to translate, such as de/maj, xrw/j, gui=a, and me/lea, but their
strangeness to us does not mean that the Homeric tradition did not represent the human body in a
way that was both meaningful and true to them. Moreover, the epic language also suggests a
clear distinction between living human bodies and those of dead (and especially edible) animal
bodies. Some terms, for example spla/gxna, are only used for animals; others, such as sa/rc
and kre/aj (flesh), are only used for animals or for dead humans (this will change in the
Hippocratic writing). When these terms are applied to humans, the effect seems to be a
debasement of a hero’s body to the level of a material thing. The use of these terms is evidence
that how we talk about the human body is a cultural construction. Language cannot be used to
assemble an image of a ‘natural’ body, that is one that persists unchanged through time. Rather,
it reflects the way that a particular group has chosen to look at the body and to describe it to suit
its needs.
The Homeric depiction of the body, as with other elements of the epics, remained
something that later authors regularly engaged with. But for all its detail, the Homeric model of
the body is not complete. For example, although the major organs are mentioned and located
accurately within the body, their appearance is not described. Thus there is no evidence in the
poems to suggest that they were examined in detail as they were by later Hippocratic writers
(e.g. the lobe of the liver or the valves of the heart). Furthermore, the poems show little interest
either in how these parts are connected to one another or in the various other structures within
the body (e.g. channels, membranes, and tissues). The conclusion from this is that the Homeric
poems show no evidence of investigation into how the body works, only how life is ended
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(through damage to internal parts). We must wait until the medical writings contained in the
Hippocratic Corpus to see any specific advancement in this area.
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Chapter 3
The Body in the Hippocratic Corpus
Fu/sij de\ tou= sw/matoj, a0rxh\ tou= e0n i0htrikh|= lo/gou:
The nature of the body is the beginning of the study of medicine.
Hippocratic Places in Humans 1
The detailed Greek anatomical vocabulary represented in the Iliad and Odyssey was significantly
expanded in the Hippocratic Corpus, a collection of medical writings mostly dating to the 5th and
4th centuries BCE. (The treatises generally considered to have been written during this time
frame are hereafter referred to as ‘HC’.)1 The reason for this increase from earlier periods (and
in other contemporary writings) was classical Greek medicine’s concentrated investigation of the
body in the contexts of health and sickness. This privileged body parts that were either
unimportant or not yet recognized while the Homeric poems were being composed. In these
medical writings, the body and its parts are brought to the forefront to an unparalleled degree.
Although the treatises in the corpus were collected under the name of the renowned
physician Hippocrates of Cos (ca. 460 - ca. 370 BCE), they were written by various and
generally anonymous authors.2 They were later gathered – likely during the Hellenistic period –
into a collection similar to today’s.3 The treatises cover a broad range of topics connected with
medicine, including technical works on clinical care, theoretical writings about disease and the
1

The identification of the date and of the origin of individual works within the HC is very problematic. As
Jouanna 1999: 57 remarks: ‘Diverse in origin, the Hippocratic treatises are also diverse with respect to date of
composition. Most of them, to be sure, are contemporaneous with Hippocrates [c. 460-370 BCE]; but some date
from the time of Aristotle, or even later.’ I follow Jouanna’s dates for all works (Jouanna 1999: 373-416). See
further Nutton 2004: 60, who gives 420-350 BCE as a comfortable range for a large number of Hippocratic
treatises (Lloyd 2003: 41 offers a similar range of 450-350 BCE). See ‘List of Abbreviations’ above for relevant
treatises and their proposed dates. My approach in this project does not require fixed or relative dates for
individual works, but rather the identification of those that either were likely written before Aristotle or contain
pre-Aristotelian material (see Lloyd 1966: 10 for this methodology).
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body, and those intended for a general audience.4 But despite these various and sometimes
contradicting approaches to health, medicine, and the body,5 there were dimensions of classical
medicine that allowed someone to speak in broad terms of a te/xnh i0atrikh/ (‘medical art’).6
Hippocratic writers self-identified with belonging to this special field, which is a necessary
condition if we are to speak of a technical language.7
The HC is particularly important to the study of technical vocabulary because it contains
some of the earliest examples of Greek prose and, more specifically, technical writing about a
specific craft (te/xnh).8 One important benefit that classical physicians gained from this new
form of writing was the ability to record their theories, observations, and conclusions in ways
that poetry would not have easily allowed. For example, medical writers could produce lists and
2

3

4
5

6

7
8

The identification of authorship of any writing within the HC is outside the scope of this chapter. For a good
discussion of the problem of assigning individual works within the corpus to any author, or the so-called
‘Hippocratic question,’ see Lloyd 1975a. Although I use masculine pronouns when referring to these
anonymous Hippocratic authors, evidence for female physicians in classical Greece leaves the possibility that a
Hippocratic treatise could have been written by a woman. For discussions of female physicians in the Classical
period, see Pomeroy 1977: 51 and 1978, and Flemming 2007.
When these texts were assembled is a problematic question, although it is likely that they originated as a library
collection (some perhaps from the medical school of Cos, the home of the historical Hippocrates, according to
ancient biographers), which eventually came into the hands of Alexandrian compilers (Jones 1923a: xxix-xx;
Nutton 2004: 61; Jouanna 1999: 62-63).
On the diversity of the Hippocratic writings, see Jouanna 1999: 56-71 and Nutton 2004: 60-62. See ‘List of
Abbreviations’ above for a classification of individual works, which follows Jouanna 1999.
For example, scholarship has presumed an intellectual conflict between Coan and Cnidian medical schools. The
Coan school, to which the historical Hippocrates is believed to be attached, might have been chiefly concerned
with prognosis of an illness. The Cnidian school, on the other hand, might have been more interested in
diagnosis. Langholf 1990: 13-36, while providing an excellent summary of the extant elements of Cnidian and
Coan medical approaches in the HC, reminds us that it is both difficult and at times impossible to identify a
specific school of thought in any single Hippocratic writing. Lonie 1978 goes so far as to argue the very notion
of a Cnidian school of medicine is due more to historiographical inertia than any historical fact.
For a specific discussion of the medical art within the HC, see de Arte, a work dedicated to justifying the
existence of the te/xnh i0atrikh/ . See Phillips 1973:39-40, Nutton 2004: 63, and Mann 2012: 1-7 for discussions
of this work and its relation to the ‘art’ of medicine. For similar definitions of the medical te/xnh, see VM 1
(Schiefsky 2005a ad loc. for discussion) and Jusj. (Jouanna 1999: 128-31 and Nutton 2004: 66-68). A partial
definition of te/xnh is given by Plato (Grg. 465a). He argues that it is founded on rational principles; it seeks to
understand the nature (fu/sij) of the object of investigation, and thereby it is able to provide a reason (ai0ti/a) for
every action involved in the practice of a craft. For him the medical profession fulfils the requirements of a
te/xnh. Plato considers o0yopoii/a (cookery) to be a foil to the medical art, which has knowledge (e0pisth/mh) but
lacks rationality (lo/goj).
This self-identification is further evident in authors’ shared use of the technical dialect of the time, Ionic
(although not a pure form), despite the fact that many treatises were likely written outside of Ionia. On the Ionic
dialect in the HC, see Bers 2010: 456-57, Nutton 2004: 44-45, and Jones 1923a: lxii-lxiii.
For discussions, see Lonie 1983, Miller 1990, Goldhill 2002: 104-10, and Dean-Jones 2003.
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organize ideas without having to be concerned with poetic structure or vocabulary.9 Any other
medical writer who wished to respond or add to a treatise could do so more easily for the same
reasons.10 As Dean-Jones has commented, the production of medical texts allowed doctors ‘to
keep lists of symptoms and syndromes that could ever be added to, refined, and subdivided.’11 A
byproduct of these texts on disease and treatment were verbal descriptions of a body that could
also be augmented and subdivided to a very large extent.
Because of an interest in the medical body, the HC shows the first strong Greek scientific
impulses toward discovering o(/ ti/ e0stin a)/nqrwpoj,‘what sort of a thing is a human’ (VM 20).
One of the medical writers’ approaches to answering the question was to investigate the many
interconnected (and often obscure) parts that made the body work. Their texts in turn offered
complex verbal models of the body, a collection of words, that functionally transmitted
anatomical knowledge, yet in doing so they reduced the body to something strictly material. As
Gundert has illustrated, there was little room in the Hippocratic treatises either for the soul
(yuxh/) or for other non-material ‘psychic’ parts that we have seen in the Homeric poems.12
These were not the living animated bodies of the physician, patient, or reader. Rather, the body
represented in these early medical texts was an artificial model of a material thing, and thereby
confused boundaries of classification, including those between living and dead and between
human and animal.

9

See Lonie 1983 for the claim that prose writing provided Hippocratic authors with the opportunity for greater
innovation and experimentation. See Lloyd 1987: 70-78 for further discussion of the intellectual avenues opened
by Greek literacy. Finkelberg 2007, however, correctly remarks that the distinction between poetry and prose as
written compositions was less clear in the ancient world than it is now. Indeed, as I discuss in chapter 5,
technical prose vocabulary was a rich source for Classical poets to mine.
10 See Craik 2006a for a full discussion of the different types of intertextuality between Hippocratic writings,
including conceptual exchanges, and the production of digests and aphorisms gathered from longer treatises.
11 Dean-Jones 2003: 99.
12 Gundert 2000.
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This chapter illustrates how Hippocratic authors were reconstructing the human body
through the use of new vocabulary, which would become a model that contemporary nonmedical writers could engage with, emulate, and parody. I specifically focus on answering how
Hippocratic authors attained their new anatomical information, how they labelled new parts, and
whether these terms could be considered technical. In brief, my argument is as follows:
1) Hippocratic writings show a verbal model of the body that is more nuanced than that in
the Homeric poems, due to new medical theories about how the interior body worked and
how to treat it.
2) These writers used new sources for their anatomical knowledge of humans. Because of
taboos against the dissection of human bodies, they resorted to chance observations of
human injuries and of corpses – likely a source for Homeric descriptions, although from
a different, medical, perspective – but they also used comparative anatomy of animals to
help construct a fuller picture of their medical body.
3) This new model of the body required Hippocratic authors to use a specialized vocabulary
to relate the parts they were seeing. Term creation is highest in the areas of (1) divisions
of the superficial body; (2) internal structures that they believed contained fluids; and (3)
parts that conveyed fluids between these structures.
4) Evidence from medical writings suggest that physicians were aware that they were using
a special anatomical vocabulary. I focus especially on appearances of the qualifier
kalei=n (so-called) that regularly accompanied these terms, which shows that they made
attempts to earmark uncommon words for the aid of the reader.
This medical approach to describing the body through new vocabulary presented non-technical
authors with fresh material to attract their audiences. As I explore in later chapters, the similar
language used by medical writers to describe humans and animals allowed for opportunities to
problematize what a human is.
Hippocratic language in particular has received an increasing amount of attention over
the last few decades. Several studies have shown that treatises in the collection reveal a
frequent, although often inconsistent, use of language that differs from that found in other
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prose.13 These findings suggest that medical writers had special interests that required the use of
uncommon, and at times proprietary, language to describe various aspects of their profession,
including types of disease, pain, and medical treatment.14 My study confirms that the same holds
true for some anatomical terminology in the HC.
Research on Hippocratic contributions to anatomical term creation generally has been
overshadowed by an interest in lexical ambiguity of certain common terms.15 Far more scholarly
attention to term creation has been paid to the anatomical language of Hellenistic medicine.16
This is, to a degree, understandable. The continuity of a larger number of technical terms for the
body from the 3rd century BCE to today’s Western medicine has encouraged this focus.17 As
well, the sheer bulk of technical Greek anatomical terms coined after the Classical period has
overshadowed (and often displaced) the fewer number of body-words used by the earlier
Hippocratics. These broad approaches in scholarship to the evaluation of medical terminology
13 Studies have focused on a variety of facets of the profession. For example, Brock 1961 on the vocabulary of
pain in the Hippocratic Corpus; Lopez-Ferez 1999 focussing especially on ordinary verbs appropriated by
Hippocratic writers to describe the progression of illnesses, bodily processes, etc.; Lopez-Ferez 2006 on sexual
metaphors; Goffart 2000 on obstetric vocabulary; Patsioti and Rose 1995 on the terms a0poplhci/a (paralysis),
e0pi/lhyij (epilepsy), and kefalalgi/a (headache).
14 The greatest growth of medical technical language was in the area of disease classification. The author of
Regimen in Acute Diseases, for example, laments that nonprofessionals often appear to be physicians, since
learning disease names is so easily done while learning their actual treatment is far more difficult (2) (oi9 ga_r mh_
i0htroi\ i0htroi\ doke/ousin ei]nai ma&lista dia_ tau&taj ta_j nou&souj r(hi5dion ga_r ta_ o)no&mata e0kmanqa&nein).
Evidence from Hippocratic writings suggests that this assessment is probably true. There are over 200 names for
diseases in the Hippocratic Corpus. Most of these are either named after a notable symptom (hemorrhoids –
‘flux of blood’) or the location of the illness (peripneumonia - ‘[medical condition] around the lungs,’
ophthalmia – ‘[medical condition of] the eyes’). For discussion, see Potter 1988: 41, and further Byl 2011 ch. 4.
15 Chantraine 1972 from an analysis of the terms koili/a, gasth/r, and sto/maxoj concludes that the Hippocratic
Corpus had no standard term for the stomach, yet authors were internally consistent in their word use. See also
Roura 1972: 320-22 for a similar appraisal of koili/a, gasth/r, and nhdu/j (but cf. Benveniste 1965 for the
uniform use of these terms later in the NT). For discussions of the amorphous vocabulary in the Hippocratic
Corpus for ‘bodily channels’ (e.g. fle/y and neu=ra) see Craik 2009a: 108-10 and Lloyd 1983: 152-53. For a
discussion of kardi/h and the general claim that there is no uniform terminology in the HC see Langholf 1990:
51. See Schironi 2010: 345 for several additional examples of this tendency.
16 Skoda 1988, for example, although discussing some Archaic and Classical terms for the body, tends to focus on
the more plentiful vocabulary found in such authors as Erotian, Pollux, and Galen. His primary interest in this
work is to illustrate the process of medical (anatomical and pathological) term-creation through metaphor. See
further Nutton 2004: 132 for Herophilus’ ‘striking names’ for some anatomical parts that he discovered, and
which have been retained in modern medical terminology.
17 On the heavy influence of post-Classical medical terminology on modern Western anatomical language, see
Scarborough 1992: 3-29 and Sakai 2007.
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provide a better understanding of diachronic changes to medical language over hundreds of
years. However, in doing so, they also dilute the important contributions made during the 5th and
4th centuries.
The contributions that Hippocratic authors made to previous anatomical knowledge has
been disputed. Some scholars have discounted the level of anatomical knowledge in the HC.
For example, Prioreschi describes Hippocratic anatomical knowledge as ‘limited,’ and derived
‘from observations made on the battlefield, from examination of wounds, and, sometimes, from
imagination.’18 But such a comment undervalues the progress that Hippocratic authors made. I
instead agree with Sigerist’s conclusions that Hippocratic anatomical knowledge, although
rudimentary by today’s standards, was ‘infinitely superior’ to Homeric knowledge, and that the
‘ancients knew more anatomy than we commonly assume.’19
Evidence of this can be found in new terms for body parts in the HC. Hippocratic
writers’ increased attention to anatomy encouraged the use of new vocabulary to relate their
findings. Roura, one of the few scholars to specifically study Hippocratic anatomical terms, has
concluded that medical authors added to both Homeric vocabulary and to contemporary prose
language. His survey of several words concludes that Hippocratic anatomical words can be
categorized into three broad categories:20
1)

common terms directly borrowed from Homeric Greek that share the same
semantic scope;

2)

common terms borrowed from Homer, but with altered meanings; and

3)

newly-coined terms.

18 Prioreschi 1996: 257. Nutton 2004: 77 admits a general understanding of the structure of the internal body, but
still regards it as limited. Similar evaluations of Hippocratic anatomy appear often in modern medical journals,
e.g. Christopoulou-Aletra, Gigis, and Paraskevas 2000 and Eknoyan 1988.
19 Sigerist 1961: 34, 277.
20 Roura 1972.
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My study, which examines a larger selection of terms, confirms this and expands upon the third
class. A significant portion of classical anatomical vocabulary is seen already in the Homeric
poems, and most of these can be considered part of the core Greek anatomical lexicon. Some
non-Homeric terms appear frequently within both the HC and non-medical writings. Other
terms appear in the HC, but rarely if ever outside of it. The existence of this last class suggests
that some anatomical terms – or at least their specialized meanings – were created by the medical
community.
3.1. Earlier vocabulary in the Hippocratic Corpus
Most Homeric anatomical terms also appear in the HC, which shows medical writers’ debt to
preexisting vocabulary.21 Of the 119 anatomical words used in the epics, 103 appear at least
once in these medical writings.22 There is general consistency between the Homeric and
Hippocratic meanings for most of these terms.23 However, the meaning of several words that
appear in the epics is changed in the HC. Some of the basic anatomical words are used in
different contexts. In the HC, the term kefalh/ (head), for example, had the extended meaning
of the top end of a long bone (Art. 61, Fract. 45, Mochl. 8); au0xh/n (neck) is similarly used for
the area of a long bone directly below the ‘head’ (Art. 55, Mochl. 1), but it is also used for the
21 Erotian in his study of Hippocratic language remarks that classical Greek medical language was very similar to
Homeric (Onom. 33 and Craik 2001a: 85). On the close similarity between Homeric and Hippocratic language,
see Leumann 1950: 308-15. Irigoin 1980 has also shown the debt that medical authors owed to Homeric
vocabulary.
22 I have identified 16 Homeric anatomical terms that do not appear in the HC: a)gosto/j (flat of the hand) e.g. Il.
11.425, 13.520; a)/knhstij (spine) Od. 10.161 (hapax); de/maj (bodily frame / form) e.g. Il. 1.114, Od. 2.267;
e)/gkata (inner parts / internal organs) e.g Il. 11.176, Od. 9.293; e0pisku/nion (eyebrow ridge) Il. 17.136 (hapax);
h]tor (heart) e.g. Il. 1.187, Od. 1.47; kh=r, ke/ar (heart) Il. 4.272, Od. 7.309; ka/rh (head) e.g. Il. 2.259, Od.
5.285; ko/rsh (temple) e.g. Il. 4.502, 13.576; kw/lhy (hollow of the knee) Od. 23.726 (hapax); laukani/h (throat)
e.g. Il. 22.325, 24.642; lo/foj (nape of the neck) Il. 10.573 (hapax); mh/dea (genitals) e.g. Il. 3.208, Od. 18.87;
pareia/ (cheek) e.g. Il. 11.393, Od. 18.172; prapi/dej (midriff / diaphragm) e.g. Il. 18.482; Od. 7.92; r9e/qoj
(face / limb) Il. 22.67, 361; xola/dej (bowels / guts) Il. 4.526, 21.180.
23 Thus, o0fqalmo/j meant ‘eye’ in both the epics and HC; knh/mh (shin) does not change in its basic meaning, nor
does glw~ssa (tongue), pou=j(foot), or go/nu (knee). Terms for most of the major internal structures and parts
already identified in the epics continue to be used unchanged, such as o0ste/on (bone), and the organs above the
diaphragm (kardi/h, h[par, pleu/monej). These will remain part of the core anatomical Greek vocabulary in
antiquity.
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neck of the uterus (Mul. 230). The term sto/ma (mouth) was used to refer to other orifices,
including the womb (u9ste/ra, Aph. 5.46; mh/tra, Aër. 21), vessels (flebi/on, Vict. 56; teu=xoj,
Loc. Hom. 47), and the bladder (ku/stij, Aër. 9).
Although these secondary meanings do not suggest much lexical innovation, they do
illustrate both that doctors were interested in labelling and subdividing parts clearly and that they
had no specific preexisting term for them. This must not have presented much of a barrier for a
reader’s comprehension, provided that he or she was familiar with the parts to which the author
was referring. Presumably any classical Greek would have been familiar with the primary
meanings of these common anatomical terms for the head, the neck, and the mouth. In each case
the author provides another anatomical point of reference to show that he is not using the term in
its ordinary sense, for examples Mul. 230: tw~n mhtre/wn...o( au)xh_n (the neck of uteruses); and
Vict. 56: ta_ sto&mata tw~n flebi/wn (the mouths of the small vessels). This illustrates the
economy of Hippocratic authors when labelling parts of the body, although the use of these terms
outside of their normal senses is evidence of a more nuanced construction of the human body.
Another important change is that psychic functions of the internal organs that are
described regularly in the epics are virtually lost in the HC. The unclear epic terms prapi/dej
and h]tor do not appear in the HC. Fre/nej, though, is used regularly, but with a restricted
meaning.24 Although it is used in the epics and in other classical writings in both psychological
and anatomical senses,25 Hippocratic writers were either disparaging about its psychological
functions or did not use it in this way.26 They instead used the term fre/nej in the strict

24 Langholf 1990: 44.
25 For examples of fre/nej used in its psychological sense see Il. 1.362, 3.442, 5.493, 13.394; for examples of its
anatomical use see Il. 11.411, 16.481, Od. 9.301. For classical authors’ use of the term in a psychological sense,
see Ar. Pax 1067, Xen. Mem. 4.55, and And. De reditu suo 7.
26 See Aër. 20 and below for further discussion.
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anatomical sense of ‘diaphragm,’ including it along with other prominent material structures
within the body.27
The intervening poetry from the 7th and 6th centuries BCE between the Homeric epics and
the earliest Hippocratic writings shows no significant additions to Homeric anatomical
vocabulary. Only ten new terms appear in surviving literature during this time. Half of these
refer either to parts of the genital region28 or to the buttocks,29 and are added only by the lyric
poet Archilochus (7th cent. BCE) and the iambic poet Hipponax (6th cent. BCE). Most of these
terms probably existed when the Homeric poems were composed, but for the sake of propriety
were excluded from the epics.30 The remaining five terms refer to other external parts and do not
suggest a more refined lexicon for the human body than is seen in the Homeric epics.31

3.2. Methods and sources for anatomical investigation: corpses, the clinic, and animals
Hippocratic writers’ primary concern with understanding sickness helped to limit their scope
when creating their medical models of the body. Although there is no consistent model in the
collection, Hippocratic writers usually assigned the cause of disease to a patient’s surplus or

27 This is a change from the Homeric meaning of the term, which might have been ‘lungs.’ See section 2.5.2
above for discussion. Aph. 6.18 includes the fre/nej along with other vital internal structures like the bladder,
brain, heart, entrails, stomach, and liver; Coac. 499 describes it in a similar manner: 0Apoqnh&skousi de\
ma&lista e0k tw~n trwma&twn, h1n tij e0gke/falon trwqh|~ h2 r(axi/thn mu&elon h2 h{par h2 fre/naj h2 kardi/hn h2
ku&stin h2 fle/ba tw~n paxeiw~n: ‘Wounds are especially lethal when one suffers them to the brain, the spinal
cord, the liver, the diaphragm (fre/nej), the heart, the bladder, or any of the large blood vessels.’ (translation
following Chadwick 1950: 264) For further examples see Int. 48.3; Art. 41.26; Carn. 5.11; and Loc. Hom. 3.28.
28 o)/rxij (testicle), Hippon. 92; pe/oj (penis), Archil. 327 and 328; and tra/mij (perineum), Hippon. 114a.
29 prwkto/j (buttocks), Archil. 187, Hippon. 104; and pugh/ (buttocks), Archil. 187 (and possibly pugew/n at
Hippon. 92, although the meaning of the term is dubious [LSJ, s.v.]).
30 See Bakhtin 1965: 354 for his comments that epic poems rarely emphasize bodily parts in the contexts of
ingestion and defecation (e.g. the mouth, stomach, and buttocks). We can include sexual organs here as well.
31 da/ktuloj (finger), Alc. 346 and Hippon. 104 (but represented earlier in the Homeric expression
r(ododa&ktuloj 0Hw&j, ‘rosy-fingered Dawn,’ e.g. Il. 1.477, Od. 2.1); masxa/lh (armpit), h.Merc. 242; ou]qar
(breast), h.Cer. 450 used in a metaphor for the Rharus plain (cf. Homeric mazo/j, e.g. Il. 22.80, Od. 11.448);
tra/xhloj (neck), Hippon. 103 and 118 (cf. Homeric au0xh/n, e.g. Il. 7.262, Od. 8.136); and w0le/nh (elbow),
h.Merc. 388 (cf. Homeric a0gkw/n, e.g. Il. 10.80).
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deficiency of one or more fluid types (e.g. blood, phlegm, yellow bile, and black bile).32 Their
focus on fluids as the cause of disease, known as humoral theory, was a practical way to
understand the hidden causes of a sickness, since doctors believed that they could see these
fluids being expelled from a patient.
Investigation into the various internal parts of the human body as a way to understand
how and where fluids travelled helped to define Hippocratic medicine. Gundert has
convincingly argued that classical medical authors shared three general beliefs about the material
body:33
1)
2)
3)

Parts have particular structures
Physiological and pathological processes are often located in specific parts.
The roles parts play are dependent on and determined by their specific
structure, texture, and quality.

Her categorization accurately reflects the Hippocratic understanding of physiological functions
of these parts and of how parts are important to health. Gundert is neither interested in
vocabulary nor in how Hippocratic authors use it to label these structures.34 In addition, she
restricts her study to the importance of anatomical parts in humoral theory, which excludes the
importance of anatomical parts in osteological and speculative works. I shall discuss these parts
below.

32 See for example Grmek 2002: 248: ‘For nearly all Hippocratic authors, disease was the expression of a disorder
– not in the primary constituents, but in the fluid components of the human body.’ For the most complete
description of the humoral theory in the HC, see Nat. Hom. 5. See Balzer and Eleftheriadis 1991 and Jouanna
1999: 314-17 for useful surveys of Hippocratic humoral theories. Schoener 1964 remains one of the best and
fullest analyses of ancient humoral theories. This humoral approach to medicine was extremely persistent in
Western medical thought up until the early modern period (particularly through Galen’s appropriation of the
theory). See recently DeMaitre 2013: 16-19.
33 Gundert 1992: 463, quoted verbatim. See further Leder 1992 and Jouanna 1999: 248-49 for discussions of
Hippocratic theoretical and dogmatic models for the construction of the body, which are more concerned with
basic elements of the body than they are with anatomical parts. Since these investigations are not related to
anatomical vocabulary per se, I do not discuss them here.
34 She generally does not refer to Greek terms in her study, although she does use transliterations on occasions in
footnotes.
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3.2.1. The human body: observations of corpses and patients
As far as we know, classical Greek physicians never practised human dissection to fill in their
anatomical knowledge. No Hippocratic author mentions the use of human cadavers in their
investigations. It is generally believed that this practice was disallowed on religious, moral, and
aesthetic grounds.35 The earliest source explicitly mentioning human dissection is the 2nd century
CE Roman medical writer Celsus, who names both Herophilus (ca. 330/320-260/50 BCE) and
Erasistratus (4th -3rd century BCE) as the first practitioners (Proem 23). Although there is no
clear range for when human dissection was permitted, it evidently no longer was by the 2nd
century CE when Galen was writing (129 - ca. 216 CE).36 It is likely that the practice was only
allowed in antiquity in the peculiar scientific environment of Ptolemaic Alexandria.37
Since Hippocratic writers were either unable or unwilling to dissect humans, they had to
use various alternative methods to investigate the body:38
[Because Hippocratic doctors] had to reconstruct the internal structures of the human
body on the basis either of what they saw or felt by means of superficial examination or
of what they observed in animal dissections, it is not surprising that their knowledge of
[the internal body], which remained for the most part closed off to them, should have
been partial, erroneous, and indeed quite odd.
Although Jouanna is correct in his assessment, anatomical research in the HC provided a
foundation both for reasons to study the human body in detail and for ways of studying and
organizing it. That their descriptions are ‘quite odd’ to a modern reader is a result of the various

35 Von Staden 1989: 141. See also Longrigg 1988 (esp. 458-59); Phillips 1973: 41; Kudlien 1969, and Edelstein
1967: 268-301.
36 For example, in Anat. Admin. 2.23 K he describes the dissection of apes as good sources for human anatomy,
which suggests that humans could not be directly dissected.
37 Von Staden 1989: 141-42, 146. He here calls specific attention to the ‘ambitious Macedonian patrons of science
(i.e. the Ptolemies)’ and to the ‘frontiersmanship’ of the new city of Alexandria that was less concerned with
older values.
38 Jouanna 1999: 310.
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sources that doctors used to construct their medical body, and should not be considered an
indictment of their contributions.39
It is likely that a physician would have had the opportunity to observe and examine
desiccated remains of exposed bodies in addition to superficial examinations of patients. This
would explain the fairly accurate descriptions of human skeletal anatomy in some Hippocratic
treatises.40 Although there is no direct proof of a Hippocratic physician recording observations
of a corpse, we do have indirect evidence that such opportunities were available to him.41 We
also have evidence from non-Hippocratic authors. Plato, for instance, tells an anecdote about an
otherwise unknown Leontius, who while walking outside the gates of Athens came upon the
exposed bodies of executed felons. He immediately shielded his eyes, but when curiosity
overcame him he proceeded to look closely at the corpses (R. 439e).42 Galen, writing in the 2nd
century CE in an environment that also did not allow human autopsy, reports that he had several
39 Cf. Singer 1956: xxiv who illustrates the prejudices from our own modern Western anatomical models when
interpreting ancient texts. After dissecting a Rhesus monkey following Galen’s Anat. Admin., he comments:
‘nearly every sentence in the book began to take rational form, and to assume anatomical intelligibility.’ For a
common example of differences in classification, nerves and tendons are not differentiated in the HC, and are
both classified using the general term neu=ra or ‘cords’ (Skinner 1961: 186, Lloyd 1983: 152, Jouanna 2002: 57).
There is nothing incorrect about calling both nerves and tendons ‘cords,’ since they both are cord-like. It is the
later identification of functions that encouraged a distinction between the parts. Malomo, Idowu, and Osuagwu
2006: 100 note that several languages still use the same term for nerves and tendons.
40 For the Hippocratics’ accurate knowledge of the skeletal system see Phillips 1973: 42 and Jouanna 1999: 312 .
Scarborough 1992: 124 describes osteology as the third oldest medical practice, preceded by midwifery and
herbalism: ‘bones represent one of the oldest studies of a medical nature because burial customs and earliest
agriculture generally included a precise knowledge of how bones fit together and how bones survived the longest
of a human being’s mortal existence.’ Passages that describe the sutures of the skull such as we see in Loc.
Hom. 6 and VC 1, despite some errors, suggest the opportunity to examine a human skull (or skulls) was
available to the authors. For a short discussion of the types of mistakes made, see Craik 1998b: 121.
41 The author of Flat. (12.17) does imply that when the body dries all that remain are the bones (o0ste/a), tendons
(neu=ra) and skin (r9ino/j, or in some MSS ‘fasciae’ [i]nej]). Although this may suggest exposure to human
remains, it may also refer to comparative observations made from animal carcases. Campbell 1888: 15
tantalizingly remarks, but without providing further detail, that Hippocrates (viz. a Hippocratic author) has seen a
skeleton displayed within a temple of Asklepios, presumably for the purpose of studying bone-structure. My
own search for such a passage within the corpus has been unfruitful.
42 Similarly, for his research into the human skeletal structure the 16th century anatomist Andreas Vesalius first
relied upon the observation of a body of an exposed criminal picked clean by scavenger birds outside the city
walls (Kornell 2000: 99). Such morbid interest in human anatomy is persistent. An excellent modern parallel is
Günther von Hagens’ popular travelling exhibit ‘Body Worlds,’ in which plasticized corpses are displayed in
varying anatomized states. See vom Lehn 2006 for a useful discussion of the exhibit and its questionable artistic
and intellectual values.
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opportunities to view the skeletal remains of bodies after their graves had been eroded by a
river’s current.43 Hippocratic physicians almost certainly had the same or similar opportunities
to view corpses in various states of decomposition, if they so wished.
Most clinical opportunities to observe the internal human body were probably limited to
serious injuries that exposed a patient’s insides. The author of Epidemics 5.26, a physician’s
clinical case description, records witnessing a particularly revealing wound. He explains that his
patient had been run over by a cart across the ribs, which left several of them broken. When pus
began to form below the broken bones, the doctor made an incision below the spleen to drain the
area. He then observed that there was a tear in the intestinal membrane, or peritoneum
(de/rtron), and that an area between the kidney and bone had become putrefied. The author’s
description suggests that the man’s injury was severe enough to allow him to inspect these
internal parts through the wound. Such chance opportunities for studying the human body were
probably too limiting for physicians, who felt that an understanding of the hidden body was
important for their profession.

3.2.2. Animal bodies: comparative anatomy
There is far more, albeit often indirect, evidence that Hippocratic authors observed animals to fill
in their gaps of knowledge about the construction of the human body. The most important parts

43 Anat. Admin. 9 2.221 K. Later at 2.224-25 Galen tells how doctors when he was younger would research aspects
of internal anatomy by observing people suffering from anthrax. This disease, he tells us, would cause the skin
and sometimes the flesh to fall off of a patient, and physicians would poke and prod the exposed areas. It is
possible that Hippocratic physicians had similar opportunities (for descriptions of anthrax in the HC, see Epid.
2.1.1, 3.3.7, Aff. 35). As a comparative example, the 6th century BCE Indian anatomist Susruta purposefully
exposed cadavers for autopsy. Working in a religious environment that forbade direct contact with corpses,
Susruta selected whole bodies free from signs of pathology, placed them in wooden cages, and then in the river.
After several days the remains would be removed. By this time the skin and flesh would be sufficiently
decomposed to allow for the layers of the body to be removed easily with a brush, thereby circumventing
religious taboos (Persaud 1984: 25-27).
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for the comparative anatomist were those that require cutting to be viewed. Otherwise, surface
observation of a human subject would have been sufficient and preferable.44 This method is of
course still commonly used today in the medical and biological sciences. Under cursory
examination, animals – especially mammals that were hunted or raised for food – appear to have
many of the same parts as we do. By observing animals, someone could see that many share the
same number of major organs: one heart, a set of lungs with two lobes, a pair of kidneys, a single
liver, and so on. Animals also have many of the same structures – bones, muscles, tendons, and
tubes – that appear to be like our own, at least superficially.
In many cases, we can only assume an author’s debt to comparative anatomy. In an
analysis of Glands, a work describing the human lymphatic system, Craik argues that the author
almost certainly used animals as sources of information.45 His understanding of internal
anatomy implies some level of dissection; however, he never mentions how he collected his
information. At other times, it is an author’s mistakes about human anatomy that suggests his
tacit reliance upon animal dissection. The author of Bones, a post-classical digest of earlier
medical ideas, incorrectly states that the human liver has five lobes (1). The human liver has
only four lobes;46 a pig’s liver, however, does have five.47 Von Staden has therefore proposed

44 See Arist. HA 494b for his comments that the exterior parts (mo/ria ta\ pro\j e)/cw) of the body have mostly all
received names and are widely known through people’s familiarity with them, yet those internal parts (ta\
e0nto/j) are conversely not very well known. He therefore argues that someone must look to animals (zw~a) to
understand the corresponding parts of human, since they are very similar to ours (e)/xei paraplhsi/an th\n
fu/sin). For Aristotle as the father of comparative anatomy, see Solmsen 1963: 478, Catani 2007: 602, and
Crivellato and Domenico 2007: 478. Galen, however, believed that Diocles, perhaps writing in the same time as
Aristotle, authored the first work on animal anatomy, and that he used information about a mule’s womb to
speculate about that of a female human (Anat. Admin. 2.281-82 K). For further discussion, see Nutton 2004:
120-21. For a full discussion of Diocles’ dates, see van der Eijk 2000: xxxi-xxxiv, who concludes that we can
only say that he lived sometime after Hippocrates and before Herophilus and Erasistratus, and gives 400-300
BCE as a broad range for his life. See Lloyd 1975b on the problematic evidence for Alcmaeon’s (6th -5th cent.)
earlier use of comparative anatomy, which he concludes was less formalized than Aristotle’s approach.
45 Craik 2009: 36. Similarly, Langholf 1990: 147 believes that Epid. 2.4.1-2, which describes the course of veins
and nerves within the body, are notes taken after animal dissections.
46 The left, right, caudite and quadrate.
47 The left lateral, left central, right lateral, right central, and caudite.
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that this author, along with others who made similar comments, was relying too closely upon
observations of animal organs when commenting upon those of humans.48
One comparison between the human body and that of other animals is made in Sacred
Disease, a treatise on the natural origin of epilepsy.49 Some of the debt to comparative anatomy
for his theory is only implied. In one place, he makes this observation:
o9 e0gke/faloj e0sti tou= a0nqrw/pou diplo/oj w(/sper kai\ toi=sin a)/lloisi zw|/oij. to\ de\
me/son au0tou= diei/rgei mh=nigc lepth/.
The brain of a human is in two parts, just like in other living things. A thin membrane
divides it in the middle.
His description suggests that he had some knowledge about the appearance of both human and
animal brains. A likely possibility is that he knew basically what the human brain looked like,
probably from serious head wounds,50 but then filled in his knowledge by observing the brains of
at least one animal more closely. The author again expresses his reliance upon animal dissection
more explicitly later when he wants to prove that a buildup of phlegm in the brain is the ultimate
cause of epilepsy (14):

48 Von Staden 1989: 163. See also Anat. 1, probably a later Hellenistic addition to the HC, and Craik 1998: 149
for discussion. She notes that there are either four or five lobes according to Rufus, and that this confusion over
numbers of lobes might also be due to variations in what an observer considered to be a separate lobe. For a
similar conclusion and further discussion of specific examples of the intersection between humans and animals
in the HC, see Ayache 1997. Ayache is most concerned with Hippocratic notions of the quality of ‘living’ as a
class-type shared by humans and other animals, rather than with the use of animals by Hippocratics in
comparative anatomy.
49 Jouanna 1999: 412 dates this work to the second half of the fifth century, which places it is among the earliest of
the Hippocratic writings. The author of this work attempts to make a strong claim for the natural, as opposed to
divine, origin of epilepsy. In his opinion, it is just as sacred as any other sickness (5). He therefore argues that
an understanding of these diseases can be reached by a knowledge of the human body: epilepsy in particular is
caused by an overabundance of phlegm in the tubes (fle/bej) in the neck that lead to the head; this buildup
prevents respiration to the brain (e0gke/faloj), the location of thought (6-10). For analyses of this work’s
importance for the science of medicine, see van der Eijk 1990, Jouanna 1999: 182 and Nutton 2004: 64-66.
50 Wounds to the Head, for example, provides several descriptions of serious injuries to the skull that would have
allowed at least a partial view of the brain. In section 17, a description of skull fractures, the author refers to the
mh=nigc (the cerebral membrane), which illustrates that such wounds would have been revealing enough for a
physician to gain some idea of this structure (see further sections 2 and 15 for the treatment of other especially
revealing head injuries).
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gnoi/h d’ a)/n tij to/de ma/lista toi=si proba/toisi toi=si katalh/ptoisi ginome/noij
u9po\ th=j nou/sou tau/thj kai\ ma/lista th=|sin ai0ci/n: h2n diako&yh|j th_n kefalh_n ,
eu(rh&seij to_n e0gke/falon u(gro_n e0o&nta kai\ u3drwpoj peri/plewn kai\ kako_n o1zonta,
kai\ e0n tou&tw| dhlono&ti gnw&sh| o3ti ou)x o( qeo_j to _sw~ma lumai/netai, a)ll' h( nou~soj.
The best proof for this comes from ruminants that are gripped by this disease, especially
sheep. If you cut open the head, you will find that the brain is moist, very aqueous, and
smells bad. This is clear proof that it is not a god that is injuring the body, but rather the
disease.
As Lloyd remarks, this is observation but not yet experimentation: the author of Sacred Disease
did not examine the whole of the sheep’s body for abnormalities, nor from what we know did he
examine the head of a healthy sheep under the same conditions.51 The author believed that the
origin of epilepsy was in the head, expected to discover something abnormal, and this is exactly
what he found.52 Nevertheless, the author clearly reveals here both his willingness to use other
comparative sources to understand the human body better as well as his belief that such models
are useful.
There are a handful of other instances in the HC when an author uses broad analogies
about living things to help to explain human bodies. The author of Breaths, a speculative work
on the role of air in disease, remarks on animals’ need for air (5).53 The author of Humors
comments more specifically on anatomical similarities when he describes the function of the
stomach (11):
w(/sper toi=si de/ndresin h( gh~, ou3tw toi=si zw&oisin h( gasth&r: kai\ tre/fei, kai\
qermai/nei, kai\ yu&xei, yu&xei me\n kenoume/nh, qermai/nei de\ plhroume/nh:
Like the earth is to trees, so is the stomach to living things: it nourishes, cools, and heats
[sc. the body]; it cools as it empties, and heats as it fills.
51 The author’s comment that the sheep’s brain smells bad allows for the possibility that he had smelled other
brains that did not have the same odour; however, it is possible that he is only equating bad smells with sickness
as elsewhere in the corpus (e.g. Int. 31, of ears; Loc. Hom. 47, of female genitalia; Mul. 185, of mouth; Aph.
4.81, of urine; Prog. 13, of vomit).
52 Lloyd 1970: 54-55; see Jouanna 2012: 63-64 for a similar appraisal of this passage.
53 mega&lh koinwni/h a3pasi toi=si zw&oisi tou~ h)e/roj e0sti\n (‘The greatest commonality between all living things
is air’). For a similar comment, see Vict. 38.
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Using animals as evidence, the author of Internal Afflictions intended to prove that a form of
dropsy which develops in the lungs is caused by tubercles, or pathological round swellings (23):
w(j de\ gi/netai kai\ a)po_ fuma&twn u3deroj, to&de moi martu&rion kai\ e0n boi6 kai\ e0n kuni\
kai\ e0n u(i5: ma&lista ga_r tw~n tetrapo&dwn e0n tou&toisi gi/netai fu&mata e0n tw|~
pleu&moni a3per e1xei u3dwr, diatamw_n d' a2n gnoi/hj ta&xista, r(eu&setai ga_r u3dwr:
In my opinion, [this illness] in an ox, dog, or pig is evidence that dropsy [sc. in both
humans and other animals] is caused by tubercles of fluid, since among quadrupeds
tubercles containing fluid occur most often in these animals. You can know this easily by
cutting the animal open, for fluid will flow [from the incision].
In each of these cases, the author is not systematically examining animals in order to know more
about the human body. Rather, he seems to be using casual observations of animals gathered
from daily experience as supporting evidence for his specific argument.
Several Homeric words also have expanded meanings in the HC that confuse the
boundaries between living humans and dead animals. Terms that are almost always used in the
epics for edible or removed parts of dead animals and humans, such as sa/rc and kre/aj (flesh)
and de/rma (skin/hide), are used more broadly in the HC to describe living bodies as well. In
non-medical classical writings, these food-terms were still used for dead animals, but also
sometimes for humans (although usually in descriptions of humans being eaten, of injuries, or of
disease, not of a general or healthy body).54 The terms often have the same meanings in the HC,

54 E.g. de/rma: Hdt. 2.87 (of a corpse), 4.64 (skin of enemies used by the Scythians to make clothing), 5.25 (flayed
skin of Sisamnes), 3.110 (animal hide); E. Cyc. 526 (animal hide); Ar. Pax 745 (scourged human skin), Ran. 527
(lion skin); Xen. Mem. 2.1.17 (scourged human skin); Pl. Phd. 98d (human skin, in a critique of the natural
philosopher Anaxagoras’ language, see further chapter 7 below), Smp. 190e (human skin, in Aristophanes’
parody of the doctor Eryximachus, see further chapter 7 below); R. 370e, Lg. 849c (leather); Prt. 321a (animal
hide); sa/rc: Hdt. 1.128 (Harpagus unwittingly eating his own son); S. Tr. (Heracles’ flesh eaten by the cloak),
Ph. 1156 (Philoctetes’ morbid flesh); E. Tr. 439 (cattle meat), Med. 1199 (human flesh burnt from bone), Hipp,
1342 (the mangled flesh of Hippolytus); Xen. Eq. 1.5 (horse flesh); Pl. Phd. 96c (human, again in a commentary
on Anaxagoras’ theories); Smp. 207d, 211e (human, in Aristophanes’ parody of Eryximachus); Grg. 518c, Lg.
797e (human flesh, in the context of disease); kre/aj: Hdt. 2.47 (animal meat), 3.99 (diseased human flesh); Th.
4.16.1 (animal meat); E. Cyc. 125 (the human meal of the Cyclops); Ar. Ran. 508 (bird meat), Eq. 456 (of a
healthy human, but perhaps a parody on the Sausage-seller’s trade); Pl. Euthd. 301c, R. 338c (animal meat).
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but they were used more regularly in descriptions of the healthy or ‘normal’ living body.55 These
changes of meaning, from strictly animal or edible dead parts to living human parts, suggest a
way of viewing the human body in the Classical period, and in the HC in particular, that is
different from the Homeric epics. The lexical dichotomies between dead and living/animal and
human in medical writings are less pronounced, which leads to language for parts of ‘a body’
that transcends human/animal boundaries.
Another good example of this divergence from Homeric vocabulary is the term
spla/gxna (innards, probably the organs above the diaphragm).56 The term is never used for
humans in the Homeric poems, even when describing exposed human remains.57 In the Classical
period, the term spla/gxna continued to be used outside of the HC to describe internal parts of
animals, especially in the context of sacrifice.58 Hippocratic authors, however, only used the

55 E.g. de/rma: de Arte; Epid. 2.1.7; Morb. Sacr. 3; Gland. 9; Carn. 9; sa/rc: Fract. 27; Art. 36; Morb. 1.20; Ulc.
10; Epid. 4.43; Aër. 21; Art. 10; Loc. Hom. 2, 4; Carn. 1; kre/aj (usually used in the HC for edible flesh): Morb.
2.34 (specifically nasal polyps), Carn. 16, 17 (living human).
56 It is difficult to identify exactly what parts of the body constitute the Hippocratic spla/gxna. In instances when
some definition is possible through an author’s reference to other parts, it appears as if the spla/gxna are above
the hypochondrial line (i.e. above the bottom of the rib cage). Morb. 2.69 for example records the downward
movement of pain from the spla/gxna to the lower abdomen (neiai/rh gasth/r). In another discussion of the
movement of an illness, Afflictions 10 contrasts the spla/gxna with the bowels or belly (koili/h), and locates
them near the diaphragm (fre/nej). VM 19 describes fluid aggravating the spla/gxna and qw/rac (upperchest), but it is unclear whether the spla/gxna are contained within the chest or contrasted with it (kai\ dh&ciej
spla&gxnwn kai\ qw&rhkoj, kai\ a)pori/h:). They are elsewhere differentiated from the pleura/ (sides/ribs) and
a)/rqra (limbs), e.g. Coac. 453: Dusenteri/h a)kai/rwj e0pista~sa a)po&stasin e0n pleuroi=sin, h2 spla&gxnoisin,
h2 e0n a1rqroisi poie/ei: (‘When dysentery makes an untimely movement, it does so into the lungs, the
splangchna, or the limbs.’).
57 E.g. Il. 2.246-47; Od. 3.461, 20.252 (only of animals).
58 See for examples SEG 21:541 (375-350 BCE, Attica); HGK 4 (c. 350 BCE, Cos). There is very limited
evidence about what the spla/gxna contain from accounts of sacrifice or butchery. Berthiaume 1982: 60-61
cites Aristotle (PA 667b) as one of the few Classical authors to provide a detailed list of the organs contained
within the term spla/gxna: the heart, lungs, liver, spleen, and kidneys. See also Robertson 1999, esp. 178-79
and van Straten 2006: 23-24 for further discussion of spla/gxna in the context of butchery and sacrifice. Their
comments about the contents of the spla/gxna are vague. Van Straten, for example, writes: ‘After the animal
had been killed, the thoracic (and abdominal?) cavity was carefully opened up with a lengthwise incision, and
some of the inner organs (splangchna) were extracted.’
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term spla/gxna to describe internal parts of humans, which is uncommon in other classical
Greek writings.59
Although there is evidence that Hippocratic writers did recognize anatomical differences
between species of living things (zw~a),60 at least some of them explicitly state that humans
belong to this broad class. Sometimes this similarity was on a very basic level. As the author of
Nature of Humans remarks (3):61
a)na&gkh toi/nun, th~j fu&sioj toiau&thj u(parxou&shj kai\ tw~n a1llwn a(pa&ntwn kai\
th~j tou~ a)nqrw&pou, mh_ e4n ei]nai to_n a1nqrwpon.
Since the nature of both all the other [sc. things62] and humans [is created from multiple
substances in equilibrium], it is therefore necessary that a human is not a single thing.
We only have a few explicit references to the species of animals to which humans can be
compared, but it appears that physicians restricted their analogies to larger mammals, such as
cattle or dogs.63 In most applications of comparative anatomy, it seems that the writer simply
assumes that certain animals have basically the same type, number, and arrangement of internal
parts. For example, the author of Epidemics 6.4.6 observes that the intestines of humans are like
those of dogs, only larger (ta_ kw~la e1xei oi[a kuno_j, mei/zw de/:).
Despite the usefulness of comparative anatomy, Hippocratic writers in general were
overconfident in assuming so close a connection between human bodies and those of other
59 Most instances when spla/gxna refers to human parts are in poetry, e.g. A. Sept. 1030 (specifically womb); E.
Alc. 1008; Or. 1200; S. Aj. 994. The word is rare in 5th and 4th century prose before Aristotle, and is used only by
Plato for humans at Ti. 72c (in a medical context) and R. 565d (on the eating of human flesh).
60 E.g. Nat. Puer. 15 on the litters produced by dogs and pigs (although he uses this as evidence that humans can
also have multiple births from a single act of intercourse); Art. 8 on the uncloven hooves (mw/nuxa) of animals
(zw~a), and later (13) on the human collar bone (klhi+/j) and shoulder blade (w0mopla/th) as different from other
animals; Mochl. 5 on the common structure (koino\n sxh=ma) of cattle and human bones.
61 See also Vict. 3, 22, and Carn. 1 (on similarity of animal life); Int. 7 (analogies between human dispositions and
those of horses and dogs); Flat. 4 (on living things as a general class, ta_ qnhta_ zw~a); Epid. 4.14 (an analogy
between morbid human urine and horse’s); Mochl. 1 (on humans as zw~a in a discussion of bones).
62 Later in the section, the author clarifies that he means the nature of both living and non-living things: tw~n
zw&wn e0sti\n h( fu&sij, kai\ tw~n a1llwn pa&ntwn.
63 But see Vict. 16 for an example of an analogy between the growth of human foetuses and plants.
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animals. This would continue even after the Hellenistic period, when physicians like Herophilus
and Erasistratus showed the important medical reasons for an intensive study of the body’s
construction. Seven hundred years after the earliest Hippocratics, Galen still assumed that
accurate knowledge of very detailed parts of our bodies could be extrapolated through studying
animals, although he was more cautious than his predecessors were. Singer in his edition of
Galen’s On Anatomical Procedures, a work ostensibly on the subject of human anatomy, sums
up the document by concluding that, ‘[t]his text is...a description of the soft parts of the ape
imposed on the skeleton of man.’64 Although Galen had a more mature approach to investigating
the internal body, the convenience of using animals as proxies was too attractive to avoid.65
We might expect that these analogies between us and beasts could complicate boundaries
of classification. It is therefore telling that in all Hippocratic discussions of animal anatomy that
I could find, writers show no trace of discomfort about the use of such subjects to provide insight
into the human body. The reason for this seems to be that medical writers conceptually
abstracted distinct anatomical parts from their sources. The animals used – apparently limited to
livestock and dogs – meant that the authors’ subjects were different enough from humans to
avoid direct comparisons to our bodies as they were being anatomized. This is quite different
from Galen’s later use of monkeys and apes (subjects that were unavailable to Hippocratic
64 Singer 1956: xix. In his introduction to On Anatomical Procedures, Galen suggests using apes if someone
cannot find a human skeleton, either by visiting Alexandria – a place where they actually still studied the bones
themselves – or by happenstance. These skeletons, however, cannot be from just any apes: they must be those
that are most similar to humans (tw~n me\n dh_ piqh&kwn tou_j a)nqrwpoeidesta&touj e0klego&menoj 2.23 K). On
Galen’s attempt to revitalize anatomical studies in the face of the rationalist-empiricist method, with its
‘metaphysically aloof attitude toward the body,’ see Cosans 1997. For a technical discussion of Galen’s public
experimentation upon pigs (one of his favourite animals to dissect, besides apes), see Gross 1998. Galen,
however, continued to make false analogies between the internal structures of humans and other mammals. See
for example Rocca 2008: 254 for a discussion of Galen’s description of the retriform plexus, a series of fine
arteries at the base of some mammals brains (e.g. oxen, goats, sheep, and pigs). Galen confidently describes
them as present in the human brain, although neither humans nor primates have them. See also Nutton 2004:
231: ‘[Galen’s] human womb has cotyledons like that of a ruminant; his thyroid cartilage is that of a pig; and his
belief that the left kidney was lower in the body than the right is true of apes, but not humans.’
65 This reliance upon animals as proxies for humans of course persists to today, when a significant amount of
testing (e.g. of cosmetics, drugs, and medical procedures) is still performed on animals.
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writers), animals that he considered close enough in appearance to humans to cause strong
reactions from those who viewed his dissections.66 Hippocratic authors also used animal
dissections in very limited ways. They were not interested in exploring broader questions about
what constitutes life or what the soul is. Rather, writers focused their attention on specific
material structures, such as the brain, the lungs, and the liver. When taken out of their original
contexts, the animals to which they once belonged, these parts essentially became independent
entities without marked associations with any specific living thing: a brain was a brain and a
lung was a lung, no matter where they were found. In later chapters, however, we shall see that
not all Greek writers were comfortable with this homology between humans and animals.

3.3. Expansion of anatomical vocabulary: creating the textual medical body
The avenues for anatomical investigation – clinical, post mortem, and animal observations –
provided several opportunities for classical Greek physicians to expand their understanding of
the body. It is important to keep in mind, though, that this new-found anatomical knowledge was
rarely derived from a patient’s own body. Instead, through the use of human corpses and
animals, physicians were creating a different model of the body that did not align well with the
complete and enclosed living human body. Specialized vocabulary to explain these parts must
have further removed the verbalized body in medical texts from the ones of daily experience.
Hippocratic innovations to anatomical vocabulary generally fall into three groups:
1)
2)
3)

Divisions of the superficial body;
specific parts of bones; and
internal parts or structures that doctors believed either held or conveyed bodily
fluids.

66 E.g. Anat. Admin. 2.690 K. In this passage Galen explains that the reason why he used pigs for his public
demonstrations was because the sight of apes in such a state is disgusting (ei0dexqe/j). See further Gleason 2009:
110-113 for discussion of Galen’s occasional discomfort with using animals subjects for his anatomical displays.
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These three areas of term-creation mirror Hippocratic interests in advancing knowledge about
what the human body was and how it functioned. Since only a small fraction of classical Greek
writings have survived, neither a word’s first nor its only appearance in medical writings
necessarily proves that it was coined by a physician. However, as Byl has argued in his study of
Hippocratic language for disease, the large number of terms that only appear in the HC before
Aristotle give good reason to suspect that medical writers were using uncommon language. Byl
concludes that this is evidence that something approaching a technical vocabulary was
developing within the profession.67 As I discuss below, several anatomical terms in the HC are
also restricted to these medical writings during the Classical period, which points to a technical
language for the body that is similar to that for diseases.
These lexical contributions have been somewhat obscured by the diversity of language
used by different Hippocratic authors. The lack of standardized vocabulary in particular would
have posed a serious hindrance to someone trying to learn about the body through reading texts
alone; however, much medical information in the Classical period must have been transmitted
orally.68 Since there appears to have been little incentive to teach the art of medicine beyond a
certain limited sphere of people it would usually not have been necessary to ensure someone’s
writing was intelligible to a broad readership. The result was a heterogeneous vocabulary. As

67 Byl 2011: 69.
68 For example, see Totelin 2008: 21-66 on the oral transmission of pharmacological knowledge. In a modern
Western medical setting in which text-based education is highly emphasized, it is far easier to mark technical
language as restricted to one class of professionals or another. As Singer 1959: 1 comments: ‘Naked-eye human
anatomy [viz. in the English world] employs some five thousand technical terms. The wretched student is still
urged to acquire about half that number...How many or how few of these words of The Art the medical man
carries with him into practice no one can say. My own guess is that they amount to under a thousand, but even
that is a considerable vocabulary.’
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Lloyd has observed, Greek medical texts (including those from the Classical period) suffered
from an ‘organizational or institutional weakness’ within the medical profession as a whole.69
Unusual terms for parts of the body that required the use of special language would have
been difficult for a non-professional to understand. The chief reason for this is the frequent use
of metaphorical language.70 Many anatomical words have different, more common, meanings in
the vernacular. For example kotu/lh, which has a common meaning of ‘cup,’71 in an anatomical
sense means ‘joint-socket’;72 e(/drh, the common word for ‘seat’73 at times can have the
euphemistic meaning ‘anus’ in the HC.74 A second type of labelling, although less common than
metaphors, is the use of compound words. Some terms are formed through the relative position
of the part that was being described, such as a0ntiknhmi/on (shin, lit. the opposite side of the
knhmh/ [shank])75 and u9poglwssi/j (the underside of the tongue, lit. ‘under the tongue’).76
Others are formed more abstractly, for examples e0pi/fusij (epiphysis, the end of a long bone; lit.
‘outgrowth’)77 and e0pi/ploon (omentum, intestinal membrane; lit. ‘sailing over,’ because it sits

69 Lloyd 1983: 165. See further Langholf 1990: 41-51 for specific examples of the range of meanings for xolh/,
fre/nej, and kardi/h. We should assume, however, that there was some uniformity of vocabulary use within
specific medical circles themselves. See Jouanna 2012: 116-17, Langholf 1990: 234-35, and Edelstein 1964: 3941 for discussions of the formation of professional groups of physicians within the larger community, similar to
those of blacksmiths and cobblers. Our strongest evidence for this comes from the Hippocratic Oath, which
contains the vow that the art (te/xnh) of medicine is to be taught to one’s own sons, to his teacher’s sons, and to
other students who have taken the oath, but to no one else (7-12).
70 For this observation in the context of Galen’s terminology, see Singer 1956: xviii: ‘The Greeks, unlike
ourselves, had no classical language from which to draw scientific terms. These they made either by
combinations of words, or by giving ordinary words a special meaning, or by using short descriptive
clauses...The obstacles to understanding for those ancient readers who did not dissect and had no anatomical
figures were insuperable. Until modern times, and until the revival of the practice of dissection and the
introduction of representational art, the anatomical works of Galen were almost incomprehensible.’
71 Od. 15.312; Hdt. 6.57; Fist. 7.
72 Art. 79, Mochl. 40.
73 Il. 12.311; Hdt. 9.41.
74 E.g. Aër. 3, Aph. 5.22.
75 Fract. 18, 23; Ulc. 25.
76 Morb. 2.11 (used later at 31 for swelling in this area).
77 E.g. Fract. 4, Art. 45. See below for discussion.
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on top of the intestines like a sail).78 These last two examples would presumably be especially
difficult for someone not familiar with either internal anatomy or the specific terminology to
comprehend, since the terms do not contain any anatomical reference points to help the reader.
Compared with later medical writers, Hippocratic authors were either less aware of or
less concerned about the problems of vocabulary standardization or conflicting terminology for
the human body.79 The HC has few of these usual marks that signpost such awareness.80
Undoubtedly, there is often a range of possible meaning for a term and different authors used
different terms for the same parts of the body. But we can assume that each author usually was
using language that he believed his readers would understand, or at the very least that he would
try to assist the reader when the identification of a part of the body was problematic.

3.3.1. The exterior body: divisions of the torso
Classical doctors relied heavily upon surface observations of patients, since their clinical
practices tended to concentrate on external, non-invasive, diagnosis and treatment that relied
upon outward signs to reveal internal disorders. Objective data was collected by observing the

78 E.g. Aph. 5.46; Gland. 5; Loc. Hom. 24. Craik 1998a ad loc. cites the appearance of the word at Hdt. 2.47 in the
context of an Egyptian sacrifice as evidence for the importance of the omentum in haruspicy, although she
maintains that medical writers also considered the part to be important for health. The Homeric term de/rtron
(Od. 11.579) is also used with the same meaning (omentum) at Epid. 5.26.
79 The opposite becomes increasingly true after the Hellenistic period and the wider circulation of writing within
the Mediterranean. In this environment, a greater need for clarity is required from the texts. Rufus’ Onom. (1st
century CE) is one of the earliest attempts to systematically order not only the parts of the human body, but also
the names for them (but see Lloyd 1983: 165 for the difficulties that Rufus faced). A century later Galen was
often still faced with the task of dealing with various terms for the same structure (Anat. Admin. 9 [2.275 K (on
the outgrowth of the scapula), 550 (on the perineal membrane)]; Oss. Tir. [2.775 K (on the ankle)]; Dis. Uter.
[2.890 K (on part of the womb)]. See further Lloyd 1983: 150 n.106.
80 The pairing of synonyms or discussions about etymology in order to provide clarity for anatomical terms are
absent in the Hippocratic Corpus. For a possible rare exception, see the description of the mu/ej krotafi=tai kai\
masshth=rej (the ‘temporal’ and ‘chewing’ muscles) at Art. 30. Galen in his commentary on the treatise says
that it is unclear whether these terms refer to two different muscle groups or are synonyms for one (18.429 K).
See below for further discussion of this passage. On the tendency of pairing synonyms in early English medical
texts see Norri 1998: 191-98.
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patient for signs of abnormal behaviour or surface features, by palpation, and by auscultation.81
The patient’s subjective description of the level, type, and location of any pain or discomfort is
likewise recorded during the clinical examination.82 The physician at the end of this process
constructed mental and verbal maps of the afflicted body that he could superimpose upon a body
in its healthy state.
This is confirmed by the frequent use of the term xwri/on (region), a term more
commonly used for geographical descriptions.83 For examples, Fractures 26 mentions the region
of a wound (xwri/on e(/lkeoj); and Nature of Humans 9 comments on the regions for
phlebotomy.84 The author of Diseases of Women calls particular attention to the importance of
learning the ‘regions’ of different types of diseases (17):85
Xrh_ de\ skeya&menon tw~n noshma&twn ta_j duna&miaj kai\ u(fhgeu&menon ta_j
profa&siaj w(j xrh_ e0c w{n ai9 nou~soi gi/nontai, e0pi\ ta_ a1lla i0e/nai w{de kai\ ta_ a)mfi\
ta_ xwri/a i0h~sqai.
Someone who examines the properties of diseases and who describes their causes must
also examine and describe the regions where the diseases originate, all of the other
regions where they travel, and the treatments around these regions.

81 See Langholf 1990: 54-56 for further discussion of determination of illness through these types of observation.
82 The clinical notes of the Epidemics provide several examples of this, e.g. 2.2.9 pain in a patient’s kidneys (kata_
nefrou_j a)lgh&mata); 3.2.12 heart pain (kardi/hn u(ph&lgee); 6.2.22 a patient’s hard spleen (splh_n sklhro_j);
7.55 swelling below the liver (kaq' h{par e1parma); 4.42 a hard bladder (ku/stij sklhrh/). DeHart 1999: 361-64
suggests that the Hippocratic practice of searching the outside of the body for signs of disease originates from
Near Eastern practises of divination. This is a possibility, although Nutton 2004: 42 correctly observes that no
Hippocratic author acknowledges any debt to non-Greek sources for his information, so such conclusions must
remain tentative. It is more likely that Near Eastern and Greek approaches developed independently of one
another. The limited opportunities to examine the internal body would have compelled Greek physicians to
derive most of their conclusions from surface examination; there is no need to suspect that they borrowed this
knowledge from another culture.
83 E.g. Th. 2.19.2 (Acharnia); Hdt. 2.29 (Arabia); Ar. Nu. 209 (Attica).
84 I.e. the opening of veins to drain excess blood from the body.
85 There are well over 100 descriptions of different regions (xwri/a) of the body in the HC. For further examples,
see Nat. Hom. (the region of the bladder); VM 20 (the region of the nose); Prog. 12 (the region below the
diaphragm); Prorrh. 2.11 (the region of the armpits).
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Like a geographical map, the physician used distinct physical features as landmarks, and
augmented the number of these parts by adding more or less arbitrary divisions of regions. The
author of Epidemics 3 illustrates this process in a daily clinical report (3.1.3):
e0c a)risterou~ o)li/gon, a1krhton e0rru/h: diaxwrh&mata o3moia: ou}ra o3moia: e0fi/drwse
peri\ kefalh_n kai\ klhi"=daj: splh_n e0ph&rqh: mhrou~ o)du&nh kat' i1cin: u(poxondri/ou
deciou~ cu&ntasij u(pola&paroj:
A small flow of unmixed blood from the left side; feces and urine unchanged; he sweats
around the head and the collar-bones; spleen raised; pain on the same side of the thigh
[i.e. the left thigh]; loose tension beneath the right hypochondrium.
The author is interested in recording the current details of the illness in order to track its
progression and to compare it with other cases. He therefore divides his patient’s external body
both horizontally and laterally, which allows him to frame the body into regions.86

Fig. 3.1: Clinical plane division of the human body

It was particularly important for the doctor recording these details to note what side of the
body a pain or anomaly (i.e. a deviation from a patient’s normal state) occurred, because he
86 The author of Epid. 6.5 similarly records the general occurrence of pain on the sides, stretching of the
hypochondria, swelling of the spleen, and hemorrhaging from the nostril all on the same side (kat’ i)/cin).
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knew that this division could help him to identify the offending parts beneath the surface. In the
medical context, it was practically efficient to divide the superficial body into right and left
halves along a central vertical, or ‘sagittal,’ axis.87 Also evident in the above excerpt from
Epidemics 3 is that the author makes use of externally perceptible, prominent, internal features:
the collar bone (klhi/j), the lower sternum or xiphoid process (xo/ndroj),88 and the thigh
(mhro/j).89 All three of these features, especially the xo/ndroj, are among the most common
landmarks used in the HC for distinguishing and describing the external topography of the
body.90
The term u9poxo/ndrion (lit. ‘below the xiphoid process’) is a good example of what is
probably a uniquely medical word for dividing the torso. It is used 119 times within the HC, and
appears in later Hippocratic works another 22 times. Although it is a common word in medical
writings, there is no example of u9poxo/ndrion being used by a non-medical author before the 3rd
century CE, and even then it is in a quasi-scientific astrological context.91 Every previous
instance of the word’s appearance outside of the HC is in the context of either medicine or
biology.92

87 Based on observations from injuries, the author of Epid. 7.1 realized that the right and left hemispheres of the
brain affected the opposite sides of the body. For a similar observation see VC 14.
88 Not the more general meaning of all cartilage found in the body (e.g. Carn. 16.4: xo&ndrion malako_n o3kwj per
spo&ggoj, ou1te kre/aj ou1te o)ste/on. ‘cartilage: soft, similar to a sponge, neither flesh nor bone’). The area
below the chondrium is divided into left and right regions (the hypochondria) by the sternum (or sagittal) line
(see Fig. 3.1).
89 Other landmarks in this area commonly used are the i)/cuj (hip), o)sfu/j (sacrum, lower back region where it is
located) and i)sxi/oj (hip-joint).
90 Also, like ‘spleen’ in the example from Epid. 3.3 cited above, terms for internal parts are occasionally used to
mean the surrounding superficial area. See further Grmek 1977: 12-13.
91 Porphyry in his Introduction to Ptolemy’s Tetrabiblos, an astrological work, uses the term u9poxo/ndrion in a list
of anatomical parts that are affected by different signs of the zodiac (Boer and Weinstock 5.4.216). A possible
exception to the term’s appearance in non-technical writings before the 3rd century CE is its appearance in the
Septuagint at Kings 1, 31.3, where Saul is described as being wounded in the u9poxo/ndrion during a battle.
92 E.g. Diocles fr. 109, 110, etc.; Arist. HA 493a, 496b, [Arist.] Prob. 953b, etc.; Dsc. de Materia Medica 1.109,
3.23, etc.
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The reason for the limitation of the term to medical or biological works is because of its
specificity. The common Greek parlance had a number of words to refer to the lower torso or
divisions of it, for example nhdu/j (abdomen), koili/a (body cavity/belly), and gasth/r
(paunch/belly), which must have sufficed for general communication.93 Medical authors,
however, recognized that discomfort in and externally visual changes to a specific area of the
trunk of the body often accompanied some illnesses. There was also a general understanding
that problems with the parts in this area below the surface were to blame.94 Physicians, upon
seeing patterns develop in this region – one not so low as the abdomen and not so high as the
upper chest – seem to have coined a specific term to record it.95 This exemplifies the very
usefulness of the term in medical writings: physicians were aware that there were important
internal parts that could be located on the surface of a patient’s body using superficial reference
points. This results in the need for generalizing medical terms like ‘the area below the chondrial
line,’ and ‘the parts around the navel.’ In the same way as the external labels, these internal parts
received generalizing terms, such as spla/gxna (organs above the diaphragm) and e)/ntera
(organs below the diaphragm).

3.3.2. The internal body: the bones
Hippocratic writers show limited innovation in the terminology for specific bones. In many
cases, an author will just refer to the bone by its relation to a part of the external body. For
93 E.g. nh/duj: Hes. Th. 487; A. Eum. 138; Hdt. 2.47; Arist. HA 633a; koili/a: Hdt. 2.88; Ar. Eq. 356; Pl. Ti. 80d4;
gasth/r: Thgn. 1.920; E. Cyc. 326; Xen. Cyr. 7.1.37. For Hippocratic examples patients’ of stomach complaints
and of abnormal appearances of the belly region, see (discomfort in the gasth/r): Aff. 21, Loc. Hom. 20, Epid.
7.97; (abnormal appearance of the gasth/r): Int. 42, Morb. 2.69, Epid. 2.2.20.
94 Pain in the right hypochondrium is the most commonly described of the two, since it is the location of the liver,
and lower, the appendix (which is never explicitly described in the HC). See for examples Epid. 4.7 and Int. 10.
The author of Prognostics 1.7 informs us that swelling in the region of the left hypochondrium is less harmful
than the right, and probably so: aside from the left kidney, the left hypochondrium most importantly holds the
spleen. Complaints of pain or observable swelling in this area more often point to the swelling of the spleen as a
symptom of some other illness (e.g., hepatitis, anaemia, and syphilis) than it does an disorder of the organ itself
(e.g. splenetic cysts).
95 Consider, for example, the clinical note at Epid. 2.3.6: ta\ pneu/mata e0n u9poxondri/oisin e)/parsij malakh\ kai\
e)/ntasij ou0dete/rh. (‘Air in the hypochondria: a soft swelling without any tension.’)
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example, like our ‘breast bone’ the sternum is called to_ a)po_ tou~ sth&qeoj o)ste/on (Art. 15); and
the bones of the shin (in English medical language, the tibia and fibula) are similarly called the
‘shin bones,’ ta_ th~j knh&mhj o)ste/a (Art. 53). However, there are four examples (two from
Places in Humans96) of terms that do not appear elsewhere with this meaning in classical
writings:
1) zu/gwma (bar, for the cheek bone/zygomatic arch)97
2) pla/th (oar, for the shoulder blade);98
3) pero/nh (pin, for the small bone of the arm, also known as the radius);99
4) spa/qh (blade, for the broad ribs).100
Craik has convincingly argued that Places in Humans is perhaps one of the earliest Hippocratic
writings, composed sometime in the first half of the 5th century.101 If this dating is correct, then it
suggests an early interest in both exploring internal anatomy and term creation.
Hippocratic authors also use some uncommon terminology for points or parts of
articulation, such as e0pimu/lij (millstone, but at Mochl. 1 kneecap)102 and kotulhdw/n (cup, but
e.g. at Int. 230 socket of the hip [i0sxi/on]). In these instances the authors seem to assume that the
reader is already familiar with these terms, or at the very least will understand which parts of the
body he is discussing. We also find Hippocratic words for the parts of bones and their functions
96 Craik 1998a: 113 argues that the work contains Doric terms, which might account for the work’s unusual
language.
97 Art. 30.
98 Loc. Hom. 6.
99 Loc. Hom. 6.
100 Gland. 14.
101 Craik 1998a: 28-29.
102 Cf. the synonym mu/lh (lit. ‘millstone’) at Loc. Hom. 6 (but meaning ‘molar’ at Hum. 9). The 2nd century CE
geographer Pausanias later remarks on the technical nature of this term in a description of a large skeleton that
was reported to have a knee-pan the size of a boy’s Pentathlon discus (1.35.5). He calls these parts of the
skeleton ‘the bones upon the knee’ (ta\ e0pi\ toi=j go/nasin o0sta~), but adds that they are ‘called mulai by
physicians’ (kalou/menaj de\ u9po\ tw~n i0atrw~n mu/laj). This provides strong evidence for the existence of a
medical technical vocabulary by Pausanias’ time. The term is also used with this meaning outside of the HC at
Arist. HA 494a5 and perhaps at Com. Adesp. fr. 450 (ta_ d' ei0j to_ pro&sqen a)dunatei= mu&lhj u3po.). The term
e0pigouni/j (lit. ‘upon the knee,’ used earlier in the Odyssey to refer to the thigh muscle (17.224), also means
‘knee-pan’ at Art. 70 and Oss. 17. The word’s different meaning in the Odyssey can be explained as either a) an
independent invention; or b) a later shift of referent based on confusion over the original Homeric sense (for a
description of this process, see Brown 1979).
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that strictly speaking are descriptive, not metaphorical. The term e0pi/fusij appears 19 times in
Joints, Fractures, and Instruments of Reduction and is not used again with this meaning outside
of medical writings in antiquity.103 The literal meaning of the word is ‘outgrowth.’104 In the
context of bones, though, the term refers to the rounded end of a long bone where it connects to
another at the process (a0po/fusij),105 the place where the ligaments attach to the bone (Fig. 3.2).
A similarly rare word for a part of the bone is diplo/h (lit. ‘fold’),106 which denotes the spongy
layer of bone in the skull (Fig. 3.3).107 It is used several times with this meaning, but only in the
HC.108 Each of these terms for parts of bones denote attention that likely extended beyond
general observations of bones to technical investigation.

Fig. 3.2: Epiphysis of the humerus, or bone of the
upper arm
(Gray’s Anatomy 1918, fig. 211, modified)

Fig. 3.3: Cross-section of the skull bone (the diploë)

103 Art. 27, 45, 87; Fract. 4, 12 (x3), 13 (x2), 46; Mochl. 1 (x5), 17, 40.
104 LSJ, s.v. It is therefore used to describe irregular outgrowths of skin, e.g. Epid. 3.3.7: e0pifu&siej blefa&rwn (an
outgrowth on the eyelids); and the growth of plants, e.g. Thphr. HP 1.1.2.
105 For examples of a0po/fusij, see Mochl. 1, Art. 45. Cf. dia/fusij at Fract. 12, the spinous process of the tibia
(LSJ, s.v.).
106 E.g. Pl. Sph. 267e where diplo/h means the weak part in iron.
107 It is located between two hard layers of bone, known in modern medical language as the external table
(superficial layer) and the internal table (internal layer).
108 VC 1, 17; Morb. 2.7; Epid. 5.16. Cf. Rufus Onom. 135: Diplo&h de\ to_ metacu_ tw~n o)stw~n tou~ krani/ou, o3qen
dh_ h( r(i\j a1rxetai. (‘The diploē is between the bones of the skull, where the nose begins’).
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3.3.3. The internal body: ‘containers’ and ‘conduits’
In Hippocratic understandings of disease (nou=soj), which were based on theories of fluids
travelling within the body, it was more important for physicians to be concerned with fluids and
with the structures that contained and transmitted them than with bones:109
Hippocratic medicine explains the workings of the body in terms of ‘structures’ and
‘fluids,’ the interactions of which are regarded as an anatomico-physiological unity:
nature (physis).
The author of Traditional Medicine (22) strongly encouraged an understanding of the structures
(sxh/mata) of the body, the material parts,110 and the role that they play in diseases (o(/sa
paqh/mata gi/netai a0po sxhma/twn).111 This focus was a major limiting factor to Hippocratic
anatomical enquiry, since their primary interests were not in mapping the entire body, but only in
those parts that they considered to be important for the treatment of injuries or disease.
Doctors were aware that many body structures important to health were hidden, which
made them the most difficult to examine.112 For example, the author of The Art, a work
defending the existence of the art of medicine, describes two classes of diseases: that which is
visible from the surface and that which is hidden. He contends that the first type of disease is
obvious (ta\ fanera/) to the medical examiner, but adds that the other class of diseases, which he
calls unclear (a)/dhla), must also be studied (10):
dei= ge mh_n au)th_n [sc. i0htrikh\ te/xnhn] mhde\ pro_j ta_ h{sson fanera_ a)pore/ein:
The [medical art] itself must not overlook those [conditions] that are less visible.
109 Potter 1988: 38. See also Craik 2009a: 107: ‘In the Hippocratic Corpus, the body is viewed as important bits
(organs, viscera such as lungs, liver, kidneys) and orifices (including eyes, ears, genitals) linked by hollow tubes,
ducts or channels.’
110 Schiefsky 2005a ad loc. notes that the meaning of the term at this point in the text is vague, but adds that later
discussion in the chapter makes it clear that the author refers to ‘internal organs as well as anything in the body
that has a distinctive structure or configuration.’
111 He sees some structures as being good for holding liquids – such as the skull, the inner organs, and the womb –
but adds that some are able to attract fluids better than others because of their construction, such as the spongy
composition of the female breast, lungs, and spleen. See further Gundert 1992: 458-60 for a discussion of how
the author VM fits these structures within his broader system of human physiology.
112 See García Gual 2000: xvi-xx for a similar assessment of internal anatomy in the Hippocratic Corpus, which he
refers to as ‘el oscuro interior del cuerpo humano.’
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The author then continues to describe different structures within the human body, and
emphasizes that every part has nhdu/ej, or ‘cavities,’ which can contain either good or bad
humors.113 A good doctor, he argues, should know about these internal parts of the body, so that
he can treat hidden diseases.114
Hippocratic writings show minimal innovation in the identification and labelling of
specific organs, mainly because most major organs had long been recognized. Descriptions of
the heart (kardi/h), lungs (pleu/monej), liver (h[par), and kidneys (nefroi/) in the Homeric epics
are evidence of the early recognition of these organs as well as of the durability of the terms for
them. The same vocabulary continues to be used in the HC with no perceptible changes in
meaning, although the positions of the organs within the body are sometimes unclear.115 The
only term in the HC for an organ that does not appear in the epics is splh/n (spleen, a fist-sized
organ located on the left hand side of the stomach), which is used in both medical and nonmedical writings in the Classical period.116

113 See Gundert 1992: 460 for further discussion of the importance of cavities in Hippocratic physiology.
114 Among the parts he lists in this section in are the sa/rc (flesh), de/rma (skin), braxi/onej (upper-arms), knh=mai
(shins), qw/rac (torso), h[par (liver), kefalh/ (head), e0gke/faloj (brain), nw~ton (back), and pleu/monej
(lungs). He is especially interested in the flesh (sa/rc) as a location where fluids collect. He adds that fle/bej
(blood vessels) and neu=ra (tendons), both of which can be separated from the flesh, are also responsible for
conveying these fluids.
115 Cf. Lonie 1981: 285-86 for a discussion of Morb. 4.36, which comments on the correct terminology for kardi/h,
‘heart’ (see p. 113 below for passage). Lonie remarks that both Galen and Erotian describe kardi/h as a synonym
for orifice of the stomach (i.e. the lower terminus of the esophagus) and the heart, and that Galen mentions that
‘the ancients’ would refer to the orifice of the stomach as the kardi/a (Galen, Plac. Hp. et Pl. 2.8.4-13 K;
Erotian, s.v. kardiw/ssein; on the ‘ancient’ use of the term, see Galen, San. Tuenda 6.14.1 K and Loc. Aff. 5.6
K). Lonie provides further examples within the Hippocratic Corpus where the term kardi/a appears to be used
where one would expect ‘liver’ (e.g. Epid. 1.13.4, 5.80; Prorrh. 1.72). Lonie concludes, though, that when the
Hippocratic texts read ‘heart’ the authors must have meant ‘heart.’ It was not their vocabulary that was wrong,
but rather their understanding of the position of internal organs. See also Langholf 1990: 44: ‘[I]n numerous
Hippocratic passages one can hardly determine whether kardiē means the heart or the ventriculus (= gastēr) or
the ostium cardiacum. Apart from this ambiguity, however, kardiē in Hippocrates has a very restricted meaning:
it always means an organ, never a function; it is never used metaphorically.’
116 E.g. VM 22, Art. 14, Loc. Hom. 3. In non-medical writings, the spleen is most often referred to as an edible
animal part, e.g. Hdt. 2.47, Ar. fr. 233 K.-A., Alexis fr. 275 K.-A., although it is also used as a psychological
organ in humans, e.g. Ar. Th. 2.
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Like the Homeric poems, Hippocratic writers show a tendency towards generalizing the
parts of the bowels. Although the Homeric term bladder (ku/stij) is often mentioned,117 the other
digestive organs (intestines) are usually denoted using unspecific vocabulary.118 For example, we
see the general Homeric term e)/ntera (e.g. Aph. 6.24, Aff. 23, and frequently in non-medical
writings), but also e0ntosqi/dia (Epid. 2.6.13; Mul. 230 [of a dog], Alim. 7, Superf. 7), which in
the Classical period appears only once elsewhere in Aristotle (PA 684b). The Homeric term
sto/maxoj (throat),119 from which we derive our English ‘stomach,’ had two general senses in
the HC: throat,120 and more broadly, the entrance to some internal parts, such as the bladder
(ku/stij),121 stomach (gasth/r),122 and the womb (mh/trh).123
Two of the greatest lexical contributions of Hippocratic authors in the area of internal
anatomy was for the coinage of terms for structures that they believed either contained or carried
fluids. These terms represent a changing model of the body in which discrete body parts, such as
those mentioned in the Homeric poems (e.g. heart, lungs, liver), were linked together. There are
at least five new uses of terms for membranes or containers of the body in the corpus:124
1) e0pi/ploon (omentum, fold of the peritoneum)125
2) mesente/rion (peritoneum, abdominal membrane)126

117 E.g. Aph. 5.22; Aër. 9; Int. 18.
118 But for an exception, see Carn. 13 and 19 for nh=stij (jejunum, the middle section of the lower intestinal tract
located between the duodenum and the ileum). The term literally means ‘fasting,’ and was applied to the part
because (presumably in animals) it appeared to be empty of digested food (LSJ, s.v.). For the term applied to
animal anatomy, see Ar. fr. 518 K.-A. and Eub. fr. 63 K.-A.
119 Il. 2.291, 17.46, 19.265. For further discussion of the use of sto/maxoj, see Chantraine 1972 and Lloyd 1983:
162. The word is derived from sto/ma (mouth) denoting a mouth-like opening (cf. Lat. orificium [opening] from
os [mouth] and Scarborough 1992: 191 for discussion of both terms).
120 E.g. Epid. 2.4.2., Gland. 17.
121 Aër. 9.
122 Morb. Sacr. 7.
123 Mul. 219, 217.
124 See also ai0ggei=on Epid. 6.3.1 (cavity of the body, lit. ‘vessel’).
125 E.g. Aph. 5.46, Coac. 7.55, Loc. Hom. 3, Prorrh. 2.10.
126 Lit. ‘in the middle of the belly,’ Epid. 2.1.2. See also Epid. 6.4.5 for meso/kwlon (mesocolon, a fold of the
peritoneum) and Vict. 30 for e)piga/strioj (covering of the abdominal cavity).
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3) mh=nigc (membrane)127
4) teu/xea (container/vessel, a generic term for parts that hold fluid)128
5) xitw/n (membrane)129
The HC is also the first occurrence of the term a0dh/n or ‘gland.’ It is a notable term, since its
appearance indicates a medical approach to classifying and labelling bodily structures that is
different from that of modern Western medicine. Glands, a treatise dedicated to their
composition, locations, and role in causing disease,130 describes them as parts of the body that are
sponge-like, loose, and fatty (fu&sij me\n au)te/h|si spoggw&dhj, a)raiai\ me\n kai\ pi/onej). The
author further states that they are important for health because they are receptacles for excess
fluids (1-2). The location of the major glands, the cervical (neck), axillary (arm pit/chest), and
inguinal (groin), appear to have been widely familiar to Hippocratic authors.131 However, the
term could also be used more broadly for other bodily structures that held fluid, such as breasts
(mazoi/) or testicles (boubw~nej).132 The word does not reappear in Greek literature until Galen.133

127 E.g. VC 17 (dura mater, i.e. the membrane of the skull); at Loc. Hom. 2 the term is used for both the dura mater
and the pia mater [see Craik 1998a ad loc.]); Loc. Hom. 2 (conjunctival membranes of the eye); Mul. 223
(endometrium, i.e the membrane of the uterus). See also Lloyd 1993: 181-82 for a discussion of Empedocles’
study of the eye (fr. 84 DK = Arist. De sens. 437B, apparently a direct quotation of Empedocles’ poem). Here
Empedocles describes mh/niggej, tissues (o0qo/nh, lit. linen cloth), and passages/hollows behind the eyes (xoa/nh,
lit. funnel). Galen mentions that Diocles (4th cent. BCE) called all membranes of the body mh/niggej (Anat.
Admin. 2.176 K). See further van der Eijk 2000: 34 for Galen’s interest in Diocles’ vocabulary in this fragment.
128 Lit. ‘tool,’ or ‘armour.’ It is used in the Homeric epics for armour (e.g. Il. 14.381, 18.451), so Gland. 17 (the
upper torso, ta_ a1nw teu&xea); Loc. Hom. 24 (‘cavities of the omentum [e0pi/ploon]’; Craik 1998a ad loc.
proposes that the term has the same meaning at Il. 21.335).
129 Lit. ‘garment.’ E.g. Aph. 7.45, Coac. 275 (peritoneum); VM 19 (membrane of the eye); Carn. 7 (the wall of the
vessels).
130 See Craik 2009b: 1-10.
131 Joints 11, for example, uses a0dh/n for the axillary glands in the armpit; Epid. 4.42 uses it for the cervical glands
in the neck. See further Craik 2009b: 36.
132 mazoi/ (breasts), Gland. 15; boubw~nej (testicles), Gland. 4. See further Lloyd 1983: 153. Craik 2009b: 3
correctly refers to such definitions as ‘half-truths rather than outright error.’
133 E.g. UP 3.696 K, Ars Medica 1.319 K.
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Hippocratic authors also described several types of tubes within the body – sometimes
categorized under the generic term poroi/ (ducts)134 – that they believed transported fluids, air,
and food to the various internal containers. There are several examples:135
6) a)ortrai/ (bronchial tubes, trachea)136
7) a0rthri/h (trachea, pl. bronchial tubes; but also artery)137
8) bro/gxoj (trachea); brogxi/a (bronchial tubes)138
9) oi0sofa/goj (esophagus)139
10) ou0rh/qrh (urethra)140
Generally, physicians were interested in these parts because they understood them to be the
locations either of sickness or of symptoms indicating sickness.141 However, writers also
believed that knowing these parts were important for a broader understanding of how materials
were transported through the body.142
Hippocratic authors were especially interested in mapping the veins (fle/bej) for a
similar reason: not because veins were necessarily the sites of sickness,143 but because they
helped to explain how it travelled within the body.144 Although their general understanding of
134 E.g. Flat. 8; Vict. 35.
135 Cf. Homeric fa/rugc, which is commonly used in the HC for the throat, e.g. Coac. 524, Prorrh. 1.11, Morb.
3.10, Gland. 14. It is also use by several non-technical writers, e.g. Th. 2.49; E. Cycl. 215, 356, 410, 592; Ar. fr.
625 K.-A. Another Homeric term laimo/j is also used with the same meaning at Epid. 2.6.6.
136 E.g. Loc. Hom. 14; Coac. 394; cf. a)/ortron: Morb. 2.54 (lobe of the lung).
137 Trachea: Epid. 7.25, Morb. 2.53, Aff. 1; bronchial tubes: Morb. 1.22 (and so Pl. Ti. 70d2 and 78c5); cf. Carn. 5,
Aph. 45, and Alim. 7, artery. At Oss. 10, a later compilation on the subject of bones (Jouanna 1999: 398), the
word means ureter, i.e. the duct from the kidneys to the bladder. Gland. 6 refers to the ureters as o0xetoi/ (lit.
‘pipes’).
138 E.g. bro/gxoj: Epid. 5.63; Morb. 2.28; Loc. Hom. 10; Alim. 30. brogxi/a: Acut. 5, Carn. 16.
139 Only in Loc. Hom. 1, 3, 20. The author here makes an explicit distinction between the esophagus (oi0sofa/goj)
and trachea (bro/gxoj). Craik 1998a ad loc., however, cites problems in the transmission of the word in the
manuscripts as evidence that the word might be a later interpolation.
140 E.g. Aph. 4.82; Int. 14; Mul. 9.
141 E.g. Int. 14 (pain in the ou0rh/qrh); Aph. 6.37 and Morb. 2.28 (pain in the bro/gxoj); Int. 1 (pain in the
a0rthri/h); Morb. 2.54 (ruptures of the a)/ortra).
142 E.g. Loc. Hom. 20: r9eu~ma poulu_ o(po&tan dia_ tou~ oi0sofa&gou e0j th_n koili/hn r(eu&sh|, i1nhsij gi/netai ka&tw,
e1sti d' o3te kai\ a1nw: tou&tw| h2n me\n o)du&nh e0nh|~ e0n th|~ gastri\ , u(peca&gein prw~ton farma&kw| h2 xulw|~, e1peita
farma&kw| i0sxhthri/w| xrh~sqai, toi=si de\ siti/oisi diaxwrhtikoi=sin e3wj a2n h( o)du&nh e1xh|: ‘When much flux
travels through the esophagus to the belly, there is a lower disturbance when it also happens above. If the pain
travels into the stomach, first administer drugs or a draught, then use stronger drugs and foods with laxative
properties until the pain stops.’
143 But cf. descriptions of kirsoi/ (varicose veins), e.g. Aph. 6.34; Coac. 502; Art. 41.
144 The fullest account of the vascular system in the Hippocratic Corpus remains Harris 1973: 29-96. See also
Craik 2009a for a concise discussion.
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the circulatory system was imperfect and often incorrect, they still identified and labelled
specific types of veins within the body. These labels were sufficient for the needs of physicians,
and since they accurately represent the vessels, little fault can be found with them. Three terms
were used because of the size or appearance of certain vessels:
11) koi=lai fle/bej (hollow veins)145
12) mega/lai fle/bej (large veins, a synonym for koi=lai fle/bej)146
13) flebi/a (small veins)147
Four adjectives to identify the locations or (presumed) origins of specific vessels also appear for
the first time in the HC (sc. fle/y for each):
14) h9pati=tij (hepatic vein)148
15) splhni=thj (splenic vein)149
16) sfagi/tidej (veins of the throat, probably both the carotid arteries and jugular)150
17) w)miai=ai (shoulder vessels, the axillary vein and artery)151
The terms h9pati=tij and splhni=thj suggest a particular specialization of medical vocabulary.
In classical Greek, including that of the Hippocratic Corpus, the termination -itij is generally
145 Although sometimes referring to the vena cava (e.g. Morb. Sacr. 3; Loc. Hom. 3), the term most often denoted
any large vessel, e.g. VC 2 (the superficial temporal vein, i.e. the veins on the temple [krota/foj]), and Carn. 5
(referring to both the pulmonary artery and vein). For the appearance of the term outside of the HC, see Pl. Ti.
78b3 and 80d4; E. Ion 1011. Since Euripides has also used the term, Craik 1998a: 111 calls it ‘semi-technical.’
Other than these instances, koi=lai fle/bej is not used elsewhere before Aristotle, e.g. HA 497a14.
146 Epid. 2.5.6, 6.7.2; Morb. 1.18; Coac. 425. The term does not appear elsewhere before Aristotle, e.g. GA
745b31. On the term as a synonym for koi=lai fle/bej, see Harris 1973: 36.
147 E.g. Int. 5; Carn. 7 (probably the capillaries of the lungs, not the alveoli, cf. Morb. 1.10: koili/h...e0n tw~|
pleu/moni); Int. 16 (the peritubular capillaries, i.e. those alongside the kidneys [nefroi/]); Fract. 11 (vessels in
the heel [pte/rnh]); Loc. Hom. 2 (the retinal veins, i.e. of the eyes [o0fqalmoi/]). Outside of the HC, the word
only appears at Pl. Ti. 65c7 and 84e6 before Aristotle (e.g. de An. 422a3).
148 Epid. 2.4.1; Morb. 1.26 and 28.
149 Aph. 20; Morb. 1.26 and 28.
150 Loc. Hom. 11 (sfagi/tidej); Acut. 6 (ta_j sfagi/tidaj fle/baj); Flat. 14 (tw~n sfagiti/dwn flebw~n); Coac.
256 (flebw~n sfagiti/dwn). The term is derived from sfagh/ (slaughter), because these are the vessels of the
sacrificial animal that would have been severed. (See Burkert 1985: 65-67 for a normative description of a Greek
blood sacrifice, in which an animal is killed by slicing its throat. See further van Straten 2006: 19-21.) Aristotle
at HA 512b quotes the use of the term in Loc. Hom., and comments that the work was written by Hippocrates’
son-in-law Polybus. (For a short discussion of Aristotle’s citation of Polybus, see Langholf 2004: 252; for
Polybus’ relationship with Hippocrates and his theories, see Nutton 2004: 84-85; Jouanna 1999: 48; and von
Staden 1976.) Galen at Plac. Hp. et Pl. 2.6.5 K appears to differentiate between the sfagi/tidej fle/bai and the
karwti/dai a0rthri/ai (‘carotid arteries’). It is unclear whether Hippocratic authors were aware of any
distinction.
151 Loc. Hom. 3.
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used to construct the adjectival form of a noun. The term splhni=thj therefore means ‘of or due
to the spleen’ (LSJ, s.v.), and is often used in a pathological sense for a sickness of the organ.152
As adjectives, the terms h9pati=tij and splhni=tij (of/due to the liver and spleen) strictly
speaking do not belong to our list of anatomical parts or structures. There are, however,
instances in the HC where these terms appear to be approaching the status of adjectival nouns
when Hippocratic authors use these terms as shorthand to describe specific structures within the
body.
Since both the h9pati=tij and splhni=tij as adjectives can refer to both diseases and parts
of the body, there is the possibility for some ambiguity in the text. For example, the terms are
used in both senses in Diseases 1, a larger Hippocratic work that advises how to be a competent
physician and how to recognize and treat specific diseases. These instances show that it was
important for the reader to understand the context of a term in order to grasp its meaning. At
section 3 the author mentions both the h9pati=tij and the splhni=tij in a lengthy list of diseases.
Later in section 28 he (incorrectly) traces the ‘so-called splenic vein’ (h( fle\y h( splhni=tij
kaleome/nh) to the left arm. Next, he traces the hepatic vein (h9 h9pati=tij) to the right arm
without any mention of fle/y, apparently because he assumes that the reader will know from the
context that he is referring to a vein.153
The term h9pati=tij as a type of vessel appears more often than splhni=tij in the HC,
which perhaps suggests that physicians were either more concerned with or more aware of this
vessel.154 The author of Epidemics 2.4, who was particularly interested in tracing the hepatic
152 E.g. Int. 27 et passim, Morb. 1.3. In today’s medical parlance, the suffix -(i)tis denotes the pathological
inflammation of a specific body part (Scarborough 1992: 96). For example, according to the OED splenitis is
the ‘Inflammation of the spleen, or a particular form of this.’
153 For another instance of the adjective where the vessel (fle/y) is assumed, see Morb. 1.28: th_n splhni=tin
kaleome/nhn; Aff. 20. Aristotle at HA 512a notes that physicians bled the splenic and hepatic vessels in the arms
whenever there was pain in the belly.
154 It is very likely that some of this interest in the human liver and its parts is related to the practice of hepatoscopy
in sacrificial animals. See Collins 2008 for a full discussion of the practice in classical Greece.
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vessel, uses only the adjectival form (h9pati=tij) without any explicit reference to it being a vein
(fle/y). The author of Epidemics 6 in a short note describes his observations of blood that has
stopped in the veins (6.7.2): 0Eboubwnou~to ta_ plei=sta, dio&ti h(pati=tij: ([patients with this
condition] suffered from buboes [swollen lymph nodes] the greatest, because of the hepatic
[vessel]). The author’s elliptical style in this section suggests that it was originally a private
note; he provides only enough words for him to understand what is meant.155 It is therefore
notable that he does not use the term fle/y, or vessel, when using the adjective h(pati=tij.156 The
context gives him sufficient information to ensure that he does not mistake the meaning of the
word.

3.4. Awareness of technical vocabulary: the use of the verb kalei=n
The lack of fixed, clear, definitions for anatomical terms as well as new coinages increased the
chances of ambiguity in the text. However, there is internal evidence within the HC to suggest
that medical writers were aware of these potential problems of their vocabulary and that they
sometimes attempted to inform the reader when they were using a word outside of its normal
sense. Among the evidence for this are general comments about medical vocabulary and verbal
cues (most importantly, forms of kalei=n ‘to name’/’to call’) that highlight a word’s special
meaning.
Precepts, likely a later Hellenistic or possibly a Roman work that describes an ideal
physician,157 contains a good example of a physician’s awareness of his craft’s proprietary
vocabulary. Although the passage is corrupt, it appears that the author advises ‘late learners’ of
155 For example, he alludes to a previous case involving a patient from Posidonia: h}n de\ kai\ a)po_ a)rthri/hj
kakwqei/shj kako_n shmei=on, oi3wj Poseidwni/h|. ‘There was a bad sign from the deteriorated trachea, as was
the case in Posidonia.’
156 See Ruf. Onom. 199 for the place of this term in the development of vascular terminology.
157 For the dating of Precepts see Jouanna 1999: 405-6. Although it is probably not classical, the author’s
sentiments reflect those we see in earlier Hippocratic writings.
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medicine against – or rather criticizes them for – using ‘metaphors’ (metaforai/, i.e. extended
meanings for words) in clinical situations that are likely to confuse their audience (13):158
Eu)kte/h de\ kai\ dia&qesij e0kto_j e0ou~sa o)yimaqi/hj:...o(rismoi=j te kai\ e0paggeli/h|sin
o3rkoij te pammege/qesi, qew~n ei3neken, i0htrou~ prostate/ontoj no&sou, a)nagnw&sioj
cunexei/hj, kathxh&sio&j te i0diwte/wn filaluste/wn lo&gouj e0k metaforh~j
diazhleuome/nou, kai\ prinh_ nou&sw| katapore/wsin h)qroisme/noi.
A condition too is desirable free from the late-learner’s faults...definitions, professions,
oaths, great as far as the gods are concerned, come from the physician [i.e. the late
learner] in charge of the disease, bewildered laymen being lost in admiration of
metaphorical language spoken in continuous reading and instruction, crowding together
even before they are troubled by a disease.
Hippocratic writers generally avoided jargon for parts of the body when a common word would
suffice. When an author wanted to describe the eye, he used the common vernacular
o0fqalmo/j;159 when he wanted to mention the genitals of both sexes, he regularly used the
common euphemism ai0doi=a.160 There was not need to invent words when preexisting ones
would suffice.
Sometimes Hippocratic writers suggest that these basic anatomical terms could be
unclear. The author of Sacred Disease (17) provides insight into this self-conscious use of
anatomical vocabulary in his argument for the brain (e0gke/faloj) as the centre of thought. This
work, whose composition date can only be dated as precisely as sometime during the second half
of the 5th century, is our earliest articulation of the organ’s mental function, although the idea
seems to have been proposed earlier by the natural philosopher Alcmaeon of Croton (6th - 5th
century BCE).161 This theory went against the general public view (already evident in the
158 Tr. Jones 1923a: 329 with modifications. For a similar assessment of medical ‘gibberish’ being used, see VM
15. The author here is doubting a patient’s understanding of medical properties such as ‘hotness,’ and argues that
the physician must talk ‘foolishly’ in his explanation ( 0Epei\ e0kei=no& ge a1poron prosta&cai tw|~ ka&mnonti,
qermo&n ti prosene/gkasqai: eu)qu_j ga_r e0rwth&sei, ti/ e0stin; w3ste lhre/ein a)na&gkh).
159 E.g. Aph. 7.74; Loc. Hom. 13.
160 E.g. Epid. 3.3.7; Mul. 34.
161 See Jouanna 1996: 82 for this dating of Morb. Sacr. Aetius remarks that Alcmaeon believed that the brain was
the centre of thought (4.17.1 = fr. 8 DK). See also Theophrastus de Sens. 25f = fr. 5 DK for his comments on
Alcmaeon’s connection between the brain and smell. See Lloyd 1975b for further discussion.
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Homeric epics) that the fre/nej (diaphragm, or more broadly chest) were the centre of mental
activity.162
The author of Airs, Waters, Places finds it absurd that by accident and general custom the
fre/nej (diaphragm, as he understands the word) have instead been associated with the location
of the intellect. He uses two anatomical observations to reject this view: 1) the diaphragm is too
thin to be the source of thought; and 2) it has no cavity to receive anything (presumably, the
centre of thought must be able to collect material). In what follows, he explains that the
anatomical term fre/nej was mistakenly formed from the verb fronei=n (‘to think’).163 As proof
for the risk of drawing conclusions about the function of a part from its name, he describes
language for the heart:
e0pei\ ai0sqa&nontai/ ge ou)deno_j pro&teron tw~n e0n tw|~ sw&mati e0o&ntwn, a)lla_ ma&thn
tou~to to_ ou1noma e1xousi kai\ th_n ai0ti/hn, w3sper ta_ pro_j th|~ kardi/h| a3per w}ta
kale/etai, ou)de\n e0j th_n a)koh_n cumballo&mena.
Since [the diaphragm] is unable to perceive any more than any other parts of the body,
there is no reason for it to have this name [i.e. ‘the place of thinking’] and function [i.e.
‘thought’], just like there are things attached to the heart called ‘ears,’ although they play
no function in hearing.
By ‘ears,’ the author is referring to the right and left arterial appendage of the heart, which
resemble ears.164 Although this is the first occurrence of w}ta (ears) with this meaning, both the
context and its use in later medical writings suggests that the author was not inventing the term
and that he was sensitive to the potential problems of someone reading too much into

162 For a full discussion of fre/nej as a seat of intellectual activity in the Homeric poems (e.g. Il. 4.163, 6.481,
16.842; Od. 1.42, 8.541) see Sullivan 1988, esp. 37-70; see also Snell 1977. Dodds 1951: 179 correctly
comments that the classical Greeks inherited several inconsistent models for the intellect that are represented in
the Homeric poems (we may include fre/nej among these). For representative examples from the Classical
period of fre/nej as a centre for psychological activity, see A. Ag. 983; S. Aj. 585; E. Tr. 417; Ar. Th. 291; Hdt.
2.151.10; Pl. Tht. 154d9; D. In Arist. 33.
163 We, however, understand that the verb is derived from the noun (Frisk and Chantraine, s.v. frh/n).
164 In modern Western medicine, they are also called the ‘auricles’ (lit. ‘little ears’), derived from the Latin
translation of the Greek.
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metaphorical language.165 The author hints at the special meaning of the term w}ta when he
pairs it with kale/etai (‘they [i.e. arterial appendages] are called’).
The verb kalei=n is often used in both Hippocratic and other prose writings to mark a
technical word.166 In this context, it can be applied to a recently coined term or to a common
word applied outside of its normal meaning. In either case, the author is concerned whether the
audience will know the term or be familiar with its meaning. For example, Isocrates refers to
‘so-called philosophy’ when mentioning the newfangled pursuit among the Athenian elite
(Antidosis 270): th_n kaloume/nhn u(po& tinwn filosofi/an, ‘the so-called “love of knowledge”
[i.e. philosophy].’ Aristotle describes the e0n tw|~ a)e/ri ta_ kalou&mena cu&smata, or ‘the so-called
“shavings” in the air’ (The Soul 404a), by which he means the visible particles suspended within
a sunbeam. Appearances of kalei=n in Aristotle are most relevant to appearances in medical
writings, since both usually rely upon an understood analogy between the normal meaning of a
term and its new application.167 Although he does not explicitly mention kalei=n, Longinus tells
us that both Aristotle and Theophrastus used similar vocabulary to mark unusual terms.168 These
qualifiers are restricted to apologies for metaphor: w(sperei/ (‘as for instance’);169 oi9onei/ (‘as

165 E.g. Hp. Cord. 8; Rufus Onom. 162; Gal. Anat. Admin. 2.609 K.
166 Dover 1997: 115. Lloyd 1983: 154-55 cautions against drawing conclusions that the collocation of a term with
some form of the verb kalei=n confirms it as a technical term. For contrary evidence he cites the early precedent
from the Homeric epics, Il. 5.306 in reference to the hip-socket (kotu&lhn de/ te/ min kale/ousi, ‘they call it the
cup’); as well as the expression in non-technical writing, for example qw/rac (lit. breastplate) at Pl. Ti. 69e6 to
mean ‘torso.’ (I argue for the technicality of this word later in chapter 5.) Although Lloyd’s warning is valid, the
appearance of some inflections of kalei=n is a good indication that a term is being used in a technical sense. In
each of these examples the author is conscious of potential ambiguity. This ambiguity greatly increases in the
burgeoning scientific writings in the Classical period, and we therefore see it most often in newly-coined words.
167 For further examples, he describes the ‘so-called “spur” of the ankle,’ (ta_ kalou&mena plh~ktra e0n toi=j e1xousi
sfuro&n) referring to the heel or calcaneus bone in our foot, based on analogy with a cock-spur (HA 516b2);
elsewhere, he discusses the ‘so-called “bride”’ (ai9 kalou&menai nu&mfai) in reference to the pupal stages of an
insect, presumably because it is at the cusp of becoming what it is intended to be (GA 755b33).
168 Longin. 32.2-4. He explains that they did this in order ‘to cure the daring [sc. metaphorical] expressions’
(i0a~tai ta\ tolmhra/).
169 E.g. Arist. HA 530a21, PA 687a21; Thphr. HP 5.4.9, CP 2.16.5.
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if’);170 ei0 xrh\ tou=ton ei0pei=n to\n tro/pon (‘if it is necessary to speak this way’).171 It appears
that kalei=n functions on a similar level for the audience, in the sense that it signposts the strange
(and often metaphorical) use of the word.
The HC contains many examples of this use of the verb kalei=n, where it is an especially
common qualifier for names of sicknesses.172 Hippocratic authors write about conditions such as
the ta_ paxe/a kalou&mena nosh&mata (‘so-called “thick” diseases’; Int. 47); the nou~soj
h( kaloume/nh lh&qargoj (the ‘so-called “secretly biting” disease’;173 Morb. 2.65); and h( i9erh_
kaleome/nh (‘the ‘so-called “sacred” one [sc. disease]’ Morb. Sacr. 18174). Each of these labels are
formed from an adjective – ‘thick,’ ‘secretly-biting,’ and ‘sacred’ – that when paired with the
term ‘disease’ denotes a special identified type of sickness. By qualifying the terms by adding
‘so-called,’ the author is both denoting the term’s special meaning and perhaps subtly
apologizing for its strangeness.175
170 E.g. Arist. HA 495b25, 529a11; Thphr. de Pietate fr. 2.8, CP 3.20.1.
171 The exact phrase is not in any surviving texts, but the similar expression w9j ei0pei=n (‘so to speak’) appears
often, e.g. Arist. HA 602a15, de An. 408a1; Thphr. HP 7.1.5, CP. 6.6.4.
172 There are over 50 occurrences of kalei=n used in the HC to define a disease. For other examples, see Prog. 23
stafulh/ (‘grape bunch,’ to describe a swollen uvula); Epid. 3.3.7, 6.8.3 sh/y (‘putrefying sore,’ from sh/pein,
‘to make rotten’); VC 7 e(/drh (‘seat,’ a type of injury to the skull); Prorrh. 2.32 nukta/lwpej (someone suffering
from night-blindness, Prorrh. 2.42); melikhri/j (cyst resembling a honeycomb); Prorrh. 2.43 h9 nou=soj h9
foiniki/h (‘the purple disease’); Nat. Hom. 12 pu/on (discharge from a sore); Nat. Hom. 15 cu/noxoj (‘joined
together,’ i.e. [of fevers] continuous/unbroken); Flat. 10 bra/gxoj (sore throat); Morb. 2.48 fqo/h (empyema);
Aff. 19 h9 nou=soj fle/gma leuko/n (‘white phlegm sickness’); Loc. Hom. 46 ta\ gunaikei=a noseu/mata
(‘women’s sicknesses,’ which all arise from their wombs); Int. 43 ei0leoi/ (internal blockages; cf. 45
kale/etai..ei0leo/j i0kterw/dhj, ‘jaundice’).
173 See also kuna&gxh, or ‘dog-choking,’ which the author of Morb. 3.10 describes as ‘so-called,’ since one
suffering from it feels as if his windpipe is tangled (like he was wearing a dog choker): Kuna&gxh: u(po_ de\ th~j
kuna&gxhj kaleome/nhj pni/getai w3nqrwpoj, kai\ e0n th|~ fa&ruggi ma~llo&n oi9 doke/ei e0ne/xesqai. The LSJ
offers the translation ‘dog-quinsy.’ Quinsy is an inflammation of the throat, often caused by an abscess on or
near the tonsils.
174 For examples of the same phrase in the HC see also Aër. 4; Prorrh. 2.9; Mul. 151,
175 For other uses of kalei=n in addition to disease or anatomical terms, see Flat. 3: fu=sai (internal ‘gasses,’ which
the author contrasts with a0hr
/ [‘air’] outside of the body); VM 19: xolh\ canqh/ (‘yellow bile’); Nat. Hom. 7:
me/laina (‘black [sc. bile]’); Int. 20: leuko\n to\ fle/gma (‘white phlegm’); Nat. Hom. 47: katamhni/a
(‘menstruation’); Art. 12: galia/gkwn (a person with short arms, lit. ‘weasel-armed’). See also Pl. R. 405c8-d4
for a polemical attack on new diseases and physicians names for them: ‘And doesn’t it seem shameful to you to
need medical help, not for wounds or because of some seasonal illness, but because, through idleness...one is full
of gas and phlegm like a stagnant swamp, so that sophisticated Asclepiad doctors are forced to come up with
names like “flatulence” [fu/sai] and “catarrh” [kata/rroi] to describe one’s diseases?’
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Inflections of kalei=n are used to note 33 anatomical terms in the HC (Table 3.1). Four
exceptional cases do not mark technical terms. In these instances the verb is used to emphasize
the labelling of a common anatomical part for a special reason, such as to correct improper
terminology or to call attention to the process of term-creation.176 But in most instances when
kalei=n is used, the author seems to be concerned about the clarity of a term.177 He therefore
includes kalei=n as a cue for his readers either that an uncommon word is used or that they
should avoid interpreting the word in its normal sense.
Table 3.1: Uses of kalei=n in the HC
Term

Common
meaning/original term

Meaning in work

Location

a)gkw/n

-

elbow178

Fract. 3

a0ntiknh/mioj

the front part of the knh/mh
(calf)

shin bone (tibia)

Fract. 18

a)straga&loj

joint179

ball of the ankle joint

Epid. 5.48

qw&rhc

breastplate

thorax

de Arte 10

i0sxi/on

-

hip-joint180

Loc. Hom. 6

kardi/h

-

koili/h

koi=loj (hollow)

stomach, as opposed to the
more common meaning
‘paunch’ or the superficial
‘belly’182

Vict. 9

kioni/j

ki/wn (pillar)

uvula

Acut. 6

pupil

Carn. 17

hip-sockets

Loc. Hom. 6

ko/rh
kotu/lai

girl

heart

183

cups

181

Morb. 4.36

176 Fract. 3: a0gkw/n; Vict. 9: koili/h, sa/rkej; Morb. 4.36: kardi/h.
177 As Craik 1998a: 19 writes on the use of the word in Places in Humans: ‘Technical terms are used, sometimes
with a belated explanation as “so called” [kalei=sqai], as if for a specialist but less knowledgeable reader.’
178 In this passage he is emphasizing that the ‘so-called elbow,’ which we lean on, is part of the humerus bone
(which he calls the braxi/wn, the general term for the upper arm), and not the ulna bone (ph=xuj) as some of his
fellow practitioners think: e1sti d' e0kei/nw| tw|~ o)ste/w| twu)to_ o( a0gkw/n kaleo&menoj, w|{ poti\ sthrizo&meqa.
179 The term is used to refer to several types of joints: vertebra, e.g. Il. 14.466; knuckle bone (this part of an animal
was commonly used as dice), e.g. Il. 23.88, Pherec. fr. 43, Pl. Tht. 154c. For the term’s meaning of ‘ball of ankle
joint’ outside of the HC, see Hdt. 3.129 and X. Eq. 11.4 (both of horses).
180 He is likely differentiating the meaning of internal hip-joint from the external haunches (e.g. of a human Il.
8.340, and of horses, Hdt. 6.75, X. Eq. 7.7).
181 The author here is commenting on the proper use of the term. See below for discussion.
182 Here and elsewhere in this passage the author is not concerned with terminology but with the formation of body
parts, to which he writes the Greeks gave the names koili/h (stomach), fle/bej koi=lia (hollow veins), and
sa/rkej (flesh).
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Term

Common
meaning/original term

Meaning in work

Location

mu=j

mouse/rodent

muscle
(specifically of the thigh)

de Arte 10

mu/ej krotafi=tai

kro/tafoj (temple)

temple muscles

Art. 30

mu/ej masshth=rej

masta/zein (to chew)

jaw muscles

Art. 30

o0dou/j

tooth

spinal dens184

Epid. 2.2.24

sacrum

Art. 47

o)ste/on i9ero_n

185

i9ero/j (sacred)

to_ o)ste/on h( knh&mh

knh&mh (lower leg, below
the knee to the ankle)

tibia186

Loc. Hom. 6

o1sxoi

o0xeu/j (fastener)

female peritoneal
ligaments (?)187

Mul. 204

pari/sqmia

lit. ‘from the i)/sqmion’
(‘fauces,’ the passage
between the mouth and the
pharynx)

tonsils

Gland. 7

pero/nh

pin

small bone of the arm,
radius

Loc. Hom. 6

pli/xaj

pli/ssesqai
(to cross the legs)

perineum

Art. 54, Fract. 20

sa/rkej

-

flesh

Vict. 9

spo&ggoi

sponges

neck glands

Epid. 4.7

sfa&giai

sfagh/ (‘slaughter,’ hence
‘throat’)

neck vessels

Morb. 4.38

sfagi/tidej

see sfagh/ above

see above

Nat. Hom. 11

swfronisth~rej

swfronei=n (‘to be of
sound mind,’ i.e wise)

wisdom teeth

Carn. 13

183 The reason for the use of ko/rh to mean ‘pupil’ is explained by Plato (Alc. 1.133a): (SW) ’Enneno&hkaj ou}n o3ti
tou~ e0mble/pontoj ei0j to_n o)fqalmo_n to_ pro&swpon e0mfai/netai e0n th|~ tou~ katantikru_ o1yei w3sper e0n
kato&ptrw|, o4 dh_ kai\ ko&rhn kalou~men, ei1dwlon o1n ti tou~ e0mble/pontoj; [Soc.] ‘I’m sure you’ve noticed that
when a man looks into an eye his face appears in it, like a mirror. We call this the “pupil,” for it’s a sort of
miniature of the man who’s looking.’ Our term ‘pupil’ shares the same Latin etymology (L. pupilla ~ ‘little girl’;
OED s.v.).
184 An extrusion of bone on the vertebra where the spine meets the skull (Fig. 3.4 below).
185 It is a mystery why the term ‘sacred’ has been attached to this bone. Sugar 1987 suggests that the concept
originated in Egypt, where it was associated with resurrection. Gordon 2004: 120-23 explains that the sacrum
was identified with strength (since the five vertebrae here are fused). The term for backbone (djed) was used
both in descriptions of righting pillars (in one case perhaps symbolically representing the backbone of Osiris)
and setting mummies upright as part of the embalming ritual. The possibility remains, however, that the Greek
and Roman terms, i0ero/n o0ste/on and os sacrum, originated from the importance of the bone in animal sacrifice
(ibid. 124-25). Scarborough 1992: 128-29 suggests that the term may have been coined because the curvature of
the sacrum is similar to that of a sacrificial knife. This is the first appearance of the term in Greek. For later
examples see Plut. 2.981d and Galen UP 5.8 K.
186 The author here is distinguishing between the lower leg (knh/mh) and its bone, the tibia.
187 ta_ neu~ra [th=j u9ste/rhj] ta_ kaleo&mena o1sxoi (‘the sinews [of the uterus], the so-called fasteners’), cf. LSJ
s.v. o)/xoj.
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Term

Common
meaning/original term

Meaning in work

Location

tarso/j

frame of wicker-work

tarsal bones (of foot)

Fract. 9

fle/y h9pati=tij

h[par (liver)

hepatic vein

Morb. 1.28

fle/bej koi=lia

koi=lia (hollow)

hollow vessels

Vict. 9, Loc. Hom. 3, Morb.
Sacr. 3

fle/y splhni=tij

splh/n (spleen)

splenic vein

Morb. 1.26, 28

fle/bej w)miai=ai

w}moj (shoulder)

xitw~n

garment

membrane (specifically of
the eye)

Carn. 17189

yo/ai

-

loin muscles (the psoas)

Art. 45

w}ta

ears

axillary artery and vein

auricles of the heart

188

190

Loc. Hom. 3

Morb. Sacr. 17

A good example of an author’s concern over clarity of a term’s meaning is found at
Joints 30, where the physician describes oi9 mu&ej oi9 krotafi=tai kai\ masshth~rej kaleo&menoi
(‘the so-called “temple” and “chewing” muscles’).191 Both terms are used only here in the
Classical period and not again in extant works until the 1st century CE.192 The author seems to
be aware that his vocabulary was uncommon, since he is careful to explain the reasons for his
word-choice:
dia_ tou~to de\ kale/ontai, kai\ dia_ tou~to kine/ontai, o3ti e0nteu~qen e0ch&rthntai: e0n ga_r
th|~ e0dwdh|~, kai\ e0n th|~ diale/ktw|, kai\ e0n th|~ a1llh| xrh&sei tou~ sto&matoj, h( me\n a1nw
gna&qoj a)treme/ei:
They are named and move this way, because of the location of their attachment [i.e. the
lower jaw]; for in eating, in speech, and in other uses of the mouth, the upper jaw does
not move.

188 du&o fle/bej a)po_ th~j korufh~j fe/rontai e0j tou_j w1mouj, kai\ dh_ kai\ w)miai=ai kale/ontai. ‘two vessels run
from the top of the head to the shoulders, and hence are called the shoulder vessels.’ (following Craik 1998b:
41).
189 The term is used elsewhere in the HC unapologetically in its anatomical sense. See for examples Coac. 275,
VM 19, Morb. 1.17, and Aph. 7.45.
190 Ear-shaped appendages to both atria of the heart. See p. 106 above.
191 de Arte 10 couches the term mu=j (‘muscle’) in a similar fashion: tw~n mele/wn...sa&rka perifere/a, h4n mu~n
kale/ousi (‘the flesh surrounding the limbs, which they [i.e. medical specialists] call “muscle”’).
192 krotafi=tai: Rufus Onom. 142; Gal. UP 3.738 K; masshth~rej: Gal. Anat. Admin. 2.439 K. In his
commentary to the work, Galen remarks that he is unclear whether these terms represent two muscle groups or
one muscle group with two alternative names (18.429 K).
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He wants his reader to know three things in this passage: 1) there are two muscle groups
associated with the jaw, which have special names: the krotafi=tai and the masshth~rej; 2) the
terms are derived from what they do (masta/zein, ‘to chew’) and where they are located
(krotafoi/, ‘temples’), which makes the terminology correct; and 3) the language used for these
parts can be useful for understanding them.
Most Hippocratic authors do not explain why a specific technical term is being used, but
rather only imply its special meaning by pairing it with kalei=n. For example, the author of
Epidemics (2.2.24) when describing an injury to the spine locates pain at the ‘so-called “tooth”’
(tou~ o)do&ntoj kaleome/nou, see Fig. 3.4 and 3.5).193 The primary meaning of the word is simply
‘tooth’ (of the mouth), although the author of this clinical note is using it in a very specific sense
to mean the extrusion of bone on the spine where the neck meets the body.194 What is most
notable about the use of this word here is that it appears without any additional qualification
other than its context and the adjectival kaleome/noj. When the author mentions ‘tooth’ in
context with the spinal column, with the addition of ‘so-called,’ he is pointing out that he is using
the term outside of its normal sense.195

193 H
] n de\ tw~n kunagxikw~n ta_ paqh&mata ta&de: tou~ traxh&lou oi9 spo&nduloi e1sw e1r)r(epon, toi=si me\n e0pi\
ple/on, toi=si d' e0p’ e)/lasson: kai\ e1cwqen h}n dh~loj e1gkoilon e1xwn o( tra&xhloj: kai\ h1lgee tau&th|
yauo&menoj: h}n de\ kai\ katwte/rw tini\ tou~ o)do&ntoj kaleome/nou, o4 ou)x o(moi/wj o)cu& e0stin:
194 In modern medical terminology this bony outcropping is still called the Greek-derived ‘odontoid process’ or by
the Latin translation ‘dens.’
195 In fact, only a few words later the author repeats the phrase (tw|~ o)do&nti kaleome/nw|) when describing the
bone’s relation to the pharynx (fa&rugc), thereby acknowledging his special use of this term. For a similar
assessment of qw/rac kaleo/menoj in de Arte 10 see Lloyd 1983: 155.
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Fig. 3.4: The ‘dens’ or ‘odontoid process.’
(Gray’s Anatomy 1918, fig. 87)

Fig. 3.5: The odontoid process in situ
(Gray’s Anatomy 1918, fig. 111, modified)

These examples suggest that the intended reader would recognize this special use of the
term and then apply it to the same anatomical part as the author intends. This further implies that
the reader knows about the spinal ‘dens.’ Someone unfamiliar with this part of the body would
probably have been rather confused about the meaning of the term in this context. It would
appear that the author of Epidemics 3 expected that his readership would be familiar with his
vocabulary, and therefore were medical specialists.
One final example of a term qualified by kalei=n is worth closer investigation, since it
shows an unusual concern with proper terminology (Morb. 4.36):
e0ph_n fa&gh| kai\ pi/h| o( a1nqrwpoj o3 ti e0s ti\ pikro_n h2 a1llwj xolw~dej kai\ kou~fon,
kai\ plei/wn h( xolh_ gi/nhtai e0pi\ tw|~ h3pati, au)ti/ka a)lge/ei to_ h{par, o3per oi9 pai=dej
kardi/hn kale/ousi.
When a man eats or drinks something bitter, or in general anything which is bilious and
light, the bile increases, and the liver – the “heart” as children call it – immediately suffer
pain.
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We see here an explanation for gastroesophageal reflux (i.e. in lay-speech ‘heartburn’). The
author’s claim that children (pai=dej) call the liver (h{par) the heart (kardi/h) is particularly
important. He is almost certainly referring to the ailment known as kardialgi/h (‘heart-pain,’
i.e. ‘heartburn’).196 The comment appears to be a negative appraisal of careless use of
terminology: only children are so ignorant as to confuse h[par with the kardi/h. Yet the term
kardialgi/h is common enough in the HC that we can safely assess it is not strictly children who
used this term.197

Fig. 3.6: Relational position of liver, stomach, and heart
(Gray’s Anatomy 1918, fig. 1223, modified)

The author here is arguing for exactitude of terminology. Unlike the Epidemics, which
are primarily concerned with recording symptoms, Diseases 4 is focused upon identifying the
cause of the disorder. This requires proper identification and labelling of the parts involved. A
common awareness that the heart is located somewhere in the upper chest – if from its
palpitation alone – would have given the average person enough reason to refer to his or her
196 See Morb. 4.54 for the author’s extended discussion about the liver (h[par) as the cause of kardialgi/a.
197 See for examples Epid. 2.1.3, 4.1.16, 7.1.16; Coac. 67, 279 (and 280 for kardi/hj a1lghma); Prorrh. 1.106, 139.
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gastroesophageal reflux as originating from the organ. The term kardialgi/h, like our
‘heartburn,’ was therefore pragmatically specific enough to identify the condition. However, the
author of Diseases 4 is not concerned with how practical the labels of the internal parts are, but
rather with their accuracy. Because he wants to understand the material causes of disease
properly, he insists upon correct terminology, even when it might conflict with common usage.
3.5. Conclusions
Preexisting anatomical words that appear in the Homeric poems provided the Hippocratics with
a solid foundation to describe their medical body, yet these words were insufficient to explain all
of the sites of sicknesses that physicians were observing. Sources such as patients’ serious
wounds, corpses, and animals helped them to understand these sites better. This new information
required novel terminology to describe previously unidentified (or at least unnamed) parts.
Internal evidence from the HC, especially the appearance of the qualifier kalei=n, suggests that
authors were aware of their special language for the body and that these were in fact new words
or new meanings.
But it is worth asking at this point what type of verbal body these terms make when
assembled. Would it have been a patient’s living body or was it something else? I think we must
conclude that it was something else. Human corpses, seriously wounded bodies, and, more
certainly, animals as sources for medical anatomical knowledge shifted and greatly expanded the
model for the medical body away from a lived one. A classical Greek – both professional and
non-professional – would learn in these medical texts that the body has ‘flesh’ (sa/rc) and ‘offal’
(spla/gxna) just like the parts of an animal sacrifice; one would read that his or her own body is
a bewildering collection of things with strange, but sometimes vaguely familiar, names: the
hypochondria (u9poxo/ndria) somehow divide the torso in an important way; beneath this is
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something called the e0piplo/on (omentum) that conceals various containers; and all of these are
connected by a complex network of channels. These labels highlighted parts of the human body
that most classical Greek readers would probably only know about from animal butchery.
In the following chapters I argue that non-specialists, who became exposed to medical
ideas through texts and public interaction with doctors, used medical anatomical vocabulary to
help to answer and, more often, to problematize the same question asked by physicians: o(/ ti/
e0stin a)/nqrwpoj (‘what sort of a thing is a human’). As proof of this, we find in non-technical
writings terms that mirror medical vocabulary: words for special divisions of the torso, internal
containers, and channels. We also see descriptions in which human bodies become overlapped
both with animal bodies and with inanimate objects through shared vocabulary. The verbal
medical body, produced through these strange metaphors and compound words, created
descriptions of a body almost as curious as the material one. This body, so the medical writers
say, is more complex than even the Homeric poems. It is a container that houses a complex
network of marvellous parts, each made real by having its own special name.
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Chapter 4
The General Public and Medicine in Athens
pa~si ga_r a)nqrw&poij h( gnw&mh tou~ sw&matoj h(gei=tai kai\ ei0j u(gi/eian kai\ no&son kai\
ei0j ta_ a1lla pa&nta.
For everyone, the understanding of the body guides the way to health, sickness, and
everything else. - Antiphon (DK 2)
Classical authors respected physicians for their perceived ability to cure disease as well as for the
sound intellectual foundations of their profession. This general interest in what doctors did
encouraged the circulation of medical writings among the intellectual elite, as well as public
speeches on this theme. This exposure to both medical texts and speeches provided several
opportunities for technical terms to make their way into the vocabulary of non-medical writers.
Hippocratic vocabulary for the body was firmly built upon a foundation already present
in the poems of Homer; however, in the HC there appears a shift in certain ways in which the
body is described, as well as a significantly higher number of words for the human body (some
of which are peculiar to medical writings). This change in ways to talk about the body was
aligned with the fresh ideas about health and healing that physicians were exploring. Because of
the collaborative nature of treatment that involved both the physician, the patient, and the
broader community, these ideas were not restricted to doctors. Nonprofessionals also saw
medical thought as a source for information about themselves and their world.
The classical Greeks knew that everyone had a vested interest in knowing how to
preserve life. Specifically, they recognized the practicality of learning about the body, how it
worked, and how it could be treated when sick. As the author of the Hippocratic Affections
writes (1):
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1Andra xrh_, o3stij e0sti\ suneto_j, logisa&menon o3ti toi=sin a)nqrw&poisi plei/stou
a1cio&n e0stin h( u(giei/h, e0pi/stasqai a)po_ th~j e9wutou~ gnw&mhj e0n th|~si nou&soisin
w)fele/esqai: e0pi/stasqai de\ ta_ u(po_ tw~n i0htrw~n kai\ lego&mena kai\ prosfero&mena
pro_j to_ sw~ma to_ e9wutou~ kai\ diaginw&skein: e0pi/stasqai de\ tou&twn e3kasta, e0j
o3son ei0ko_j i0diw&thn.
Any intelligent man, since he is aware that health is the greatest concern to humans, must
have personal knowledge to help himself in the case of diseases. Furthermore, he must
understand the things that physicians say, the things administered to his own body, and
the diagnosis. In each of these areas, he should have enough knowledge as is suitable for
a layperson.
The author proceeds in the rest of the work to outline treatments for a variety of health problems
and to give descriptions of their symptoms and causes. Cañizares has argued that Affections is
exceptional within the HC, because it represents a class of medical texts that was not aimed at
the professional physician, but rather laypersons.1 As I discuss below, there is evidence that
similar texts were owned by some Athenians.
In addition to the power medical knowledge gives to a patient, the intellectual elite of
Athens believed that knowing about the body and disease could be very useful for a variety of
reasons. As Antiphon remarks in the quotation at the beginning of this chapter, a knowledge of
the body was important for several reasons. I argue in following chapters that one of these was
the intellectual elite’s interest in the question ‘what is a human,’ which was shared by medical
authors. Part of the interest during the Classical period was therefore spurred by the medical
writings that were circulating at the time. Through the lens of treating diseases, they saw
potential answers to who they were and what their place was within the universe.
Medicine helped Classical Athenians think about the relationship between themselves,
the gods, and nature. Solon, the statesman and earliest surviving Athenian poet (7th - 6th cent.
1

Cañizares 2010. See also Jouanna 1999: 373: ‘The originality of this treatise derives from the fact that it was
intended for lay readers rather than for specialists.’ Against this belief, see Potter 1988a: 4-5, who argues that
the level of technical sophistication in the work is no different from other Hippocratic works intended for a
professional audience. He also sees the second person address in the work as directed at a doctor, not a
layperson. Although Potter might be right, it does not undermine the truth of the Hippocratic author’s claim.
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BCE),2 shows an early interest in this. In poem 13 he describes a person’s proper place in
relation to both society and the gods. At the centre of this discussion is a person’s professional
activities. If someone chooses a correct profession, he or she will be rewarded accordingly. He
focuses specifically on six skills that assist society: fishing, farming, metalworking, poetry,
medicine, and prophecy.3 These skills, or te/xnai, have been defined as ‘logical efforts’ of
humankind set against divine fate (moi=ra).4 Despite the ingenuity of our race, we are sometimes
faced with things that ultimately are beyond our control. Near the end of his list of professions
Solon juxtaposes the power of a seer with that of a physician (13.53-62):5
a1llon ma&ntin e1qhken a1nac e9ka&ergoj 0Apo&llwn,
e1gnw d' a)ndri\ kako_n thlo&qen e0rxo&menon,
w{i sunomarth&swsi qeoi/: ta_ de\ mo&rsima pa&ntwj
ou1te tij oi0wno_j r(u&setai ou1q' i9era&:
a1lloi Paiw~noj polufarma&kou e1rgon e1xontej
i0htroi/: kai\ toi=j ou)de\n e1pesti te/loj:
polla&ki d' e0c o)li/ghj o)du&nhj me/ga gi/gnetai a1lgoj,
kou)k a1n tij lu&sait' h1pia fa&rmaka dou&j:
to_n de\ kakai=j nou&soisi kukw&menon a)rgale/aij te
a(ya&menoj xeiroi=n ai]ya ti/qhs' u(gih~.
King Apollo far-shooter makes another man a seer, he knows the evil coming upon man
from afar, if the gods are witnesses. Surely neither augury nor sacred rites can protect
against one’s allotted fate. Other men, holding the many potions of Paion treat the sick;
and there is no certain end to their efforts. Often from a little pain comes a deep disease
and he cannot be released from it by gentle remedies; another one, in the grip of a deep
debilitating disease, he cures by placing his hands on him.
Solon sees each profession as having its strengths and weaknesses: the augur is unable to alter
someone’s fate, although he can predict the future; the physician, on the other hand, does not
2

For some recent studies on Solon in his capacity as poet, see Stehle 2006 (arguing that his poetry was carefully
composed in order to portray himself as a dispenser of truth); Irwin 2005 (focusing on Solon’s appropriation of
earlier poetry to bolster his political agenda); Lardinois 2006 (a study of the authenticity of Solon’s poetry,
arguing for changes of some verses in antiquity).
3 Phillips 1980: 1 connects this grouping of skills in part to Eumaeus’ comment at Od. 17.381-86, when defending
to the suitors his decision to bring Odysseus to the feast: “Who ever goes and calls a stranger from abroad?
Unless indeed the stranger is a master of some craft, a prophet, healer of disease, or builder, or else a wondrous
bard who pleases by his song; for these are welcomed by mankind the wide world through.”
4 See Roochnik 1998: 27-33.
5 Tr. Lewis 2006.
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know whether his treatments will be successful, but he can potentially change the course of a
sickness. Solon specifically emphasizes that the physician has the capacity to avoid the evil
coming to man (a)ndri\ kako/n), if it falls under the domain of medicine. Although his craft,
specifically his use of soothing potions (h)/pia fa/rmaka),6 may not always prevail over the
sickness, at times it can cure even a serious disease. This cautiously hopeful position toward
medicine is clarified in his generalization of human activities near the conclusion of the poem
(13.65-6):
pa=si de/ toi ki/ndunos e0p’ e)/rgmasin, ou0de/ tij oi]den
ph=i me/llei sxh/sein xrh/matoj a0rxome/nou
There is danger in all tasks, and no one knows how something will be from its beginning
state.
As mortals we should realize that we can never be completely successful in all of our
endeavours;7 however, Solon implies that such uncertainty should not prevent someone from
attempting a task.
Phillips (following Jaeger)8 interprets Solon’s comments in this poem as reflecting the
Ionian preoccupation with investigating both cause and effect as well as the interaction between
parts and their wholes.9 This influence is visible in Solon’s comment about the importance of the
parts of the body (fr. 24):10
6

7
8
9
10

It is possible that Solon is wishing to contrast the effectiveness of drugs (fa/rmaka) with that of surgery or
physical manipulation (xei=rej). It may also be, however, that Solon, by mentioning both drugs and hands, is
only suggesting the scope of the physician’s craft. See further Dean-Jones 2003: 101, who likens this passage to
Ajax 582-83: ou) pro_j i0atrou~ sofou~ qrhnei=n e0pw|da_j / pro_j tomw~nti ph&mati (‘A wise physician does not
wail healing-songs against a pain that requires cutting’).
As Katz-Anhalt 1993: 64 summarizes: ‘In urging people to modify their desires, Solon attempts to enlist in
support of the empirically weak proposition that evildoers are inevitably punished, the stronger, more readily
accepted proposition that all things in life are uncertain.’
Jaeger 1965: 142: ‘With Ionian scientific ideas as a pattern, it was easier for Solon than for anyone before him
to establish the fact that the political life of a community is subject to divine law.’
Phillips 1980. In addition to the influences by Ionic philosophers, Phillips sees an mixture of Homer’s praise of
doctors, Hesiod’s understanding of disease, and contemporary notions of medicine.
Tr. Phillips 1980: 2 with modifications; underlining added.
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i]so&n toi plout<e/ousin, o3twi polu_j a1rguro&j e0sti
kai\ xruso_j kai\ gh~j purofo&rou pedi/a
i3ppoi q' h(mi/onoi/ te, kai\ w{i mo&na tau~ta pa&resti,
gastri/ te kai\ pleurai=j kai\ posi\n a(bra_ paqei=n,
paido&j t' h)de\ gunaiko&j, e0ph_n kai\ tau~t' a)fi/khtai,
w3rh, su_n d' h3bh gi/netai a(rmodi/h.
The riches of the man who has much silver, and gold, and fields of wheat-bearing land,
horses, and mules are the same as of him who only owns these things: belly, sides,11 and
feet that bring him joy, not pain; maybe the blooming charms of boy or woman; and a life
in harmony with the changing seasons of life.
Phillips correctly sees this excerpt as suggesting Solon’s conception of the body as a ‘composite
of parts.’ Their proper function and maintenance encourage both an absence of disease and what
she calls ‘the means of positive enjoyment through the satisfaction of normal appetites.’ Solon
wisely places the economy of body parts as a person’s primary concern, since someone cannot
fully enjoy life if they are not properly functioning.
Solon suggests that medicine was a worthy and important profession, and that knowledge
of both it and the body was useful for everyone to have. In the following century interest in the
body, medicine, and the limits of human ability would continue in Athens, but this faith in
human power was lifted to new heights by their victory over the Persian empire and the ensuing
rewards for the city. The flourishing polis attracted some of the brightest intellectual flames of
the Mediterranean, and with them came a surge of intellectual activity.

11 Phillips’ translation of pleurai/ as ‘lungs’ is potentially misleading, since we would expect to see
pleu/mosi/pneu/mosi. pleurai/ here is best rendered as ‘flanks’ or ‘sides.’ Solon’s intended meaning, however,
is probably inclusive; by pleurai/ we are to understand also the ribs and what lies beneath them: the lungs. For
the same reasons, we should be careful to understand gasth/r not as the internal ‘stomach,’ but rather as the
externally visible ‘belly.’ In both cases, the internal parts are suggested, not explicitly labelled. Solon is seeing
the animate body; not inside of it.
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This confidence in human endeavours – medicine among them – is reflected by pseudoAeschylus’ Prometheus Bound (436-506) and Sophocles’ Antigone (332-75).12 These ‘odes to
man’ stress one particular point: humans have the abilities to control and understand their
environment.13 In Prometheus Bound, Prometheus tells the story of our meagre beginnings with
childlike intellect (nh/pioi) when we lacked the mental acumen to order things (e)/furon ei0kh=i
pa/nta). He gave us sense, the skills to provide for ourselves, and two boons to ordering our
world: mathematics and writing. Writing in particular enabled intellectuals of the 5th and 4th
centuries to disseminate technical research.14 Antigone, after the programmatic claim, polla\ ta\
deina\ kou0de\n a0n -/ qrw/pou deino/teron pe/lei (‘Many things are amazing, but none more
amazing than man.’), describes how the human race has learnt to harness and control most of the
natural world for its own ends. The message in both of these works is that we as humans have
the unique ability both to understand our world and to master it.
What is most remarkable is that both odes culminate, like Solon’s poem, with
humankind’s development of medicine. Pseudo-Aeschylus’ Prometheus prides himself most of
all for this gift he has given (476-83):
ta_ loipa& mou klu&ousa qauma&shi ple/on,
oi3aj te/xnaj te kai\ po&rouj e0mhsa&mhn:
to_ me\n me/giston, ei1 tij e0j no&son pe/soi,
12 Antigone was performed circa 440 BCE. The dating of Prometheus Bound, however, like its authorship, is
impossible to establish accurately. West 1990: 67-72 argues that the play was written by Aeschylus’ son
Euphorion and posits a composition date between 440 and 430 BCE; this is further supported by Sommerstein
2010: 228-32. Griffith 1977: 13 places the play broadly between 479 and 415, establishing a likely terminus
ante quem of 424, based on perceived parodies of the play within Aristophanes’ Knights (424) and Wasps (422).
See further Flintoff 1983 for the argument that Aristophanes regarded Pr. as authentic. The high frequency of the
no/soj (‘disease’) and its derivatives in Pr. (described by Griffith 1977: 174 as ‘curious,’ since Aeschylus usually
employed more allusive and metaphorical language), may suggest a composition around or after 430. Sutton
1983 posits an earlier date of composition, between 460-50 BCE; Flintoff 1986 likewise posits an early, yet less
specific date, and argues that it might be the earliest extant Greek tragedy.
13 See Staley 1985 for a detailed discussion of these passages. He argues that they reflect a literary trope that is
also seen in the Odyssey (18.130-7), Choephoroi (585 ff), and the historical sentiments of Protagoras (reflected
in Pl. Prt. 322a-b). Of these, however, only Solon, Prometheus Bound, and Antigone mention medicine.
14 Prometheus calls mathematics ‘the most eminent of acquired skills’ ( e)/coxon sofisma/twn) and writing the
‘remembrance of everything’ (mnh/mh a9pa/ntwn).
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ou)k h}n a)le/chm' ou)de/n, ou1te brw&simon
ou) xristo_n ou)de\ pisto&n, a)lla_ farma&kwn
xrei/ai kateske/llonto, pri/n g' e0gw& sfisin
e1deica kra&seij h)pi/wn a)kesma&twn,
ai[j ta_j a(pa&saj e0camu&nontai no&souj:
Hear the rest, and you will wonder more at the sorts of skills and means that I have
devised. The greatest one, if someone fell ill, [formerly] there was no aid at all: no food,
no ointment, no potion. Instead, humans withered away from need of medicine, until I
showed them the blending of gentle remedies, with which they defended against all
diseases.
We may question whether Prometheus here is too effusive in praising the medical art. Certainly
pseudo-Aeschylus’ physician, as our own, would have been unable to curb all diseases (a(pa/sai
no/soi). More likely, however, Prometheus’ claim is not that humankind has perfected this skill,
but rather that he has provided the necessary tools by which this perfection is possible. Evidence
for this reading is found in Prometheus’ claim that he has given both the skills and avenues
(te/xnai kai\ po/roi) for the treatment of disease. It is an optimistic position; we are given the
basic crafts of medicine (te/xnai) and the contrivances for preserving life (po/roi), but
Prometheus gives no notion that these have been perfected.
Sophocles has the Chorus of Antigone respond in a similar manner to the progress of
medical advancement and, like Prometheus, they place it at the acme of human achievement
(360-67):
...a1poroj e0p' ou)de\n e1rxetai
to_ me/llon: 3Aida mo&non
feu~cin ou)k e0pa&cetai:
no&swn d' a)mhxa&nwn fuga_j
cumpe/frastai.
sofo&n ti to_ mhxano&en te/xnaj u(pe\r e0lpi/d' e)/xwn
tote\ me\n kako&n, a1llot' e0p' e0sqlo_n e3rpei.
In no way does he move forward in time unprepared. Only from Hades will he be unable
to break free in flight. But he has devised an escape from diseases for which there was
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no remedy. He possesses ingenious knowledge in his skills, and happens sometimes
upon evil, and other times upon good.
In contrast to Prometheus Bound, the Chorus in Antigone remarks that it was the human race
who had developed such a remarkable skill. According to the Chorus, humankind has the ability
to anticipate everything and to make provisions for it. In the case of medicine this ‘resource of
skill’ (to\ mhxano/en te/xnaj) that the human race possesses allows it to challenge remedy-less
diseases (a0mhxa/nai no/soi). In other words, the medical profession at this time promised to
make possible what was previously impossible.
It is probably no coincidence that both the author of Prometheus Bound and Sophocles
use the terms po/roj, mhxanh/ and te/xnh to describe the human contrivances. As O’Brien
comments, this was the vocabulary of the confident Periclean Athens.15 It was also language that
was common within the HC, in particular Traditional Medicine’s,16 a work that is especially
concerned with a self-examination of the art (te/xnh)17 and methods (o9doi/) that contemporary
doctors employ. The works were probably intended for a lay audience,18 and although it is risky
to assume that either pseudo-Aeschylus or Sophocles had direct knowledge of it, as I shall
discuss, there is the good possibility that they might have been exposed to similar discussions.
The following passage in particular captures Traditional Medicine’s attention to the
‘paths’ and ‘skill’ of medicine. After questioning the limits of what we can know about ‘things

15 See O'Brien 1978: 58-59.
16 For further discussions about the relationship between Pr., Ant., and VM, see Podlecki 2005: 177; Schiefsky
2005a: 63-64; and Jouanna 1999: 232-42. In her discussion of Pr., Irby-Massie 2008: 136 convincingly argues
that ‘The author of Prometheus Bound was clearly an active participant in the burgeoning scientific and
philosophical dialogue.’
17 For further important Classical discussions about the te/xnh of medicine, see Hp. de Arte and Pl. Grg. 459b et
passim.
18 For discussion, see Schiefsky 2005a: 40-41.
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of the sky and below the earth,’19 the author remarks (2):
i0htrikh|~ de\ pa&nta pa&lai u(pa&rxei, kai\ a)rxh_ kai\ o(do_j eu(rhme/nh, kaq' h4n kai\ ta_
eu(rhme/na polla& te kai\ kalw~j e1xonta eu3rhtai e0n pollw|~ xro&nw| , kai\ ta_ loipa_
eu(reqh&setai, h1n tij i9kano&j te e0w_n kai\ ta_ eu(rhme/na ei0dw_j , e0k toute/wn o(rmw&menoj
zhte/h|.
The art of medicine has long ago had everything at hand, and its foundation and method
have been discovered. Through these, there have been many excellent findings over the
course of much time. Those that remain will be discovered if the investigator is skilled,
knows what has previously been found, and begins his search from these principles.
The author of Traditional Medicine shows the same exuberance for the possibilities of human
achievement as Aeschylus and Sophocles, because he believes in humankind’s ability to
predicate investigations upon sound and organized previous research into our world. The
practice of medicine is an excellent forum to exhibit to the intellectual elite just how humandesigned skills can help a society. Unlike comparatively abstracted research into ‘things in the
sky and beneath the ground,’ medicine can promise people an extension of life, something that is
sure to attract interest.
Solon had commented that the results of medicine are inconsistent, a seemingly common
charge against the profession that was countered with efforts to show that it is indeed an art
(te/xnh) like any other.20 The sentiments of pseudo-Aeschylus and Sophocles suggest that the
matter appears to have been more or less settled in Athens by the mid 5th century. Each poet
describes medicine as a te/xnh that is able to avert the course of disease. Furthermore, they
suggest that medicine is an excellent example of the sort of beneficial human mechanisms
devised in the development of an art. Their confidence in human accomplishment is

19 Sect. 1: oi[on peri\ tw~n metew&rwn h2 tw~n u(po_ gh~n. This apparently was a common criticism against what
some people saw as the pointless pursuit of natural philosophy, e.g. Aristophanes’ Clouds (230-31) which is
alluded to in Plato’s Apology (19c). For discussion, see Konstan 2011: 76, Fagan and Russon 2009: 232 and
Strauss 1996: 14-15.
20 See for example the argument in Hp. de Arte. For discussion, see the introduction to chapter 3 above.
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unconcealed. One of the few traits that distinguish humans from the gods is our mortality, and
both dramatists suggest that the Greeks were successfully narrowing this division.
Concepts of disease were appropriated by other authors as well, who integrated them into
analogies for their own work. Plato is a prime example of the flourishing metaphorical use of
disease in the fourth century.21 He uses the disease metaphor frequently in illustrations of both
ethical and political corruption,22 and goes so far as to state that no/soj can be applied
universally (R. 10.608e-609a):
Ti/ de/; kako_n e9ka&stw| ti kai\ a)gaqo_n le/geij; oi[on o)fqalmoi=j o)fqalmi/an kai\
su&mpanti tw|~ sw&mati no&son, si/tw| te e0rusi/bhn, shpedo&na te cu&loij, xalkw|~ de\ kai\
sidh&rw| i0o&n, kai/, o3per le/gw, sxedo_n pa~si su&mfuton e9ka&stw| kako&n te kai\ no&shma;
So, would you not say that there is something good and bad for everything? For instance,
ophthalmia [a general term for a variety of different eye complaints]23 for the eyes and
disease for the entire body, blight for grain, rot for wood, rust for bronze and iron. What
I’m asking, is there a natural badness and disease for nearly everything?
The analogy can be sustained for some time in Plato’s medical models of ethics and politics,
because although a state and someone’s personality are both conceptually unified like the body,
all three are complex wholes. Each is composed of parts that individually can become corrupted,
and thereby be made contagious. The task of the good statesman, philosopher, and doctor is to
identify the contagious part(s) and to treat them. The use of medical analogies for his
discussions suggests that Plato expected his audience to be familiar with at least the basic tenets
of contemporary medical theory, if for no other reason than they had practical interests in
ensuring bodily health.

21 Plato's use of medicine and medical language is more fully investigated in chapter 7 below.
22 E.g. ethical corruption: Ly. 217b, R. 3.408e; political: R. 3.404e-405a, 5.470c, 8.556e, Lg. 720c. See Lidz 1995
for a useful summary of the key themes of Plato’s use of this metaphor.
23 See Lascaratos and Marektos 1988 for a useful discussion of ophthalmia and related eye complaints in the
Hippocratic Corpus.
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In the works of Plato and other intellectuals an understanding of the body and disease
was used to inform Athenians about morality and politics. The analogy was especially useful,
because of a presumed basic understanding about the practicality of medicine and its beneficial
(and ambitious) aims. It would have been common knowledge in Athens that doctors at least
tried to help the sick. For example, Thucydides reports that doctors tried to help the sick during
the plague of Athens (430/29 BCE), even though their work appeared unsuccessful and they
were risking their own lives by visiting patients (2.47.4). Furthermore, they had explanations for
why their treatments would work.24 This perceived power of a physician’s knowledge
encouraged nonprofessionals like Plato to explore medical theories for themselves. Some
medical information would have been spread through the public’s contact with physicians either
professionally or socially;25 however, the medical texts that were circulating at this time provided
another way for the educated layperson to access medical ideas and language.
Aristotle defines the relationship between medical professionals and nonprofessionals in
Classical Athens. In his Politics (1282a) he describes three types of ‘doctor’:26
i0atro_j d' o3 te dhmiourga_j kai\ o( a)rxitektoniko_j kai\ tri/toj o( pepaideume/noj peri\
th_n te/xnhn (ei0si\ ga&r tinej toiou~toi kai\ peri\ pa&saj w(j ei0pei=n ta_j te/xnaj):
a)podi/domen de\ to_ kri/nein ou)de\n h{tton toi=j pepaideume/noij h2 toi=j ei0do&sin. e1peita
kai\ peri\ th_n ai3resin to_n au)to_n a2n do&ceien e1xein tro&pon.
Of the three classes of physician, there is the public worker, the master physician, and
lastly the one who has [only] studied the art, for there are such people in all crafts. We
grant that people who have studied the art are no less able to make judgements about it
than those who practice it.

24 The devastating and long-lasting effects of the plague almost certainly influenced Athenians’ impressions about
the looming threat of disease and the importance of physicians to combat it. See further 236-41 below.
25 The physician Eryximachus’ appearance in Plato’s Symposium is one example of their social activity in Athens.
See chapter 7 below for discussion.
26 For further analysis of this passage, focusing mainly on the first two classes (dhmiourga_j kai\
o( a)rxitektoniko/j), see Kudlien 1985. For discussion of its relation to medical ethics, see Harrow Feen 1983:
43; for the physician in his role as a scientist or a craftsman, see Horstmanshoff 1990.
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The first two classes, those of the public (dhmiourga/j) and the master (a)rxitektoniko/j)
physician are either directly or indirectly involved with the practice of medicine. Although the
exact relationship between these groups is unclear, it is probable that the master physician differs
from the public one only in that he has an understanding of the ‘why’ of medicine, not just the
‘how.’27 The third class of ‘doctor’ does not practice the craft; he has, however, studied it
(pepaideume/noj). Kudlien in his analysis of this passage provides the gloss ‘medizinishch
Gebildeten,’ and since Aristotle was himself perhaps the son of a physician, he includes the
philosopher in this category.28
Jaeger explains how medicine in Classical Athens resided at the very peak of esteemed,
elite, and educated professions.29 Learning about medicine (both practical and theoretical),
however, was not limited only to physicians. The profession also attracted the interest of
laypersons, who wished to learn about the art for themselves. This eventually led to Aristotle’s
third class of physician, the person who is educated about medicine but does not practice it.
Some of this contact with medical ideas came from medical writings circulating in Classical
Athens. In Xenophon’s Memorabilia, Euthydemus, a sophist and older contemporary of
Socrates, tells Socrates that, polla_ ga_r kai\ i0atrw~n e0sti suggra&mmata (‘there are also many
treatises by physicians [in my library]’) (Mem. 4.2.10).30 It is clear from his comments, however,
27 Aristotle (Met. 981a) believes that the distinguishing mark between the a0rxite/ktwn and the xeirote/xnhj is
that the a0rxite/ktwn is able to provide rationales (ai0ti/ai) for his actions. By implication this would make the
xeirote/xnhj someone who follows procedures that have a history of being successful without understanding
exactly why they work. For discussion, see van der Eijk 2005a: 195-96. Cf. Pl. Lg. 4.720b, where he divides
practicing physicians into two classes: those who learn empirically [kat' e0mpeiri/an th_n te/xnhn], and those who
learn the nature of medicine [kata_ fu&sin].
28 Kudlien 1985: 428. For the evidence that Aristotle’s father Nicomachus was a physician, see Natali 2013: 8-11.
Natali suggests that comments about Nicomachus’ profession might be later assumptions based on Aristotle’s
clear interest in medicine in his works.
29 1944: 3-45. This significant chapter, while spending limited time examining direct evidence for the role of
medicine in the Athenian encyclopaedic education, provides an excellent overview of the intellectual crosspollination between medicine and other intellectual pursuits, especially metaphysics and politics.
30 For what this section suggests about the literary education in 5th century Athens, see Morgan 1999: 54. He later
summarizes that such works describing literary education emphasized, ‘the cultural uses of literacy at the
expense of the practical’ (57). For this passage's links to Plato’s Hippias Major, see Phillips 1989.
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that he has no designs to become a physician himself.31 Xenophon portrays the scope and
volume of Euthydemus’ library as exceptional. Although this does not mean that such libraries
were in Athens during the dramatic date of the dialogue, likely sometime in the final quarter of
the 5th century, it does imply that they could exist when the Memorabilia was composed
(probably in the 350s).32 We cannot expect such a large personal collection to have been
common-place in Classical Athens, yet it is evidence that medical texts were available and
sometimes owned by the general public.
Minos, a work attributed to Plato,33 suggests a similar accessibility to medical texts in
Athens (316c):
SW. h1dh pote\ e0ne/tuxej suggra&mmati peri\ u(giei/aj tw~n kamno&ntwn;
ET. 1Egwge
SW. Oi]sqa ou}n ti/noj te/xnhj tou~t' e0sti\ to_ su&ggramma;
ET. Oi]da, o3ti i0atrikh~j.
Socrates: Have you ever come across a treatise on health for the sick?
Friend: I have.
Socrates: Then you know what skill [technē] it is that this is the treatise of?
Friend: I do know – medicine.
Like Euthydemus in the Memorabilia, the unnamed friend of Socrates appears to have had no
interest in pursuing medicine as a profession, yet he likely recognized the usefulness of
31 To Socrates’ question whether Euthydemus aims to become a physician (i0atro/j) because of his many books on
the subject, he responds ‘By Zeus, I’m certainly not!’ (ma_ Di/ ’, e1fh, ou)k e1gwge).
32 The dramatic dates of the dialogues in the Memorabilia are difficult to pinpoint; however, for an example,
Dillery 2002: 469 locates Mem. 3.5 between the battle of Delion (424 BCE) and the death of Pericles the
Younger (406 BCE). For the composition date of books 3 and 4 to sometime during the 350s see Gray 1998: 4
n.18; Macleod 2008: 58 dates these books more broadly to sometime after 371 BCE.
33 Taylor 1926: 521-22 dates the Minos, along with a number of other works of questionable authorship, to
sometime within the later half of the fourth century. Dalfen 2009: 28 dates it to either the fourth or third century,
when it was collected along with all other works supposed to be Plato’s into the Tetralogies by one of his
successors. The close connection between concepts explored in Minos and in Laws is stressed by Mulroy 2007:
115-16, who likens Minos’ unpolished form to the sketches of Picasso, and sees it as a superficially crude, yet
inspired, work of a master. Lewis 2006a: 18 n.3 expresses a similar view that is is perhaps an unpolished
dialogue of Plato’s. He provides a full bibliography of earlier appraisals both in favour and against Minos’
authenticity at 17 n. 2. Whether or not we ascribe the work to Plato, it seems to have been written close enough
to Plato’s life to suggest the circulation of medical texts in Athens during the 4th century.
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understanding medicine for the maintenance of his own health. He perhaps also enjoyed the
social capital he gained from having some knowledge about the art of medicine. Several other
such comments from 5th and 4th century Athenians suggest that medical texts were both available
and of interest to the non-professional.34
There is also some evidence that Hippocratic writings were specifically circulating in
Athens. Plato, for example, famously provides the earliest reference to the historical
Hippocrates, and comments on the physician’s methodology (Phdr. 270c).35 This suggests that
he not only knew the name of the famous physician, but that he also had some familiarity with
Hippocrates’ theories.36 We also have evidence for at least one Hippocratic author visiting
Athens. Athenian patients are mentioned twice within the Epidemics (5.5.9 and 10), a work that
contains a collection of clinical notes by itinerant doctors. This increases the likelihood that
other Hippocratic authors visited the city as well, and disseminated their knowledge while they
were there.
In addition to access to medical texts, it is also possible that Athenians had the
opportunity to hear speeches on medical themes. There is good evidence that at least some of
the works contained within the HC were originally speeches or lectures.37 For example, The Art,
34 Plato’s eponymous Phaedrus, for example, challenges the limits of what one can learn from a text (Phdr. 268c):
oi]mai o3ti mai/netai a3nqrwpoj, kai\ e0k bibli/ou poqe\n a)kou&saj h2 perituxw_n farmaki/oij i0atro_j oi1etai
gegone/nai (‘I think a man is mad if he thinks that he has become a physician by hearing something from a book
or by stumbling upon a drug’). Aristotle (Pol. 1287a) also believes that the inefficiency of learning practical
medicine from a book (to\ kata\ gra/mmata i0atreu/esqai fau=lon) is not analogous to the practice of politics.
See also Diocles 17.11 and Diogenes fr. 9.2.
35 Plato mentions Hippocrates again in passing at Prt. 311b-c.
36 The scholarship on this section of Phaedrus is extensive, but the question of Hippocrates’ own theories is not
directly relevant here. For analyses on the topic, see for example, Jouanna 1999: 6 and Nutton 2004: 56-58, who
discuss the importance of the passage for identifying the theory held by the historical Hippocrates. For fuller
analyses of the possible meanings of this passage, see Herter 1976, Mansfield 1980, and Tsekourakis 1993, as
well as de Vries 1982 and Verdenius 1982 for shorter companion notes on the meaning of terms in this passage.
On Plato’s appropriation of contemporary medical discussions, see section 7.3 below.
37 Jouanna 2012: 41, for instance, argues that the contrast made at VM 1 between speaking (le/gein) and writing
(gra/fein) about medical ideas ‘proves without any doubt the existence of two distinct categories of medical
works.’
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Breaths, and Traditional Medicine are commonly considered to be rhetorical pieces intended for
either lay or mixed audiences.38 The Hippocratic work Nature of Humans also alludes to such
speeches (1):39
gnoi/h d' a1n tij to&de ma&lista parageno&menoj au)te/oisin a)ntile/gousin: pro_j ga_r
a)llh&louj a)ntile/gontej oi9 au)toi\ a1ndrej tw~n au)te/wn e0nanti/on a)kroate/wn
ou)de/pote tri\j e0fech~j o( au)to_j perigi/netai e0n tw|~ lo&gw|, a)lla_ pote\ me\n ou{toj
e0pikrate/ei, pote\ de\ ou{toj, pote\ de\ w|{ a2n tu&xh| ma&lista h( glw~ssa e0pir)r(uei=sa
pro_j to_n o1xlon.
A person can especially see [that people debating theories based on unobserved
phenomena are wrong] by attending their debates, since those arguing with one another
never win three times in a row before the same audience. Sometimes it is one debater
[who wins], sometimes the other, whoever happens to have the most eloquent tongue in
front of the crowd.
Jouanna further comments on the aspect of public performance – both formal and informal –
among a physician’s skills:
Whether he received patients in his office or made the rounds of his patients in their
homes, the physician was never alone with the patient. The patient’s entourage of family
and friends, together with other curious onlookers, made up a public before which the
physician was obliged to perform, above all if he carried out a surgical procedure or if he
engaged in oral argument with a rival physician.40
This need for a physician to prove himself to the broader community appears to be part of an
instability of the medical profession at this early stage (i.e. a reaction to public concern about
who is an authority on medicine) when a physician’s new ideas would be tested in the forum of
38 On The Art as an epideictic speech, see Mann 2012: 8-20, Jouanna 1999: 378, and Miller 1949: 314, who also
lists Breaths. For Traditional Medicine as a speech intended for a lay or mixed audience, see Jouanna 1999: 376
and Schiefsky 2005a: 36-46. For the Hippocratic Oath (both ancient and modern versions) as a piece of
epideictic rhetoric, see Keränen 2001. See Jouanna 1999: 80-84 and Jouanna 2012: 39-53 for general
discussions about the rhetoric of HC. For Empedocles’ status as a physician and an excellent orator (i0atro_j h}n
kai\ r(h&twr a1ristoj), a comment made in Satyrus of Callatis’ Lives (written sometime before 145 BCE), see
D.L. 8.58. The connection between the arts (te/xnai) of medicine and rhetoric was something of a trope in
Classical Athenian philosophical discussions. See for examples, Pl. Phdr. 270c and Grg. 465d et passim; Arist.
Rh. 1355b et passim and Top. 101b. See also Roth 2008, a dissertation on the intersection of rhetoric and
medicine in ancient Greece.
39 For similar comments, see VM 1 and Morb. 1.1 (also van der Eijk 2005a: 36 n. 48-49).
40 Jouanna 1999: 75. Jouanna (76) also notes that the author of The Canon in his introduction (1) remarks on the
performative aspect of the medical profession in his comment that a quack physician is like a mute character in a
play who, while dressing and appearing like an actor, is not one.
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public opinion. Although there is no direct evidence of any particular medical speech taking
place in classical Athens, the popularity of medical texts in the city suggest that medical
speeches would be equally welcomed. These would have allowed another medium through
which the educated (but non-specialized) elite could have been exposed to medical vocabulary.
Athenian writers were aware that doctors had a specialized vocabulary. For example,
Xenophon in Cyropaedia comments that doctors are expected to know the names of drugs
(farma/ka) and the tools (o)/rgana) of their profession (5.3.47). Although Cyropaedia is
ostensibly located in the context of Persian society, it is above all else a didactic work intended
for an Athenian audience. Evidence from other authors confirms that Xenophon’s comment
reflects the language of Athenian physicians. Plato’s Republic shows a belief that doctors had
invented a variety of names for diseases (405d):41
r(euma&twn te kai\ pneuma&twn w3sper li/mnaj e0mpimplame/nouj fu&saj te kai\
kata&rrouj nosh&masin o)no&mata ti/qesqai a)nagka&zein tou_j komyou_j
0Asklhpia&daj, ou)k ai0sxro_n dokei=; Kai\ ma&l', e1fh: w(j a)lhqw~j kaina_ tau~ta kai\
a1topa noshma&twn o)no&mata.
Doesn’t it seem shameful that [people because of idle lifestyle and poor diet] are filled
with phlegm and air like swamps, which then compels the Asclepiades [i.e. doctors] to
assign the names “flatulence” and “catarrh” to these diseases? “Yes indeed,” [the
interlocutor] said, “these names for diseases are truly novel and strange.”
The truth of Plato’s statement is evident from the frequent appearance of both words in the HC.42
Thucydides in a description of the physical effects of the plague of Athens (430/29 BCE) makes
a similar remark that doctors had a variety of terms for material in the body (2.49.3):43

41 See also Men. Aspis 340-41, where a character describes a clever doctor (i0atro&j tij filosofw~n) who
provides the medical diagnoses pleuri=tij (‘pleuritis’) and freni=tij (‘phrenitis’).
42 E.g. kata&rrooj: Morb. Sacr. 9, Epid. 7.68, Gland. 14, Aër. 10; fu=sa: VM 22, Epid. 5.20, Coac. 285, Morb.
2.69.
43 See Pl. Ti. 83c for the comment that the common name (koino_n o1noma) ‘bile’ (xolh/) was either invented by
doctors or by someone else who was able to see through the plurality of different substances and to apprehend
them as a single substance deserving one name. (He is here referring to the ‘black’ [me/lan], ‘bilious’ [xlow~dej]
and ‘yellow’ [canqo/n] biles. See Cornford 1937: 338 n. 3 for discussion.)
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o(po&te e0j th_n kardi/an sthri/ceien, a)ne/strefe/ te au)th_n kai\ a)pokaqa&rseij xolh~j
pa~sai o3sai u(po_ i0atrw~n w)nomasme/nai ei0si\n e0ph|~san.
When [the plague] seized the heart, it upset it and caused bile to be purged, as many types
as doctors have names for them.
There also seems to be some expectation that intellectuals should be familiar with such
language. We see this implied at the conclusion of the Platonic Rival Lovers (Anterastai), a
dialogue in which Socrates argues against polymathic education in favour of one that encourages
self-reflection towards the good. Socrates questions his interlocutor about the non-professional’s
need for familiarity with medical discourse and perhaps jargon (138d):44
Po&teron ou}n tw|~ filoso&fw|, o3tan me\n i0atro_j peri\ tw~n kamno&ntwn ti le/gh|,
ai0sxro_n mh&q' e3pesqai toi=j legome/noij du&nasqai mh&te sumba&llesqai mhde\n peri\
tw~n legome/nwn h2 prattome/nwn, kai\ o(po&tan a1lloj tij tw~n dhmiourgw~n,
w(sau&twj:
Whenever a doctor says something about sick people, is it not shameful if the philosopher
neither follows what is being said nor responds to what was said or done? And isn’t it the
same when he has a conversation with any other craftsman?
This opinion echoes that made in Affections 1 quoted in the epigraph to the chapter. It was
important for a layperson – and perhaps more so for an educated layperson – to have a
familiarity with medical language. Although it was useful for any patient to understand a doctor
and what was being done to his or her body, someone from the educated elite might have been
expected to have an even greater familiarity, so that he or she could hold intelligent and informed
conversations with medical professionals.
These examples illustrate that there were terms which properly belong to the medical
profession and, at least in some instances, that they were created by doctors. These comments by
44 On the authenticity of Rival Lovers, see Peterson 2011: 196 n.1, Crombie 1962: 225, and Sprague 1976: 119-21,
who argue either that it is genuine or at the very least that its authenticity has been rejected on weak grounds.
For claims that the work is spurious, see Centrone 2005. If the work is inauthentic, then it is likely that it was
composed by a member of the Academy after Plato’s death (348/7 BCE), perhaps near the end of the 4th century
(Männlein-Robert 2005).
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non-technical authors further show that they were aware of this vocabulary. The remark in Rival
Lovers provides an especially strong case for an intellectual environment in Athens that
encouraged nonprofessionals to familiarize themselves with medical discourse and its
vocabulary along with it.
The evidence suggests that the Athenian educated elite had a positive opinion of the
medical art. This encouraged a general interest in medicine, which led some to learn more about
it through medical texts and likely speeches. It also seems that nonprofessionals such as
Euthydemus could gain some prestige by learning about medical theories as an intellectual
hobby. Most importantly, the evidence from Xenophon, Plato, and Thucydides suggests that
nonprofessionals were aware that the medical profession had a specialized language and that the
broader intellectual elite had some knowledge of it. That these conditions existed in Classical
Athens makes it probable that medical thought – and with it, medical language – became part of
a greater dialogue taking place within the Athenian intellectual community. In the following
chapters I argue that some medical terminology – specifically that for the human body – made its
way into the writings of nonprofessionals. Beyond the practical value of medical information,
the Athenian public appears to have been interested in how medical writers talked about the
body. Their language was novel, and this permitted other authors with the ability to appropriate
it to frame the banal ‘normal’ body in fresh, exciting, ways.
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Chapter 5
The Body in Tragedy

Through an examination of terms for the body used by tragic playwrights in the 5th century, I
demonstrate in this chapter that both Sophocles (ca. 496-406 BCE) and Euripides (ca. 480-406
BCE) used uncommon vocabulary to describe the human body that mirrors contemporary
medical language. When integrated into tragedy, these terms became ways for playwrights to
explore (and sometimes to complicate) what a human is, particularly in the context of suffering
bodies. As in following chapters, these terms were selected for their parallels with specific areas
of interest to physicians: the division of the torso (with emphasis on its role as a container),
bodily channels (as the means of conveying fluid in the body), and specific bones (with emphasis
on articulation and formation).1 Most of the words I discuss come from plays dated to around
the last quarter of the 5th century, which aligns with the rise of Hippocratic writings. Aeschylus
(ca. 525-456 BCE), in comparison, seems either to have been more reluctant to use or (which is
more likely) to have been ignorant about technical medical terms.
I wish to argue that 5th century tragedians used this anatomical language for a specific
purpose: as a supplement to unusual poetic (Homeric) vocabulary, it enabled them to recast the
living body in fresh, engaging, ways that retained the sense of their medical origins. Their use of
archaic/poetic Homeric body terms, beyond suiting the legendary themes and characters of the
dramas, served to produce verbalized bodies that were unlike those sitting in the audience. The
1 Terms that receive special attention are ktei/j (fingers and knuckle-joints of the hand) A. Ag. 1594; terms for the
torso: ku/toj, S. Tr. 12; qw/rac, E. HF 1095; xe/luj, E. El. 836; ‘channels’: fle/y, Ar. fr. 241 K.-A., S. Ph. 825,
E. Ion 1011; su=rigc, S. Aj. 1412; pu/la, E. El. 828; a0rthri/a, S. Tr. 1054; ‘skull sutures’: r9afai\ o0ste/wn, E.
Ph. 1159-60, Supp. 503.
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burgeoning anatomical language of medicine provided playwrights with another source that they
could exploit. By using new coinages and metaphorical vocabulary of the medical community –
the more opaque compound words of medical writers seem to have been ignored – the tragedians
could reframe the human body.
To illustrate this, I first discuss the similarities between medical anatomical vocabulary
and poetic diction. I pay particular attention to how these rare words were potentially unclear or
perhaps only vaguely familiar to the audience because of their restricted uses within poetry and
medicine. I further claim that the term ‘grotesque’ most accurately reflects the imagery that
tragedians were creating in their representations of bodies. Secondly, through an examination of
specific terms, I suggest that these grotesque bodies – of suffering heroes, monsters, and animals
– emphasized unnatural states of being, which could destabilize the audience’s understanding of
what a human is. As broader contributions, I further show both the willingness of tragic
playwrights to integrate newly emerging specialized vocabulary into their poetic diction and how
this vocabulary could be received with anxiety and wonder outside of its medical context.
There is good reason to suspect that tragedians had both opportunities and reasons to
appropriate contemporary medical language. Beyond an admiration of the medical art that is
suggested in their plays, there is evidence that Aeschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides all had
special interests in natural philosophy or medicine.2 The tragedies of Sophocles and Euripides in
2

See Holmes 2010a: 231-34 (with special focus on the connection of Euripides). Craik 2001a: 82 likewise
proposes based on medical and biological concepts that Euripides might have been familiar with certain writings
of the HC, along with the natural philosophers Democritus of Aberda and Empedocles (others can be added to
this list, including most notably Anaxagoras; see Dillon 2004 for his inclusion in a robust list of intellectuals that
might have affected Euripides). Craik also posits Aeschylus’ possible connection to the medical schools in Sicily
where he visited. Mitchell-Boyask 2008: 112-13 discusses the historical claim that Sophocles was the dexios,
the ‘receiver,’ of the cult statue of Asclepius upon its first arrival to Athens. Although there is sufficient reason
to suspect that this tradition might have been derived from the strong medical and disease language in some of
his plays (for an even greater sceptical evaluation of this tradition, see Connolly 1998), Mitchell-Boyask allows
for the likelihood that Sophocles had some role in the early establishment of the cult in Athens. Hartigan 2005:
176 similarly argues for the possibility that Sophocles had some role in the introduction of the cult. For
epigraphical evidence that a contemporary of Sophocles, a certain Telemachus, was the one who determined the
place for the Athenian Asclepion, see Aleshire 1989: 34 (cf. IG II2 4960 and SEG 25.226).
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particular were being produced at the same time as medicine was becoming popularized among
the educated elite. These trends inevitably influenced the dramatists, and left their marks in the
plays. Playwrights were working within a tradition that often privileged older poetic vocabulary
– especially that of Homer – which inevitably led to generally conservative diction when
describing the human body on the stage. But they were also composing plays for an audience,
which meant that they also used language that would appeal to the public’s changing tastes.3
Compared to the Homeric epics, however, no single author or work of classical Greek
drama displays the same breadth of vocabulary for the body. In tragedy, specific references to
body parts are particularly sparse, and as such less attention has been paid to the language used.
This is due at least in part to tragedians’ appropriation of Homeric terminology, which has often
been treated as maintaining very similar semantic fields. A few scholars, however, have
evaluated and compared tragic body vocabulary with that of the HC in particular. Their findings
have generally illustrated that tragedians went beyond Homeric language for the body, and in
several cases likely adopted technical (or quasi-technical) vocabulary.

5.1. Previous scholarship
Beginning in the early 1900s there has been a concentrated but limited scholarly interest into the
appropriation of medical language by tragedians.4 Dumortier in his study of medical language in
3

For example, see Allan 2005: 74 (in an examination of growing philosophical trends in tragedy and Athenian
society) for his comment on Athenaeus 561a, that Euripides was the ‘philosopher of the stage’: ‘[I]t points to the
tendency of his characters (more than those of Aeschylus and Sophocles) to express ideas of a philosophical
interest, often in an argumentative manner.’
4 Scholarship on the tragedians’ use of medical innovations on disease and treatment is especially prolific. The
general reason for this is that as we approach the end of the 5th century ‘disease’ (no/soj, nosh/ma) becomes an
increasingly popular expression for suffering – both literal and metaphorical – upon the stage. See Smith 1967:
291-94 for a useful discussion of this function of disease metaphor in tragedy; particularly important is his
discussion of the increasingly transgressive meaning of ‘disease’ in tragic diction. On medical language in
Euripides specifically, he writes ‘Medical concepts are useful vehicles for his thought and expression not only
because they offer a controlled description of the mechanism of mental aberration, but also because they deal in
complex processes of reaction and compensation which cause both health and disease’ (Smith 1967: 306). See
Mitchell-Boyask 2008: 28-36 for a study and statistical analysis of the use of no/soj in 5th century tragedies. See
Hartigan 2005 for a discussion of the healthful effects of drama – both ancient and modern – upon the audience.
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Aeschylus is one of the earliest examples of an attempt to identify medical anatomical
terminology in tragedies; however, with the exception of lobo/j (the lobe of the liver), all terms
mentioned are common outside of medical writings.5 Expanding upon Dumortier’s work, Miller
argues that all three Athenian tragedians consciously used such language, either literally or
metaphorically, to produce certain literary effects.6 The main reason for medical language’s
inclusion into tragic diction in the 5th century, he claims, is that the language inherited by the
poets became increasingly insufficient to express new concepts that were appearing in their city.
From examples of anatomical terms, maladies, and medical treatment, he concludes that
tragedians were in fact engaging with medical notions that were circulating either orally or
textually in Athens; however, he argues correctly that it is impossible to connect these words to
one specific medical text with any certainty. Such textual connections could only be established
if the full collection of medical texts in circulation in 5th century Athens was known.
Collinge’s work on the tragedians’ use of medical language and their attitudes toward
medicine in general follows a similar line of investigation as Miller’s. His study, which focuses
upon the extant plays of Aeschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides, excludes almost any discussion of
anatomical language. Instead, he focuses on terms for physical and mental illnesses and their
treatment.7 Collinge makes the important point that ‘medicine is perfectly poetic’; there was no
incongruency in the use of medical terms and imagery in tragedy.8 His general assessment is that
5

Dumortier 1935: 1-26. The following terms are discussed: qumo/j, kardi/a, frh/n (fre/nej), prapi/dej,
ste/rnon, sth=qoj, e)/ntera, spla/gxna, kw~lon, gasth/r, nhdu/j, h{par, lobo/j, xolh/, pleu/monej, ai[ma,
ga/la, a)ga/laktoj, da/kru, go/noj. Dumortier’s work apparently encouraged Stanford in his study of
Aeschylean style to focus his analysis of scientific language solely on medicine (Stanford 1942: 54-58). The
lack of previous attention to medical language in tragedy is likely what led him to conclude (misleadingly) that
‘Aeschylus’s references to the rapidly developing science [sc. medicine] are far more copious than those of his
predecessors or his contemporaries.’ For Dumortier’s tendency to push the connection between Aeschylus and
Hippocratic authors too far, see Kosak 2004: 12 n. 23.
6 Miller 1944.
7 The handful of anatomical terms discussed by Collinge are the kotu/lh ‘cup-joint’ (but in reference to Il. 5.306),
xolh/ ‘gall (-bladder),’ muelo/j ‘marrow,’ and e0gke/faloj ‘brain.’
8 Collinge 1962: 44.
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all three tragedians made some use of medical vocabulary. Drawing upon Earp’s analysis of
Aeschylus’s style, he argues that the poet became increasingly comfortable or familiar with
medical imagery in his plays. Although there is no such imagery in Persians, Seven Against
Thebes, and Suppliants, there are six appearances in Agamemnon, seven in Libations Bearers,
and three in Prometheus Bound.9 In an examination of primarily disease words used by
Sophocles (but with scant reference to any Hippocratic works), he claims:
Sophocles is more truly medical, more seriously and instinctively a devotee of the craft,
than any other literary figure of the fifth and fourth centuries except (if we can call him
literary) Aristotle.10
Collinge implies that Euripides, whom he identifies as Sophocles’ younger contemporary, in
comparison, was most accustomed to the burgeoning language of medicine in the 5th century, and
therefore used it more casually than either Aeschylus or Sophocles (although the two composed
dramas concurrently for forty years and Euripides outlived Sophocles).11
Terrase offers further insight into Sophocles’ interest in current medical trends.12 She
argues convincingly that Sophocles (in particular, in his Philoctetes) contrasts the irrationality of
disease with the rationality of medicine. Disease (either metaphorical or literal) in this play is
likened to a beast, whereas the medical art is strictly a possession and product of humankind.
9 Collinge 1962: 46. See also Earp 1948: 108.
10 Collinge 1962: 47. Biggs 1966 further analyzes the themes of disease in Sophocles’ Ajax, Philoctetes, and
Women of Trachis. Although Biggs accepts the use of disease imagery and its apparent similarity to Hippocratic
works, she argues that these connections are subordinate to their function as dramatic symbols. See also Kosak
2006 for an illuminating study of masculinity in Philoctetes through the lens of Greek medical thought. Psichari
1908 provides an early discussion of medical terms in Philoctetes, who focuses upon Sophocles’ mention of the
staunching of blood (sta/zei...ai[ma 782-4) and the ‘blood-flowing vein’ (ai9morragh\j fle/y 825; see section
5.4.1 below for discussion), along with a handful of nosological terms. For a discussion of pharmacology in
Philoctetes (a)leh\j u(/pnoj at 859), see Jouanna 1983.
11 Collinge 1962: 45: ‘In [Euripides], medical vocabulary is a mixture of technical and non-technical, plain and
figurative: for him, doctor’s terminology was a store to be raided and exploited.’ Kahn 1970 to an extent echoes
Collinge in his examination of the tragedians’ response to and appropriation of scientific and technological
changes during the 5th century. He depicts Aeschylus as writing in an age of exuberance after the Persian War,
which persisted long enough to affect heavily Sophocles’ core positive outlook for the limits of human ingenuity.
Collinge argues the younger Euripides, in contrast, became increasingly more pessimistic about human
accomplishments as Athenian vitality waned in the face of the Peloponnesian war.
12 Terrase 2001.
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When suffering from a sickness, Sophocles’ tragic characters become more beast-like
themselves, thereby blurring the human/animal dichotomy.13 Also focusing on Sophoclean
medical language, Ceschi devotes a chapter specifically to anatomical terms. He concludes that
Sophocles occasionally did use medical anatomical terminology, but makes the difficult claim
that his language would have been clear to his audience.14
Craik’s study of medical references in Euripides is an excellent analysis of the
relationship between medicine and tragedy in the 5th century. Beyond her important discussion
of the benefits and inherent problems with attempts to connect medical writings to works by lay
authors, she cautiously posits that Euripides might have had some exposure to the medical ideas
expressed in the Hippocratic works Breaths, Airs, Waters, Places and Joints.15 In such a full
discussion of Euripides’ medical language, she limits her comments on anatomical terms to a
handful.16
The most recent and sustained study of anatomical vocabulary in Aeschylus, Sophocles,
and Euripides is in Guardasole’s work on the relationship between Greek medicine and tragedy
in the 5th century.17 Her analysis focuses upon a select number of terms and references within the
plays of the three authors. A significant amount of space is spent discussing descriptions of the
spine (a)/kanqa, r9a/xij, sfo/nduloj) and spinal marrow (muelo/j), which in particular appears to
have been a preoccupation of contemporary natural philosophers and physicians. Her discussion
of Euripides’ use of the adjective nwtiai=oj (of the back) to describe the higher vertebral joints
13 Worman 2012 provides another take on Sophocles’ representation of the gendered body, emphasizing the
abnormality of the bodies displayed on the stage. She argues that the bodies of Sophoclean characters are
‘recalcitrant’: ‘[Sophoclean bodies] anchor the dramatic action in modes that are neither wholly male nor wholly
female; they are unreadable and intractable, slumped in isolation or stalking outside of the community and of
communal norms – including those that aim to enforce clearly defined gender roles’ (352).
14 Ceschi 2009: 67-85.
15 Craik 2001a: 87, 90.
16 xe/luj, a)/kanqa, and [koilh\] fle/y.
17 Guardasole 2000.
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(nwtiai=a...a)/rqra) of the spine (sfo/nduloj) at Electra 839-42 is especially suggestive of his
appropriation of a technical anatomical/medical term:
tou~ de\ neu&ontoj ka&tw
o1nuxaj e1p' a1krouj sta_j kasi/gnhtoj se/qen
e0j sfondu&louj e1paise, nwtiai=a de\
e1rrhcen a1rqra:
As [Aegisthus] was bending down, [Orestes] stood on his tiptoes, struck him on the
spine, and broke the joints of his back.
The adjective appears in tragedy only once in the Classical period, and thereafter in
philosophical and medical works.18 The rest of her study of anatomical parts primarily examines
the physiology of generally familiar higher organs such as the heart (kardi/a), lungs
(pleumw/na), and liver (h(/par). She has no overarching claims in this section, but rather lets the
evidence speak for itself that tragic authors were at times drawing upon contemporary scientific
interest in how the body is constructed.19
Griffith in his article on corporeality in Greek tragedy epitomizes a recent post-modern
approach to the tragic/dramatic body, reading it as a complex set of (potentially) polyvalent
symbols.20 Crucial to this process is a shared ability of playwright and audience to objectify the
body as a ‘Ding an sich.’21 This consideration of the body as a ‘thing-as-such’ creates an open
18 E.g. Pl. Ti. 77d2, Diogenes Apolloniates fr. 6.22, 25 (but see Harris 1973: 23 for the authenticity of the
fragment’s wording), and 31 times in the HC (e.g. Art. 45, Gland. 11.5, Mochl. 1.24).
19 The more recent works of Kosak and Holmes are also important contributions to the study of medicine and
medical themes in tragedy. Both, however, are concerned primarily with matters other than vocabulary for the
human body. Kosak’s work focuses on the themes of sickness and health in the plays of Euripides. She argues
that Euripides appropriated medical concepts that were alive among his intellectual milieu – specifically the
process of identifying a cause to develop a cure – to explore questions about human sickness and suffering. (For
a similar notion, see Ferrini 1978.) Physicians were at the forefront of the classical Athenian ‘technodrama’ of
contemporary advancements (195). These modern achievements were especially apt for the tragic stage, since
they entailed a three-point relationship of any sickness, established between the disease, doctor and patient. In
this structure, the patient, in dialogue with the physician, is as much a part of the cure as the professional. The
promise of what physicians could accomplish was great during the 5th century. However, Kosak interprets
medical themes in Euripidean plays as illustrating the often seemingly futile effort of humans to overcome their
fate. Holmes too chooses to focus on Euripides in her discussion of the body and medicine in tragedy. Her
primary interest in this area is Euripides’ exploration of cause and agency behind a character’s affliction.
20 See Valakas 2002 for a similar interpretation.
21 Griffith 1998: 232.
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system in which the barriers between self and other become broken down. This manner of
perception is reflected in the application of bodily terms (anthropomorphism) for external
things.22 Griffith’s discussion is limited in its specific reference to anatomical language and
generally focuses on common vocabulary, including some comments on prosaic anatomical
words that tragic authors tended to avoid. Among his broad observations of body words in
Greek drama is that there is the impetus (a reflection of general Greek habit) to consider the
body as a collection of parts. He places special emphasis upon the autonomy of two parts of the
body in Greek drama: the womb and the hands.23 According to Griffith, this general impetus in
Greek thought to consider the body as a collection of aggregate parts is exacerbated in tragedy.
He further argues that the close link between (Dionysian) tragedy and sacrificial ritual (both
defined by violence at some level) naturally encouraged playwrights to focus not just on
sacrifice, but on sacrificial dismemberment.24 If this is true, it would provide an explanation for
why visceral descriptions of the human body appear in tragedy with far more regularity than in
other forms of contemporary literature.
The scholarship on medical language in tragedy, including the more focused studies of
anatomical terminology, suggests that dramatists did draw upon technical medical vocabulary.
However, with the exception of Griffith – who is not specifically concerned with medical
vocabulary – previous scholars interested in medical anatomical words in tragedy have spent
little time identifying their place within dramatic speech. Furthermore, these studies have tended
22 Griffith 1998: 246. For example, he mentions au0xh/n (neck) = ‘isthmus’ (LSJ s.v. II) and ‘bearded pines’
(o0yikomai\ e0latai/), E. Alc. 585-86. This concept is more fully developed later (and apparently independently)
by Rehm 2002: 168-214 (see esp. 174-75). Part of Rehm’s premise is that what happens to a character’s body on
the tragic stage is symbolic for changes to the polis (for example, he cites Xerxes’ shabby appearance in A. Pers.
[1017-23] as ‘the physical correlative for his ruined empire,’ Pentheus’ dismemberment in E. Bacch., and
Oedipus’ role in the plague of Thebes in OT). I illustrate below how this process worked both ways. While
external objects became anthropomorphized through metaphor, human parts were likewise labelled using terms
for external inanimate objects.
23 Griffith 1998: 234-35.
24 See especially 237-38 for a list of examples where dismemberment and mutilation are described on the tragic
stage.
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to investigate ancient anatomical terms based on our own classifications, not that followed in the
Classical period. By locating terms within a classical medical understanding of the body, I hope
to strengthen the argument for the tragedians’ use of language for the body that is indeed
technical, since it specifically mirrors Hippocratic areas of term creation.

5.2. Creating a strange body: anatomical metaphors in tragedy
Tragic authors used a collection of self-coined and borrowed technical medical terms to
supplement preexisting poetic vocabulary when describing the human body. All three sources of
speech – poetic, invented, and technical – produce what I call an uncanny verbal body. In the
words of the poet Shelley, poetic diction ‘makes familiar objects be as if they were not
familiar.’25 The results are often grotesque. I follow Harpham’s definition of the word:26
[The grotesque are] phenomena that both require and defeat definition: they are neither so
regular that they settle easily into our categories, nor so unprecedented that we do not
recognize them at all; they stand at the margin of consciousness between the known and
the unknown, calling into question the adequacy of our ways of organizing the world.
Tragic poets’ recontextualization of the body through uncommon vocabulary (especially
metaphorical language) produces this very thing: a grotesque representation of the living body.
In doing so, they invite the audience to reflect upon the question ti/ e)/stin a0nqrw/poj; (‘what is
a human?’). More specifically, do these strange anatomical words accurately represent the body
as the audience knows it? Is it their body or something quite different? Uncommon descriptions
of a human’s material construction are able to produce a representation of it that challenges us to
reconsider what we are and of what we are composed.27 The application of the grotesque to our
own bodies is especially provocative, since by living in our own skin we each form a habitual
25 Shelley 1840: 16.
26 Harpham 1982: 3.
27 Cf. Rutherford 2012: 77 on the use of figures of speech in tragedy: ‘Some figures of style seem to be used for
defamiliarisation; they are among the means by which the poet distances and even distorts his language,
removing it from the everyday.’
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image of and familiarity with ourselves that cannot be disturbed without challenging certain
fundamental perceptions.
Homeric anatomical vocabulary illustrates early examples of the creation of grotesque
bodies in drama. For example, Aeschylus at Libation Bearers (458 BCE) uses the poetic term
ko/rsh (temple) as the locus for potential suffering, which is further emphasized by the inclusion
of disease language. Here Orestes describes to his sister Electra the torments that the oracle said
would await him if he fails to avenge the murder of his father Agamemnon. The potential
suffering is framed in somatic, pathological, terms (278-82):
ta_ me\n ga_r e0k gh~j dusfro&nwn meili/gmata
brotoi=j pifau&skwn ei]pe, ta_j d' ai0nw~n no&souj,
sarkw~n e0pambath~raj a)gri/aij gna&qoij,
leixh~naj e0ce/sqontaj a)rxai/an fu&sin,
leu&kaj de\ ko&rsaij th~id' e0pante/llein no&swi,
For [the oracle], making manifest, told to mortals the wrath of ill-disposed forces beneath
the earth, telling about the diseases, the protuberances28 of flesh caused by ancient jaws,
the sycosis29 eating away the former nature, and leprosy growing on this diseased area of
the temples.
There is an uncommon specification of both disease language in this passage and the
scientifically charged phrase ‘former/basic nature’ (a0rxai/a fu/sij). The phrase is almost
certainly scientific, and demonstrably apt in medical writings, since it denotes the natural state of
something, usually in opposition to some aberration.30 But along with these medical terms is the

28 e0pambath/r: hapax in surviving Greek literature.
29 An inflammation of the hair follicles, literally ‘growths,’ but probably a technical medical term. A. uses the
term elsewhere in his Oresteia at Eum. 785 and 815. It does not appear in Greek literature outside of the HC
before Philo (De specialibus legibus 1.80). In the HC it is commonly seen along with descriptions of other skin
conditions, including psoriasis (yw/rh), leprosy (le/prh), and white-leprosy (a0lfo/j). See for examples Aff. 35,
Prorrh. 2.43, and Aph. 3.20.
30 For example, in Plato’s Symposium Aristophanes repeats the phrase several times in his parody of the physician
Eryximachus’ medical language: 191d, 192e, 193c, d, and e. It also appears several times in the HC, e.g. Aër. 8,
Art. 16, Fract. 44, Epid. 2.1.6 (see Craik 2001b: 111 for a short note on the term’s use by Plato and in the HC).
The phrase likewise appears in some fragments of Presocratics, although the reported form of the fragments
makes any assignment of exact use by any philosopher problematic.
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epic anatomical word ko/rsh (temple). In the Homeric poems the ko/rsh is invariably the
location of a spear wound.31 In the Choephoroe the ko/rsh is similarly a vulnerable place, but to
the more insidious attack of disease (no/soj).32 This incongruent juxtaposition of provocative
pathological and epic language is arresting, yet effectual. The audience is incited to rise to the
challenge of comprehending the disparate language and to create a mental reconstruction of the
diseased body. Aeschylus’ uncommon choice to mention the various skin conditions certainly
would have evoked feelings of repulsion.33 Similarly, the poetic anatomical term ko/rsh
probably had the same effect of producing an objectified body that was somehow different from
one’s own. Potentially illustrative of this, again, is the phrase a0rxai/a fu/sij ‘the former body,’
which might have been an oblique reference to the anachronistic ‘nature’ of the Homeric body.
The following passage from Euripides’ Hippolytus (428 BCE) illustrates a more nuanced
emphasis on the strange corporeality created by the blending of tragic and quasi-technical diction
(172-75):
stugno_n d' o)fru&wn ne/foj au)ca&netai:
ti/ pot' e0sti\ maqei=n e1ratai yuxh&,
ti/ dedh&lhtai
de/maj a)llo&xroon basilei/aj.
31 Il. 4.502 (line start), 5.584 and 13.576 (line end, same formula). Aristotle with apparent interest cites
Empedocles’ use of the phrase h|{ pollai\ me\n ko&rsai a)nau&xenej e0bla&sthsan (‘many heads sprang without
necks’) three times: De anima 430a29, De caelo 300b30-31, and GA 722b20. The Attic form ko/rrh appears to
be limited to the stock phrase e0pi\ ko&rrhj ‘upon the temple’ as a location for physical abuse/reprimand (like our
phrase ‘upside the head’), e.g. Pherecr. fr. 165 K.-A.; Pl. Grg. 486c; D. In Midiam 72.
32 For parallel examples for repulsive physical states in Aeschylus see Ch. 1058 for blood flowing from the
Erinyes’ eyes as they pursue Orestes (ka)c o)mma&twn sta&zousin ai[ma). The imagery is repeated at Eu. 56, but
with fluid (li/ba) flowing from their eyes. Both instances provide somatic representations of the internal
(mental) sickness that the Erinyes bring to Orestes. See Mitchell-Boyask 2008: 28-36 for an excellent overview
of the use of no/soj in tragedy. He demonstrates the regular use of disease imagery and metaphor in drama.
Mitchell-Boyask’s general thesis is that disease became a metaphor to which the audience was especially close
after the plague of Athens. It continued to be a living metaphor in drama after the 420s because of the influence
of the cult of Asclepius, which arrived in that decade and whose precinct, located close to the theatre of
Dionysus, provided a looming physical presence. That the term does not appear in the HC is perhaps due to the
presence of the (near) synonym kro/tafoj, e.g. Coac. 184, VC 1, Loc. Hom. 3.
33 The social stigma attached to such a visible condition is clear, and would have provided additional incentive for
Orestes to avenge the death of his father. For the notion that skin disorders were the result of a lack of
cleanliness (a0qerapeusi/a), see Theophr. Char. 19. Theophrastus adds that the dusxerh/j, the ‘unkempt’ man,
always claims that his condition is a hereditary disease (suggenika_ a)rrwsth&mata).
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A cloud of gloom grows upon her brows; my soul desires to know what it is that has
spoiled the strange-complexioned body of the queen.
The lines are spoken by the Chorus leader (coryphaeus) before the entrance of the queen
Phaedra, who is wasting away with forbidden lust for her stepson. The term o)fru&j (brow) was a
part of common Athenian speech, but one that also appears in the Homeric epics, Hippocratic
writings, and several other genres.34 The Homeric de/maj had strictly poetic use in classical
Athens.35 The adjective a)llo&xrooj (strange-complexioned) is the most interesting, since it has
strong medical connections.36 It appears first in the 5th century BCE and infrequently thereafter
until the 3rd century BCE. Euripides uses it twice more to describe the unnatural appearance of a
character;37 it also appears once in the Hippocratic text Internal Affections (35) in the verbal form
a)lloxroei=n (lit. ‘to change skin [-colour]’).38 The word is used later in the Pseudo-Aristotelian
Problems and Theophrastus’ On Sense in descriptions of illness.39
The context suggests that the term’s meaning in Hippolytus is also medical, since the
nurse in the following line (176) interprets Phaedra’s altered condition as a sign of some disease
34 E.g. Il. 9.389, Od. 8.86; tragedy: A. Ch. 285; S. Ant. 528; E. Alc. 261; comedy: Ar. Nu. 582, V. 1088; prose: Xen.
Mem. 1.4.6; D. On the False Embassy 314.6.; Hp. Aph. 4.49; Loc. Hom. 3; Morb. 2.19.
35 E.g. tragedy (frequently): A. Pers. 456; S. Tr. 945; E. Or. 1066; comedy: A. fr. 350 Edmonds (only here in
Aristophanes); Pl. Com. fr. 189 K.-A. The word does not appear in the works of Herodotus, Thucydides, Plato,
or Xenophon, nor in any Hippocratic writings.
36 For example, eu)/xrooj and a)/xrooj are common adjectives in the HC used to denote healthy and unhealthy
complexions of patients. Eu)/xrooj / eu)/xroia: e.g. Epid. 1.2.8, Prorrh. 2.24, Aff. 58, Loc. Hom. 41. The term
appears a handful of times outside of the HC before Aristotle, e.g. Od. 14.24 (the hide of an ox), Telecl. fr. 28 K.A. in its verbal form eu)xroei=n, [Xen.] Lac. 5.8 in a description of the benefits of healthful food. )/Axrooj: e.g.
Hp. Aër. 7, Epid. 1.1, Aph. 5.36, VC 19. There is no other attested use of the word before Aristotle, although in
the Aristotelian Problems there is an illustrative dichotomy drawn between the two states of complexion (967a):
Dia_ ti/ h( eu1pnoia eu1xrouj poiei=; h2 o3ti a1xroia e1oiken ei]nai oi[on sh~yi/j tij xrwto&j; ‘Why is it that ease of
breathing produces healthy-complexioned people? Is it because unhealthy complexion seems to be similar to a
decay of the skin?’
37 Andr. 879, Ph. 138.
38 The author here is describing a type of jaundice that causes the skin to change to a pale yellow (w)xro/j) colour.
It is possible that Phaedra’s complexion is similar to this, a pale colour, although Euripides might only be
suggesting that her colour has changed from its normal state, perhaps becoming flushed. The Hippocratic Nat.
Mul. begins with the claim that women’s complexions (xro/ai) along with their natures (fu/seij) are secondary
only to the divine (to\ qei=on) when evaluating causes of sickness.
39 [Arist.] Pr. 880a25; Thphr. Sens. fr. 24 and 50.
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(no/soj). This disease imagery is important to her characterization. As Valakas comments: ‘The
purpose of nosos scenes [in tragedy] seems to be to represent mythical figures discovering their
bodily identity and inner state.’40 Through the use of different registers, this passage constructs
for the audience an incongruous body, one that is both familiar and unfamiliar. First, to her
household, Phaedra’s appearance is abnormal in comparison to her previous healthy state; but
Euripides also describes her body using terms that are both commonplace and exceptional. In
the process he produces a vaguely familiar object that is exposed upon the stage for the
audience’s examination.
As we have seen, in the absence of preexisting terms for many of the parts of the new
verbally broken body, natural scientists and physicians relied heavily on metaphorical language
for their descriptions. An important difference between this coinage of medical terminology and
the language of tragedy was how opaque these new terms could be. A newly-coined term in the
HC was generally accompanied by some qualifying description or other earmark. Clarity of
meaning was necessary if the text was to be comprehensible beyond the author’s close
intellectual circle. If a specific term caught on (which it did not always do, as we can infer from
Erotian’s and Galen’s glossaries of Hippocratic terms) referential tags would no longer be
necessary for those readers within the profession, and the term became part of the technical
lexicon.
In drama, however, part of the art was to challenge the audience’s capacity to grasp the
meaning of a word when it was used outside of its normal semantic scope. Aristotle takes up the
issue of metaphorical language in his Topics, a work on how to formulate and to critically

40 Valakas 2002: 84.
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evaluate discussions on any given topic.41 In Book 6, he examines foundations for proper
definitions (peri\ tou\j o(/rouj pragmatei/aj: 139a24), and takes to task an opponent’s use of
metaphor, claiming that one can ‘quibble’ (sukofantei=n) with them because they are always
obscure (pa=n ga\r a0safe\j to\ kata\ metafora\n ei0po/nta: 139b34-6). Thus someone calling
‘knowledge’ (e0pisth/mhn) ‘unshakable’ (a0meta/ptwtoj) or ‘temperance’ (swfrosu/nh)
‘harmony’ (sumfwni/a) is opening his argument up to attack. Knowledge is not a physical thing,
so it obviously cannot be physically manipulated, shaken or otherwise; nor does temperance
have anything to do with harmony, since harmony is only possible with sounds. For Aristotle,
the use of such metaphors results in a loss of precision and, consequently, weakens someone’s
argument.
In the following section of his Topics (140a3-6), Aristotle extends his argument to include
terms that have not come into common vernacular (mh\ keme/noij o0no/masi xrh=tai), since
uncommon words, like metaphors, are always unclear (pa=n ga\r a0safe\j to\ mh\ ei0wqo/j). For
examples of such words he cites three phrases from Plato (whom he mentions by name): ‘the
brow-shaded eye’ (o0frus/kioj o9 o0fqalmo/j), ‘the bite-mortifying venomous spider’ (to\
fala/ggion shyidake/j) and ‘the bone-engendered marrow’ (o9 muelo\j o0steogene/j).42 None of
these references appear in the surviving works of Plato, which has led Snell to cautiously include
them in his collection of tragic fragments as the sole remaining evidence of Plato’s

41 As Ross 2005: 9 remarks, the work is ‘undoubtedly genuine,’ with the possible exception of book 5, which does
not concern us here. See Rubinelli 2009: 3-12 for a useful overview of the Topics, which appears to be a
handbook for his students to use when practising dialectical debates. She dates the work to Aristotle’s early
career (ca. 360-350 BCE).
42 The 11th century CE commentator on Aristotle, Michael Ephesius, the only other author to use the adjective
o0steogen-, remarks that the 5th century poet/philosopher Empedocles previously used the expression o0steogenh=
o9 muelo/j (In libros de partibus animalium commentaria 29.10, Hayduck).
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reported attempts to write tragedy in his youth.43 Accounts of Plato’s foray into drama, however,
are late, and thus must remain suspect.44
Whether or not these words do come from Plato’s lost tragedies, comparable ones can be
found in the works of the three tragedians. Aeschylus, for example, uses the phrase o)/steon
ste/gastron (‘cover of the bones’) to describe human flesh (fr. 367 Radt); Sophocles mentions
the glw/sshj...mucw/dhj a0fro/j (‘mucus-like foam of the tongue,’ fr. 687a Radt); and
Euripides describes the a)kanqw&dh r(a&xin (‘thorn-like spine,’ fr. 849 Nauck).45 In a parody of
tragic language from Aristophanes’ Frogs (405 BCE), Euripides refers to Aeschylus’ use of
unwieldy utterances (924-6):
r(h/mat’ a2n bo/eia dw/dek’ ei]pen,
o0fruj e)/xonta kai lo/fouj, dei/n’ a)/tta mormorwpa/
a)/gnwta toi=j qewme/noij.
[in his play] he would say twelve bullish words [phrases?],
having brow-ridges and manes, and sort of terrible mormyrus-like eyes46 unknown
to the audience.47

43 Snell 1971: 186. It should be noted, however, that in their present forms only to\ fala/ggion shyidake/j will
fit into trimeters that we would expect in tragic speech. Tredennick 1960: 564 suggests that Aristotle is referring
to the comic playwright Plato and not to the more familiar philosopher; however, it would seem strange for
Aristotle to criticize a comic playwright for his creative word-creation, since this was one of comedy’s
identifying features. One could expect to see, for example, such jumbled coinages as yammakosioga/rgara
(sand-hundred heaps, Ar. Ach. 4) regularly in comedy. To criticize such buffoonery for its lack of clarity seems
excessively pedantic, even for Aristotle. There is the further possibility that Plato was using terms in lost
philosophical works that Aristotle thought should have remained in Plato’s (possible) earlier attempts at poetry.
At Rhetoric 1406a, for example, Aristotle criticizes the 4th century rhetorician and sophist Alcidamas for using
such terms as telesfo/ron (end-accomplishing) and puri/xrwj (fire-coloured), since they seem to be poetical
because they are compound terms (pa/nta ga\r tau=ta poihtika\ dia\ th\n di/plwsin fai/netai).
44 So Swift Riginos 1976: 43-48. Our earliest account of Plato’s foray into tragedy in his early adulthood is D.L.
Plato 3.5-6 (fl. early 3rd century CE): Dikai/arxoj e0n prw&tw| Peri\ bi/wn, kai\ grafikh~j e0pimelhqh~nai kai\
poih&mata gra&yai, prw~ton me\n diqura&mbouj, e1peita kai\ me/lh kai\ tragw|di/aj. (‘Dichaearchus [student of
Aristotle, fl. 320-300 BCE] in the first book of On Lives wrote that he tried painting and writing poetry, first
dithyrambs, then lyric and tragedies.’).
45 For the possible medical origins of glw/sshj...mucw/dhj see Ceschi 2009: 78-80.
46 The pagellus mormyrus is a type of fish native to the Mediterranean that has large, lidless, eyes. See Dover
1993 ad loc. for the conjectured mormonwpa/ (bogeyman).
47 See also A. Nub. 1366-7: (Strepsiades) ‘e0gw\ ga]r
\ Ai0sxu/lon nomi/zw prw~ton e0n poihtai=j / yo/fou ple/wn,
a)cu/staton, sto/mfaka, krhmnopoio/n’ (‘I consider Aeschylus to be the first among poets in his fullness of
[unintelligible] sounds: incoherent, a ranter, a user of rugged words.’).
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Euripides, however, is not left unscathed in the argument. Aristophanes parodies the tragic
poet’s diction using medical language, and causes Euripides to say that he has ‘squeezed the
juice from books’ (xulo\n...a)po\ bibli/wn a0phqw~n) in the composition of his plays (943).48
What is notable from the above references is the similar use of ambiguous and
uncommon language. This type of diction, so agree Aristotle and Aristophanes, is generally
unclear or unknown to the audience (a0safe/j, a)/gnwta). We can infer from this that clarity of
meaning, at least at times, was not the end-goal of tragic language. These sentiments are
congruent with the common belief in ancient literary criticism that ‘big words suit big things and
little words little things,’49 since ‘big words’ are generally more opaque than little ones.
Tragedians often sought elusive meaning over clear diction. They were creating on the stage an
alternate world, just different enough so that contemporary concerns could be mapped upon it
without appearing commonplace: hackneyed concepts could be reinvigorated through the use of
new vocabulary.
This impetus made tragedy a fitting place for the use of language and ideas that distorted
impressions from daily life. In Aristotle’s Poetics, he prescribes this very type of speech for
proper tragic diction (1458a):50
Le/cewj de\ a)reth_ safh~ kai\ mh_ tapeinh_n ei]nai. safesta&th me\n ou}n e0stin h( e0k tw~n
kuri/wn o)noma&twn, a)lla_tapeinh&...semnh_ de\ kai\ e0calla&ttousa to_ i0diwtiko_n
h( toi=jcenikoi=j kexrhme/nh: ceniko_n de\ le/gw glw~ttan kai\ metafora_n kai\ e0pe/ktasin
kai\ pa~n to_ para_ to_ ku&rion. a)ll' a1n tij a3panta toiau~ta poih&sh| , h2 ai1nigma e1stai
h2 barbarismo&j: a2n me\n ou}n e0k metaforw~n, ai1nigma, e0a_n de\ e0k glwttw~n,
barbarismo&j. ai0ni/gmato&j te ga_r i0de/a au3th e0sti/, to_ le/gonta u(pa&rxonta
a)du&nata suna&yai:
The merit of [tragic] diction is to be clear and not commonplace. The clearest diction is
that made up of ordinary words, but it is commonplace...That which employs unfamiliar
words is dignified and outside of common usage. By “unfamiliar” I mean a rare word, a
48 For discussion of Euripides’ medical (but not anatomical) language in lines 940-43, see Dover 1993 ad loc.
49 Russell 1981: 6. I discuss the carnivalization of this tendency in the following chapter on comedy.
50 Tr. Fyfe 1973 with minor changes.
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metaphor, a lengthening, and anything beyond the ordinary use. But if a poet writes
entirely in such words, the result will be either a riddle or jargon; if made up of
metaphors, a riddle and if of rare words, jargon [barbarismo&j]. By merely combining
the ordinary names of things this cannot be done, but it is made possible by combining
metaphors.
Aristotle is telling his readers here that the best language for tragedy is to be comprehensible
(safh=), while at the same time not pedestrian. Vibrancy is to be sought through the use of
strange (cenika/) terms. It was only when an author used an excessive amount of these that he
risked creating something enigmatic or even incomprehensible.51
Among the class of unfamiliar diction, certainly, were appropriated terms that were
primarily in the domain of natural philosophy and medicine. The burgeoning scientific
vocabulary during the 5th century was beginning to distance itself from the common vernacular,
although many of these scientific terms were metaphors appropriated from common speech.
Therefore such language would have been strange but probably still understandable to a more
general audience. We also see terms for the body that, although having no counterpart in
medical texts, operate on similar principles of formation through metaphor: words for everyday
things become appropriated for – or integrated into – the human body. The result is a grotesque
representation of it, that while it is vaguely familiar, it is still unsettlingly strange: it is an open
body, one that expands (and is ever-expanding) through its relationship with the world beyond
the liminal surface of the skin.
In this regard – perhaps above any other – the relationship between the language for the
body in drama and in medicine is the closest. Both employed uncommon, provocative, terms for
it that encouraged the audience to focus their attention upon their composite parts in new ways.
51 As Halliwell 1987: 161 glosses: ‘[Aristotle] assumes...that the poet, at any rate if he is a good poet, will always
be striving for an essential standard of clarity, and this means that the question of style can be reduced to a matter
of the degree and kind of verbal embellishment which will secure a distinctive poetic flavour without detracting
unduly from lucidity.’
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The results in both were constructions of the body that, through alternate language, did not
conform with commonplace impressions. The products are therefore unnatural monsters, insofar
as they challenged how the body can be broken apart and reintegrated into a unified thing.
The crucial difference between the language of medical authors and playwrights was the
burden of clarity. A medical writer, if he was to be understood correctly by his peers, was
required to strive for explicit clarity in his descriptions; it was in everyone’s interest for the
author to use terms that were either familiar to his audience or adequately defined with the text.
The same burden did not necessarily land on the shoulders of tragedians, who had more liberties
to use elusive language in their plays.

5.3. The exterior body: the hands and torso
In the following section I examine examples in tragedy where uncommon terms with
Hippocratic parallels are used for the external body. Because of a commonly perceived
familiarity with the visible body (both someone’s own and those of others), it becomes an ideal
place for playwrights to challenge traditional notions by presenting a body that, although
comprehensible, is nonetheless foreign in some way. In doing so, they create something that
arrests the audience’s attention, producing something deino/j, a thing that is both strange and, as
a consequence, potentially quite disturbing. All of these terms appear to be used to emphasize
unnatural states of corporeality: the severed hands of children; the monstrous body of deity; the
suffering of a hero; and the human body slaughtered like an animal.

5.3.1. ktei/j: fingers and knuckle-joints of the hand, A. Ag. 1594
Compared to Sophocles and Euripides, Aeschylus, the earliest of the three tragedians, is sparing
in his use of uncommon vocabulary to describe both the external and the internal body. As
others have suggested, this is perhaps because medical interest (for my purposes, particularly
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interest in the body) had yet to become a popular interest of the elite when Aeschylus was
composing most of his plays.52 There are, however, a few examples of his use of metaphorical
language for the body, which points to a preexisting poetic environment for such terms.
One illustration of this comes from Agamemnon (458 BCE) in a passage describing a
gruesome cannibalistic meal (1594):
ta_ me\n podh&rh kai\ xerw~n a1krouj kte/naj
the parts about the feet and the outermost ‘combs’ of the hands
These lines are spoken by Aegisthus following his murder of Agamemnon, his paramour’s
(Clytemnestra’s) husband and his own cousin. He is here describing the meal his father Thyestes
was fed by Agamemnon’s father Atreus: Thyestes’ own sons.53 Aegisthus was just a baby then
(according to Aeschylus), and therefore escaped the fate of his brothers.54 His murder of
Agamemnon was to him justified by the curse his father cast upon Atreus after learning the
contents of his meal.
The language for the parts of his children that Thyestes was unknowingly eating is
strange, reflecting the unnatural contents of the dish. The text after 1594 is problematic, so it is
unclear whether the feet and fingers were set on top of (a)/nwqen) or apart from (a)/pwqen) the
52 E.g. Collinge 1962; Kosak 2004: 12; but for other medical metaphors in Aeschylus (disease, treatment, etc.), see
Collard 2008: xlix, Dumortier 1935, and Hogan 1984: 323 (a list of passages that suggest medical language).
53 How many sons were served to Thyestes is a problematic question. Fraenkel 1950 ad Ag. 1605 preserves the
MS reading of Aegisthus’ claim: tri/ton ga\r o)/nta m’ e0pi\ de/k’ (‘for me being the third in addition to ten [sc.
sons]’), which would mean that twelve of Thyestes’ sons were slaughtered and served to him by Atreus.
Fraenkel defends the passage as it stands on the grounds that the large number of deaths increases the horror of
the scene. The reading is also supported by Groeneboom 1966 ad loc and de La Combe 2001: 740-42 (both
drawing parallels with comparatively large numbers of children in other Greek myths); Bowie 2007: 345-46 also
appears to accept the MS reading. Page 1957 ad loc, however, obelisks e0pi\ de/k’, arguing that it is a ‘ludicrous
multitude’ of sons killed (followed by Raeburn and Thomas 2011, and Gantz 1993: 549). This would leave
Aegisthus as the third son, and mean that two were served to Thyestes. Seneca in his Thyestes describes three
sons who were butchered (717-43). Aegisthus had yet to be born (see next note).
54 Later versions have Aegisthus as the child of Thyestes and his own daughter in Sikyon after Aegisthus’ brothers
were murdered (e.g. Hyginus Fab. 88, possibly derived from Sophocles’ fragmentary Thyestes in Sikyon). For
discussion of this story, see Gantz 1993: 548-49, and Jebb, Headlam, and Pearson 1917: 185-87. For the
fragments of Sophocles’ play, see Lloyd-Jones 1996: 107-113.
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rest of the flesh that was ‘unmarked’ or unidentifiable (a)/shma), but that need not hinder our
comprehension of this line.55 The bodies of Thyestes sons have been mutilated. The hands and
feet – the extremities of the body and, apart from the head, the most identifiable features of it –
have been estranged both physically and verbally from the whole.56
The term xerw~n a1krouj kte/naj or ‘outermost combs of the hands’ is perhaps even
stranger. Here Aeschylus is not using a substantive to describe a body part, but rather the
metaphor ‘(hair) comb,’ since the bones of the hand appear like a comb’s teeth.57 Norri has noted
that many languages, including early modern English, have used ‘comb’ as a term for the
metacarpus.58 Fraenkel agrees with Pollux, who writes that some call the ktei/j the back side of
the hand from the base of the fingers to the tips (that is, the fingers including the connectingjoints [the metacarpophalangeal joints] of the hand).59 The connection between the ktei/j and the
upper flat of the hand is quite clear in light of the metaphorical use of tarso/j (wickerwork)
elsewhere to mean the metatarsal bones of the foot60 or the metacarpal bones of the hand,61 both
of which resemble laid wicker. Were we to imagine this part separated from the hand, Fraenkel’s
description would indeed appear to be comb-like, the metacarpophalangeal joints and connecting
tissue forming the ‘spine’ and the fingers the ‘teeth’(fig. 5.1). Aeschylus is likely not so much
55 For discussions about the proposed lacuna after 1594, see Fraenkel 1950: 752 and Page 1957: 214-15. One
reason to suspect a break in the text, Page argues, is that the feet and hands are mentioned at the expense of
everything else (e.g. the head).
56 Fraenkel remarks that the term podh&rh is ‘completely at variance with its ordinary use,’ since in common Greek
parlance it was something that extends down to the feet (such a chiton or shield), and calls this deviation from
normal use ‘violent,’ which reflects the act itself. For the common use for clothing, see E. Ba. 833 (pe/ploi
podh/reij); for a full-length shield, Xen. An. 1.8.9 (podh&resi culi/naij a)spi/sin).
57 For the common use of ktei/j (‘comb’) see for example Pherecr. 106.1 K.-A. Fraenkel rules out Hescyhinus’
gloss that the term might refer to the karpoi\ xeirw~n or ‘wrists’ of the hands, since these have no clear visual
metaphorical connection to a comb: kte/naj: tou\j tw~n xeirw~n karpou\j kai\ tw~n podw~n (‘combs: the
connecting joints of the hands and feet’).
58 Norri 1998: 129.
59 Pollux 2.144: e)/nioi de\ to\ me\n pro/sqion th~j drako\j pa=n qe/nar oi)/ontain kalei=sqai...to\ de\ a0ntikei/menon
pa=n o0pisqe/nar h)\ kte/naj (‘some think that the whole front side of the palm is called the thenar, while the
opposite side is called the reverse-thenar or the ktenas’).
60 E.g. Il. 11.377, Hdt. 9.37, Hp. Fract. 9.
61 E.g. Ruf. Onom. 82, Sor. Fract. 22.
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concerned with osteology here, the underlying skeletal structure of the hand, as he is with
modelling the striking and chilling aspect of severed fingers that become something inanimate: a
comb.

Fig. 5.1: Exterior and interior views of hand
(Gray’s Anatomy 1918, fig. 424)

Aeschylus’ use of the term ktei/j as an anatomical metaphor does not appear elsewhere in
classical Greek writings outside of the HC, which suggests some shared understanding of term
creation. In a handful of places in these medical works it is used to as a euphemism for the pubic
region of both genders. An epitome of its use appears at Aphorisms 7.39:62
2Hn ou)re/h| ai[ma kai\ qro&mbouj, kai\ straggouri/h e1xh|, kai\ o)du&nh e0mpi/pth| e0j to_n
peri/neon kai\ to_n kte/na, ta_ peri\ th_n ku&stin nose/ein shmai/nei.
If [the patient] should urinate blood and clots, suffer from strangury,63 and the pain travels
toward the perineum and the ‘comb’ [the genitals], it suggests that the parts around the
bladder are diseased.
Although the word is never used by the Hippocratics in the sense that Aeschylus employs it, the
application of the term in an anatomical sense similarly depersonalizes a part of the body
through a metaphorical connection to a common domestic object. We can presume that both a
62 For use of the term in the HC, see further Skoda 1988: 156-57.
63 Either an obstruction or irritation of the bladder.
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reader and audience member would be immediately familiar with the appearance of a comb. It
would then be easy to infer or to overlap the hair comb’s structure upon the body part to which it
is implicitly compared. The parts under consideration become linguistically and potentially
conceptually altered, but in a way that does not entirely estrange them from their once-animate
sources: the children of Thyestes.

5.3.2. The torso: ku/toj, qw/rac, xe/luj
There are three particular instances in Greek tragedy when the human torso is also described in
words that point more strongly to medical influences. The first example is from Sophocles’
Women of Trachis; the other two are from Euripides’ Heracles and Electra. Similar to
Aeschylus’ description of the fingers as a ‘comb,’ these metaphorical terms for the torso
encourage an audience to think differently about the body. Beyond this, the three examples
below illustrate that there is likely another factor involved: the terms used emphasize the image
of the body as a container, something that physicians were particularly interested in at that time.
The tragedians, like their contemporary physicians, invite a contrast between our accessible
exterior surface and our interior, hidden, and vulnerable parts.64 The body’s construction
therefore becomes an object of special enquiry where dichotomies between inside and outside
and human and non-human can be explored.

64 It is possible to connect this notion to Hillman 2007, who through the works of Shakespeare argues for an
increasing awareness and discomfort between our inner and outer selves during the 17th century. Following the
work of Norbert Elias, Hillman argues for a growing tendency in Shakespearean England to understand our
material construction as a homo clausus, or ‘enclosed human.’ We as enclosed beings are concerned about what
(and metaphorically who) is let in or out of our bodies. Hillman’s work is heavily influenced by
psychoanalytical understandings of the self. Saunders 2008: 99 (citing Aers 1992) has refuted Hillman’s
argument that this concept arose in the early modern period, since it appears to have been around for far longer
than this. In his opinion Hillman’s investigation would have worked better were he to have favoured a
synchronic approach rather than diachronic.
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ku/toj: torso, S. Tr. 12
a)ndrei/w| ku&tei65 / bou&prw|roj
ox-faced with a human cavity
At the outset of Women of Trachis,66 Deianeira describes her lamentable betrothal to the river god
Achelous. Just like the better-known sea god Proteus, Achelous was able to manipulate his form
because of his fluid constitution. Among these forms of Achelous, Deianeira tells us, was that of
a bull, a serpent, and a being with the face of an ox and the ‘cavity’ of a human (in other words,
the torso). The unusual metaphorical vocabulary in the passage underlines the monstrous nature
of the deity.
The term ku/toj is the important anatomical term in this passage, and perhaps represents
an early influence of medical terminology upon tragic diction. At the very least, it is congruent
with classical medical approaches to the body. In its primary sense, it denotes a hollow part of
something, such as that of a shield (e.g. A. Th. 489: ku/kloj) or of a dish (e.g. Pl. Com. 189:
lopa/j). It is also regularly used as a substantive for a vessel or jar (e.g. A. Ag. 322; S. El. 473).
By further extension, it is used in Women of Trachis (but only here in tragedy) to mean the trunk
of the human body, preserving the strong overtones of it being something with capacity. In this
context we can imagine the contents to be fluid, following the natural (or unnatural?) form of the
deity. As we have seen, medical writers in particular were also interested in the torso as a
65 Kamerbeek 1970 (ad loc.) argues for the ms. reading tu/pw| (form), but admits that both readings are perhaps
very old. I side with Easterling 1982 (ad loc.), however, who retains ku/tei (a reading preserved at Strabo
10.458) on the basis that the imagery is less vague than ‘form’ and on the apparent reliability of Strabo’s
‘specific’ or focused quotation (Achelous’ transformation is the point under discussion).
66 The dating of Women of Trachis has been a contentious issue in Sophoclean scholarship. There is no internal or
external evidence to give a clear picture of the possible year of production; however, I accept Easterling 1982:
23, who suggests a range between 457-430 BCE (see further Hoey 1979, who places it about 450 BCE in the
earlier period of Sophocles’ plays). Mitchell-Boyask 2008 ch. 6 suggests a possible later date, between 430-425
BCE, placing it shortly after the plague of Athens (430/29 BCE). Whether or not we accept this, MitchellBoyask makes a strong case for the similarity of disease language, especially between Thucydides’ description of
the plague (2.49) and the effects of the Centaur’s poison on Heracles (e.g. 767, 770, 1053-55).
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container for fluids. Both the sense of the term – a container for the internal parts and fluids –
and uses of it in a medical context point to a possible technical origin.
This specific anatomical use of ku/toj first occurs here in Women of Trachis. Later, the
term appears regularly in, and mostly limited to, the technical biological writings of Plato and
Aristotle to describe a body part’s capacity. In Plato, references are restricted to his last works,
Timaeus and Laws.67 He uses the term generally for the body as a container for the soul68 (Ti.
44a6), and more specifically for the cavity of the skull (Ti. 45a7). The most usual meaning, like
Sophocles’, is the human torso (Ti. 67a4):
to_ ku&toj a3pan, o3son h(mw~n metacu_ korufh~j tou~ te o)mfalou~ kei=tai
the entire cavity, the part which lies between our head and navel
This use of the metaphor becomes prevalent in Aristotle’s biological writings when referring to
the torso (HA 491a29):69
to\ a)p’ au0xe/noj me/xri ai0doi/wn ku/toj, o4 kalei=tai qw&rac
the cavity from the neck to the groin, which is called the thorax
The use of ku/toj in these above contexts encourages implicitly or explicitly an image of the
torso as a container. Within this packed concept is the understanding that the body is not so
simple as it appears from the surface. Achelous’ body is a container, but what does it contain? It
is malleable, taking on a number of different forms, so is it different from ours? What is inside
us? The body of Achelous is especially apt for such (literal) introspection, since his status as a
god with transformative powers makes him unnatural, a monster. Likewise, our own internal

67 Timaeus seven times: 44a6, 45a7, 67a4, 69e6, 74a3, 78c2, 78d1; Laws once: 963e1.
68 Cf. [Hp.] Anat. 1.10 and Cord. 7.6 where the body is described as the tabernacle (skh=noj) of the soul.
69 Aristotle, however, still uses the term more generally to refer to any hollow within a body. E.g. the paunch (to_
peri\ th_n gaste/ra ku&toj, ‘the hollow around the belly’ GA 720a35).
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parts, once exposed to examination, appear unnatural. Whether or not the audience was expected
to reflect for so long upon the word, its unusual and limited use in an anatomical sense makes it
an effective term to encourage one to think about the body.

qw/rac: upper-chest, E. HF 1095 and Ar. V. 1190-96
i0dou&, ti/ desmoi=j nau~j o3pwj w(rmisme/noj
neani/an qw&raka kai\ braxi/ona
pro_j h(miqrau&stwi lai5nwi tuki/smati
h{mai, nekroi=si gei/tonaj qa&kouj e1xwn
Behold! Why am I, like a ship anchored with moorings, sitting with my strong chest and
arms tied to half-broken masonry, and sit with corpses for neighbours?
These are Heracles’ lines who, after being driven mad by Hera, kills his wife and three sons.70
After the murders Athena causes Heracles to fall asleep, preventing him from also killing
Amphitryon. He is then tied to the masonry to prevent him from committing any further harm.
This passage illustrates his mental process as he is trying to reconstruct his current
surroundings and recent history. He starts with his own corporeality. It is his means of life and
only interface with the exterior world. Heracles appears to be checking his own present state –
performing a mental and physical reorientation – before moving on to his inanimate
surroundings. While doing this, he discovers to his surprise that his body itself seems unnatural
(1089-93):
e)/mpnouj me/n ei0mi kai\ de/dorx’ a(p
/ er me dei=,
ai0qe/ra te kai\ gh=n to/ca q’ h9li/ou ta/de:
w(j d' e0n klu&dwni kai\ frenw~n tara&gmati
pe/ptwka deinw~i kai\ pnoa_j qerma_j pne/w
meta&rsi' ou) be/baia pleumo&nwn a1po.
I am still breathing, and I see all that I should: the sky, the land, and these shafts of light
from the sun. But as in rough water, I have fallen into a terrible disturbance of my soul
[midriff] and I breathe hot breath; unsteady air comes from my lungs.

70 See Bond 1981: xxxi for the dating of Heracles to either 416 or 414 BCE.
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Heracles immediately realizes that things are not right. The external world appears fine – he sees
the expected sky, earth, and sun – but his internal world seems abnormal: his midriff/soul
(fre/nej) is disturbed71 and his lungs (pleumo/nej) pant hot breath. Heracles is disturbed by this
disharmony of the ordered exterior world and his chaotic interior. In order to make sense of this
incongruity, he extends his attention to the surface of his body as the point of mediation between
the open world and the enclosed body. His chest (qw/rac) and arms (braxi/onej) are
constrained, an unnatural situation for the Greek paragon of physical strength, thus confirming
his suspicions that something is wrong with him.72 His call for help to correct this is framed in
an explicitly medical context (1106-8):
w)h&, ti/j e0ggu_j h2 pro&sw fi/lwn e0mw~n,
du&sgnoian o3stij th_n e0mh_n i0a&setai;
safw~j ga_r ou)de\n oi]da tw~n ei0wqo&twn.
Hello! What friend of mine is near, who can treat my ignorance? For I do not even know
common things clearly.
Heracles has been the focus of two relatively recent works on the intersection of tragedy and
medicine, primarily because of its emphasis upon the identification of the cause of a disorder by
its symptoms, and the common latency of both.73 It is the potential for diseases hidden within
the body that makes tragedy so accommodating to medical ideas. As Holmes points out, tragedy
unlike epic portrays violence that is out of sight of the spectators: corpses represent the ‘coming
to light’ of violence after the fact, while symptoms suggest the coming to be of ‘the unseen
attack as it unfolds.’74

71 The double meaning of the term fre/nej is probably invited here.
72 As Holmes 2008: 263 writes: ‘Even as he recognizes the sun, the heavens, and the earth, he continues to
experience his “vigorous chest and arms”...now bound, as something uncanny.’ Her use of the term ‘uncanny’ is
especially notable for our current discussion; Heracles’ uncommon choice of words when describing his body
mirrors his unnatural physical and mental states.
73 Kosak 2004, esp. ch. 3; Holmes 2008.
74 Holmes 2008: 241-42. For further discussions of Heracles’ ‘disease,’ see Filhol 1989 and von Staden 1992a.
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Given the pathological context of this passage, it makes sense that there are references to
his internal state (agitated phrenes, his laboured breathing). These parts are secretly hidden
within the chest cavity – Sophocles’ ku/toj above – but here called the qw/rac. Holmes’ claim
about the role of the body in the play is worth citing in full:75
In Heracles, some of the major tenets of medical and ethical perspectives on human
nature form part of the imaginative world in which Heracles’ vulnerability takes on
meaning. These include a strong sense of the inner body as hidden, daemonic space, the
concept of a causal chain in which the body (or an analogically imagined soul) becomes
complicit in the production of the symptom, and the importance of the unfortunate
encounter as a catalyst for disaster.
Sophocles’ use of qw/rac draws particular attention to this discomfort with the interior of the
body. Like a breastplate, it both contains and protects our unseen insides and separates our lifesustaining parts from the exterior world. Although the imagery likely would have been clear to
the audience, the use of the inanimate object as a metaphor serves to depersonalize the hero’s
body. Heracles objectifies his somatic experiences and invites the audience to approach his
internal suffering in the same way. This objectification potentially further complicates Heracles’
agency in the murder of his children. His body, which was directly responsible for this horrific
act of violence, is framed as something disconcertingly foreign that, although his, is not him.
There is strong evidence to suggest that qw/rac originated from technical medical
vernacular.76 The term properly refers to a hero’s breastplate,77 and thus becomes applied to the
area which it covers, the upper torso. The word is used often within in the HC to refer to the

75 Holmes 2008: 273. Cf. Segal 1985: 12: ‘...the sense of the body is one of the most powerful ways in which these
tragic poets bring home to us the actuality of the suffering that is the subject of their plays. We must recall too
that in drama the issues are quite literally embodied in the physical presence of the solid, corporeal figures
moving before us in three dimensions in the orchestra.’
76 Bond 1981 (ad loc.) does not mark it as technical, but comments on its (possible) singular use here in tragedy:
‘trunk: possibly used at Ion 993; otherwise not in tragedy.’
77 E.g. Il. 11.19: deu&teron au} qw&rhka peri\ sth&qessin e1dune ‘next he placed his thorax around his breast.’
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chest.78 It is further marked as a likely technical term at The Art (10) by the presence of
kaleo&menoj ‘the so-called’: o9...qw&rhc kaleo&menoj, e0n w|{ to_ h{par stega&zetai...ktl. ‘the socalled thorax, in which the liver is concealed.’ We see a similar marking of the term by Plato
(Ti. 69e):
e0n dh_ toi=j sth&qesin kai\ tw|~ kaloume/nw| qw&raki to_ th~j yuxh~j qnhto_n ge/noj
e0ne/doun
There is the need for a mortal class of soul in the breast and in the so-called thorax
The use of this word in the above biological and medical context, earmarked by the qualifier ‘socalled’ (kalei=tai), provides strong evidence that this term for hoplite armour took on a
secondary medical meaning in Athens.
Further support for the use of qw/rac among the intellectual elite of Athens is suggested
in Aristophanes’ Wasps (422 BCE). Here, however, we see the potential ambiguity of the term
among those who were unfamiliar with medical vocabulary (1190-96):
(Bd.) a)ll' ou}n le/gein xrh& s' w(j e0ma&xeto& g' au)ti/ka
0Efoudi/wn pagkra&tion 0Askw&nda| kalw~j,
h1dh ge/rwn w2n kai\ polio&j, e1xwn de/ toi
pleura_n baquta&thn xh)raklei/an lago&na kai\
qw&rak' a1riston.
Fi.
pau~e pau~' , ou)de\n le/geij.
pw~j a2n maxe/saito pagkra&tion qw&rak' e1xwn;
Bd. ou3tw dihgei=sqai nomi/zous' oi9 sofoi/.
(Bdelycleon) So, then, you must say how Ephudion for example fought well in the
pancration against Ascondas. Despite being old and grey, he had – I’ll tell you – thick
sides, strong flanks, and the most excellent thorax.
Philocleon: Stop, stop! You’re speaking nonsense! How could he fight in the pancration
wearing a breastplate [thorax]?
Bd.: Well, that’s how the smart people are accustomed to describe it.
78 E.g. VM 22 in contrast to the bowels (koili/h); at Acut. 25 it is located above the midriff ( fre/nej). Hence the
English term ‘thorax’ and its adjectival form ‘thoracic,’ which refer either to the chest or to the trunk of the body
(Scarborough 1992: 9).
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Bdelycleon is here trying to convince his elderly father Philocleon that he is not too old to adopt
a youthful spirit. He uses the example of the apparently ageing pancration fighter Ephudion,
who was still in good physical condition. The pancration was similar to our modern day
Olympic wrestling blended with boxing (kicking might also have been involved).79 Both
contestants would be entirely nude, hence Philocleon’s surprise at hearing that Ephudion was
wearing a breastplate (a very unfair tactic in a wrestling/boxing match!). Bdelycleon then
informs his father that the term thorax is used by ‘smart people’ (oi9 sofoi/) to refer to, as we can
infer from the passage, the upper torso of the fighter.80
That qw/rac was used by educated people for this part of the body provides further
evidence that there was at this time something approaching a technical vocabulary for some parts
of the body, if by ‘technical’ we mean a term limited to a specific group within a society. The
application of the metaphor is certainly jargon (Aristotle’s barbarismo/j), for the older
Philocleon mistakes the use of the word for the more common meaning. Although the passage
gives no context for the original profession or group that created the meaning for this term, it is
quite likely that it had its strongest currency among the medical community.

xe/luj: upper-chest/ribcage, E. El. 837
The final example of exceptional vocabulary for the torso is found in Euripides’ Electra. Here,
the term xe/luj appears to obscure the boundaries between human and animal bodies:81
oi1sei tij h(mi=n kopi/d' a)narrh~cai xe/lun
79 See Gardiner 1906 for a detailed description of the pancration contest.
80 MacDowell 1971 (ad loc.) writes: ‘qw/rac in the sense “chest” or “torso” was an anatomical term, not yet in
general use.’ He is right in rejecting the unnecessary claim of Starkie 1968 (ad loc.) that Philocleon is
understanding the term in the ‘convivial sense,’ citing the verb qwrh/comai (to fortify one’s self with drink) at
Ach. 1133-35. MacDowell counters that armour would be more out of place in the pancration than alcohol.
81 The date of the play is uncertain, but ranges between 422-413 BCE has been argued (see Roisman and Luschnig
2012: 28-32). Based on frequency of metrical resolutions, one short or one long syllable replaced by two shorts,
Cropp and Fick 1985: 1-3 have proposed a composition date between Suppliants (424-420) and Heracles (41716).
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someone bring me a Thessalian axe to split the chest
These are Orestes’ words, reported by a messenger,82 after Aegisthus, the murderer of his father,
has examined the liver of a sacrificed calf. Aegisthus interprets the parts of the organ as a bad
sign of treachery from abroad, specifically Orestes whom he does not recognize. Orestes
alleviates Aegisthus’ concerns by saying that as king of Mycenae he has nothing to fear from an
exile. Orestes then asks for the Thessalian axe to cut open the xe/luj or chest cavity (lit.
‘tortoise shell’) of the calf that would have been split at the breast bone,83 but turns the axe on
Aegisthus’ back (839-42):84
tou~ de\ neu&ontoj ka&tw
o1nuxaj e1p' a1krouj sta_j kasi/gnhtoj se/qen
e0j sfondu&louj e1paise, nwtiai=a de\
e1rrhcen a1rqra:
While [Aegisthus] was kneeling down, your brother [Orestes] struck him upon the spine,
splitting his back joints.
Although xe/luj is specifically referring to the sacrificial calf, from a lexical position, its chest
might as well be Aegisthus’; so too, his split spine (sfo//nduloj)85 and joints (a1rqra)86 could just

82 Provocative descriptions and vocabulary (as well as colloquial language) in tragedy are often restricted to
messenger speeches, which are considered to be to an extent separated from the main dramatic material of the
play. This may account for the apparently uncommon and ‘untragic’ language for the human body here. See
Craik 2002: 89-93. Craik argues that the messenger speech in S. Ant. 1192-1243 might contain both erotic and
(more cautiously) medical language that is not entirely appropriate for the principal characters of the tragedy to
utter. For example, she cites the description of Haemon’s bloody eyes (1238-39): kai\ fusiw~n o0cei=an e0kba/llei
r9oh\n / leukh|= pareia=| foini/ou stala/gmoj (‘And while gasping he expelled an acrid flow of dripping gore
down his white cheek’). She suggests that the adjective o0cei=a (acrid) might have medical connotations, since it
is used by medical authors to describe bodily fluids, especially bile (xolh/).
83 Straten 1995: 117 describes the process after the sacrificial kill: ‘the thoracic (and abdominal?) cavity of the
carcass is rather carefully opened up with a lengthwise incision, and...some of the inner organs are extracted.’
84 See Porter 1990, esp. 257-60 for discussion of Orestes’ brutality in slaying the ‘disconcertingly polite’ Aegisthus
in such a way, which is likely intended to show the unvarnished reality of vengeance killing.
85 Guardasole 2000: 90 observes in passing that the term sfo//nduloj (vertebra) appears already in Homer (Il.
20.483: sfonduli/on), and is seen widely (ampiamente attestato) in both medical and non-medical writings in
the 5th century. But in fact, outside of medical or biological writings, the term appears only five times in Greek
literature and only in drama ( E. Phoen. 1413 (in a description of the death of Polynices; see below), Pherecr. fr.
1 (Meinike), and in Ar. V. 1489 and Pax 1077). The most regular appearance of this word is found in the HC
(but spondu/loj: e.g. Art. 43, Epid. 2.2.24, Prorrh. 1.87, Loc. Hom. 10).
86 See section 4.4.2 on bones below for discussion of this term.
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as easily be the animal’s.87 By confusing the parts, Euripides in effect distracts them from their
context. In this way neither the calf nor Aegisthus can claim sole proprietorship of the things
within their bodies. The product is monstrous, since the terms are estranged from their proper
referents. Both descriptions of the parts and the bodies to which they are associated are
delivered through the mediation of the messenger, and thus both the slaughtered Aegisthus and
the calf are hidden from the audience who is left to try to mentally assemble their abstracted
pieces.88
The use of xe/luj in this passage does not seem to have given commentators much
pause.89 The word is used properly for a tortoise shell (e.g. h.Merc. 33), and by extension is also
used in poetical language for a lyre (lu/ra).90 Notably, the only other appearance of this word in
the sense of the chest is in the Hippocratic treatise Anatomy (1):
Au)to_j de\ o( pneu&mwn sunecanaplhroi= th_n xe/lun
The lung itself [opposed to the trachea] fills the shell [i.e. ‘ribcage’]
Anatomy, the shortest work contained in the HC, is an outline of the contents of the higher torso,
including the lungs, heart, liver, kidneys, and the connecting vessels and channels.91 It perhaps
draws upon comparative anatomy for its description of the body. The work appears only in one
manuscript (V), and is not mentioned by any ancient author, including Galen and Erotian. This
and the detailed description of human anatomy, suggesting human dissections, has led Jouanna to

87 See Porter 1990: 255-60 for Euripides’ unheroic characterization of Orestes as a butcher of Aegisthus in his
version.
88 For a similar reading of Euripides’ verbal fragmentation and decontextualization of the body, see Zeitlin 1991
on Hecuba, especially her comments on p. 78 about lines 836-40 et passim: ‘The coherency of the body’s
[verbal] form dissolves and yet reunites, gathering force and intensity along the way. To divide is also to
multiply, and the singular would become a plural to put irresistible pressure on the other’s body.’
89 Denniston 1939 ad loc. mentions it only once in a note on punctuation.
90 For a description of the instrument and the use of xe/luj to describe it, see Bélis 1995: 1027. For xe/luj as a
musical instrument in tragedy, see A. fr. 314 Radt and E. Alc. 447.
91 See Craik 1998b: 119-20 for a good summary of the work.
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date the work to the Hellenistic or Roman periods.92 However, while not committing to a
specific date, both Craik and Potter have identified peculiar vocabulary in this work similar to
that of the Presocratics. Craik in particular posits that the work might be as early as the 4th
century BCE. There is, then, a good possibility that this work reflects earlier 5th-century writings
and vocabulary for human anatomy, which may have been part of the intellectual milieu of
Euripides’ Athens. In any case, the same referent for the metaphorical use of xe/luj, the ribcage,
in both Electra and Anatomy suggests some shared understanding of anatomy and anatomical
term creation. Craik suggests that xe/luj may be a Coan veterinarian term applied to the human
body in Anatomy.93 We do, however, have a parallel example in Places in Humans where a
similar metaphor of an instrument, the kithyra (ki/qaroj), is used to describe the torso.94
The strange metaphorical application of xe/luj – a rare term for either humans or animals
in surviving literature – enhances the grotesque and confused imagery in this scene. The
slaughtered bodies of Aegisthus and the calf become blended, and the calf momentarily becomes
a proxy for Orestes’ intended victim. This quasi-medical word is ambiguous enough for the
audience to be uncertain about Aegisthus’ fate once the axe falls: whose body is being struck?
However, it soon becomes clear, in a way that emphasizes the viciousness of the act, that Orestes
has indeed taken revenge on his mother’s paramour.

92 Jouanna 1999: 375. Craik 2006c: 155-56, however, argues that the brevity of the work might have discouraged
its inclusion into such works as Erotian’s (1st century AD) glossary. She further posits that Anatomy might have
been examined in Galen’s now lost writings on Hippocratic anatomy.
93 Craik 2001a: 89, arguing against Buck’s position that it is a local dialectical variant (Buck 1955: 144).
94 The liberal use of the term in this work (3.36; 10.3, 4, 10; and 14.1, 28, 30, 48) suggests that its meaning was
familiar to the author’s intellectual circle. Craik 1998a: 113 cites the glosses of Erotian K 27 (para\ Dwrieu=sin
ou(/twj o9 qw/rac kalei=tai, ‘[the kithyros ]: the chest is so-called among the Dorians’) and Galen 19.111 K
(ki/qaron: qw/rac, ‘kithyros: chest’), arguing that the use of Doric terms might point to a Doric source. She
points out (following Skoda 1988: 24-25) that the term was probably used in veterinarian terminology.
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5.4. The internal body: ‘channels’ and bones
Descriptions of internal anatomy served as other ways to emphasize suffering of characters and
to problematize common ideas about the construction of human body. In many cases, tragedians
used general Homeric language that only suggests the various contents of the human body;95
however, Aeschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides also all mention the major organs above the
diaphragm (fre/nej), including the heart (kardi/a),96 lungs (pleu/monej / pneu/monej),97 and liver
(h[par).98 Since they were already part of Homeric vocabulary, these words were already
sanctioned as part of the stock poetic language. Further evidence for tragedians’ adherence to
Homeric anatomical vocabulary is the absence of some words. For example, two organs that do
not appear in the Homeric poems are also never mentioned by the tragedians: the kidneys
(nefroi/) and the spleen (splh/n). Both, however, do appear elsewhere in classical comedy and
prose, which shows that other Athenian writers were aware of these individual parts.99
On those occasions when tragedians did describe internal parts differently from the
Homeric poems, it was certainly with dramatic effect. Here we find them especially interested in
similar parts as the Hippocratics: those that contained or carried fluids and air. Aeschylus, the
oldest of the three tragedians, is particularly tacit about these internal parts; however, later

95 E.g. spla/gxna: A. Sept. 1031 (the womb), Eum. 249 (possibly the lungs: fusia~i / spla&gxnon); S. Ant. 1066
(womb), S. Aj. 995 (the source of grief); E. Supp. 212 (haruspicy), Hipp. 118 (site of pride); e)/ntera: A. Ag. 1221
(bowels, contrasted with spla/gxna).
96 Only mentioned with a psychological sense, e.g. A. Pers. 161, Supp. 349, Ag. 1028; S. OT 666, Ant. 88, Tr. 651;
E. Hec. 1129, IT 344, Or. 466.
97 Mainly used to describe either respiration or the location of an injury. Respiration: A. fr. 177a Radt, Sept. 61 (of
horses); S. fr. 941 and 1135 Radt; E. HF 1093 (Heracles’ laboured breathing); injury: A. Ch. 639 (sword to the
lungs); S. Tr. 567 and 778 (an arrow to the centaur Nessus’ lungs), Tr. 1054 (the poison of Nessus affecting
Heracles’ lungs); E. Ion 524 and 767 (an arrow to the lungs [767 a metaphor for pangs of grief]).
98 Used in both a psychological and an anatomical sense, but mainly with the latter meaning. Psychological: e.g.
A. Ch. 272; S. Aj. 938, Ph. 929; E. Hipp. 1070 (metaphorical [emotional] wound to the liver), Supp. 599;
anatomical: e.g. A. Pr. 1025 (of Prometheus, notably described as kelaino/xroton ‘black-coloured,’ because of
its concentration of blood); S. Tr. 931 (Deinaira’s suicide by sword), Ant. 1315 (Antigone’s suicide by sword); E.
HF 977 and 1149 (Heracles’ slaying of his son); E. IT 1327 (battle injuries of the Hellenes), Hel. 983 (Menelaus’
threat of suicide).
99 E.g nefroi/: Ar. Lys. 962, Ra. 475; Pl. Ti. 91a5 (cf. nefri=tij, ‘kidney sickness,’ Th. 7.15.1); splh/n: Hdt. 2.47;
Ar. Th. 3, Antiph. fr. 221 K.-A., Pl. Ti. 72c6.
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tragedies of Sophocles and Euripides contain several examples. Concealed parts of characters –
and sometimes those of animals – are commonly named in close succession. This intensifies the
abstraction of the described body from its normal, unbroken, state. The result, as with strange
descriptions of the human exterior, was the display of something unnatural, if not entirely new to
the audience.

5.4.1. Channels: fle/y, koi/lh fle/y, su=rigc, pu/lai, a)rthri/ai
It is perhaps best to consider tragic anatomical terms for ‘channels’ together, rather than
classifying various internal passageways by their various modern functions (i.e. their conveyance
of specific fluids and air within the body). In this way we follow the more common Greek
conventions for grouping these parts. The author of the Hippocratic Traditional Medicine for
example identifies the ‘elongated’ (ta\...e0kpeptame/na) structures within the body through which
general fluids (xu/ma) travel to ‘hollow’ parts (koi=la) that receive the different fluids (22). It
appears that the tragedians accepted a similar model. Sophocles and Euripides seem to have
been interested in channels. As we shall see, they are often mentioned at climactic moments of
pain (both physical and mental). The uncommon vocabulary emphasizes a character’s unnatural
state. These parts, which normally remain intact and hidden within the body, are usually
described using metaphors derived from inanimate tubes and passages. Thus the imagery of the
unrestricted flow of the body’s life-sustaining contents is heightened.

fle/y, A. fr. 230 Radt; S. Ph. 825
The Homeric term fle/y (Il. 13.546, hapax in the poems) is used once by each of the three
tragedians. The word itself is non-technical, although as we have seen in chapter 3, Hippocratic
writers were quite concerned with identifying and tracing them within the body. In each instance
of its appearance in tragedies, fle/y is associated with blood; it was therefore one of the few
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terms for channels that was associated with a specific physiological function. Aeschylus
provides what might be our earliest example of the word in surviving tragedy (fr. 230 Radt):
soi\ d' ou)k e1nesti ki=kuj ou)d' ai9mo&rrutoi
fle/bej
You have neither strength nor blood-flowing vessels in you.
Unfortunately, the fragment gives us little context. The appearance of fle/y in Sophocles’
Philoctetes (409 BCE) give us more: this is a work in which physical sickness, Philoctetes’
diseased foot (the result of snake bite), is at the forefront.100 Neoptolemus describes the hero’s
terrible suffering (823-25):101
i9drw&j ge/ toi/ nin pa~n katasta&zei de/maj,
me/laina& t' a1krou tij pare/rrwgen podo_j
ai9morragh_j fle/y.
Sweat covers his whole body, and a dark freely-bleeding vein has opened on his heel.
In both Aeschylus and Sophocles, fle/y is used with an adjective that describes it as containing
blood (ai9mo&rrutoi/ai9morragh/j), which shows an awareness of the channel’s function. The
inclusion of the adjectives appears to be their opportunity to embellish upon the Homeric term.
In classical writings, Aeschylus’ ai9mo&rrutoi appears once elsewhere, in Euripides’
Helen in an oath Helen makes under threat of having her throat cut (355). Sophocles’
ai9morragh/j, though, has received attention for having close connections with Hippocratic
language.102 The term appears only here and frequently in Hippocratic writings before

100 For a useful starting point for discussions of Philoctetes’ suffering in the play, see Schein 2013: 26-28.
101 Kamerbeek 1980 (ad loc.) rightly rejects Jebb’s interpretation (followed by Webster) that fle/y here refers to
the flow of blood rather than to the vessel itself.
102 Psichari 1908: 104-5 and Guardasole 2000: 108-15.
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Theophrastus (fr. 10.3). One example of a plague description from the Hippocratic Epidemics
illustrates its common use (1.2.8):103
Ai9morragi/ai de\ toi=si plei/stoisi, ma&lista de\ meiraki/oisi, kai\ a)kma&zousin: kai\
e1qnhskon plei=stoi toioute/wn, oi[si mh_ ai9morragh~sai e0ge/neto:
Most had copious bleeding, but particularly the youths, who were strong. Most of these
ones died who did not have bleeding.
Although Aeschylus draws upon imagery of the vessels containing blood, Sophocles’
Neoptolemus seems to be more concerned with using appropriate medical vocabulary for
describing Philoctetes’ condition.
This medical imagery appears to serve two primary functions. First, the vivid details
emphasize Philoctetes’ chronic suffering, one of the play’s central themes. Secondly, the unusual
clinical vocabulary frames his somatic distress (and his body itself) as exceptional. Philoctetes,
isolated and suffering on the island of Lemnos with only beasts to share his company, has often
been seen as a liminal character, both on the limits of society and on the limits of humanity.104
Neoptolemus’ description of Philoctetes’ wound draws particular attention to the hero’s unnatural
state: the superficial illusion of a whole contained body has been broken. His suffering and
exposed body is not like those of the spectators; however, it is familiar enough that the audience
could imagine their own bodies being afflicted in similar ways.

koi/lh fle/y, E. Ion 1011
Further evidence for use of medical language for vessels is found in Euripides’ Ion.105 Here
again we find a body in a liminal state, although one more explicitly on the boundaries of human
103 For further examples of the term’s appearance in the HC, see Epid. 2.3.1, Prog. 24, and Aph. 5.16. See also
Ceschi 2009: 63 n.18 for statistical details for the appearance of ai9morrag- in the Hippocratic Corpus.
104 See recently Berzins McCoy 2013: 185, Badger 2013: 100-1, and Nooter 2012: 129. Philoctetes’ unnatural state
has also received a great deal of attention. See for examples Rutherford 2012: 123 and Worman 2000 for
Philoctetes’ wound as as visible representation of his disturbed mental state; Morin 2003, esp. 390-93 and Avery
1965: 284-85 for particular emphasis on his bestial nature in the play.
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and monster. Creusa describes the blood of the Gorgon Medusa that she gave to her son Ion as a
baby, and makes special note of its anatomical source (1011):
koi/lhj me\n o3stij flebo_j a)pe/stacen fo&noj
That gore dripped from the hollow vessel.
The pairing of fle/y with koi/lh (‘hollow vessel’) has strong connections to Hippocratic
vocabulary.106 Greek physicians used the term often to refer to large vessels within the body.
The technical nature of this phrase is emphasized in three medical texts by the inclusion of the
qualifying kalei=sqai (‘so-called’).107 Appearances such as this in the HC have led Craik to label
its use in Ion as ‘semi-technical.’108 I would argue that the connection is stronger than that, since
the phrase appears only here and in classical biological and medical writings. If the term did
originate outside of the medical community, for example in the context of sacrifices,109 we have
no evidence for it. The more common terms for these vessels or ‘tubes’ in sacrifice appears to be
the Homeric laimo/j (throat or gullet) or less often sfagh/ (the carotid arteries and jugular).110
Euripides also uses the term in a semi-medical context by making the vessel’s contents
therapeutic: the drop of the Gorgon’s blood collected from her serpent hair is deadly; however,
the blood from her throat (the koi/lh fle/y) is a cure for disease (no/soj) and nourishes life
(1005-15).111 It is significant that the blood from Medusa’s ‘hollow vein’ is the one with healing
qualities. Although she is a monster, she remains liminal: below the snake-haired head her body

105 The production date of Ion has been heavily contested, although a date somewhere close to 415 BCE is
reasonable. Zacharia 2003: 3-4 suggests a date near Trojan Women (415), probably 412; Devine and Stephens
1981: 48 argue somewhere between 415-411; Hamilton 1985: 57-58 suggests 414; and Lee 1997: 40 proposes a
date of about 413 BCE.
106 Although fo/noj (gore) is not strictly a medical term, its appearance at Morb. 2.73 in a description of ‘black bile
disease’ (me/laina nou~soj) means that it is not necessarily out of place in a technical context: o3tan me\n to_
me/lan to_ ai9matw~dej e0me/h|, doke/ei oi[on fo&nou o1zein (‘when someone vomits blood-like black bile, it smells
like gore’).
107 Vict. 9, Loc. Hom. 3, Morb. Sacr. 3.
108 Craik 1998a: 111.
109 Craik 2001a: 90 admits this possibility.
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does share close affinities with human bodies, which according to Euripides’ description includes
her internal parts as well.112 But there is something disconcerting about this connection. The
rare medical vocabulary for this unseen vessel in our bodies confuses the boundaries between the
natural and the grotesque. In one sense, it perhaps imbues Medusa with some degree of
humanity, which is emphasized by her latent posthumous ability to help the sick; in another
sense, it brings to light the strange interior of our own bodies that itself can appear hideous.

su=rigc, S. Aj. 1412
Sophocles provides another term for vessels in Teucer’s description of Ajax’s self-inflicted
wound. The passage here seems to emphasize the horror of Ajax’s death through the use of the
unusual word (1411-13):113

110 Aeschylus for example has the poetically redundant phrase au)xe/nion laimo_n (‘throat of the neck,’ fr. 273a
Radt). See also E. HF 822, Supp. 1201, and Ion 1037. The term sfagh/ has the primary meaning of ‘slaughter,’
e.g. E. Hec. 522, Pl. R. 610b, and a secondary meaning of ‘throat’ (i.e. where a victim would be struck in a
sacrifice), e.g. Antiphon 5.69. The word, however, at some unclear point becomes extended to human anatomy.
It appears with this meaning in the HC, usually in the plural (sfagai/), which suggests a generalization of the
tubes within the neck, including the windpipe, the throat, and possibly the vessels (e.g. Gland. 4: ta_j sfaga_j
tou~ traxh&lou. ‘the sphagai of the neck’; Int. 18 tracks the renal vessels from the head, through the sfagai/
and downward). The word is also applied to human anatomy by Euripides at Or. 291. Orestes, speaking with his
sister Electra, tells her that his father Agamemnon ‘would have extended many prayers to this [sc. Orestes’] chin,
that never should I thrust a sword to my mother’s sphagai’ (polla_j genei/ou tou~d' a2n e0ktei=nai lita_j/ mh&pote
tekou&shj e0j sfaga_j w}sai ci/foj). Outside of the HC, the term is only used again for humans at Th. 4.48.3
(the suicide of Corcyrean soldiers, but probably sfagh/ = throat) before Aristotle (but cf. Diog. fr. 6 DK and
Harris 1973: 23 for a possible, although unlikely, exception). Although Euripides is likely playing with the idea
of Clytemnestra being equivalent to a sacrificial animal, the uncommon use here is remarkable, especially the
plural form of the word (as in the HC), which suggests the awareness of different parts within the neck. For a
parallel example in Euripides, see Hec. 564-7 where, as Talthybius relates, Polyxena offers her neck (au0xh/n) for
Neoptolemus to cut her throat (lamo/j) as a sacrifice. Talthybius in his own words then describes Neoptolemus
cutting her pneu/matoj diarroai/ (‘air channels’). This expression is not attested elsewhere, but cf. Euripides fr.
983 Nauck: oi]noj pera&saj pleumo&nwn diarroa&j (‘when wine passed through the channels of the lungs’).
111 1004-5: Pr. i0sxu_n e1xontaj ti/na pro_j a)nqrw&pou fu&sin; / Kr. to_n me\n qana&simon, to_n d' a)kesfo&ron
no&swn. (Tutor: ‘What power do [these drops of blood] have for the nature of a human?’ Creusa: ‘One is poison,
but the other is a cure for diseases.’); and later more on the second drop (1013): Kr. no&souj a)pei/rgei kai\
trofa_j e1xei bi/ou (Creusa: ‘It wards off disease and nourishes life.’). Cf. Apollod. 3.10.3 for the story that
Asclepius received the blood of Medusa from Athena. The blood that flowed from the left vein caused death,
while the blood from the right could restore life.
112 Although iconography of Medusa and Gorgons varies greatly, the creatures’ bodies from the head down are
regularly depicted as being almost indistinguishable from a female body (save for the inclusion of wings in some
images). For useful overviews of Gorgons in Greek art, see Wilk 2000: 31-50 and Tsiafakis 2003: 83-90.
113 The production date of Ajax is uncertain. Kamerbeek 1963: 15 maintains the common belief that the
performance ‘cannot be far from 441 BCE.’ See Hesk 2003: 200 for a production range of 450-440 BCE.
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e1ti ga_r qermai\
su&riggej a1nw fusw~si me/lan
me/noj.
His channels, still warm, exhale his dark life.
Ceschi has observed that su=rigc appears only here in poetry in an anatomical sense.114 The term
broadly refers to something hollow, most commonly a reed or musical pipe.115 As a metaphor, it
comes to mean a general tube within the body.116 Ceschi locates Sophocles’ specific use of the
word in medical and biological writings where it is a synonym for fle/y, while Kamerbeek
identifies it with the nostrils.117 Both internal and external evidence seem to support Ceschi’s
interpretation. Ajax has fallen on his sword, piercing his torso; the audience would therefore
expect some visceral gore from such a wound.118 A line spoken by the Chorus to Tecmessa at
938 also perhaps sympathetically foreshadows the specific location of her husband’s injury:
xwrei= pro_j h{par, oi]da, gennai/a du&h (‘I know, noble grief runs to your liver’). A parallel
example of a pierced liver can also be found in Deianira’s self inflicted death in Women of
Trachis.119 An injury to Ajax’s liver would also agree with what classical medical writers tell us
about the organ. The Hippocratic h9pati=tij fle/y (hepatic vein) was recognized as being
114 ‘Sophocle è l’unico poeta a ricorrere all’accezione ‘anatomica,’ che nel V secolo è di pertinenze esclusivamente
scientifica’ (Ceschi 2009: 83).
115 For reeds: e.g. Thphr. HP 4.11.10; for musical pipes: e.g. Il. 10.13, Pl. R. 399d.
116 E.g. Emp. fr. 100: li/faimoi / sarkw~n su&riggej pu&maton kata_ sw~ma te/tantai (‘bloodless tubes convey
fluid throughout the body’); Hp. Int. 6, Morb. 2.50 (the alveoli), Morb. 2.59 (the ureters). The term is also
sometimes used in the HC for ‘fistulas,’ or abnormal connections between parts of the body, specifically anal
fistulas (the Hippocratic treatise On Fistulas ( Peri\ suri/ggwn) is devoted to their study and treatment). See
Ceschi 2009: 82-83 for discussion.
117 Ceschi 2009: 83; Kamerbeek 1963: 260. Kamerbeek cites the interpretation of S ad 1412 as evidence:
su&riggej a)nado&seij ai3matoj (‘syrinx: the spurting blood’). This surely must be an explanation of the term’s
imagery in this line, rather than its definition. Kamerbeek’s further parallel with au0lo/j (pipe) at Od. 22.18,
however, is worth consideration: au)lo_j a)na_ r(i=naj paxu_j h}lqen / ai3matoj (‘a thick tube of blood came from
his nose’).
118 See Teucer’s description of Ajax’s wound at 1024, which illustrates that his torso is still impaled upon the
sword: oi1moi, ti/ dra&sw; pw~j s' a)pospa&sw pikrou~ / tou~d' ai0o&lou knw&dontoj; (‘Alas! What am I to do?
How will I draw you from this sharp, spattered, sword?’).
119 Tr. 930-31: o(rw~men au)th_n a)mfiplh~gi fasga&nw| /pleura_n u(f' h{par kai\ fre/naj peplhgme/nhn. (Chorus:
‘We see that she has struck her sides with the double-edged sword beneath her liver and diaphragm’).
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especially large and hollow,120 and in the medical work Diseases of Women, the term su=rigc is in
fact used to describe this very same vessel.121 It may be, then, that Sophocles is thinking
specifically about vessels of the liver by using the term.

pu/la, E. El. 828
The haruspicy scene mentioned above in the discussion of xe/luj from Euripides’ Electra is
particularly rich with internal anatomical terminology.122 The calf’s aberrant liver, although
never explicitly named,123 is described especially well: it has no lobe (lobo/j: 827), and both its
portal vein (pu/lai: 828)124 and gall bladder (doxai\ xolh=j: 828) are ominous.125 These terms
are uncommon in classical literature, and possibly originate from the practice of divination.126
There is scanty evidence from this time period of the technical terminology of haruspicy, which
permits us to wonder how often, or even whether, any such detailed language was used in the
context of these rites.127 There are, however, enough examples of these terms in the HC to
suggest that there was an appreciable overlap between medical and sacrificial terminology.

120 Morb. Sacr. 10: ai9 fle/bej ei0si\ koilo&terai kai\ ple/onej h2 e0n toi=sin a)risteroi=sin: a)po_ ga_r tou~ h3patoj
tei/nousi kai\ a)po_ tou~ splhno&j (‘the veins are broader and more numerous [in the right hand side of the torso]
than the left, because they extend from the liver and the spleen’).
121 Mul. 78: H
2 n de\ e0k to&kou ai[ma e0me/h|, tau&th| h( su&rigc tou~ h3patoj te/trwtai: (‘If the child vomits blood, the
syrinx of the liver is damaged.’).
122 See Collins 2008 for an useful discussion of Greek and Roman hepatoscopy. See also Easterling 1988: 103-4
for discussion of how this perverted ritual scene relates to greater themes within the play, namely the corruption
and violation of norms.
123 The generic terms spla/gxna (828, 838) and pasth/ria (835) are used instead. Although pasth/ria is seen
only here in tragedy, spla/gxna is often used to describe the inner chest cavity and its parts of both animals and
humans. E.g. S. Ant. 1066 (for the human womb); Aesch. Eum. 249 (for the lungs of the Furies).
124 The vein that conducts blood from the gastrointestinal tract to the liver.
125 See Denniston 1939 (ad loc.) for a description of the possible deformities that Aegisthus sees. The gall-bladder
in mammals is usually concealed by the lobe, which descends below the line of the liver on the right hand side.
Denniston argues that the gall-bladder and the portal ducts look ominous because they should be concealed by
the lobe, which is missing in the sacrificed calf.
126 Guardasole 2000: 115-16 comments on this passage without further reference to possible sources: ‘[Euripide]
utilizzando una terminologia che in parte era divenuta già tecnica.’ She does, however, also comment on the
use of the terms in both the Hippocratic and Aristotelian corpora.
127 Flowers 2008: 33 follows Burkert 1992: 49-50 in arguing that Greek hepatoscopy (including its terminology)
was heavily indebted to earlier Assyrian practices; however, the Greeks apparently placed far less emphasis on
the specific parts of the liver. Instead, Flowers remarks, they seem to have been more interested in the form,
colour, and texture of the organ.
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The anatomical terms pu/lai and doxai/ appear less frequently in Greek literature than
lobo/j,128 which might suggest their more technical nature. Both do not occur in Athenian
tragedy outside of Electra. There are, however, a handful of references to these parts of the liver
in classical medical and biological works, but nowhere else. Besides the examples provided by
Guardasole (Hp. Epid. 2.4.1 and Arist. HA 496b3), which only mention the pu/lai and lobo/j,
there is the clearer reference by Plato in his technical description of the liver (h[par) at Timaeus
71c where he names all three parts in the context of the organ: its lobe (lobo/j), and its portal
vessels (pu/lai) and ducts (doxai/). The author of Anatomy marks the pu/lai as a possible
technical term in his description of the liver (1):
To_ de\ h{par o(morusmi/hn me\n e1xei toi=j a1lloij a3pasin, ai9mor)r(wde/steron de/ e0sti
tw~n a1llwn, u(perkorufw&siaj e1xon du&o, a4j kale/ousi pu&laj, e0n decioi=j to&poij
keime/naj:
The [human] liver is similar to all others, but is more bloody than them. It has two
projecting parts, which they call ‘gates,’ that lie in the right-hand region.
The elliptical syntax of this passage makes it difficult to isolate the referent of the term pu&laj.
Craik argues that the author means the two lobes of the human liver, elsewhere described in the
HC as loboi/.129 The pu/lai, she adds, was more commonly used by medical authors to describe
indentations (i.e. entrance points where the vessels connect to the liver). There are several of
these on the organ, most notable among them being the vena cava inferior and the portal vein.
She posits that the ‘odd terminology’ is a result of summarization in the text, which omitted
reference to the portal veins.130 Nevertheless, the term, marked by the qualifier kale/ousi ‘they
call it’ probably marks it as a technical term.
128 It appears twice elsewhere in tragedy: A. Eum. 158 (metaphor of a blow to the body below the lobe); and Pr.
495 (Prometheus’ description of his gift of haruspicy).
129 The author uses the term earlier (2) to refer to the lobes of the lungs: pe/nte u9perkorufw/niaj e)/xwn, a4j dh\
kale/ousi lobou/j (‘[the lungs] have five projecting parts, which they call lobes’).
130 Craik 2006c (ad loc.).
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Craik also cites the much later (1-2 CE) medical author Rufus on the use of this term
(Onom. 179-81):
Pu&lh de\ h3patoj h( fle\y, dia_ h{j h( trofh_ ei0se/rxetai. 4A de\ e0n i9eroskopi/a|, pu&laj,
kai\ tra&pezan, kai\ ma&xairan, kai\ o1nuxa kalou~sin, e1sti me\n kai\ e0n a)nqrw&pw|,
a)safh~ de\ kai\ ou)k eu1dhla, kai\ ei0j ou)de\n i0atriko_n a)nagkai/wj o)nomasqe/nta.
A ‘gate’ of the liver is the vein through which nutrients travel. The parts [of the liver
named] in haruspicy – the ‘gates,’ ‘table,’ ‘carving knife,’ [or ‘sacrificial knife’]131 and
‘talon’ – are also in humans [i.e. identifiable parts of the human liver], but are unclear and
not well-known, and are not necessary to be named for any medical purpose.
Although this may give the impression that the term pu/lh is properly in the domain of
divination, at least in his own time, Rufus elsewhere comments that the term was used by early
(a0rxai=oi) doctors to refer to the attachment to the vena cava inferior (Anat. 30).132 Such a
comment leaves room for the plausibility, if not the good possibility, that such vocabulary for the
liver was shared by both diviners and physicians. At the very least, references to pu/lai in
Timaeus and Anatomy illustrate the term was appropriated from the language of sacrifice to be
applied to medicine and biology. I suggest that Euripides might have been exploiting this
unclear division between vocabulary for animal and human parts in the scene to foreshadow
Aegisthus’ own imminent demise.133 The audience would have been aware that the calf’s
misshapen liver was an omen of this, and Euripides satisfies their expectations: Aegisthus’ body

131 The term is used for a knife used for carving meat (e.g. Pi. O. 1.49, Hdt. 2.61) and for slaughtering (e.g. Ar. Pax
948, Pl. Com. fr. 98 K.-A.).
132 It is evident from a few places in the HC that parts of the liver were at the very least identified to be causes of a
patient’s sickness and therefore deserved a physician’s attention, e.g. Epid. 6.8.28: w{| o9 lobo\j tou~ h(p
/ atoj
e0peptu/xqhn, die/seisa, e0caifnhj o9 po/noj e0pau/sato. (‘The one who had the folded lobe of the liver: I shook
him and suddenly the pain stopped.’).
133 See Beerden 2013: 55-58 for discussion of this passage in Electra as well as Xen. An. 5.6.29, where Xenophon
boasts to have understood a seer’s activities when examining entrails because he had observed so many similar
rites in the past. Beerden convincingly uses these two examples as evidence to suggest that ‘the laymen among
the elite [here represented by Aegisthus and Xenophon] were better informed than the average layman’ about
extispicy (57). If this is so, then sacrificial terminology like medical terminology was perhaps only vaguely
familiar to many of Euripides’ spectators, which would have increased the ambiguity of the scene’s imagery.
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is next to be opened up like the sacrificial beast’s, revealing things that should remain hidden
inside.

a)rthri/ai, S. Tr. 1054
One final example of ‘channels’ in tragedy, the term a0rthri/a, appears in Sophocles’ Women of
Trachis. Unlike the above examples, however, the word probably does not refer to blood
vessels, but rather to the bronchial tubes within the lungs (1053-57):
pleurai=si ga_r prosmaxqe\n e0k me\n e0sxa&taj
be/brwke sa&rkaj, pleu&mono&j t' a)rthri/aj
r(ofei= cunoikou~n: e0k de\ xlwro_n ai[ma& mou
pe/pwken h1dh, kai\ die/fqarmai de/maj
to_ pa~n
[The poison] is stuck to my sides and eats away at my deepest flesh. Staying there, it
empties the channels of my lungs. It has already drank my living blood, and my
whole body is wasting away.
These lines come from Heracles’ description of his inner pain from Nessus’ poison. Previous
scholarship has recognized the medical connections of this passage, but has wavered on
whether the a)rthri/ai are the blood vessels of the lungs or the bronchial tubes.134 The term
itself, unlike su=rigc and pu/lai examined above, does not appear to have a primary meaning
outside of an anatomical context. Its first attested use is here, and subsequently only in
medical and biological writings.
It is impossible to determine for certain which meaning Sophocles intended – blood
vessel or bronchial tube – since both uses are attested in Hippocratic and biological
writings.135 What is clear is that Sophocles locates these ‘channels’ within the lungs
134 Guardasole 2000: 105 and Ceschi 2009: 80-82 argue that they are bronchi; as does Jebb 1908 (ad loc.): ‘“the
suspenders of the lungs,” i.e. the bronchial tubes which convey air to the lungs.’ Kamerbeek 1970 (ad loc.)
favours the interpretation that they are vessels. Davies 1991 (ad loc.) does not comment on the meaning of the
word, but directs us to Long 1968: 57, who defines the word broadly as ‘channels’ and classifies the use of
a)rthri/ai here as technical.
135 Vessels, e.g. Morb. 2.53, Epid. 6.7.2 (in singular), Art. 69, Epid. 2.53; Pl. Ti. 70d2; bronchial tubes, e.g. Int. 23.
See further the discussion of channels at section 3.3.3 above.
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(pleumo/nej). The question then becomes, what did Sophocles think that these channels
contain? He mentions blood (ai[ma) and that the poison ‘empties’ (r(ofei=) something from the
a0rthri/ai (1055), which immediately suggests to us an identification with blood vessels,
although this is not the only possibility.136 We must leave the question open, which very well
might have been the case for Sophocles himself.
It seems, though, that Sophocles was at the very least aware of the existence of these
‘channels’ within the lungs (which we know as the bronchial tubes and identify with
respiration) and described the poison’s effect on Heracles in a medical context using
appropriate anatomical vocabulary. Diseases 1.22 provides a good example of a medical
condition involving the bronchial tubes in diseased lungs of younger people:
ai3 te a)rthri/ai leptai\ kai\ stegnai\ e0ou~sai ou)k e0nde/ xontai to_ pu~on, ei0 mh_ o)li/gon
te kai\ o)liga&kij, w3ste a)na&gkh to_ pu~oj e0n tw|~ qw&rhki/ te kai\ e0pi\ tw~n e9lke/wn
a)qroi/zesqai/ te kai\ paxu&nesqai.
Since the channels are slender and impermeable, they do not receive pus, or only a small
amount and infrequently. As a result, the pus must gather and thicken in the chest and
especially in the area of the disease.
The medical language in this passage has close affinities with the description of Heracles’
suffering. Sophocles’ description further aligns with medical accounts of pleurisy
(pleuri=tij), the inflammation of the membranes of the lungs or some similar chest
ailment.137 Like the poison causing Heracles’ no/soj (1030), medical writers believed that the
sickness was caused by the insidious – and sometimes deadly – flow of phlegm (fle/gma)
136 Sophocles’ use of the perfect pe/pwken ‘drank’ might also imply that the blood of the lungs had already been
drained and that something else is being drained. As well, both medical and non-medical thought of the time
associated the lungs with holding other liquids, specifically what we drink, most notably wine (oi]noj). See E. fr.
983 and e.g. Alc. fr. 347a, and for discussion Guardasole 2000: 98-99). The belief was also present among the
Hippocratics, e.g. Morb. 2.47 and Int. 6. Pl. Ti. 91a5 provides a general description of the process: dia_ tou~
pleu&monoj to_ pw~ma u(po_ tou_j nefrou_j ei0j th_n ku&stin e0lqo_n (‘drink travels through the lungs past the
kidneys and to the bladder’).
137 E.g. Aph. 3.23: Tou~ de\ xeimw~noj, pleuri/tidej, peripleumoni/ai...po&noi sthqe/wn, po&noi pleure/wn, ktl.
(‘Diseases of the winter: pleurisy, inflammations of the lungs...pain in the upper chest, pain in the sides,’ etc.).
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and bile (xolh/) to the lungs.138 Thus, from an ancient medical perspective, Heracles’ body is
tormented in an anatomically correct way; however, such rare vocabulary and the imagery it
produces must have made a significant impact on the dramatic stage.
5.4.2. Bone: r9afai\ o)ste/wn: seams of the skull, E. Ph. 1159-60 and Supp. 503
The three tragedians rarely mention bones (o0ste/a). Aeschylus and Sophocles both use the word
only once (A. fr. 367 Radt; S. Tr. 769).139 Although the meaning from Aeschylus’ fragment is
unclear, the appearance in Sophocles’ Women of Trachis describes the effects of Nessus’ poison
upon Heracles. Similarly, Euripides uses the word to describe the body of Glauce’s father as he
embraced his child, which became fixed to her poisoned cloak (Med. 1217).140 Euripides also
uses the term for the crushed skull of Heracles’ child (HF 994).141 He elsewhere mentions the
bones seven more times in a general sense.142 The three tragedians also describe the spine on
several occasions (a)/kanqa, r9ax
/ ij, sfo//nduloj).143 Perhaps surprisingly, the sockets or joints of
the bones (a)/rqra) are mentioned more frequently than bones (16 times). These instances
generally do not focus upon the internal parts, the specific bone sockets, per se. Rather, they
emphasize both the articulation of the body and its disarticulation (especially in Oedipus Rex,

138 E.g. Aff. 7; Morb. 1.32; Aër. 10.
139 Aeschylus: o)ste/wn ste/gastron, ‘cover of the bones’; Sophocles: (h}lqe d' o)ste/wn / o)dagmo_j a)nti/spastoj:
‘there came a convulsing irritation to the bones’).
140 ei0 de\ pro_j bi/an a1goi, / sa&rkaj geraia_j e0spa&rass' a)p' o)ste/wn. (‘If he used force to move [from Glauce],
he would have torn his aged flesh from the bone.’)
141 cu&lon kaqh~ke paido_j e0j canqo_n ka&ra, / e1rrhce d' o)sta~. ([‘Heracles] let the club fall on the tawny hair of the
child, and crushed his bones’).
142 The bones of Theban soldiers (Supp. 949, 1115, 1185); the bones of the dead Evadne (Supp. 1107);
Polymestor’s threat to eat the flesh from the bones of Hecuba and the women of Troy (Hec. 1071); the broken
bones of the dead Astyanax (Tr. 1117); description of a funeral pyre (Antiope fr. 48.82).
143 a)/kanqa: A. fr. 275 Radt (of a fish); E. El. 492, Tr. 117; r9a/xij: A. Eum. 190; S. fr. 20 Radt (cf. E. fr. 849 Nauck:
a)kanqw&dh r(a&xin ‘thorn-like spine’); sfo//nduloj: E. El. 841 (of a sacrificial calf), Ph. 1413.
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Women of Trachis, and Bacchae).144 Common references in classical literature to bones (o0ste/a)
and sockets (a)/rqra), however, means that they should not be considered technical terms.145
In two instances Euripides uses uncommon vocabulary to describe the sutures of the
skull, which does suggest a technical vocabulary for bones.146 The first is in a description of
Parthenopaeus’ death at the hands of Periclymenos, who crushes his skull with a part of the
battlement (Phoenician Women, ca. 410 BCE, 1159-61):
canqo_n de\ kra~ta diepa&lune kai\ r(afa_j
e1rrhcen o)ste/wn, a1rti d' oi0nwpo_n ge/nun
kaqhima&twsen:
He ground to bits [Parthenopaeus’] fair head and split the sutures of his bones, bloodying
his ruddy cheek.
The second mention of the sutures of the skull is from Suppliants (ca. 423 BCE) in a description
of bodies at the gates of Thebes (502-3):
kei=ntai pro_j pu&laij loxage/tai
pe/troij katacanqe/ntej o)ste/wn r(afa&j.
The leaders lie before the gates, the sutures of their bones rent to pieces by boulders.
The context and feel of these two descriptions – especially the first, which focuses on the
moment of death in battle – are decidedly epic;147 however, the uncommonly specific
terminology for the description of the bones is not. It is true that skeletal remains, whether

144 A. fr. 17 Radt (general); S. OT 718, 1032, Tr. 779 (of the foot), Tr. 769 (general), Ph. 1207 (of the hand), cf. OT
1270 for Oedipus’ removal of his eyes (a1rqra tw~n au(tou~ ku&klwn, ‘socket of the orbs [eyes]); E. Andr. 1078,
Hec. 67 (of the legs); El. 842 (spine of a sacrificial calf), HF 1395, Tr. 113, 1179, Ba. 1210, 1300 (general). Cf.
E. Cyc. 625: a1rqra sto&matoj (‘joints of the mouth,’ i.e ‘of the jaw’).
145 o0ste/a: frequent in non-medical writings since Homer, e.g. Il. 4.174; Hes. Th. 540; Archil. fr. 193; Pl. Pyth.
5.53; Hdt. 2.41 Th. 1.126.12; Pl. Ti. 82d4; a)/rqra: (not in Homer) e.g. Hdt. 3.129; Ar. V. 1494; Pl. Phdr. 265e1.
146 Noted in passing by Craik 2001a: 90.
147 Cf. Od. 9.289-91: su_n de\ du&w ma&ryaj w3j te sku&lakaj poti\ gai/h| / ko&pt': e0k d' e0gke/faloj xama&dij r(e/e,
deu~e de\ gai=an. / tou_j de\ dia_ melei"sti\ tamw_n o(pli/ssato do&rpon: (‘[the cyclops] snatched together two [of
Odysseus’ comrades] and struck them against the earth like pups. Their brains flowed upon the ground and wet
it.’).
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animal or human, would probably not have been uncommon sights for Classical Athenians.
There might also have been opportunities to examine closely the skulls of some of these
skeletons. But it is Euripides’ unusual labelling of the r9afai/ (sutures) that is significant, since it
aligns with medical terminology.148
The term appears only in these instances in Greek tragedy and in a very small selection of
Classical works outside of the HC. Herodotus mentions the sutures, or the lack of them, in a
strange skeleton found on the battlefield at Plataia (9.83):
tw~n nekrw~n periyilwqe/ntwn ta_j sa&rkaj (sunefo&reon ga_r ta_ o)ste/a oi9
Plataie/ej e0j e3na xw~ron) eu(re/qh kefalh_ ou)k e1xousa r(afh_n ou)demi/an a)ll' e0c e9no_j
e0ou~sa o)ste/ou:
Of those corpses that had been made bare of flesh (for the Plataians collected the bones
into one place) there was one broad skull that had no suture, but was composed of one
bone.
Plato in his Timaeus also comments on the skull sutures in a manner that suggests close
observation (76a-b):
to_ de\ tw~n r(afw~n pantodapo_n ei]doj ge/gone dia_ th_n tw~n perio&dwn du&namin kai\
th~j trofh~j, ma~llon me\n a)llh&loij maxome/nwn tou&twn plei/ouj, h{tton de\
e0la&ttouj.
The multiform appearance of the sutures [of different human skulls] arises from the
strength of the passing fluids [emanating from the skull’s interior] and the nutrients. The
sutures are more when [the fluids and nutrients] strongly conflict with one another; they
are fewer when the conflict is less.
Plato here is interested in what can be extrapolated about a person’s overall health by counting
the number of sutures in the skull. In this regard he was likely influenced by similar notions held
148 Both Mastronarde and Collard in their short notes mark it as a technical or semi-technical medical term.
Collard 1975: 243 (on Supp. 502-3): ‘r9. was a technical term of the new science of medicine, and common in the
HC, but not attested earlier.’ He continues to cite several other possible uses of medical language in the play
(223-25, 717, 944-45, 1064, 1110-11 [?], and 1205), although none of them are anatomical. Of the two,
Mastronarde (on Ph. 1159) is more reserved in his assessment of the term as part of medical terminology. After
noting on the similarities of this passage to Homer’s anatomical descriptions (pointing to Il. 12.384-5 and a
handful of others), he assesses r9afa\j...o)ste/wn as a ‘quasi-technical anatomical term.’ (Mastronarde 1994:
473-74).
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by his contemporary physicians. Both he and the HC authors were curious why they would see
(mistakenly) a difference in the number of sutures between skulls.149
The sutures are mentioned frequently in the Hippocratic treatises on the treatment of
broken bones, especially Wounds to the Head. The sutures of the skull are prominent in the
programmatic introduction to the work:
Tw~n a)nqrw&pwn ai9 kefalai\ ou)de\n o(moi/wj sfi/sin au)tai=j, ou)de\ ai9 r(afai\ th~j
kefalh~j pa&ntwn kata_ tau)ta_ pefu&kasin.
The skulls of humans are not the same among themselves, nor are the sutures of
everyone’s skull arranged in the same ways.
The author then continues to describe their various positions, relating them to shapes of letters.
His reason for discussing the sutures in such detail becomes clear later (12):
cugkle/ptousi...th_n gnw&mhn kai\ th_n o1yin tou~ i0htrou~ au{tai ai9 r(afai\ r(wgmoeide/ej
faino&menai
The sutures themselves beguile the judgement and sight of the physician, since the appear
to be fracture-like.
Wounds to the head, he tells us, when severe enough expose the skull and its sutures. The doctor
is sometimes left to wonder whether there is a true fracture of the skull or whether he is only
seeing the skull’s natural sutures. In either case a special course of medical intervention is
necessary. By knowing the different joint formations of the skull, the physician can minimize his
mistakes.150 The author of Places in Humans has a more abstract notion about what the sutures
of the skull mean. He first describes to the reader the presence of sutures (6): Ai9 kefalai\
r(afa_j e1xousin, ai9 me\n trei=j, ai9 de\ te/ssaraj (‘the heads [of humans] have sutures, some
149 See Craik 1998a: 121 for a useful summary of the study of skull sutures in ancient medicine, which she
observes was absorbed with counting the number of sutures. She further posits that the variation of numbers
seen might have been a result of viewing skulls from different angles. Also, in her short note on Hdt. 9.83, she
suggests that age of the person at death could have been a factor, since the sutures close as a person ages. See
further Skoda 1988: 12-14.
150 See Epid. 5.27-28 for two case histories describing how the sutures of the skull can lead to a misdiagnoses of an
injury.
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have three, some have four’). After a very short description of the different arrangements, he
adds that the more sutures a person has, the healthier he or she is.151
The above examples from Plato and the HC suggest that there were practical medical
reasons for investigating the joint lines of the skull. First, identifying suture-forms can reduce
the possibility of error when treating head wounds. More abstractly, in what in some ways
anticipates later practices of phrenology, the sutures of the skull could tell about the overall
disposition of a person. Outside of medicine, the practical reasons for paying attention to the
joints of the skull were limited. Although there was likely at least the occasional opportunity for
a layperson to observe a bare skull, beyond medical and biological investigations there would
have been little need to pay attention to the sutures and probably even less need to establish a
specific term for them.
Euripides’ appropriation of this technical term with limited use was probably
intentionally jarring to his audience. The context of both passages in the Phoenician Women and
Suppliants are ostensibly of a Homeric quality, each describing detailed deaths on the battlefield.
Mental images of what should remain unseen – the gore and bones – suddenly becomes thrust
upon the spectator. The addition of this word for the skull’s sutures in this context is congruent
with Homer’s perceived arcane medical knowledge. But being non-Homeric, the term
illuminates Euripides’ erudition in the newly developing field of Hippocratic medicine. At the
same time, it challenged the audience to grasp the meaning of what is being meant by the phrase
‘stitches of the bone.’ The choice of imagery is apt in both instances. The skulls in both
passages are crushed along the stitches, encouraging comparisons to fabric and potentially
emphasizing our own corporeal fragility: we can be broken to pieces materially as easily as
lexically.
151 u(gieino&teroi d' ei0si\ th_n kefalh_n oi9 ta_j ple/onaj r(afa_j e1xontej.
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5.5. Conclusions
The tragedians, especially Sophocles and Euripides, used elusive Homeric/poetic and technical
terms for the body to construct their characters, thereby problematizing their material
constructions in ways that challenged the audience. As suggested by both Aristophanes and
Aristotle, tragic authors used diction that audience members found difficult to comprehend; but
as Aristotle argues, such word choice would be permissible (or at the very least excusable), if it
did not negatively obscure sense. It was part of the poetic art to create the grotesque and the
uncanny.
Examples of the three categories of unusual anatomical terms in tragedy – the torso,
channels, and bones – correspond with areas of interest and term-creation in medical writings.
In most cases, the terms discussed were rarely, if ever, used outside of their single appearance in
a tragedy and prose writings that had technical interests in the construction of the human body.
Words that tragedians used to describe the torso – ku/toj, xelu/j, and qw/rac – were particularly
important in medical writings for emphasizing the capacity of the body. In tragedies, they are
used in a similar manner, but the terms also emphasized the problematic divisions both between
the exterior and interior body and between human and non-human. Words for channels –
(koi/lh) fle/y, su=rigc, pu/lai, and a)rthri/ai – reveal this strange interior to the audience, and
suggest the precarious nature of existence based on these fragile but life-sustaining parts.
Euripides’ two technical descriptions of the r9afai\ o)ste/wn (sutures of the skull) underscore this
very same thing. Such vocabulary is usually restricted to pivotal scenes where a character’s
suffering is brought to the forefront of the dramatic action. Moreover, they perhaps reinforced
the spectators’ feelings of incongruity between the living enclosed body and the exposed body at
or near the point of death.
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This range of anatomical vocabulary in tragedy illustrates playwrights’ willingness to use
uncommon terms for the body that were becoming disseminated among the intellectual milieu.
This suggests that they had some exposure to medical ideas reflected within the HC.
Unfortunately, the complex and obscured history of the texts within the HC makes it impossible
to identify any specific medical works as the sources for the tragic language.152 It also is difficult
to say how popular these terms were among the general Athenian population. If the frequency of
these terms’ appearances in other writings is any indication, they were not widely used.
Although is impossible to make any certain claim about the comprehension of any one term by
the audience, the metaphorical or abstract/general origins of these terms meant that a spectator
could probably make some sense out of what part of the body was being described, especially
when the part being referred to was external. Furthermore, if we are to trust Aristotle’s opinion,
hearing strange vocabulary was part of the theatre experience. The audience did not need to
understand completely every term that was being used – just as many today would not
understand everything said in a medical television drama today – so long as comprehension of
the story or its part was not unduly hampered.

152 The dating of the earliest medical writings to the middle of the 5th century may provide grounds for us to locate
tragedians’ interaction with them to sometime close to 440 BCE or possibly even later (allowing time for the
development of medical writings and for their dissemination among non-professionals). Production dates for
Sophocles’ Women of Trachis and Ajax, then, might be nearer to end of the 440s than to the 450s.
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Chapter 6
The Body in Comedy
In this chapter, I turn to possible examples of medical anatomical vocabulary in comedy. Our
primary sources of evidence are the plays of Aristophanes (ca. 440 BCE – 388 BCE); however,
fragments from later comic playwrights provide other examples of medical language in 4th
century drama. The later date of these comic plays when compared to our earliest surviving
tragedies means that they were all produced when medical writings appear to have been in
circulation within Athens. At the very least, this allowed opportunities for comic playwrights to
have been exposed to medical vocabulary. My specific claim is that unusual anatomical words
found in the HC were congruent with other ways of representing the body on the comic stage.
Both the grotesque costumes of comic actors and convoluted descriptions of bodies destabilized
common notions of the body’s construction. Medical vocabulary, especially metaphors and
terms derived from animal sacrifices, provided another possible source for comic playwrights to
exploit as part of their humour. But unlike the exceptional descriptions of bodies in tragedy that
commonly emphasized a character’s suffering, body parts in comic theatre were exaggerated and
confused to the point of absurdity.
As a further contribution, I suggest that comic plays provide useful evidence for an
increasing familiarity with medical anatomical language in the later 5th and 4th centuries. As in
tragedy, language in Athenian comedy was influenced by current trends, yet comic playwrights
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had even greater liberty to exploit vocabulary of the current intellectual milieu for their jokes.1
This feature of comedy potentially made it easier for playwrights to draw upon contemporary
innovations in anatomical vocabulary to help form the absurd bodies on stage. In general,
though, we see fewer unusual anatomical terms in comedy than we do in tragedy. Beyond the
limitations caused by our reliance on the works of Aristophanes, another reason for this seems to
be a greater need for clarity in comic theatre. Although tragedians could appropriate potentially
obscure medical metaphors for body parts as an element of their poetic language, in comedy
such language was usually restricted to parodies. This requires some degree of sensitivity to
different genres. If a joke about or containing unusual vocabulary was to be successful, comic
playwrights needed a broad audience, which extended beyond the educated elite, to understand
why a character was using a word, i.e. exactly who or what was being parodied.2
From the available evidence, it appears that a 5th century audience could not always be
expected to identify medical jargon for the body as the direct object of a joke; however, they
apparently could recognize when a character was imitating similar language in tragedy.
Additional elements such as tragic metre and familiar character types helped to signal the source
material for the parody. Examples I discuss from later 5th and 4th century comedies suggest an
audience that was becoming more familiar with medical ideas and language. In these instances,
comic playwrights use medical or quasi-medical vocabulary at times when there is no indication
of tragic imitation. Instead, either a medical context or identifiably Ionic terms (the dialect of the
1

As Dover 1972: 72 writes: ‘Comedy, alone of Greek literary genres, combines all the registers of Greek
utterance which are known to us...The predominant register of dialogue is common to comedy, prose literature
and documents; but even comic dialogue is poetry, and the comic poet does not deny himself the freedom of all
poets to play with language’; and later (77): ‘In Aristophanes’ time a number of technical languages were in
process of development: first perhaps, in architecture and administration... then in medicine, intellectual
speculation in general, and...literary and rhetorical criticism...Linguistic enterprise is characteristic of the fifth
century as a whole, and much of the colour in Aristophanes’ language is best explained by the assumption that
the comic poet, no less than practitioners of other literary genres, was inventive, subtle, and sensitive to
combinations of associations.’
2 See Willi 2003: 67-68 for a similar appraisal of the technical terms used in Ar. Nu (e.g. philosophical,
rhetorical). For a good discussion of the broad audience of comic theatre, see Csapo 2010: 120-24.
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Hippocratic Corpus and other technical writings) would let the audience know that the
playwright was playing with specialized language.3 In all cases, though, we cannot expect that
every theatregoer would understand the exact meaning of any given word (indeed, such
confusion could be useful for comic effect). It seems to have been sufficient that a spectator
recognized it as the sort of thing that a specific group would say.

6.1. Previous scholarship
As part of the intellectual elite, comic playwrights seem to have had some familiarity with
medical thought. Most scholarly attention to medical language in comedy has been restricted to
Aristophanes, and has generally treated words for disease and treatment more fully than
anatomical terms.4 Miller, following his analysis of medical language in tragedy, provides one of
the earliest studies of comedy’s use of medical vocabulary.5 His conclusion is that Aristophanes
appropriated some medical terms, which in turn broadened the range of words acceptable for
later Athenian comedy. Among these terms are ones that Aristophanes uses in their literal sense.
Others (which Miller finds more interesting) are used metaphorically and irrationally for the sake
of a joke. The references to anatomical vocabulary in Miller’s study are limited primarily to
injury to and treatment of the head and brain,6 and to some words for the body used regularly in

3

Colvin 1999: 265-70 in his discussion of Ionic vocabulary in comedy suggests that one reason for its
appropriation was because it reflected the Ionians’ didactic impulses and their ‘fondness for offering
explanations.’ He continues to explain that the dialect was also known in Athens for its technical, sophisticated,
and ‘(more traditional) decadent and effeminate nature.’
4 For a short note on Aristophanes’ references to medicine, see Leven 2005, s.v. ‘Aristophanes.’ For further
discussions, see Jouanna 2000 and Soleil 2010. See Casevitz 1983 for a list of references in Aristophanes to
both physicians and sickness. Gill and Alfageme 1972 provide one of the fuller discussions on the topic,
providing analyses mainly of references to diseases and to depictions of physicians in Greek comedy. Their
general claim is that comedy at the end of the 5th century BCE reflects a significant amount of popularization of
medical terms in Athens. See for example their comment on Pl. Com. fr. 200 K.-A., a contemporary of
Aristophanes: ‘El fragmento es una buena muestra de la vulgarización de la terminología médica en Atenas (cf.
pleuri=tij, fqo/h, e0sxa/ra) a finales del siglo v a. C.’ (p. 38).
5 Miller 1945.
6 e0gke/faloj (Nu. 1276, Ra. 34); kefalh/ (Pl. 728).
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the HC.7 Although Miller’s discussion in general suggests Aristophanes’ occasional
appropriation of medical language, it is hampered by the lack of analysis of each term and its
context in the play. Byl’s study builds upon Miller’s, but focuses on Aristophanes’ two final
plays, Assemblywomen (ca. 392 BCE) and Wealth (388 BCE).8 Like Miller, he argues that
Aristophanes employed medical vocabulary similar to that found in the HC. He adds, though,
that such language is found in higher concentrations in his later plays when medical writings
were more firmly established in Athens.9
The most exhaustive analysis of Aristophanes’ use of anatomical vocabulary is Southard’s
dissertation on Aristophanes’ medical language.10 Her general conclusion is that Aristophanes
possibly used ‘technical’ medical vocabulary, but she avoids any definitive assertion. Chapter 3
is specifically devoted to the comic poet’s vocabulary for the body. Her analysis consists of a list
and brief analysis of 89 terms used by Aristophanes that she identifies as anatomical.11 She
makes two conclusions about the anatomical vocabulary of Aristophanes:
7
8
9

10
11

tw\ nefrw\ boubwni/w (testicles) Ra. 1280; qw/rac (chest) V. 1194; kotulhdw/n (hip-joint) V. 1495; koili/a
(belly) Ra. 485 and sfo//nduloj (spine/vertebrae) V. 1489.
See Sommerstein 1998a: 1 for a date range of between 393 and 389 BCE for Assemblywomen; and Sommerstein
1983: 1 for a production date of 388 BCE for Wasps.
Byl 1990. His analysis, restricted to a few sentences for each word (generally citing the word’s appearance in a
play and the number of occurrences in the HC), contains 4 anatomical terms: i)/j (fasciae) Pax 86; h]tron
(abdomen) Th. 509; u9poga/strion (abdomen) Eq. 195; sfuro/n (ankle) Eq. 276. I discuss h]tron and i)/j in
greater detail below.
Southard 1971.
This number can be increased by 13 in Aristophanes and by another 11 in the fragments of other comic
playwrights. Additional terms in Aristophanes that are not included in Southard’s list include: a)/kanqa (spine,
here of a fish [i.e. dorsal fin]), V. 969; a)stra/galoi (knuckle bones, here used as dice) V. 295; gomfi/oj (molar),
e.g. Plut. 1059, Pax 34; e)pisku/nion (brow) Ra. 823; h}tron (abdomen) Th. 509; laimo/j (throat) Av. 1560;
pla/gion (side of the torso) Pax 869; prapi/dej (diaphragm / heart) Th. 103; r9a/xij (spine) Ly. 314; siagw/n
(jaw bone) fr. 300 K.-A.; ska/fion (crown of the head) fr. 620 K.-A.; xo/lic (guts, here of an ox) V. 1144; w)le/nh
(elbow) R. 1322. This number is also slightly augmented by variations (e.g. pro-ke/faloj in fr. 112 and 557, s.v.
kefalh/) and euphemisms for genitals. For additional terms in the fragments of other comic poets that do not
appear in Aristophanes: a0rthri/a (windpipe), Alex. fr. 37 K.-A. (although the likely emendation a0th/ria
[wickedness] has been suggested by Arnott 1965: 300-1); bre/gma (sinciput) Stratt. fr. 35 K.-A.; de/rrij (skin)
Eup. fr. 357 K.-A., Pl. Com. fr. 267 K.-A.; e0piplo/on (omentum) Epich. fr. 69 K.-A.; i0sxi/on (hip) Autocr. fr. 1
K.-A., Alex. fr. 103 K.-A.; lapa/rh (flank) Diocl. Caryst fr. 193 Wellm., Epich. fr. 69 K.-A.; mazo/j (breast)
Phryn. Com. fr. 61, Epich. fr. 62.162 K.-A.; meta/frenon (part of the back behind the diaphragm) Men. Dys.
524; parasta/thj (testicle) Pl. Com. fr. 174 K.-A.; pimelh/ (soft fat) Alex. fr. 83 K.-A.; pternh/ (heel) Cratin.
fr. 74 Austin, Stratt. fr. 220 Austin.
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1. Aristophanes is similar to his contemporaries in his general interest in human
anatomy, something already evident in Homer.
2. Partially because of the underdevelopment of medical technical vocabulary,
Aristophanes uses anatomical terms that were part of the common vernacular.
Southard’s identification of anatomical words is impressively thorough; however, her findings
can be called into question on some important points. The first is her limited analysis of each
word, which in most cases solely consists of a list of citations in Aristophanes, the HC, and
Aristotle. In doing so, there is little to no context given, which often is needed to identify
whether or not a technical term is being used as or in a joke. Southard’s alphabetical list of
anatomical words in Aristophanes also effectively buries among the common ones all those that
probably ought to be included in the category of specialized vocabulary. It can be expected that
all non-specialists would mostly use terminology appropriate for their respective genres.
Aristophanes is no exception, and so we naturally find far more common terms for the human
body in his works.
In a more recent study of Aristophanic language, Willi is similarly sceptical about the
playwright’s use of medical vocabulary.12 The focus of his analysis is not a full appraisal of
Aristophanes’ anatomical vocabulary, but rather a response to terms identified in Miller’s and
Byl’s earlier work.13 Like Southard, Willi argues that proposed examples of medical vocabulary
in Aristophanes cannot be considered technical, since such language was also in the domain of
the general public.14 The evaluation relies upon his strict definition of technical terminology,

12 Willi 2003: 79-87.
13 Of the 89 anatomical terms used by Aristophanes that were identified by Southard, only 9 appear in Willi’s
analysis: kotulhdw/n (hip-joint), qw/rac (chest), pleura/ (lungs), r9i/j (nose), a0ntiknh/mion (shin), i)/j (sinew),
koili/a (belly), sfo/nduloj (vertebra), and sfuro/n (ankle). Willi mentions that he has omitted terms appearing
in fragments, since ‘The general reservations expressed...would hold true for those words as well’ (80).
14 See Soleil 2010 for a similar appraisal of Willi’s position on medical language on Aristophanes. She argues that
he is right to be more wary than Miller was about any broad statements about Aristophanes’ appropriation of
technical medical language. Nevertheless, she argues for and reiterates the strong motif of disease in
Aristophanes’ plays.
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which he primarily limits to an ‘exclusive specialists’ discourse.’15 This concept of technical
vocabulary therefore all but precludes any word that appears even once outside a work intended
for experts.16 He maintains that the importance of medicine in health and healing meant that
formerly technical medical terms were quickly absorbed and naturalized into the general
language.17 As I shall argue, though, comic playwrights generally used technical anatomical
vocabulary precisely because it had yet to become fully absorbed into the common vernacular. A
broader audience that did not share elite interests in medicine could likely understand the
meaning of these terms (since developing medical anatomical language was mostly based on
metaphors and compound words), yet they would have remained strange, and thus would have
been useful fodder for comic poets to appropriate as funny words.

6.2. The grotesque body: costumes and lists
There were some good reasons for comic playwrights to use unusual anatomical vocabulary.
Besides providing a way to parody either tragedians or physicians, these terms served to
destabilize the body by overemphasizing certain parts, a common feature already seen in the
earliest fragments of Greek comedy. Moreover, we find that most of these terms were funny, and
therefore fitting for comedy, because of their ambiguity. For example, metaphors for body parts
had the potential to create comic confusion. A character could use a term for a breastplate
(qw/rac) when he meant the ‘chest’; likewise, a term for ‘abdomen’ (h]tron) could be mistaken
for ‘pot.’ Other rare terms found in comedy – especially for internal parts – were used in both
medical and in sacrificial contexts: yo/a (lumbar muscle) was a word for something that could be
found in either a human or an ox; i]nej (sinews/fasciae) on the comic stage could belong to both
15 Willi 2003: 79. The definition appears in his analysis of legal language.
16 He does acknowledge that some medical technical language was used in Thucydides’ description of the plague at
Athens, but argues that it had ‘not acquired the status of a folk-linguistic stereotype and had not yet become
prominent enough to be imitated and adapted in a literary genre that addressed a wide audience’ (Willi 2003: 87).
17 Willi 2003: 80.
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a person or a bizarre giant dung-beetle. The result was a collection of words that confused
boundaries between humans and animals.
Recent attention to Bakhtin’s theory of the carnivalesque – particularly to the carnivalized
body – provides a useful approach to understanding the playwright’s use of anatomical words.
Platter in his analysis of the ‘carnivalization of genres’ in the plays of Aristophanes identifies the
main tenet of Bakhtin’s carnival culture:18
Carnivalization brings together, unifies, weds, and combines the sacred with the profane,
the lofty with the low, the great with the insignificant, the wise with the stupid.
Platter spends minimal space discussing the physical dimensions of this carnivalization in favour
of Aristophanes’ approach to parodying literary genres, yet both the displayed and the described
material body are important elements within Athenian comedy. Bakhtin identifies three principal
ways in which the grotesque body can be formed: exaggeration, hyperbolism and
excessiveness.19 These processes produce artificial constructions of a body that is always in flux:
‘It is never finished, never completed; it is continually built, created, and builds and creates
another body.’20 Following Bakhtin, I argue that serious medical models of the body (often via
tragic vocabulary) had the potential to create this very thing from the perspective of a nonprofessional, and as a result they presented comic authors (either directly or indirectly) with a
useful source of material for their own humorous representations.
The absurd body is of course visually well-represented in the costumes of comedy, and
conforms with Bakhtin’s model of the grotesque.21 The full-length body suit (fleshings), the

18
19
20
21

Platter 2007: 7; see also Bakhtin 1984: 123.
Bakhtin 1965: 303.
Bakhtin 1965: 317. See also Valakas 2002: 29-30 for this process in Attic comedy.
Lowe 2008: 26: ‘comic costume was distorted and deliberately grotesque, with leering masks and exaggerated
belly, buttocks, and phallus.’ See Varakis 2010 for a fuller account of the grotesque fabrication of comic body,
with specific focus on visual representations found on pots.
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padded belly and buttocks, and the elongated phallus that an actor donned (sometimes
collectively called swma/tia [little bodies])22 were the application of another body. Because of
its unique way of distortion, this outfit in turn created a ‘generic’ body on the comic stage. This
costume allowed playwrights to appropriate any character (either real or fictional) into their
comic worlds. Thus these bodies become normalized within the context of a play in a way that
allowed its characters to become distorted/inverted representations of the homogenized Athenian
population. A comic playwright could utilize the ‘otherness’ of his characters to comment
obliquely upon contemporary issues.23 This interpretation explains why characters rarely
mention their own exaggerated bellies and buttocks in an otherwise highly self-referential
genre.24 Comic bodies were not exceptional within their dramatic confines; they were
normalized, and hence there was no need to bring attention to their absurd proportions. Yet,
from the audience’s perspective, these destabilized bodies (much as in the case of medical texts)
became artificial constructions that were useful tools to encourage reflection.
One of the strongest similarities between comic playwrights and medical authors are their
detailed listings of body parts (Bakhtin’s ‘excessivness’). Hippocratic authors regularly stressed
individual parts of the body as ways to diagnose disease, and thus compiled lists of these parts in
order to organize their observations. An excellent example of this is at Epidemics 4.43:
3 ti toi=sin o1mmasi, toi=sin ou1asi, th|~si r(isi\, th|~ xeiri\ ai9 kri/siej, kai\ ta1lla, oi[si
O
ginw&skomen. 9O a)sqene/wn: o( drw~n, h2 qigw_n, h2 o)sfranqei\j, h2 geusa&menoj, ta_ d'
a1lla gnou&j: tri/xej, xroih_, de/rmata, fle/bej, neu~ra, mu&ej, sa&rkej, o)ste/a, muelo_j,
e0gke/faloj, kai\ ta_ a)po_ tou~ ai3matoj, spla&gxna, koili/h, xolh_, oi9 a1lloi xumoi\,
a1rqra.
22 See Pl. Com. fr. 287 K.-A., and Revermann 2006: 157. Theatre costumes (including clothing) were called
skeuai/ (equipment, apparel), e.g. Ar. Ra. 108 and Pl. R. 577b; see Storey 2011: 154-55 for a brief discussion.
Pollux (4.115) uses both terms to describe theatre costumes. See further Stone 1981: 135-38 and Hughes 2012:
180-82 for discussions of the padded costume and its terminology.
23 Revermann 2006: 148-49 and 152, Foley 2000: 310. For a different view, namely that the comic body is anticivic (in contrast to the civic body seen in tragedy), see Winkler 1990. See Green 2002, esp. 130 for a similar
interpretation.
24 Stehle 2002: 347, Foley 2000: 300, Stone 1981: 131.
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Crises and other things: we know them through our eyes, ears, nose, and hand. The one
who is sick: his activity, touching, smelling, tasting. The other ways of knowing: hair,
complexion, skin, veins, cords, muscles, fleshes, bones, marrow, brain, and the parts of
blood, the higher organs, the belly, bile, the other humors, the joints.
Such a loosely grouped aggregation of body parts has the potential to throw the body into a state
of confusion (note especially the asyndeton). A firm sense of the unified whole is lost in the
mass of loosely arranged muscles, organs, and fluids that fail to give a complete picture of the
body. There is no containing framework. In the language of Bakhtin, ‘[i]t is unfinished,
outgrows itself, transgresses its own limits.’25
While medical writers were attempting to make sense of the body through their attention
to its specific parts, comic playwrights exploited anatomical vocabulary to distort their
characters in funny ways. Their focus upon certain common parts makes them grotesquely
amplified through frequency of reference,26 and the whole is obscured through the habit of
excessive listings of parts. Uncommon or newly-coined terms similarly emphasize the body’s
strangeness by directing the audience’s attention to some of their parts that are rarely singled-out.
The flexibility of comedy to suspend reality permits the body itself to be burlesqued.
This trend is seen already in one of the earliest comic poets, the Syracusan Epicharmus
(ca. 550 – ca. 450 BCE). Aristotle credits him along with Phormus as being the first to create
comic plots (Po. 1449b5),27 and Plato places him at the pinnacle of comic poets (Theat. 152e).28
Diogenes Laertius further records that his literary pursuits extended beyond the stage. According
25 Bakhtin 1965: 26.
26 Henderson 1991: 108-50 provides an exhaustive analysis of the naming of genitals in Athenian comedy. See
Dover 1987: 243 for his comments on such anatomical as well as physiological language: ‘Linguistic obscenity
is easily identified in Greek literature, perhaps more easily than in many other literatures, because so many
anatomical and physiological terms, whether refined or slang, are entirely confined to comedy and to some terms
– vituperative or strenuously obscene – of archaic iambic poetry; in all other literary genres, including technical
works on medicine, they are replaced by euphemisms, although what they denote is made plain enough.’
27 See Cassio 1985 for a discussion of Epicharmus’ influences on Athenian comedy. See Olson 2007: 6-11 for a
discussion of his comedies and his familiarity to Athenian authors.
28 tw~n poihtw~n a)/xroi th~j poih/sewj e9kate/raj, kwmw|di/aj me\n ’Epi/xarmoj, tragw|di/aj #Omhroj. ‘the
acme of poets of each type are Epicharmus in comedy and Homer in tragedy.’
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to him, Epicharmus was the son of the physician Helothalus of Cos, who moved to Sicily when
Epicharmus was an infant. In addition to his comic writings Diogenes adds works on natural
philosophy, maxims, and medicine (D.L. 8.72). None of these writings and only fragments of
his comedies survive, and it is likely that the medical writings associated with him were later
forgeries.29 But these medical treatises ascribed to Epicharmus, which were perhaps in
circulation as early as the end of the 5th century BCE,30 illustrate that it was not unimaginable to
the following generation that a comic playwright might also be an expert in medicine.
Although his surviving comic fragments do not suggest strong medical influences, they
do illustrate highly detailed, perhaps even grotesque, descriptions of the body that continue to
appear in later Athenian comedy. One fragment from the play Busiris is a good example of this
(fr. 18 K.-A.):
bre/mei me\n o( fa&rugc e1ndoq', a)rabei= d' a( gna&qoj,
yofei= d' o( gomfi/oj, te/trige d' o( kuno&dwn,
si/zei de\ tai=j r(i/nessi, kinei= d' ou1ata.
His throat grumbles, and his jaw grinds, and his molar creaks, and his canine tooth shrills,
and he whistles from his nostrils, and he moves his ears.
The play likely followed the story of Heracles’ killing of the eponymous evil king of Egypt who
would sacrifice visitors to his land. Heracles, regularly a glutton in comedy, is perhaps the one
described here.31 The dental language used is particularly uncommon, but none of the

29 Pickard-Cambridge 1962: 235 and 239-47 argues that Epicharmus’ proposed philosophical and medical writings
are suspect, if not patent forgeries. Cassio 2002: 53 picks up on Pickard-Cambridge’s discussion of
philosophical notions present in Epicharmus’ fragments to claim that ‘his role as a popularizer of philosophical
themes must have been remarkable.’ See Battezzato 2012 and Rodríguez-Noriega Guillen 2012: 87-95 for
similar positive analyses of Epicharmus’ interactions with philosophy, most notably Pythagoreanism.
30 Cassio 1985: 37.
31 See Pickard-Cambridge 1962: 260; so Olson 2007: 40. Sommerstein 1998: 20 identifies the object of this
description as Busiris, who elsewhere is described as a cannibal (Isoc. 11.5). If this is so, we have another layer
of disgust: the food he is gorging upon would then be human flesh.
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anatomical terms are limited to the medical profession.32 What Epicharmus achieves through
this aggregation of terms is to overemphasize the individual parts of the eater’s face at the
expense of the whole. Olson also remarks how the anatomical descriptions – throat and jaw,
molar and canine tooth, nostrils and ears – reverse the sequence of the chewing and swallowing
process.33 This reversal further emphasizes the distortion of the character’s parts.
Another fragment from Epicharmus’ Woman from Megara illustrates a second way that
anatomical lists are used in Greek comedy: to confuse the boundaries between humans and
animals (fr. 79 K.-A.):
ta_j pleura_j oi[o&nper bati/j,
ta_n d' o)pisqi/an e1xeij, Qea&genej, oi[o&nper ba&toj,
ta_n de\ kefala_n o)ste/wn oi[o&nper e1lafoj ou) bati/j,
ta_n de\ lapa&ran skorpi/oj pai=j e0piqala&ttioj teou~.
You have the sides like a batis [female ray],34 Theagenes,
and the rear like a batos [male ray];
and a bony head like a deer, not a batis,
and your slave the flank of a water scorpion [red scorpion fish].35
Although the lack of context makes it difficult to determine the meaning of the passage, it is
evident that the bodily description is monstrous. The incongruent mapping of animal anatomy
upon a human form (as well as the blending of masculine and feminine elements) is clearly

32 Aristophanes describes the molars (gomfi/oi) of both a dung beetle (Pax 34) and an old woman (Pl. 1059). See
also Phrynichus fr. 73 K.-A. (teeth being knocked out), Xen. Mem. 1.4.6, and Hdt. 9.83. The latter two
references are in passages describing curiosities of bodies. The term also appears at Hp. Epid. 5.100, 7.113, and
Oss. 12. Canine teeth (kuno/dontej) are mentioned less frequently. In addition to this passage, there are only
two appearances of the term before Aristotle: Xen. Eq. 6.8 (a horse’s canine teeth in the process of applying the
bridle); and Hp. Aph. 3.25 (a description of discomfort of canine teeth during teething). Fa/rugc (throat) is
often associated with gluttony, and appears already in Odyssey in reference to the cyclops Polyphemus (9.373).
Euripides uses the term again in his parody of the episode (Cyc. 215, 356).
33 Olson 2007: 41.
34 bati/j and ba/toj are the feminine and masculine names respectively for a species of ray (raja asterias). See
Arist. HA 565a22 (bati/j: in a description of eggs) and 489b6 (ba/toj: in a description of aquatic animals with
uncovered gills). See further Hoffman and Jordan 1892: 237-38.
35 Scorpaena scrofa, so called because of its venomous spines (Hoffman and Jordan 1892: 274).
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meant to be strange and unflattering.36 It does, however, contain traces of things that the
audience would be familiar with: human bodies, fish bodies, and deer bodies. The parts by
themselves are natural, yet their arrangement is quite unnatural. The repetitive verbal structure
of the passage – for examples, the incipient definite articles in each line and the naming of the
body part followed by the animal to which it belongs – further reinforces the material structure
behind Epicharmus’ creation, helping to make the monster’s existence more believable.
The symmetry of Epicharmus’ list is also a feature of how the body is sometimes
described in later Athenian comedy. Aristophanes illustrates a similar technique in his Clouds.37
Here Strepsiades, the comic protagonist, describes ‘Corinthians’ (playing with the similarity of
their name to bedbugs [ko/reij]) attacking him (709-15):
a)po&llumai dei/laioj: e0k tou~ ski/mpodoj
da&knousi/ m' e0ce/rpontej oi9 Kori/nqioi,
kai\ ta_j pleura_j darda&ptousin
kai\ th_n yuxh_n e0kpi/nousin
kai\ tou_j o1rxeij e0ce/lkousin
kai\ to_n prwkto_n dioru&ttousin,
kai/ m' a)polou~sin.
Oh wretched me, I’m dying! Corinthians are creeping out from the couch and biting me,
and they devour my sides,
and they suck out my life,
and they drag out my testicles,
and they dig through my arse,
and kill me!
Strepsiades’ lines here are bacchiac, which Sommerstein identifies as a ‘rare metre in comedy
used only for special effects,’ perhaps to imitate a tragic chorus’ address to a suffering hero.38
36 See Rothwell 2007: 91 on animal Choruses in comedy: ‘No animal chorus was “pure”; in other words, all had at
least some hybrid quality, combining human and animal features.’ See also his earlier comment that Greeks
were especially receptive to the blurring of boundaries between species (75). Cf. Alexandridis 2009: 278 for a
discussion of human/animal blending and transformation in Classical Athenian vase painting: ‘The bodies of
transformed humans are shown either wrapped in animal skin (the outside of an animal) or as a mixture of
animal and human body parts, thus suggesting a mixture of both natures.’
37 First produced in 422/1 BCE. For our version as a later revision of the play, see Dover 1968: lxxx-xcviii. For
overviews of Aristophanes’ career, see Olson 1998: xxi-xxiv and Dover 1993: 1-5.
38 Sommerstein 1982: 198; so Dover 1968: 188.
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Dover also remarks that the ‘[c]ombination of symmetry and assonance to this degree is
unusual.’39 Aristophanes’ anatomical vocabulary mirrors the unusual metre. Playing with tragic
descriptions of corporeal suffering, he overemphasizes body parts and, for the amusement of the
audience, finishes with the untragic terms o1rxeij (testicles) and prwkto/j (arse).40 The result is
a mixed verbal body, a hybrid one that contains elements of both tragedy and comedy.
Both Epicharmus’ and Aristophanes’ list of anatomical parts obscure any sense of a whole
body through a buildup of disjointed pieces. The resulting impression is one of excess that
confuses the object under investigation instead of clarifying it. This technique is used several
times in comedy.41 It is common in this type of joke, which ostensibly aims at delivering a
complete and accurate account of a subject, to have it end with something unexpected
(paraprosdokian) that undermines the seriousness of all that preceded it.

6.3. The hybrid body: technical terms
Anatomical vocabulary from medicine provided comic authors with another means to
problematize the body in humorous ways, either in lists as seen above or independently as

39 Dover 1968: 188. He cites Hermippus fr. 47 and Eupolis fr. 163 as other examples from comedy.
40 The term prwkto/j (arse) is almost exclusively restricted to comedy. It first appears in the elegiac poetry of
Archilochus (fr. 187) and the iambics of Hipponax (fr. 104), but then only in comedy, references to comedy, or
glosses, e.g. Cratin. fr. 339 K.-A.; Ar. Ach. 83, Eq. 394, Nu. 164; Pl. Com. fr. 189. K.-A.; Anaxand. fr. 42 K.-A.;
Eub. fr. 106 K.-A. )/Orxeij (testicles) was evidently also a vulgar term in Classical Athenian speech, yet had
wider literary usage. It appears several time in Aristophanes (e.g. Ly. 963, Pax 758, V. 1035.), but also later in
Xenophon, Demosthenes, and Aristotle, among others (Xen. Eq. 1.15; Dem. In Con. 39; frequently in Arist., e.g.
HA 540b, GA 716a). The Ionic form o)/rxiej is also seen at Hdt. 4.109, as well as at Hp. Epid. 7.52, Genit. 2, Int.
47, and Prog. 9.
41 For appearances of similar listings elsewhere, see Ar. Nu. 317-22 (listing jargon from contemporary interests in
natural philosophy and rhetoric); Ach. 1174-81 (a messenger describing the sprained ankle [sfuro/n] and injured
head [kefalh/] of Lamachus, notable here also for its account of how to treat an injured joint); Pl. 559-61
(Poverty comparing the mental and physical attributes [kai\ th_n gnw&mhn kai\ th_n i0de/an] that a human develops
with him to those one develops with Wealth). Excessive listing of food in particular – many instances of which
involve terminology used for both animal and human parts – appears to have been a prominent feature within
comedy, e.g. Ar. fr. 520 K.-A.; Pherecr. fr. 50 K.-A.; Eub. fr. 63 K.-A.; Philyll. fr. 12 K.-A.; Anaxand. fr. 42 K.A. A fragment from Antiphanes’ Cyclops (fr. 130 K.-A.) is especially interesting for its structure of naming the
animal first, followed by the part served: go&ggrou kefalh&, batra&xou gasth&r, qu&nnou lago&nej, bati/doj
nw~ton, ke/straj o)sfu&j, yh&ttaj ki/sxoj, ktl. ‘...the head of a conger-eel, the belly of a frog, the flanks of a
tunny-fish, the back of a ray, the loins of a bicuda (fish), the kischos (morsel?) of a flat-fish, etc.’
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punchlines to jokes. Comic appropriation of such terms fall into two classes: words that imitate
tragic diction (sometimes already in the Homeric epics, but used in ways that reflect
contemporary medical interest in the body); and words that can be connected more closely to
medical language. In both cases, there is the potential for comic inversion, or carnivalization:
the serious (high-style) subject matters of tragedy and of medicine are placed within a comic
(low-style) world that produce not only a momentary hybrid of genres, but also hybrid bodies
that are mapped upon the generic comic body.42

6.3.1. The torso
Comic authors’ use of technical vocabulary reflects Athenian society’s growing familiarity with
medical discourse about divisions of the body. For example, we have seen in the previous
chapter how Aristophanes played with the technical anatomical term qw/rac (upper torso),
which Philocleon confused with its primary meaning of ‘breastplate’ (V. 1195). Compared to
tragic authors, though, comic playwrights placed greater emphasis on the lower parts, the belly
and the abdomen.43 These parts, associated with sex, feasting, and defecation, were excellent
material for the comic stage.
At times, comic playwrights’ interest in the parts of the lower torso overlapped those of
physicians. For example, Aristophanes in Assemblywomen (ca. 391 BCE) has the character
Blepyrus call for a doctor to treat his digestive problems (363-65):44
ti/j a2n ou}n i0atro&n moi mete/lqoi, kai\ ti/na;
ti/j tw~n kata_ prwkto_n deino&j e0sti th_n te/xnhn;
a}r' oi]d' 0Amu&nwn;
42 See Silk 1990 for a useful starting-point for discussion of tragic parody in Old Comedy. He emphasizes
Aristophanes’ particular interests in creating hybrids of the comedic low style and the high style of tragedy,
which appear to be more pronounced than in earlier comic theatre.
43 For example gasth/r (belly) is rare in tragedy: A. Ag. 726, S. fr. 564 Radt, E. Ion 15 (the womb); S. fr. 848 Radt,
S. Ph. 287 and 711, E. fr. 49 Nauck, Supp. 864 (in the context of food or gluttony); E. Ph. 1411 (battle injury).
44 See Sommerstein 1998a: 1-7 for the dating of the play.
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Someone fetch a doctor for me, but who? Who among them is an expert in the science of
the asshole? Perhaps Amynon?
Notably, the term prwkto/j (asshole, i.e. anus) is restricted to comic theatre in the Classical
period.45 Its absence from medical writings suggests that it was a vulgar term and that
Aristophanes was subtly having fun with esteemed Athenian physicians’ unusual attention to
specific (and unpleasant) parts of the body, here their focus on the site of defecation.46 Words for
the belly also occasionally appear in comedy, and would have directed attention to the padded
stomachs of the characters. The usual term in comedy for this area is gasth/r (belly);47 however,
two uncommon terms appear to have some medical connections: ka/tw koili/a (lower abdomen)
and h]tron (abdomen). Both words appear in non-tragic contexts, and suggest a direct
appropriation of medical vocabulary that the audience would be able to appreciate.

ka/tw koili/a: lower abdomen, Ar. Ra. 495
In comedy, the term koili/a (from the adjective koi=loj, hollow) usually refers to the stomach of
animals.48 By association, the plural form comes to mean the intestines, which were used for
sausage.49 Although the term is used regularly in the HC in the sense of ‘belly’ and ‘intestines,’50
45 E.g. Cratin. fr. 339 K.-A., Ar. Ach. 83, V. 1035, Pax 758. The common term for the anus in the HC is e(/drh, e.g.
Morb. 2.14, Loc. Hom. 47, Fist. 7, Nat. Mul. 30, and Mul. 227.
46 Cf. Ar. Pl. 706 where the character Callicles calls Asclepius (the patron god of physicians) a ‘shit-eater’
(skatofa/goj), alluding to physicians’ practices of examining and tasting the bodily waste of patients. As a
scholiast (R.V.P.) ad loc. writes: to_ skatofa&gon le/gei, h2 dio&ti oi9 i0atroi\ e0k tou~ ta_ swma&twn kenw&mata
ble/pein kai\ ou}ra tou_j misqou_j lamba&nousin. h2 o3ti o( th~j i0atrikh~j h(gemw_n 9Ippokra&thj a)nqrwpi/nwn
ko&prwn, w3j fasin, e0geu&sato, boulo&menoj peri/ tinoj nosou~ntoj maqei=n, h2 a}ra zh&setai h2 teqnh&cetai.
‘He says “shit-eater,” either because physicians are paid to look at bodily evacuations and urine, or because
Hippocrates, the master of medicine, allegedly tasted human feces to learn the type of ailment [from which a
patient suffers], [thereby learning] whether he will live or die.’ For Hippocratic examples of this practice see
Epid. 4.27, and Prog. 11 and 12 for fuller accounts.
47 E.g. Ar. Ach. 733, Eq. 273, 454, Lys. 1083, Nu. 160 (of a gnat), Ra. 663, 1095, V. 1020, 1529; Cratin. fr. 349 K.A.; Pherecr. fr. 172 K.-A.; Pl. Com. fr. 243 K.-A.; Epicrates fr. 5 K.-A. (cf. E. Cyc. 220, 326, 335, and 506). In
addition, we see variants used to describe the attributes of characters, e.g. Ar. Av. 1604 ga/strij (glutton), Ar.
Pl. 560 gastrw/dhj (pot-bellied), Cratin. fr. 428 K.-A. gastroxa/rubdij (with a gulf of a belly).
48 E.g. Ar. Eq. 280 (of an ox), V. 794 (of a rooster, but a human form is suggested).
49 See Ar. Eq. 301, 488; Antiphanes fr. 248 K.-A.; but for the singular with the same meaning, Ar. Eq. 356.
50 E.g. Aph. 4.65, Coac. 194, Aër. 11, Aff. 47, Art. 48 (belly); Aph. 4.73, Coac. 295, Aër. 19, Epid. 1.2.4, VM 11
(intestines).
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it only appears in two Athenian works outside of comedy before Aristotle, both for humans.51
Only twice in comedy is the word used for the human body. The first is in Aristophanes’
Knights (280) where the Sausage-seller, using the language of his trade, calls Paphagonian’s
belly empty (kenh|~ th|~ koili/a).
The word’s second appearance in Frogs (405 BCE), however, seems to be used
specifically in a medical context.52 Dionysus feels faint (w(rakiw~: 481) after being frightened by
the monster Echidna that lurks in the underworld. He then calls to his slave Xanthias for aid
(482-86):
Di. oi]se pro_j th_n kardi/an mou spoggia&n.
Xa. i0dou&, labe/, prosqou~. pou~ 'stin; w} xrusoi= qeoi/,
e0ntau~q' e1xeij th_n kardi/an;
Di.
dei/sasa ga_r
ei0j th_n ka&tw mou koili/an kaqei/rpusen.
Xa. w} deilo&tate qew~n su_ ka)nqrw&pwn.
Dionysus: Bring a sponge to my heart.
Xanthias: There it is; put it on.
(Dionysus moves the sponge to his groin)
Where is it? Golden gods! That’s where you have your heart?
D.: Yes, I was afraid, so it crept to my lower abdomen.
X.: Oh, you’re the worst of gods and men!
The term koili/a by itself has correctly been rejected as a technical term by Willi.53 But the
addition of the adverb ka/tw (lower) provides a more specific location. This terminology for
dividing the torso into upper (a)/nw) and lower (ka/tw) regions is used very frequently within the

51 Th. 2.49 (in his description of the plague of Athens) and Pl. Ti. 73a3, 85e10 et passim (in his description of the
internal body).
52 Briefly noted by Miller 1945: 81.
53 Willi 2003: 82.
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HC.54 Outside of medical writings, the term appears only here here and in Plato’s Timaeus before
Aristotle.55
The context of the Frogs passage provides two further reasons for suspecting that
Aristophanes is purposefully using uncommon medical language for describing Dionysus’
(feigned) affliction. Dionysus first asks for a sponge because he is feeling faint. The term used,
w(rakiw, is limited to three instances in Classical literature, all of them in drama. It appears
here in Aristophanes and again in Peace (702). Its only other appearance in classical Greek
literature is in a line fragment from Sophocles (fr. 120 Radt) that preserves a meaning similar to
here in the Frogs: w(rakia~sai qlibome/nhj th~j kardi/aj (‘fainting with a restrained heart’).56 In
both instances, something affecting the heart has caused a character to swoon.57 The sponge
(spoggia/) that Dionysus requests is a common tool for physicians.58 Although there does not
seem to be a parallel example in the HC where a sponge is used in the treatment of a fainting
spell, the sponge appears within the gynaecological treatises in descriptions of how to ease
abdominal discomfort.59
Aristophanes might also be playing with the audience’s understanding of the heart’s
(kardi/a) location within the body. Some Hippocratics themselves might have mistakenly
54 E.g. Epid. 5.18: o)du&nh i1sxei i0sxurh_ th_n ka&tw koili/hn (‘a strong pain gripped the lower abdomen’); VC 20:
xrh_ th_n ka&tw koili/hn u(pokaqh~rai farma&kw, o3 ti xolh_n a1gei: (‘one must purge the lower abdomen with a
drug that produces bile.’); Flat. 7: e0mfraxqei/shj de\ th~j ka&tw koili/hj, e0j o3lon to_ sw~ma die/dramon ai9
fu~sai: (‘When the lower abdomen is obstructed, flatulence is built up in the entire body.’).
55 Ti. 73a2, 85e9.
56 Fr. 120 Radt. S ad Ra. 481 notes that the line came from Sophocles’ satyr play Amphiaraus (tou=to de\
Sofoklh=j ei]pen e0n 0Amfiara/w| saturikw~|). See Lloyd-Jones 1996: 46-47 for the eccentric view that the play
might in fact have been a tragedy.
57 For an example in the HC of faintness being caused by an affected heart, see Morb. 2.5: a)yuxe/ei de\ o3tan
prosi/sthtai pro_j th_n kardi/hn fle/gma h2 xolh&: (‘[The patient] swoons when phlegm or bile comes upon the
heart’). This account, however, is mentioned as a symptom of the more serious problem of infection (lit. rotting)
of the brain (sfakelismo_j e0gkefa&lou).
58 For examples in the HC see Med. 2 (for trauma); Haem. 2 (for open sores); Int. 23 (trepanation of the chest for
the treatment of dropsy).
59 E.g. Mul. 166, describing the application of a sponge to the parts below the navel (ta_ ka&tw tou~ o)mfalou~).
Cf. Mul. 177; Nat. Mul. 90, 105; for its use in the treatment of hemorrhoids, see Haem. 2.
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thought the organ was positioned lower in the body than it actually was,60 a confusion that was
mainly because of the heart’s understood association with heartburn (kardialgi/a).
Aristophanes himself uses the verb kardi/wssw (‘to have heartburn/stomach ache,’ s.v. LSJ) to
describe the condition (fr. 377 K-A).61 This uncertainty about the organ’s location in the body
would help to explain Xanthias’ surprise at where Dionysus moves the sponge, pou~
'stin...e0ntau~q' e1xeij th_n kardi/an; (‘Where is it?...That’s where your heart is?’). Dionysus is
not applying it to the upper chest, but lower down where indigestion would be felt. Both the
uncommonness of ka/tw koili/a outside of medical writings and the context of therapy within
this passage suggest good reason to attribute at least some of the colour of Aristophanes’ joke
here to clinical humour.

h]tron: abdomen, Ar. Th. 509
Another term that Aristophanes uses for the abdominal area is h]tron. The word is derived from
the epic h]tor, which appears to have been both a psychic and a material part of the body
(possibly the heart, although its precise physical meaning remains unclear).62 The derivative
h]tron – likely because of uncertainty about the term’s meaning in classical antiquity – took on
the meaning of the abdomen, usually the lower part of it (LSJ, s.v.). The sense of the term
therefore overlaps that of ka/tw koili/a discussed above. h]tron appears often in the HC63 –

60 See p. 113 above, esp. this criticism at Morb. 4.36.
61 See further Southard 1971: 246. Starkie 1909 at Ach. 12 suggests that kardi/a might also mean ‘stomach.’ Here
Dicaeopolis recalls for the audience his unhappy surprise that a play of Theognis was to be performed instead of
one of Aeschylus’: pw~j tou~t' e1seise/ mou dokei=j th_n kardi/an; (‘can you understand how this shook my
kardia?’).
62 See section 2.5.2 above for a discussion of the use of this term in the Homeric epics.
63 E.g. Epid. 2.4.1 (in relation to the chest [sth=qoj]); Aph. 2.35 (describing diseases ‘around the navel and the
abdomen’ [ta_ peri\ to_n o)mfalo_n kai\ to_ h}tron]).
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most notably in gynaecological and obstetrical works64 – but only a few times outside of it before
Aristotle.65 This may suggest at least a quasi-medical sense of the term.
The word appears once in comedy at Thesmophoriazusae 509 (411 BCE). In this passage
Mnesilochus, having insinuated himself into the women’s festival wearing a female disguise,
pretends to confess the many cases of infidelity and trickery by women that he has heard.
Among these is one story about a woman who, it seems, could not conceive with her husband.
After telling her husband that she was in labour for ten days, she thus devised a plan to have an
old woman obtain a baby and bring it into the house. The wife next tells her husband to fetch
some drugs to hasten delivery (w)kuto/ka). The old woman returns with the infant in a jar, filling
its mouth with honey so that it would not cry. The wife tells her husband that he should leave,
because she thinks she is about to have the baby: she can ‘feel it kicking the belly...of the pot’
(to_ ga_r h}tron th~j xu&traj e0la&ktisen). The joke works because pots had labels that regularly
overlapped with human anatomy: they had necks (tra/xhloj: BCH 35.286; Hero. Spir. 1.19;
i)/sqmion: Suda s.v.), ears (w)/ta: Il. 11.633), and – as we see here – bellies (cf. gasth/r, Cratin.
202 K.-A.). But the specific use of the word h]tron applied to containers is nowhere else
attested in the Archaic or Classical periods.

64 E.g. Mul. 2 (describing the area most afflicted with pain in instances when the womb [mh/tra] is filled with
blood); Superfet.10 (describing a foetus that had died in the womb, leaving the h]tron cold).
65 Xen. Eq. 12.4 and An. 4.7.15 (describing the area protected below the breastplate [qw/rac]); Pl. Phd. 118a5 (in a
description of the area affecting Socrates after drinking hellebore at his execution). The word is used again by
Demosthenes (54.11) in an explicitly medical context. In the case against a certain Conon for attacking Ariston,
Ariston relates the report of his doctor (i0atro/j) using the anatomical and disease vocabulary of the profession.
After the beating, the pain in Ariston’s face (prosw/pon) did not concern the doctor very much; however,
reoccurring fever and pain throughout his entire body – especially his ribs (pleura/) and abdomen (h]tron) – and
Ariston’s inability to eat had him worried. The doctor informed Ariston later that if there had not been a
hemorrhage (lit. ‘a self-purification/purgation of blood,’ ka&qarsij ai3matoj au)toma&th) that eased the buildup
of fluid, he would have died of suppuration (e)/mpuoj), the buildup of pus in the lungs. The term also appears
once in reference to an anatomical votive in an inventory list from the temple of Asclepius in Athens (IG II2
1534, c. 275 BCE).
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As Austin and Olson remark, ‘[t]he joke is complicated.’66 Willi quickly dismisses h]tron
as being a part of the body, and classifies it here as a reference to, ‘the “belly” of a pot, not to
human anatomy’;67 however, this comment overlooks the pun contained within the passage.
Aristophanes is emphatically playing with the primary (anatomical) meaning of the word and its
secondary derivative application to pottery. The woman in Mnesilochus’ story is feigning to be
pregnant, and thus the h]tron in one sense does apply to her lower belly. The joke is that it is
not, as one would expect, her belly that the child is kicking, but rather the pot. Austin and Olson
are correct in concluding (contrary to a scholion) that h]tron here does not refer to the interior
‘womb’ of the woman, but rather to her exterior.68 They further cite Moeris (h 14) who suggests
that h]tron is peculiar to Attic Greek,69 a variant of the more common Greek term
u9poga/strion,70 but the frequent appearance of the word in the HC suggest otherwise (unless
one makes the difficult leap in supposing that this Atticism somehow, through authorship or
appropriation, was added to these Ionic writings).
As with many of his jokes, the humour in these two passages is derived from ambiguity
in meaning. The ‘belly’ (h]tron) is confused with a pot, and ‘heart’ (kardi/a) with what we call
the ‘stomach.’ The audience would have expected either one or the other, and would have been
surprised that their expectations were not satisfied. Furthermore, the use of the expression ka/tw

66 Austin and Olson 2004 ad loc.
67 Willi 2003: 82 n. 71.
68 Austin and Olson 2004 ad loc. See SR: h]tron: to\ ka/lumma th=j mh/traj. o(\ kalou~men e)/lutron (‘hetron: the
membrane of the womb, which we call “the sheath”’). Murray 1920 ad loc. accepts the scholiast’s remark at
face value.
69 H
} tron: to_n u(po_ tw|~ o)mfalw|~ to&pon 0Attikoi/: u(poga&strion 3Ellhnej. (‘hetron: the area around the navel,
Attic; Greek hypogastrion.’). Cf. Rufus Onom. 100: to_ de\ u(poka&tw tou~ o)mfalou~, u(poga&strion kai\ h}tron:
(‘the region below the navel: the hypogastrion and hetron’).
70 The term u9poga/strion appears several times in Attic comedy, which possibly suggests that it was the more
common of the two in Athens. It is used most often for the belly of fish. See for examples Strattis fr. 32 K.-A.;
Ar. fr. 380 K.-A.; Eriphus fr. 3 K.-A. Aristophanes uses the word at V. 195 in a pun for stealing the contents of
an old woman’s money bag.
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koili/a appears to be an explicit allusion to clinical treatment. Dionysus treats his fainting spell
much like a doctor would, and uses proper vocabulary to explain the process.

6.3.2. The interior body
Descriptions of internal parts of bodies are a regular feature in comedy; however, these are
usually restricted to edible animal parts. The common term for flesh, kre/aj, is almost
exclusively used for animals.71 Only in Aristophanes’ Knights (424 BCE) is the term used for
humans. Here the protagonist, the sausage seller Agoracritus, is called a ‘clever piece of flesh’
(w} deciw&taton kre/aj: 421), a suitable label for a hawker of meat.72 Familiar organs – the
lungs (pleu/monej), liver (h[par), kidneys (nefroi/), and spleen (splh/n) – are also mentioned,
but with little detail and again often in reference to animal parts.73 The heart (kardi/a) is an
exception, since it mainly appears as a psychological organ in humans.74 Terms for guts are also
common in descriptions of animal parts,75 and like in the Homeric epics spla/gxna (offal) is
always used in comedy for food.76 Although these common terms do not suggest any medical
influences, they do illustrate the liberty that comic poets had to describe the various internal parts
of bodies, both of humans and of animals.

71 E.g. Epich. fr. 122 K.-A. (of a dolphin); Ar. Ach. 1106 (of a dove), V. 363 (of a weasel).
72 Forms of the term sa/rc are used twice to describe a person’s ‘fleshy’ appearance (sarki/nh gunh/, Eup. fr. 417
K.-A.; and a1ndra sa&rkinon, Ar. fr. 728 K.-A.); and once to describe a person’s white complexion
(leukaugh=...sarko_j, Antiph. fr. 216 K.-A.).
73 E.g. pleu/monej: (appearing only 5 times in comedy, and mostly in the context of humans) Ar. Pax 1069, Ly. 367,
Ra. 474, 829 (human); Eub. fr. 23 K.-A. (animal); h[par: Pherecr. fr. 50 K.-A.; Ar. fr. 333 K.-A., Eub. fr. 63 K.A. (animal); Eub. fr. 100 K.-A. (human); nefroi/: (used exclusively in comedy as a slang for testes) Ar. Ly. 962,
Ra. 475,1280, Phillipid. fr. 5 K.-A.; splh/n: Ar. fr. 520 K.-A., Antiph. fr. 23 K.-A., Alex. fr. 275 K.-A. (animal);
Ar. Th. 3 (human).
74 See Southard 1971: 246. For kardi/a as the seat of emotion emotion, see Pherecr. fr. 284 K.-A.; Ar. Ach. 1, Lys.
9, Ra. 54, Th. 869, V. 375; Antiph. fr. 262 K.-A. For references to the anatomical heart, see Ar. Ach. 12 and Eub.
fr. 94 K.-A. for the parts of a sacrificial animal.
75 E.g. koili/ai (intestines): Ar. Eq. 160, 488, Pl. 1169; Antiph. 248 K.-A.; Alex. fr. 103 K.-A.; xordh/ (intestines):
Cratin. fr. 205 K.-A.; Pherecr. fr. 137 K.-A.; Ar. fr. 702 K.-A., Ach. 1040, Ra. 338-39; Antiph. fr. 73 K.-A.;
Axionic. fr. 8 K.-A.; fu/skh (large intestine): Cratin. fr. 175 K.-A.; Pherecr. fr. 113 K.-A.; Ar. Eq. 364; Pl. Com.
fr. 17 K.-A.
76 E.g. Ar. Eq. 410, N. 1036, V. 654, Pax 1092, Av. 519; Eub. fr. 75 K.-A. The sole exception when the term is used
for humans is at Ar. Ra. 473 where Dionysus describes the underworld monster Echidna’s meal.
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Comic poets occasionally used terms for internal body parts that had closer connections
to technical language and concepts. I focus on five of the most compelling examples:
sfo/nduloi (vertebrae), kotulhdw&n (hip socket), i]nej (sinews), yo/ai (loin muscles), and
fle/bej (veins). In these cases, comic playwrights use uncommon vocabulary to bring hidden
internal body parts to the foreground, usually as a means to emphasize the absurdity of a scene.
Two of these words, i]nej and yo/ai, refer to animals parts; however, their contexts suggest
parallels with medical terminology for the human body. Hippocratic authors seem to have made
extensive use of animals in their mapping of the internal human body, which resulted in a shared
language.77 I suggest that comedy could exploit this connection in a way that poked fun at the
medical profession (either directly or indirectly through parody of tragedy). Like Epicharmus’
Theagenes quoted above, whose appearance was likened to various animals, these shared labels
between humans and animals complicate the boundaries between us and them.

sfondu/loj: spine, and kotulhdw&n: hip socket, Ar. V. 1489 and 1495
At the very end of Wasps (422 BCE), the old man Philocleon emerges from his house. The slave
Xanthius reports that he is drunk and that he has been imitating the old dances of the tragic poets
Thespis and Phrynichus the entire previous night (1474-81).78 It was common in comedy for
Choruses of old men to enter the stage with a slow dance.79 Philocleon, however, rejuvenated
after experiencing a night out at a symposium with his son Bdelycleon, describes his exaggerated

77 See esp. Lloyd 1985 for the practice in Greek science to appropriate both high and low language for their
technical vocabulary. Included in this class of ‘low’ language are terms derived from animals. For the Greek
idea of animals as defective versions of humans (particularly in the works of Aristotle), see Lloyd 1983: 40-42.
78 For the identities of Thespis (whose first production is dated to 535/34 BCE) and Phrynichus (fl. ca. 510 – ca.
470 BCE), see Storey and Allan 2008: 76 and 91-92.
79 Csapo 2010: 134.
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youthful dance from the house (1487-89):80
pleura_n lugi/santoj u(po_ r(u&mhj:
oi[on mukth_r muka~tai kai\
sfo&nduloj a)xei=.
How my nostril wheezes and my spine creaks from the twisting force of my sides!
A few lines later Philocleon continues (1494-95):
nu~n ga_r e0n a1rqroij toi=j h(mete/roij
stre/fetai xalara_ kotulhdw&n.
Now the loose hip socket turns in our joints.
We have already seen that the old man was confused about his son Bdelycleon’s use of the term
qw/rac (more commonly meaning ‘breastplate’) in the technical sense of ‘torso’ (1194). In this
scene it appears that Philocleon is attempting to show his newly-acquired familiarity with the
language of clever people (sofoi/, 1196). He uses similar anatomical vocabulary together with
the excessive listing of parts (pleura/, mukth_r, sfo&nduloj, a1rqroi, kotulhdw&n) to increase
the comic effect of his dance: not only is he imitating the movements of a youthful character, but
he is also using novel technical words to describe them. Philocleon’s lines are likely adapted
from an unknown tragedy,81 so his vocabulary here probably should be interpreted as tragic
appropriation of unusual vocabulary – specifically the terms sfo/nduloj and kotulhdw/n –
rather than a direct imitation of technical medical language.

80 Such rejuvenation of characters is a common theme in Aristophanes’ early plays, e.g. Ach. (425 BCE) and Eq.
(424 BCE). For discussions of the types of dramatic dance that Philocleon imitates (apparently a mixture of
comic and tragic), see Slater 2002: 108-110 and Borthwick 1968. See Roos 1951: 21-76 (convincingly rejected
by MacDowell 1971: 323) for his argument that Philocleon is not imitating dramatic dance per se, but rather that
performed by hetairai, which he interprets as Aristophanes’ way of criticizing the debased dance in contemporary
tragedy.
81 Sommerstein 1983: 244, MacDowell 1971: 322.
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Both sfo/nduloj and kotulhdw&n are rare outside of medical writings.82 The variant
sfondu/lion first appears at Iliad 20.483 (hapax) in the description of Deucalion’s decapitation
by Achilles. It is mostly restricted to poetic language in classical Athenian writings. Euripides
uses the word twice: for the vertebrae of a sacrificial calf (El. 841);83 and again for the vertebrae
of Polynices as he is stabbed by his brother Eteocles (Ph. 1413). The comic poet Pherecrates, an
older contemporary of Aristophanes, also uses it in a description of a sacrificial offering (fr. 28
K.-A.). The term reappears in a technical sense for the human body in Plato’s Timaeus where he
describes the flow of marrow (muelo/j) into the spine from the head (74a1-3). Taylor in his
commentary on these lines remarks that the term sfo/nduloj (Ionic spo/nduloj) is ‘the standing
technical name for a vertebra,’ a claim that is supported by its frequent appearance in the HC.84
r9a/xij appears to have been the more common name for the vertebrae (i.e. the spine) in Attic
Greek.85
The term kotulhdw&n (hip socket) appears even less frequently. The simple form kotu/lh
(lit. ‘cup’) is used at Iliad 5.306 in an unusual anatomical sense: kotu&lhn de/ te/ min kale/ousi
(‘they call it [viz. the hip joint] “cup”’).86 kotulhdw&n, though, is used specifically for things that
are cup-like, including suckers (e.g. of an octopus)87 and, in technical writings, the cotyledons
(vascular connections of the uterus and the placenta).88 The word in the sense of ‘hip socket’ is
restricted to a handful of technical writings in the Classical period, which suggests a limited

82 Miller 1945 has identified these terms in passing as possibly derived from medicine.
83 Guardasole 2000: 90 has commented on the possible medical terminology used in this passage. She observes in
passing that the term sfondu/loj (vertebra) appears widely (ampiamente attestato) in both medical and nonmedical writings in the 5th century. The examples that follow perhaps suggest otherwise.
84 E.g. Art. 41, Epid. 2.2.24, Morb. 2.26, Prorrh. 1.87, Loc. Hom. 6.
85 E.g. A. Pr. 713, Eum. 190; S. fr. 1088 Radt (cf. r9axi/zein, ‘to cut through the spine,’ Aj. 56); E. Cyc. 643; Ar.
Lys. 314; Xen. Eq. 7.2 (of a horse); Arist. HA 516a11.
86 For this use of the word in the HC, see Loc. Hom. 6 and Art. 8.
87 Od. 5.433, Arist. HA 524a2.
88 Hp. Nat. Mul. 17, Aph. 5.45. Aristotle notes at GA 745b33 that the ‘so-called cotyledons’ (ai9 kaloume/nai
kotulhdo/nej) of the uterus are closely-packed blood vessels.
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medical context for this meaning of the word.89 Philocleon, however, has used the term
incorrectly, possibly misquoting a tragic line:90 the hip socket itself does not turn (stre/fein), but
rather the ball of the femur (kefalh/ / e0pi/fusij) inside the socket.91 The mistake presumably
would have been easily recognized by spectators regardless of their familiarity with anatomical
language, since a ‘cup’ simply cannot move in the way that he describes.92
Along with his ecstatic dance, Philocleon’s mimicry of contemporary tragic and
technical language for the body emphasizes his final rejuvenation at the play’s conclusion. He
has ostensibly become a man of the world, steeped in the vocabulary of both tragedy and perhaps
science; however, his excessive use of these words emphasizes his awkward appropriation of this
recently acquired knowledge, i.e. his incorrect use of anatomical jargon (kotulhdw&n). Despite
his newly found exuberance, his transformation is incomplete: he remains a ‘late learner’
(o0yimaqh/j), an old man who only tries to appear youthful through pedantic vocabulary.93

i]nej: sinew/fasciae, Ar. Pax 86
We see a similar parody of unusual and apparently technical vocabulary from tragedy in
Aristophanes’s Peace, which was produced the following year (421 BCE). The term i]nej
(sinews/fascia) appears only here in comedy where it is properly used for Trygaeus’ beetle that
he rides supported by the crane above the stage (82-86):
h3suxoj h3suxoj, h)re/ma, ka&nqwn:
mh& moi sobaro_j xw&rei li/an
eu)qu_j a)p' a)rxh~j r(w&mh| pi/sunoj,
89 Only twice in the HC: Int. 18 and Oss. 3 and once again at Arist. HA 516a35. Galen considered it a Hippocratic
word, and felt that it was unusual enough to require a comment in his Glossary of Hippocratic Terms (19.144 K):
kotuli/da: th_n kotu&lhn tou~ i0sxi/ou (‘kotulēdōn: the “cup” of the hip’).
90 Observed by MacDowell 1971 ad loc.
91 See Mochl. 1 for a description of this process.
92 Pace Willi 2003: 82, who argues against a medical sense for the term, since ‘the scene does not suggest in any
way that Philocleon appear as an incompetent quack because of his mistaken use of terminology.’
93 For similar opinions about late learners’ awkward or incorrect appropriation of contemporary vocabulary, see Pl.
Sph. 251b (philosophical language), Thphr. Char. 27 (poetic recitation), and Hp. Praec. 13 (medical language).
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pri\n a2n i0di/h|j kai\ dialu&sh|j
a1rqrwn i]naj pteru&gwn r(u&mh|.
Softly, softly, carefully, beetle! Don’t move too fast right away in your hurry, trusting too
much in your strength. Wait until you sweat and relax the sinews of your joints with the
beating of your wings.
The scene is a parody of Euripides’ Bellerophon,94 which at some point represented the hero
riding the winged horse Pegasus.95 Like Trygaeus’ shabby appearance (mirroring Euripides’
hero),96 the dung beetle is a grotesque comic representation.97 Aristophanes’ language both has
fun with Euripides’ style and, through the intersection of poetic and technical vocabulary,
emphasizes the absurdity of the scene.
The term is Homeric, but it is used here in a different sense. In the Homeric poems the
term i]nej is used to describe the fasciae (sheet-tendons) of desiccated corpses.98 It next appears
in a line fragment of Archilochus where the sinews of limbs are severed,99 and in a metaphorical
sense at Pindar’s Isthmia 8.52.100 As explored in our discussion of the use of this term in the
Homeric epics,101 i]nej as sinews has been identified as a concretized plural form of i)/j, or
strength (cf. Latin vis).102 The exact definition of the term in the Homeric poems is problematic,
as the physical meaning ‘tendons’ appears to overlap with the abstract ‘strength.’

94 There is no fixed date for the production of this Bellerophon, although a range between the mid-430s and 426
BCE has been suggested (Olson 1998: xxxii). For both the mythological and the literary backgrounds of
Euripides’ play, see Olson 1998: xxxii-xxxviii. See further Sommerstein 1985: xvi-xvii and MacDowell 1995:
180-98.
95 SVLh in Peace preserves the line: a1g' w} fi/lon moi Phga&sou ptero&n. ‘Come, that which is dear to me, the
wing of Pegasus.’
96 See Ar. Ach. 426-29 and further Olson 1998: xxxii for the shabby appearance of Euripides’ Bellerophon; on
Aristophanes’ parody of the play in Peace see further Rau 1967: 87-97.
97 So Whitman 1964: 106-9.
98 Il. 3.191, Od. 11.219.
99 Fr. 222: i]naj de\ mele/wn <tw~n me/swn> a)pe/qrise (‘He cut the sinews mid-limb’).
100 A description of how Achilles ‘cut the sinews of Troy with his spear’ (Troi5aj / i]naj e0ktamw_n dori/).
101 See section 2.5.1 above.
102 Frisk, s.v. i]nej.
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Although the term was already used in epic poetry, its specific use in Peace reflects
medical notions about what the i]nej are, although there appears to be little consistency of
meaning of the term within the HC. The author of Breaths (12) holds a similar understanding of
the i]nej as is seen in the Homeric poems. In his explanation for dropsy – believing that the
excess fluid comes from air – the author of Breaths rules out the dry internal structures: bone,
tendons, and sinews (o)ste/a kai\ neu~ra kai\ i]nej).103 These dry materials in his opinion cannot
produce fluid. Thus, in a humoral system of physiology, they are essentially passive structural
parts. This is comparable to the account at Iliad 11.219 of the basic structure of a corpse: flesh,
bones, and sinews (sa&rkaj te kai\ o)ste/a i]nej).104
The Homeric use of the term, although somewhat vague, seems to suggest some tough
material that is distinguished from bones and flesh (as the author of Places in Humans suggests,
its material is something between the two).105 Like bone, its role in the body is structural.
Hippocratic authors in their explorations of the i]nej occasionally attempted to give a more
complete picture of their locations and functions within the body. Part of this is reflected in the
comments in Breaths above. But while it seems that the i]nej are unable to produce fluid, they
do have the capacity to absorb some types of it. What fluid this is varies in specific accounts.
Generation (13), for example, states that the womb appears to be surrounded by i]nej, which
become swollen with ichōr (i0xw/r), a quality-lacking viscous fluid; Fleshes (8) on the other hand
103 The difference between neu~ra (sinews) and i]nej (fasciae) is described at Loc. Hom. 5, where the author locates
neu~ra throughout the body (to_ me\n sw~ma pa~n e1mpleon neu&rwn). But the author adds: peri\ de\ to_ pro&swpon
kai\ th_n kefalh_n ou)k e1sti neu~ra, a)lla_ i]nej paro&moiai neu&roij metacu_ tou~ te o)ste/ou kai\ th~j sarko_j
lepto&terai kai\ sterew&terai, ktl. (‘There are no tendons around the face and head, but there are ines, which
are very similar to tendons, something between bone and flesh, but thinner and denser, etc.’). Cf. Arist. HA
515b: Ai9 d' i]ne/j ei0si metacu_ neu&rou kai\ flebo&j. ‘Ines are in between tendons and vessels.’ Ines or fasciae are
comprised of tendon-like material that often form broad strips; unlike tendons, they do not attach either bone to
bone or bone to flesh, but instead envelop flesh and other internal structures.
104 The author of Hp. Sept. 124 (Grensemann) gives a more robust list of important internal parts: ta_ e0pith&deia
o)ste/wn te kai\ i0ne/wn kai\ flebw~n kai\ neu&rwn kai\ spla&gxnwn kai\ nhdu&oj kai\ tw~n loipw~n . ‘the necessary
material for bones, fasciae, vessels, tendons, higher organs, lower organs, and the remaining [parts].’
105 Curiously, SLh ad Ar. Pax 86 defines the i]nej as vessels (fle/bej). Despite being incorrect in his gloss, both the
author’s need to define the term and his mistake suggest the word’s limited later use.
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notes that the i]nej are themselves viscous or glutinous (kollw&deej); and Disease (2.47, 57)
describes bloody i]nej.106
Hippocratic authors have seen this capacity of the i]nej (and sinew in general) to contain
fluid as being linked to the proper function of points of articulation. Fleshes (10) gives a full
outline of how this occurs in a description of the formation of joints (a)/rqra). The author
speculates that when the bones are formed, the heat that they produce burns whatever fat they
contain. The glutinous remains that could not be burnt off form sinews (neu=ra) and fluid.107
This fluid part thickens with heat but does not solidify, thereby producing synovial (joint) fluid
(si/alon, lit. spittle). In other words, heat melts fat in the bones (possibly identified with the
marrow, which is partially composed of fat), thereby forming both the tendons that hold the
joints together and the fluid that makes them pivot freely.
Aristophanes in his passage from Peace appears to be drawing upon a similar
understanding of both the kinetics of articulation as well as the material construction of the
joints. Although Trygaeus is talking to his winged beetle, the anatomical similarities between
wings and human limbs seem to have been recognized by Aristophanes, and certainly at least by
Aristotle’s time.108 The same principles, therefore, could be considered to be at work in both
types of appendages. His advice to the beetle is not to overexert itself by moving too quickly
from the start, but rather warm up (‘sweat,’ i0di/h|j) and relax the i]nej (fasciae/sinews)109 of the

106 See also Arist. PA 650b.
107 For a similar description, see de Arte 10.
108 See for examples Ar. Av. 1760, Arist. IA 706a.
109 Platnauer 1964 ad loc. provides the inaccurate gloss ‘muscle’ for i]nej; I also disagree with Rau 1967: 92 who
interprets the term as a synonym for ‘tendons’: ‘i)/j ist Homerische Ausdruck für neu=ra (oder te/nwn).’
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a)r
/ qra (joints).110 As seen in the above explanations by Hippocratic physicians, heat produces
the fluid that ‘relaxes’ (dialu/ein) the joints in their sockets. The author of Breaths (8) again uses
language identical to that of Aristophanes in his description of the loosening of the joints when
subjected to fevers.111
Aristophanes’ bombastic language works on two levels. Trygaeus, mimicking the
Bellerophon in Euripides’ play, uses suitable epic language for a hero. Moreover, Trygaeus’
language also neatly reflects current theoretical anatomical and physiological explanations for
how articulation and physical exertion work. As I have argued in the previous chapter, Euripides
did not shrink from appropriating language from the contemporary intellectual fabric. Since we
only have a few fragments of his Bellerophon, we do not know whether or not Aristophanes is
directly parodying Bellerophon’s language when he first appears on Pegasus. The words of
Trygaeus, however, reflect the type of cutting-edge vocabulary and concepts that Euripides
employed.

yu/ai: loin muscles, Euphron fr. 7 K.-A.112
The term yu/ai (loin muscles, or the upper and lower psoas in modern medical language)
illustrates the intersection between sacrificial and medical languages (Fig. 6.1). The only

110 It is quite likely that ‘warming-up’ might have been a common notion in both gymnastic and equestrian circles,
among others. SRV ad 85, for example, provides the explanatory note about race horses: oi9 ga_r i3ppoi e0n me\n th|~
a)rxh|~ ou1k ei0sin o)cei=j e0n tw|~ dro&mw, kamo&ntej de\ kai\ i9drw&santej dialuqe/ntwn tw~n melw~n o)cu&teroi
gi/nontai. ‘For horses are not keen at the beginning of a race, but after working and sweating – which relax
their limbs – they become keener.’ But in these cases, presumably one would be more inclined to be methodical
about the process, ‘warming up’ in order to avoid cramping, over-exerted muscles, and other repercussions. To
explain why warming-up works, to explain causes as well as effects, would more properly belong within the
domains of the physician or the natural philosopher.
111 Ta& te a1rqra dialu&etai pro_ tw~n puretw~n: Similarly, heat was considered necessary for the correction of
dislocated joints, e.g. Art. 67. Cyranides, a late (possibly 1-2 cent. CE) magico-medical text, suggests spreading
wolf fat on the tendons (neu=ra) and joints (a)/rqra) to ease and loosen (dialu/ei) them; it is also useful for
treating tetanus (2.23): to_ de\ ste/ar au)tou~ [sc. lu/kou] kataxrio&menon neu~ra kai\ a1rqra w)felei= kai\ dialu&ei,
kai\ o)pisqotonikou_j i0a~tai.
112 Preserved at Ath. 10.444b.
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reference to it in drama is by the New Comedy poet Euphron (late 4th to first half of the 3rd
century BCE) in his work The Embassy (Qewroi/, fr. 7 K.-A.):
lobo&j ti/j e0sti kai\ yu&ai kalou&menai:
tau&taj e0pitemw_n pri\n qewrh~sai maqw&n—
There is a certain ‘lobe,’ and so-called psoas [lumbar muscles]; learn these things by
cutting, before consulting...[the oracle?].
This passage ostensibly is in a sacrificial context: an envoy is being sent to consult something,
probably an oracle;113 however, the language of the fragment seems to reflect 4th century interests
in anatomical investigation. Before making the journey, the speaker of these lines advises the
envoy to become familiarized with certain internal parts. The lobe (lobo/j) of the liver was an
important focal point of observation in haruspicy.114 The term yu/a (or the variant yo/a), on the
other hand, is only associated with sacrificial language later in the Septuagint.115 The word is
used exclusively for human anatomy in classical writings outside of Euphron’s fragment.116
The grammarian Athenaeus (2nd - 3rd cent. CE), who preserves this passage of Euphron in
his Deipnosophistae, spends an entire section discussing the yu/ai (399a-c). After citing the

113 For this function of qewroi/, see S. OT 114 and OC 413.
114 See section 5.4.1 above.
115 E.g. Leviticus 3.9-10: kai\ prosoi/sei a)po_ th~j qusi/aj tou~ swthri/ou ka&rpwma tw|~ qew|,~ to_ ste/ar kai\ th_n
o)sfu_n a1mwmon (su_n tai=j yo&aij perielei= au)to&) kai\ to_ ste/ar th~j koili/aj (10.) kai\ a)mfote/rouj tou_j
nefrou_j kai\ to_ ste/ar to_ e0p' au)tw~n to_ e0pi\ tw~n mhri/wn kai\ to_n lobo_n to_n e0pi\ tou~ h3patoj (su_n toi=j
nefroi=j perielw&n). (‘And he shall offer from the sacrifice of deliverance to God: the fat and the unblemished
loins (he shall remove it along with the loin muscles) and the fat of the entrails and both of the kidneys and the
fat that is on the thighs and the lobe that is attached to the liver (removed along with the kidneys)’). See also
Kings 2 2.23, 3.27, and 20.10.
116 E.g. Arist. HA 512b21 (quoting Hp. Nat. Hom. 11) and Melamp. 505.1. I cite other examples below.
Phrynichus, the 2nd century CE Atticist, believes that neither yu/a nor yo/a was good Attic Greek, but instead
claims that the common vernacular name was nefro/n (kidney): Yu&a kai\ yo&a oi9 a(plw~j a(marta&nontej, oi9 de\
diplw~j yoia&: su_ de\ nefro_n le/ge. ‘Those [saying] psya or psoa are simply wrong, but those that say psoia are
doubly-incorrect. Say nephron.’ Although the kidneys are located in that general anatomical area of the loin
muscles, no other reference to the term appears to support that it in any way refers to the kidneys. See Aret. CD
2.3.3: ta_j yu&aj, e1nqa tw~n nefrw~n h( xw&rh. ‘...the psyai, in the region of the kidneys.’
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work The Return of the Atreidae (h9 tw~n )Atreidw~n ka/qodoj) in which the word also appears,117
he quotes the otherwise unknown Simaristus who defines it in his Synonyms (Sunw/numa):
o)sfu&oj ai9 e0k plagi/wn sa&rkej e0panesthkui=ai yu&ai. ta_ d' e9kate/rwqen koilw&mata
le/gousi ku&bouj glh/naj.
The psoas are the flesh [i.e. muscles] of the loins that rise from the flanks. They call the
hollows on either side ‘cups’ or ‘sockets.’
Athenaeus continues by quoting a passage by the peripatetic Clearchus, a student of Aristotle
active in the second half of the fourth century BCE. It is extracted from the second book of his
work On Dried Bodies [or Mummies], apparently a study of corpses:118
sa&rkej muwtai\ kaq' e9ka&teron me/roj, a4j oi4 me\n yu&aj, oi4 de\ a)lw&pekaj, oi4 de\
neuromh&traj kalou~si.
There is muscle-like flesh on either side [of the body/spinal axis], which some call psoas,
but others alopeces [lit. foxes]119 or neuromētrai [lit. sinew-matrices/womb].120

117 ]Ison d' 9Ermioneu_j posi\ karpali/moisi metaspw_n / yu&aj e1gxei" nu&ce. ‘Hermioneus, pursuing Isus with
swift feet, stabbed him in the loin muscles with his spear.’ The poem is more commonly called the Nostoi, part
of the Epic Cycle and dating not too long before 500 BCE, according to the New Pauly (s.v. Nostoi).
118 See Nutton 2004: 129-30 for a short discussion of how the Egyptian process of mummification (at least in the
Alexandrian period) might have encouraged Greek physicians or scientists to challenge the taboo against
anatomical investigation of cadavers. He argues that there is little evidence from Egyptian medical writings that
they themselves used any findings from the embalming process, either to challenge preexisting beliefs about the
body or to support old ones.
119 )Alw/phc does not appear in the HC as an anatomical term, although it is used once at Aff. 35 as a variant of
a0lopeki/a, or alopecia, the condition of a loss of hair from the head or body (cf. Hp. Salubr. 2.46 for the use of
the term in its primary meaning of fox). The application of the term (the -ia termination producing lit. fox-thing)
to a human condition is likely through its meaning of ‘mange,’ a parasitic hair loss condition that can affect
foxes. For a discussion of the medical appropriation of this term, see Skoda 1988: 58-60.
120 Cf. Pollux 2.185, citing Clearchus: oi9 de\ e1ndoqen kata_ th_n o)sfu~n mu&ej kalou~ntai yo&ai kai\ neuromh~trai
kai\ a)lw&pekej: Kle/arxoj de\ ou3twj o)noma&zei tou_j e1cwqen kata_ th~j r(a&xewj mu~j. ‘Those interior muscles
that are in the region of the loins are called psoai, neuromētrai, and alopeces. So Clearchus names the exterior
muscles in the lower spinal region.’ Rufus also cites the passage (Onom. 192), stating that Clearchus is incorrect
in his labels (fhsi\ kalei=sqai ou)k o)rqw~j). The problem appears to be not a matter of terminology, but rather
whether the words properly apply to interior or exterior muscle groups (for this see Rufus Onom. 188). In
modern medical parlance, the psoa major is an interior muscle group, while the psoa minor is an exterior one.
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Fig. 6.1: The psoas major and psoas minor muscle
groups
(Gray’s Anatomy 1918, fig. 430, modified)

So far in Athenaeus’ survey, the word has been applied to the human body. As proof of
its proper use in this sense, Athenaeus remarks that ‘even the most sacred Hippocrates mentions
the psoas’ (mnhmoneu&ei de\ yuw~n kai\ o( i9erw&tatoj 9Ippokra&thj). The word is used seven
times in the HC.121 In most instances an author assumes that his readership will understand the
term, since there is no attempt made to explain the word or to mark it as unusual. The technical
work Joints, however, suggests that it may not have been a familiar word even among medical
professionals (45):
0 po_ de\ tou&tou a1xri frenw~n prosarth&sioj, i0qulo&rdh: kai\ parafu&siaj e1xei muw~n
A
tou~to mou~non to_ xwri/on e0k tw~n ei1swqen merw~n, a4j dh_ kale/ousi yo&aj.
From this point to the start of the diaphragm, [the spine] is frontally convex. This is the
only region of the interior where it has attachments of muscles, which they call psoas.
The author’s use of kalei=n to qualify the term (as in Euphron’s fragment) is especially telling,
since the Joints passage contains several other unmarked technical words.122 Furthermore, he
takes care to explain that these are muscles (muw/nej) in the lumbar region. If yo/a was expected

121 Art. 45, Mochl. 1, Nat. Hom. 9 and 11, Oss. 9 (x2) and 18.
122 E.g. a0rthri/h (large blood vessel), a0po/fusij (a projecting part of a bone), e0pi/fusij (the end of a long bone),
e0lu/trwtai (membranes of the spinal cord).
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to be familiar – either to the general public or to the author’s medical audience – there
presumably would be no need to identify it in such a way.
The reference from Euphron is the only instance that Athenaeus cites where the human
body is not meant, yet later evidence suggests that the term might also have been used in
butchery and sacrifice. The close location of the loin muscle group to the spine means that it was
part of the cut of meat known as the chine. A scholion on Iliad 9.208 (SD) in fact equates the
term r9a/xij (lower spine) of a butchered pig to both the nw~ton (back) and yo/ai (loin muscles).
This might suggest once again butchery as the original source, or at the very least a common
context, for this term in classical Greek; however, besides the later date of the scholion, the
rather imprecise gloss suggest that we should give little weight to the remark to inform us about
earlier uses of the term. The spine and the back are in the same region as the loin muscles, but
they are clearly not the same parts.
The extensive number of glosses and explanations (correct or otherwise) for yo/a
suggests both the rarity of the term and a lack of need among the general population to identify
the muscle group specifically. Whether or not Euphron is referring explicitly to animal anatomy
in this fragment – and he probably is – he appears to be using language in a way that parodies
some specialized vocabulary. The presence of the qualifying ti/j (a certain) to describe the liver
lobe (lobo/j) and kalou/menai (so-called) to describe the lumbar muscles (yu/ai) both imply
that the group whom the speaker is addressing is unfamiliar with his language (and likely some
of the audience as well). Indeed, he advises the embassy to learn (maqei=n) about these parts
personally through cutting (e0pite/mnein) – in other words, through first-hand observation – before
setting off.
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But we are left to wonder from this fragment why the embassy would need to learn these
things before consulting an oracle. One likely possibility is that the speaker is advising the
embassy (whomever it might be composed of) how to impersonate sacrificial priests, and that he
is here telling them important parts to identify in order to maintain the deception; however, I
suggest that there might be a deeper level of imitation intended in these lines. The passage might
also reflect – and potentially lampoon – the general aim of the elite class to have a liberal
education. A goal of this education was to be able to know enough about everything so as to be a
suitable judge of both another’s ability and the difference between truth and fiction.123 It is
possible that Euphron is making fun of the sort of anatomical lessons (veterinary and human)
taught by Clearchus or his predecessor Aristotle, which would have been available only to a
specific elite class. Likely, the average Athenian did not need to know what the lobe of the liver
or loin muscles are, let alone what they are called. One having these facts, however, gains some
intellectual credibility in showcasing his or her broad knowledge.

fle/bej: vessels, Antiph. fr. 42 K.-A.124
A final example from the Middle Comedy poet Antiphanes locates internal anatomical
terminology more firmly within the human body.125 The fragment from The Man from Arcadia
( 0Arka/j) presumably is a son advising his father to avoid feeling too superior to someone else.126
123 There may be a pun intended with the shared meanings of the term qewrh~sai ‘to consult an oracle’ and ‘to look
at/inspect.’ The second meaning of the word was sometimes used in the HC to describe observations of a
patient, e.g. Epid. 2.1.6 on the interpretation of critical signs exhibited by the patient: Qewrei=n de\ ou3tw dei=:
[metabolai\] xrwma&-wn, sumptw&siej flebw~n, o1gkoi u(poxondri/wn, a)narropi/ai, katarropi/ai: ‘It is
therefore necessary to observe the following: change of colour, contraction of the vessels, enlargement of the
hypochondria, upward and downward movements.’ Aristotle uses it in a similar way in his discussions on
animal anatomy, e.g. PA 668b: To_ de\ met' a)kribei/aj w(j e1xousin ai9 fle/bej pro_j a)llh&laj, e1k te tw~n
a)natomw~n dei= qewrei=n kai\ e0k th~j zwi"kh~j i9stori/aj. ‘The [next stage of enquiry] after accuracy is how the
vessels compare to one another, which one must observe from dissections and the study of animals.’
124 Preserved at Ath. 10.444B.
125 According to Anon. De com. 45.10, Antiphanes’ first play was produced in the second half of the 380s BCE;
Mangidis 2003: 19 has proposed a likely range for his life as ca. 408/4 BCE to ca. 334/30 BCE. See Arnott
2010: 286-87 and Mangidis 2003: 17-24 for useful sketches of his life and works.
126 Mangidis 2003: 163 proposes that the title might also be the proper name of the protagonist ‘Arkas.’
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This is a rare instance in comedy where medical ideas and vocabulary are not parodied, but
instead are used to relate a moral message:
Ou1te ga_r nh&fonta dei=
ou)damou~, pa&ter, paroinei=n, ou1q' o3tan pi/nein de/h|
nou~n e1xein. o3stij de\ mei=zon h2 kat' a1nqrwpon fronei=
rs ˘ rs mikrw|~ pepoiqw_j a)qli/w| nomi/smati,
ei0j a1fodon e0lqw_n o3moion pa~sin au(to_n o1yetai,
a2n skoph|~ ta_ tw~n i0atrw~n tou~ bi/ou tekmh&ria
ta_j fle/baj q' o3poi fe/rontai, ta_j a1nw kai\ ta_j ka&tw
tetame/naj, di' w{n o( qnhto_j pa~j kuberna~tai bi/oj
In no way, father, does a temperate man need to act like a drunk, nor does he need to keep
his wits when it’s time to drink. Anyone who thinks [that he’s] better and looks down on
another, rs ˘ rs trusting in some small and pitiful wealth, will see when he’s at the point of
death that he is just like everyone else, if he examines the signs of life that physicians
know, and where they trace the vessels – some extending up and some down – through
which the whole mortal life is guided.
The only anatomical term appearing in this passage is fle/y (vessel), yet it is an important one.
The vascular system was a special preoccupation of Greek physicians in their anatomical
structuring of the body, since, containing blood, vessels were an essential part of humoral theory.
But as we have seen, the term was not a recent coinage. Homer mentions it once at Ιliad 13.546
(although it is uncertain whether or not he is here referring to a blood vessel at all), and it is used
frequently since then. In surviving comedy, Aristophanes is the first to use the term in reference
to a baby threatened with slaughter upon an altar.127 The comic playwright Xenarchus, a
contemporary of Antiphanes, uses the term metaphorically in a description of the poulp or
octopus (polu/pouj, lit. ‘many-footed’) whose tentacles are comparable to blood vessels.128
Neither of these examples from comedy suggest strong medical influences.

127 Th. 694: a)ll' e0nqa&d' e0pi\ tw~n mhri/wn / plhge\n maxai/ra| th|~de foini/aj fle/baj /kaqaimatw&sei bwmo&n.
128 Fr. 1 K.-A.: flebo_j tropwth&r, poulu&pouj, ‘a cord of vessel[s], the octopus’ (cf. Od. 5.432).
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The context of this term in Antiphanes, though, illustrates the diffusion of medical ideas
within Athens during the 4th century.129 Blood vessels – at this time there was no clear distinction
made between arteries and veins – were recognized as being fundamental to life, and therefore
particularly important to physicians. The author of Generation writes (39):
Fle/bej te ga&r ei0si dia_ panto_j tou~ sw&matoj tei/nousai, ai9 me\n lepto&terai, ai9 de\
paxu&terai, pollai\ kai\ puknai/: au{tai de\, me/xrij ou{ a2n zw&h| o( a1nqrwpoj,
a)new&gasi kai\ de/xontai/ te kai\ a)fia~si ne/on u(gro&n:
There are vessels that extend throughout the entire body; some are thinner, others are
fatter, and many are dense. These [vessels] – without which a human cannot live – dilate,
and receive and release fresh fluid.
This perceived importance of blood vessels encouraged the medical community to study them
closely. Not only could information about them help physicians to understand the body better,
but it could also help them to restore the health of a patient.
Antiphanes’ vocabulary seems to echo that used by his contemporary medical writers.
Most notably, he uses the verb tei/nein (to stretch/extend ) to describe the course of the vessels
through the body. Identical language is used throughout the HC. The author of Sacred Disease
for example writes (3):130
Kai\ fle/bej d' e0j au)to_n tei/nousin e0c a3pantoj tou~ sw&matoj, pollai\ kai\ leptai\,
du&o de\paxei=ai, h( me\n a)po_ tou~ h3patoj, h( de\ a)po_ tou splhno&j.
And vessels extend (teinousin) to [the head] from the whole body; many are thin, but two
are thick: one extends from the liver, the other from the spleen.
The vessels in this passage, as in the Antiphanes fragment, are said to ‘extend’ (tei/nein) through
the whole body. They are described here because the author considers them important for
129 Antiphanes himself composed a play entitled The Physician ( )Iatro/j, fr. 106-7 K.-A. = Stob. 4.35.27 and Ath.
4.175A). Fragment 106 provides an interesting comment about disease vocabulary: 3Apan to_ lupou~n e0stin
a)nqrw&pw| no&soj / o)no&mat' e1xousa polla&. (‘All the pain that exists for a human is a disease having many
names.’). Langholf 1986: 18 has observed the fragment’s close similarity to the introduction of Hp. Flat.: o$ ga\r
a2n lupe/h| to\n a)/nqrwpon, kale/etai nou=soj (‘Whatever pains a human is called “disease”’).
130 For other examples from the HC, see Int. 13, Mul. 39, Epid. 2.4.2 (comparing tendons to vessels); the verb is
similarly used to describe the course of vessels in Diogenes fr. 6 DK and in Aristotle, e.g. HA 511b, PA 678a.
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considering why some people suffer from the ‘sacred disease,’ or epilepsy. He later explains in
section 4 that the vessels are necessary for taking in and distributing most of the air we need,
thereby cooling the body. When this flow is interrupted or corrupted, the result is a variety of
different abnormal conditions. Moreover, as discussed above in the context of the term ka/tw
koili/a at Frogs 485, Antiphanes’ use of directional terms a)/nw (upward) and ka/tw (downward)
is further comparable to the directional oppositions used by physicians when describing the
extent or regions of body parts and the movement of fluids.
That Antiphanes uses both the verb tei/nein (to extend) and the adverbs a)/nw (upward)
and ka/tw (downward) may seem tautological without context: if the vessels extend throughout
the body, they are nearly certain to run up and down at least at some points of their track.
Directionality, however, is important in anatomical descriptions to note the relative course of a
part or fluid. For example, the author of Sacred Disease (3) tracks the right downward extension
of the hepatic vein near the kidney and the psoa muscle to the interior thigh.131 Indication of both
directions, upward and downward, implies a source. The wording Aristotle uses in his History
of Animals (513a) offers good evidence that Antiphanes was imagining the heart in his
description of the vessels:
Au{tai [sc. du/o fle/bej] d' e1xousi ta_j a)rxa_j a)po_ th~j kardi/aj...h( de\ kardi/a w3sper
mo&rion au)tw~n e0sti, kai\ ma~llon th~j e0mprosqi/aj kai\ mei/zonoj, dia_ to_ a1nw me\n kai\
ka&tw ta_j fle/baj ei]nai tau&taj, e0n me/sw| d' au)tw~n th_n kardi/an.
These [two vessels, i.e. the vena cava and the aorta] originate from the heart...and the
heart is just like a part of them, especially the foremost and largest one [i.e. the vena
cava], because these vessels [run] upward and downward, whereas the heart is in the
middle of them.

131 to_ me/n ti th~j flebo_j ka&tw tei/nei dia_ tw~n e0pi\ decia_ par' au)to_n to_n nefro_n kai\ th_n yuh_n e0j to_ e0nto_j
tou~ mhrou~.
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Aristotle describes here the two major vessels moving upward and downward within the trunk
of the body, and how they appear to join in the middle to form the heart. This expansive
movement of the vessels from the heart matches very well in both its depiction and vocabulary
with Antiphanes’ account.
Leaving vocabulary aside, perhaps what is most important about this fragment from
Antiphanes is the conceptual underpinnings that it suggests, which has implications about some
classical Athenians’ understanding of the scope of the medical profession. The character who is
providing the advice in this passage, the son, begins by drawing distinctions between two
possible extremes: those who do not drink (and who do not act drunk) and those that drink (and
who do act drunk); both, in his opinion, are apparently acceptable. His specific advice is that
someone who thinks that he is better than another for some reason should – or perhaps inevitably
will – amend his ways. For an explanation for why this is so, he appeals to the authority of
doctors. Specifically, he points to their interest in anatomy, or what makes up a body. The son is
aware that doctors know about the signs of life (tou~ bi/ou tekmh&ria) that are manifest in the
vessels throughout a human’s body. Moreover, he relates that these doctors believe that the
vessels are what guides (kuberna=n) a person’s life.
All of this could potentially seem trivial and irrelevant to the point at hand: why someone
should not feel superior to another. But the proof that the physicians provide is tied up in the
final lines: the vessels ‘guide the whole of mortal life’ (o( qnhto_j pa~j kuberna~tai bi/oj). The
meaning here is twofold. An individual’s life is ultimately linked to his or her vessels. Death
occurs when the vessels’ normal activity is disturbed (e.g. when someone bleeds to death). But
beyond that, human life as a broad concept is preserved through the blood within the veins.
Each individual’s existence is not dependent upon a unique anatomical and physiological
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organization. When all extraneous differences are removed, every human life operates on the
same principles. Antiphanes therefore implies that physicians are providing something very
important in addition to treatment of sickness. They also offer a model not of a single body, but
of a general body, a theoretical one that has been stripped of all peripheral, incidental,
differences. The result is an egalitarian concept of our material form. This is authoritative
biological proof (tou~ bi/ou tekmh&ria) to support the son’s ethical position. Why should one not
think himself to be better than another? Because doctors have offered scientific proof that no
one is in reality all that special.

6.4. Conclusions
From the above examples, I have intended to shown how comic playwrights could exploit
unusual anatomical vocabulary as a means to destabilize bodies (both human and animal) as part
of their humour. The disordered bodies in fragments of Epicharmus show an early use of this
type of joke. The burgeoning technical language in the 5th and 4th centuries provided more
fodder for the comic poets to use. Especially in the case of listings of anatomical parts, I have
argued that both incongruous and ambiguous terms for bodies produced confused images of
characters and animals. I have used the word grotesque as a reflection of this comedic informing
of the body. Unlike the grotesque body in tragedy, however, which most often becomes the
locus for a character’s suffering, the comic stage embraces this disharmony for the audience’s
amusement.
From the available evidence, it appears that comedy’s direct appropriation of medical
vocabulary for the body was a slow process that was first mediated through tragedy. The two
earliest example from Aristophanes, sfo//nduloj and kotulhdw/n from Wasps (422 BCE) and
i0nej from Peace (421 BCE), although suggesting medical influences, are specifically marked as
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imitations of tragic language. The audience might have only been expected to recognize that
such words were things that clever tragedians would include in their plays. We see evidence for
a more direct appropriation of medical anatomical language later in his body jokes about the
h]tron (Thesmophoriazusae, 411 BCE) and the ka/tw koili/a (Frogs, 405 BCE) where there is
no suggestion of tragic influences. The examples from Euphron (yo/a) and from Antiphanes
(fle/y) – New and Middle comic playwrights, respectively – also show closer connections with
medical thought. In these examples, there is likely some requirement for the audience to
understand technical anatomical language – at the very least what it sounds like – to fully
appreciate the joke. Antiphanes’ moralizing account of human anatomy provides the strongest
(albeit limited) evidence for a growing public familiarity with medical models of the body in 4th
century Athens.132 Here medical ideas and vocabulary are treated more seriously: they are more
than strange new things that clever people talk about as the character Philocleon suggests in
Wasps; they are avenues that can help the audience to understand better what they are and their
specific place in the world as humans.

132 I strongly suspect that if more 4th century comedy survived, we would find an even greater representation of
medical models of the body on the comic stage. We see tantalizing evidence for this increased presence of
medicine in comedy in the depiction of the pseudo-doctor in Menander’s Aspis (328 f.) and in three New
Comedy plays called The Physician ( )Iatro/j), of which only inconclusive fragments survive: Aristopho fr. 4-5
K.-A. = Stob. 3.6.10 and Ath. 6.238B, Theophil. fr. 4 K.-A. = Ath. 8.340D, and Philem. fr. 35-36 K.-A. = Ath.
6.231A and Antiatt.104.13.
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Chapter 7
The Body in Classical Athenian Prose

In this chapter I turn to appearances of anatomical vocabulary in the prose writings of Herodotus,
Thucydides, Xenophon, and Plato. We find in these works different applications of technical
terms than we have seen in the two previous chapters. Unlike most examples from tragedy and
comedy where medical words were used to problematize the body, prose authors usually
employed them for positive purposes: their intents were to clarify the body, not to distort or to
obscure it.
Classical Athenian prose authors generally avoided detailed descriptions of the body.
Dover proposes that this was because they were ‘aesthetically distasteful’;1 however, there are
instances when all four authors show awareness of medical anatomical vocabulary (although to
varying degrees). In their hands, the medical model of the body becomes a tool that could be
used under special circumstance to enhance their subjects:
1) Herodotus (ca. 484 – ca. 425 BCE) provides several detailed discussions of human
anatomy, usually when describing non-Greeks and their treatment of the body. His Ionic
dialect means that there is a close overlap between his vocabulary for the body and that
used by Hippocratic authors; however, much of it remains general. Even in the fullest
description of human anatomy, his account of Egyptian embalming, there is only limited
evidence of his engagement with medical terminology.
2) Perhaps surprisingly, of the four prose authors Thucydides (ca. 455 – ca. 395 BCE)
shows the lowest engagement with anatomical language (both general and technical).
His most detailed description of the body appears in his account of the plague of Athens
(430/29 BCE). Despite Thucydides’ clear familiarity with medical theories of disease
here, he does not appear to have used anatomical terms with strong medical connections.
3) Xenophon (ca. 430 – ca. 355 BCE) makes the greatest use of anatomical vocabulary in
his technical treatises On Horsemanship and On Hunting with Dogs. These two
1

Dover 1997: 115.
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examples provide valuable evidence for the intersection of terminology for animal and
human bodies through the lens of medical thought.
4) Plato (428 – 347 BCE) shows the greatest engagement with technical medical
vocabulary for the body, yet because of his primary interest in ethical philosophy he
restricts his use of it to two works: the Symposium and Timaeus. In the Symposium,
specifically in the speeches of the physician Eryximachus and the comic poet
Aristophanes, Plato draws upon medical models of the body to criticize medicine’s ability
to attain valuable knowledge outside of its study of disease. His use of medical
terminology in this dialogue is used as a subtle way to reinforce this point. The Timaeus
represents a different approach. In this dialogue Plato engages directly with medical
discourse about the body, and appropriates it as a valid means to support the broader
argument in his work.
My intent in this chapter is to argue for a changing perception of medical anatomical
terminology among 4th century Athenian intellectual elites. Although there is some evidence of
medical terms in Herodotus’ and Thucydides’ 5th century histories, the number of words is small
despite opportunities where more medical material conceivably could have been appropriate.
Later 4th century treatises by Xenophon and Plato, however, suggest an educated audience who
was more familiar and comfortable with medical anatomical vocabulary and who saw the
practical value of medical approaches to the body beyond the confines of the profession. The
strange foreign medical bodies that had piqued the attention of dramatists in the previous
century, although still different, were becoming increasingly more accessible and accepted.

7.1. The historical body: Herodotus and Thucydides
It appears that both Herodotus and Thucydides had some exposure to medical thought. The
limited yet growing scholarly interest in the intersection of historiography and medicine has
tended to focus on two primary areas: mention of physicians and disease and the shared interests
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of cause and effect between historians and medical writers.2 Since physicians were part of the
communities in the Classical period, they are mentioned by both Herodotus and (less frequently)
Thucydides.3 A broader similarity between historiography and medicine is their respective
approaches to pursuing questions. Both fields were concerned with recording events (e.g.
illnesses/wars) and why things occurred the way they did. Thomas provides a useful comment
on the similar methodology of physicians and historiographers:4
[T]he careful attention to the evidence of the senses is shared by both [historians and
physicians] – the reliance on autopsy, experience, sight, rather than on abstract theorizing
contrasts with some of the methods of the natural philosophers.
The aims of a historiographer are closest to those of physicians when he is attempting to
establish ethnological principles about the body. In the writings of Herodotus and Thucydides,
the human body usually becomes a locus of enquiry when it relates to a society, race, or
community. This, after all, is a domain of historians: they use a single body (or a homogenized
‘body’ of a specific class/race) to help inform the reader about moments in history.
The human body in these instances represents a microcosmic example or proof for larger
events. This is especially true for Herodotus in his Histories of the Persian War. His broad
2

For general studies on Herodotus and medicine, see Althoff 1993, Dawson 1986, and Thompson 1966. On
Thucydides and medicine, see Rechenaur 1991 and Weidauer 1954. Jouanna 2005, who examines both
Herodotus and Thucydides, is primarily concerned with similar investigations of cause and effect in medical and
historical writings (see earlier Lloyd 1966: 341-60). Thomas 2004 ch. 3, Thomas 1998, and Lo Presti 2012:
171-73 provide accounts of ethnographic studies in Herodotus. Lo Presti makes a strong connection between
concepts of ethnology in Herodotus and in the Hippocratic work Airs, Waters, Places. In particular, he argues
that the two writings are similar in the way that they assign environmental factors as causes for a race’s physical
and psychological disposition. See further Osborne 2011: 129-30 for the same comparison. Thomas (2004 and
1998) expands her study of Herodotus and medical writings to show convincing parallels between Herodotus’
use of the body as evidence (tekmh/rion) and that which is found in such works as the Hippocratic Traditional
Medicine, The Art, and Nature of Humans. For a recent discussion that argues for the longstanding Greek
interest in ethnography first evident in the Homeric poems, see Skinner 2012. He suggests the possibility that
historians and medical writers might have been drawing upon shared cultural presuppositions about the bodies of
different races.
3 E.g. Herodotus: 1.197 (on Babylonians having no need for physicians), 2.84 (on the specialization of Egyptian
medicine), 3.1 (on Cyrus seeking the best eye doctor in Egypt), 3.125-30 et passim (on the physician Democedes
of Croton); Thucydides: 2.47-49 (on doctors during the plague of Athens), 6.14 (Nicias’ analogy of the prytany
as a physician of the state).
4 Thomas 2004: 22. On appearance (ei]doj) in Thucydides and medical writings, see Weidauer 1954: 21-27; on
pro/fasij (‘cause’) in Thucydides and medical writings, see Rechenaur 1991: 38-73.
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geographical interests in the project meant that he had many opportunities to discuss foreigners.
As we shall see, one approach that Herodotus uses to define the ‘other’ (i.e. non-Greek) is to
concentrate either on a race’s perceived anatomical differences or on its different ways of
treating the body.5 Thucydides, on the other hand, has a much more narrow scope of interests in
terms of ethnographic body differences, since his History of the Peloponnesian War is
principally concerned with a conflict between Greeks.6 His attention to the human body
therefore does not focus on different races of people, but rather on anomalies that are used to
separate an individual (or group, in the context of disease) from the normalized healthy Greek
body.
7.1.1. Herodotus
Herodotus’ anatomical vocabulary has close connections to Homeric and Hippocratic
vocabularies, but since he was likely writing his Histories when Hippocratic writings were just
beginning to circulate, there would have been few opportunities for him to have been exposed to
these treatises.7 Instead, much of his unusual anatomical knowledge and vocabulary appears to
have been derived from sacrificial contexts. Although he probably spent time in Athens and was
perhaps buried there,8 he was originally from Halicarnassus in Asia Minor. His dialect is Ionic,
and it therefore generally aligns with the surviving fragments of other Ionic historians and

5
6

Hartog 1988 remains the fullest account of Herodotus’ creation of the ‘other’ in his Histories.
The remark by Grant 1983: 285, although focusing on one specific point of comparison, can be held as a
cautious generalization: ‘Herodotus is investigating geography, ethnography, and natural history, [while]
Thucydides the existence of wars or anything else on a large scale in early Greece.’
7 The question of when his Histories was composed is a matter of much scholarly debate, although a broad range
of between 450 and 420 BCE has been suggested (Marincola 2001: 24). See Buckley 2010: 10, who notes that
the general scholarly consensus is that Herodotus had collected most of the material for his project by the time
he settled in Thurii (444/43 BCE).
8 See Hadot 1984: xvii, Marincola 2001: 21-22, and Suda s.v. ‘Herodotus’ as a primary source of our information.
Asheri 2007 et al.: 3 definitively states that Herodotus spent time in Athens. Cf. Podlecki 1977 for the eccentric
argument that Herodotus either never went to Athens or visited only for a short time.
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philosophers.9 For this reason we find in the Histories several anatomical terms for external
body parts that are rarely seen in Attic prose.10 Four examples illustrate this:
1)

kro/tafoj (temple)11
3.8: the Arabian practice of cutting the hair around the temples
4.187: the Libyan practice of burning the veins around the temples to prevent
disease

2)

lapa/rh (flank)12
2.86: the process of Egyptian mummification
6.75: the Spartan Cleomenes’ self-mutilation

3)

nhdu/j (abdomen)13
e.g. 2.84: the abdomen in the medical specialization of Egyptians
3.109: the abdomen of an Arabian viper
4.71: the Scythian process of embalming

4)

ph=xuj (forearm)14
e.g. 1.178, 2.92, and 7.36: all in measures of length (cubit)

Although these terms sometimes appear in detailed descriptions of the body, they are too general
to suggest technical influences.
9

10

11
12
13
14

For details of Herodotus’ dialect, see White 1880. Asheri 2007 et al.: 50 cites Hermogenes of Tarsus’ (ca. 200
CE) work On Style 2.12 where he calls Herodotus’ Ionic, ‘“mixed” (memigme/nh, poiki/lh) rather than “pure” like
that of Hecataeus’.’ At n. 122, however, Asheri remarks that Dionysius of Halicarnassus in Ad Pompeium 3.3
describes Herodotus’ Greek as standard Ionic. He concludes that we have too few examples of 5th century Ionic
writings to allow for an adequate analysis of Herodotus’ precise dialect.
Comparable examples of Ionic anatomical vocabulary are found in the fragments of the 5th century historian and
physician Ctesias of Cnidos (ca. 441 – early 4th century BCE), e.g. kro/tafoj: fr. 20.34 Jacoby; i0gnu/h: fr. 20.48
Jacoby; a0stra/galoj (as vertebra): fr. 45.441 Jacoby. These and similar fragments suggest his interests in
anatomy (most easily explained by his medical background), yet the limited surviving material makes a full
assessment of his anatomical vocabulary difficult. From what remains, there is no evidence for explicit use of
medical terminology in Ctesias’ historical writings (most prominently his History of Persia), and much of his
language is equally congruent with that found in the Homeric poems. See Tuplin 2004 for a useful analysis of
the intersection of historiography and medicine in Ctesias’ writings; see Llewellyn-Jones 2010: 11-18 for an
outline of his life and works.
See Il. 4.502, Od. 18.378; Hes. Sc. 226; Hp. Epid. 2.2.24, Coac. 209, Morb. 3.3. In Athens, the term only
appears in poetic writing before Aristotle: A. Pr. 721; E. Tr. 115; Ar. Ra. 854; Pl. Com. fr. 90 K.-A.
See Il. 3.359, 14.447; Hp. Epid. 4.38, Nat. Mul. 2.14, Loc. Hom. 14. For its appearance in Athenian writings
before Aristotle, see Diocles Caryst. fr. 193 Wellm.; Xen. Cyn. 5.30.
See Il. 14.342, Od. 13.79; Hes. Th. 487, fr. 343 West; Hp. de Arte 12, Aër. 19, Carn. 13. In Athens, the term
appears only in poetic writings before Aristotle, e.g. A. Eum. 138, Ch. 757; S. OC 1263; E. Hipp. 165, Ba. 1306.
See Il. 11.375, 21.166’ Hp. Fract. 39, Art. 2, Loc. Hom. 6, Epid. 7.61. In Athens, the term appears only in
Xenophon (Eq.12.5) in prose and in Euripides (Herac. 728 and Or. 1466 [cf. Rh. 7]). For ph=xuj as a measure of
length in Attic Greek (phxuai=oj), see Pl. Phd. 96e3 and 101b6.
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Herodotus rarely describes internal parts. Bones (o0ste/a) of humans are mentioned a
handful of times,15 and joints are named only once (3.129).16 As previously discussed in chapter
5, his interest in the missing sutures (r9afai/) of a skull found after the battle of Plataia may
suggest some specific knowledge of medical anatomical terminology (9.83).17 Terms for human
flesh are likewise uncommon; however, Herodotus makes a clear division between human flesh
and animal ‘meat.’ He uses the term sa/rc exclusively for humans,18 while kre/aj is reserved
specifically for edible animal flesh.19 Internal organs are very rarely mentioned. Unlike in
Hippocratic writings, the generic term spla/gxna (innards) is usually used for animals (2.40,
4.61, 6.68), but Herodotus uses it once for the human body in his description of Egyptian
mummification (2.87).
The only specific organs that Herodotus mentions are the heart (kardi/a) and spleen
(splh/n). The heart appears in a description of Cambyses, the king of Persia, who promises to
hit his aide Prexaspes’ son in the heart with an arrow to dispel charges of his insanity (3.35).
After killing the boy, Cambyses ordered that the body be opened to prove that the heart had
indeed been hit, and to his delight it was. This passage is especially notable, since to my
knowledge it is the first description of postmortem autopsy performed on a human in Greek
literature. Herodotus is also the earliest identifiable author to mention the spleen (splh/n). The
term appears in a description of an Egyptian pig sacrifice to Moon and Dionysus (2.47):

15 See 1.68 (a 7 cubit long skeleton from Tegea, reported to be the bones of Orestes); 2.87 (the Egyptian
mummification process); 3.12 (the difference between Persian and Egyptian skull thickness); 3.66 (the Persian
king Cambyses’ gangrene).
16 a0stra/galoj e0cexw&rhse e0k tw~n a)/rqrwn (‘the ankle bone slipped out from the joints’), in a description of
Darius’ dislocated ankle. For joints (a)/rqra) of horses, see 3.87 and 4.2.
17 See section 5.4.2 above. Raaflaub 2002: 161 cites this passage as evidence for Herodotus’ interest in
contemporary medical enquiries into human anatomy.
18 See 1.119 (the flesh of Harpagus’ dismembered son); 2.87 (the flesh in Egyptian mummification); 6.75 (flesh of
Cleomenes’ self-mutilation); 9.83 (the flesh of the corpses at the battle of Plataia). Cf. 3.29 sarkw&deej (‘fleshlike’), on the corporeality of Egyptian gods.
19 E.g. 1.119, 2.47, 3.99, 4.26.
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e0pea_n qu&sh|, th_n ou)rh_n a1krhn kai\ to_n splh~na kai\ to_n e0pi/ploon sunqei\j o(mou~ kat'
w}n e0ka&luye pa&sh| tou~ kth&neoj th|~ pimelh|~ th|~ peri\ th_n nhdu_n ginome/nh| kai\ e1peita
katagi/zei puri/.
When [the one performing the ritual] sacrifices [the pig], he collects the end of the tail,
the spleen, and the omentum [abdominal membrane] and covers them up in all the softfat found around the abdomen of the beast. Then he offers it to the fire.
Although Herodotus’ description of Prexapes’ son’s heart is very general, the account of the
Egyptian sacrifice illustrates his interest in providing detailed images to the reader. He is careful
to mention each of the important parts involved in the ritual, including the spleen (splh/n),
omentum (e0pi/ploon), soft fat (pimelh=), and abdomen (nhdu/j). The short digression does little
to help the reader to better understand the practice; however, it does further Herodotus’ claim to
authority: such details relate to the reader that he has intimate knowledge of this Egyptian ritual.
Herodotus himself visited Egypt where he would have had opportunities either to witness this
and other practices firsthand or to hear about them from locals.20 His comment at 2.99 stresses
that much of his information was gathered from personal observation (o)/yij).21
Herodotus’ most detailed account of human anatomy, his description of Egyptian
mummification, also illustrates his detailed knowledge of Egyptian practices (2.85-88).22 These
chapters have received much scholarly attention for being one of the most detailed literary
accounts of Egyptian embalming.23 The description is part of Herodotus’ broader interest in the
Egyptians’ advanced technical knowledge. This is most evident in his discussion of their

20 See Asheri 2007 et. al.: 226 and Lloyd 1975c: 68, who date Herodotus’ trip to sometime between 449 and 430
BCE.
21 Me/xri me\n tou&tou o1yij te e0mh_ kai\ gnw&mh kai\ i9stori/h tau~ta le/gousa& e0sti (‘Up to this point these
accounts have been derived from my own observation, opinion, and enquiry’). See further Asheri 2007 et al.:
228-30 and Lloyd 1975c: 82.
22 For descriptions of Egyptian mummification practices and beliefs, see Peck 1998 and the more detailed work of
Dudand and Lichtenberg 2006.
23 For examples, see McCoskey 2012: 61, Wallis Budge 2011: 203-5, Dudand and Lichtenberg 2006: 94, and
Harrison 2003.
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specialized medical fields for specific parts of the body in the previous chapter (2.84).24
Although Herodotus does treat medicine and embalming as different crafts,25 his choice to group
his discussions of these two professions together suggests that he considered them to be cohesive
narratives about the Egyptians’ advanced knowledge of the body.
Herodotus describes three ways that Egyptians embalmed bodies. The first and most
expensive method requires the removal of the brain and contents of the torso, after which the
internal cavity is filled with palm wine and herbs (2.86). The second, less expensive, method is
to fill the abdominal cavity with cypress-oil through the anus to dissolve the internal organs. The
liquified contents are then removed (2.87). The simplest method used by the lower classes is
simply to clear the intestines with a clyster (2.88). In all three processes, the body is placed in
natron (natural soda) to desiccate the body.26
Despite Herodotus’ detailed accounts of the processes of Egyptian mummification, his
descriptions of individual parts of the body are quite general. This lack of specific details
appears to follow Egyptian embalmers’ focused attention to the treatment of major organs.
Usually, all internal organs would be removed except for the heart and kidneys.27 Herodotus’
description of this process at 2.86 is quite simple: ei[lon th_n koili/hn pa~san (‘they would
remove all of [the contents of] the torso’).28 Although embalmers inevitably would have seen
other various internal structures during the process, there is little evidence that they acquired any
24 Among these are eye specialists (o0fqalmw~n i0htroi/), head specialists (oi9 kefalh=j), teeth specialists (oi9
o9do/ntwn), specialists of the lower abdomen (oi9 tw~n kata\ nhdu/n), and specialists of hidden (probably internal)
diseases (oi9 tw~n a0fane/wn nou/swn). See Asheri 2007 et al.: 297-98 and Lloyd 1976: 350-51 for comments
that Herodotus perhaps has made too much of the specialization of Egyptian medicine. Although there are
parallel descriptions of medical expertise in Egyptian texts, they are uncommon. Moreover, there is substantial
evidence for individual Egyptian physicians having a broad range of medical knowledge that overlapped these
restricted areas of enquiry that Herodotus mentions.
25 So von Staden 1989: 150.
26 See Lloyd 1976: 356 for his comments that Herodotus might have been making too sharp of a distinction
between the three methods.
27 Asheri 2007 et al.: 300, Lloyd 1976: 358.
28 Cf. the description of the mummification of Scythian kings at 4.71, where the contents of the abdomen (nhdu/j)
are only described as being cleared away (kaqai/resqai).
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new anatomical knowledge from it.29 It seems that they were principally concerned with
carrying out the work at hand, which meant that they had little interest in exploring the
construction of the body any further than necessary for their tasks to be completed. This
methodical and limited engagement with corpses meant that Herodotus probably had no need to
use special vocabulary in his descriptions. Only two unusual terms stand out that suggest
possible connections with medical terminology:

mucwth=rej: nostrils
The first stage of the embalming process that Herodotus describes is the removal of the brain
(e0gke/faloj) through the nostrils with a curved iron tool (skolio\j si/dhroj).30 The term
mucwth=rej appears only here in classical Greek.31 It is next used by the 1st century BCE
physician Crateuas (fr. 8) and thereafter regularly in later medical writings,32 but only
occasionally outside of them.33 The term’s appearance in Justin the Martyr’s Apology (55.4)
suggests that he understood the word as technical, since he refers to the ‘so-called nostril’ (o9
lego/monoj mucwth=r). Its technicality is further strengthened by the context of the passage,
how the material structure of humans (to_ de\ a)nqrw&peion sxh~ma) differs from other living
things. Herodotus’ use of the more common term mukth=r elsewhere at 3.87 (of a horse) suggests
that he was using a rare and perhaps technical variation in his description of mummification.34

29 Gordon 2004: 4-5, von Staden 1989: 29 and 139-40, Majno 1975: 138, Sigerist 1951: 353.
30 See Leek 1969 for discussion of this process.
31 One manuscript (S) has the more common mukth/rwn (see n. 33 below), which seems to be an attempted
correction by the scribe. Other readings include muchth/rwn (R), a variant that appears elsewhere only at Gal.
Comp. Med. 13.56.17 K and at [Gal.] Def. Med. 19.401.4 and 418.3 K; and the undefendable mhth/rwn (wombs)
(V).
32 E.g. Dsc. 1.54, 2.178; Sor. Fasc. 12, Gyn. 2.38; Gal. Comp. Med. 12.588 K; Cass. 39.
33 E.g. Diodorus Siculus’ same description of Egyptian mummification (9.19); Lucian, Phal. 1.11 (of a bull); Opp.
C. 1.454 (of a dog).
34 For other appearances of mukth=r, see E. Alc. 493; Ar. V. 1488, Ra. 893; Xen. Eq. 1.11, Smp. 5.6. The word also
appears frequently in the HC, e.g. Epid. 4.40, Art. 38, Morb. Sacr. 3, Aph. 5.49.
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e3drh: anus
In chapter 87, Herodotus describes a less costly and less invasive method of embalming
practised by Egyptians. Instead of cutting open the body to remove the organs, cypress-tree oil
is inserted into the anus, and the rectum – what Herodotus calls the o9do/j, or path – is plugged.35
After a day, the oil dissolves both the organs in the abdomen (nhdu/j) and higher organs
(spla/gxna), at which point the plug is removed and the liquified organs are evacuated through
the anus (e(/drh).36 Although other non-medical classical authors use the euphemism e(/drh (lit.
seat) to mean ‘buttocks,’37 I can find no other instance in classical sources where the word has
this specific sense outside of the HC and before Aristotle.38 The more common term for the anus
in Athenian literature is prwkto/j (although it appears to be a vulgar term limited to Comedy).39
It seems that other authors either avoided using the euphemism or, more unlikely, it had yet to
become part of common usage in the 5th century.
Although Herodotus was clearly interested in accurately recording both his own
observations and others’ accounts about the treatment of bodies (both human and animal), there
are only a few instances where he might have been engaging with medical vocabulary. His
descriptions of such activities as the autopsy of Prexaspes’ son and Egyptian embalming
presumably would have allowed him plenty of opportunities to use detailed vocabulary if he
wished or were able. In both of these instances, though, attention was directed only at specific
parts of the body: the boy’s pierced heart and the removal of the viscera en masse from corpses.
35 I have been unable to find any parallel example for this use of the word; the rectum in the HC is often called the
a0rxo/j (e.g. Aph. 5.58, Carn. 3, Fist. 9, Haem. 2).
36 See Lloyd 1976: 364-65 and Asheri 2007 et al.: 301 for the unlikelihood that cypress oil would be able to
dissolve the internal organs to such an extent in this short time. It is more probable that the astringent liquid
would have postponed decomposition until the body had become desiccated, thus preserving it.
37 E.g. Ar. Th. 133; Xen Eq. 1.11 (of horses).
38 E.g. Haem. 6: e1peita to_n au)li/skon e0nqei\j e0j th_n e3drhn, ktl. (‘Next, inserting the reed into the anus,’ etc.).
For other examples, see Morb. 2.14, Loc. Hom. 47, Fist. 7, Nat. Mul. 30, and Mul. 227. For the euphemism in
Aristotle see PA 668b18, a description of blood flowing from the anus.
39 E.g. Hippon. fr. 104; Cratin. fr. 335 K.-A.; Ar. Ach. 119, Eq. 364, Nu. 1300. See Henderson 1991: 149-50 for
discussion of how the term is usually used for men and with strong connotations of sexual intercourse.
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We get no sense that curiosity – either Herodotus’ or others’ – drew their attentions to other parts
that might have been visible. It is also evident from Herodotus’ vivid accounts of bodily
mutilation elsewhere in his work that he was not avoiding potentially gruesome imagery for the
sake of propriety.40 The two terms most likely associated with medical terminology, r9afai/
(seams of the skull) and mucwth=rej (nostrils), can be interpreted as Herodotus’ attempt to
convey accuracy and authority in his reporting.
It may be that Herodotus was not very familiar with medical terminology or that he
expected that his audience would not be. The absence of evidence cannot be used as a firm
indicator either way; however, the earlier date of his work might provide reasons to suspect that
Hippocratic writings had yet to become widely known at the time when Herodotus was
composing his Histories. What his anatomical language does suggest is that there was a
distinguishable difference between some Ionic and Attic terms, although Herodotus’ vocabulary
illustrates that the Ionic dialect per se did not differ significantly enough to explain the level of
detailed terminology seen in the HC.

7.1.2. Thucydides
In contrast to Herodotus’ work, the body is rarely mentioned in Thucydides’ History of the
Peloponnesian War. In fact, there is a near absence of anatomical vocabulary of any sort.41 Even
basic anatomical words rarely appear. Although Thucydides regularly mentions limbs (i.e.
po/dej / xei=rej), kefalh/ (head), for example, is only used twice in its anatomical sense (1.6.3
and 2.49.2). He does not mention skin (xro/a, de/rma), facial features such as noses (r(i=nej), lips
(xei/lea) nor ears (w}ta), not even fingers (da/ktuloi). Flesh (kre/aj, never sa/rc) appears only
40 E.g. the Persian Astyages dismembers, cooks, and serves Harpagus his own son (1.119); the Spartan Cleomenes
flays himself (6.75); the Persian Masistes’ wife's mutilated ears, nose, and breasts (9.11).
41 Thucydides apparently composed his work in stages. He mentions in his introduction (1.1.1) that he began
writing at the first outbreak of the conflict in 431 BCE (a0rca/menoj eu0quj kaqistame/nou), and it is possible that
he continued working on it until his death about 35 years later (see further Canfora 2006, esp. 20-21).
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once in the sense of animal meat as food (4.16.1), and the throat (sfagh/) is mentioned in the
context of the suicides of Corcyrean soldiers (4.48.3). Besides these, no other internal parts are
mentioned outside of the plague description at 2.49.42 Living and dead bodies are instead
generalized (sw/mata / nekroi/).43
Thucydides restricts the majority of anatomical terms to his account of the plague of
Athens (430/29 BCE).44 The disease was especially virulent. Roughly one in three hoplites and
horsemen died as a result of the disease, and an unknown number of women, children and
metics. Thucydides reports that it was not until fifteen years later that the population
recovered.45 He also was infected during the outbreak, which encouraged him to give such a
detailed description of it in his work (2.48.3):
e0gw_ de\ oi[o&n te e0gi/gneto le/cw, kai\ a)f' w{n a1n tij skopw~n, ei1 pote kai\ au}qij
e0pipe/soi, ma&list' a2n e1xoi ti proeidw_j mh_ a)gnoei=n, tau~ta dhlw&sw
au)to&j te nosh&saj kai\ au)to_j i0dw_n a1llouj pa&sxontaj.
I shall explain what it was like, since I myself was sick and saw others suffering from
it. And I shall make these things clear, so that if it ever happens again, someone
seeing it will have some foreknowledge and will not fail to recognize it.
This desire to provide a record for future identification of the disease provided Thucydides
with the impetus to describe it using uncommon, and possibly medical, vocabulary. Thomas
has shown that Thucydides reveals mixed feelings about the use of medical language in his
account.46 Although Thucydides uses several terms for symptoms of the disease that have
42 But cf. Nicias’ passing comment about his ‘kidney disease’ (no/soj nefri=tij) at 7.15.1.
43 E.g. sw/mata (used only for living bodies): 1.17.1, 2.51.3, 7.74.1 (38 total instances in the treatise); nekroi/:
1.54.1, 2.52.2, 4.38.1 (57 total instances).
44 The bibliography on Thucydides’ description of the plague is immense, and it would be impossible to cite even a
portion of scholarly discussions here. For a useful cross-section of studies, see Papagrigorakis 2008, Longrigg
1980, and Holladay and Poole 1979 for attempts to classify the disease; Craik 2001c on his physiological
description of the plague; Longrigg 2000 on Thucydides’ description of Athenian reaction to the plague; Winton
1992 on the villainizing of the plague by Thucydides and its context in his narrative of the Peloponnesian war as
a whole. For earlier studies, see Page 1953: 97 n.1.
45 Thucydides (2.58.3) remarks that of the four-thousand hoplites in the expeditionary force to Potidaea, onethousand and fifty died. Wylie 1983: 11 comments on the difficulty of assessing any further demographic details
beyond this number. See Th. 6.26.2 for his comment about the slow recovery of the city’s population.
46 Thomas 2006: 97-98.
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strong medical parallels,47 he also seems somewhat dismissive about medical labels:
a0pokaqa/rseij xolh=j pa=sai o)/sai u9po\ i0atrw~n w0nomasme/nai (‘There were bilious
secretions of all sorts that are named by doctors’).48 Yet a0pokaqa/rsij (secretion) itself
appears to be a specifically medical word.49 Her conclusion, I think, is correct: as part of the
intellectual elite, Thucydides was exposed to medical terms, and was able to draw upon them
when the need arose.
Although limited, the vocabulary for the body in section 2.49 is still exceptional
within Thucydides’ project. As Hornblower suggests, this illustrates his attempt at a0kribei/a
(accuracy) in his account of the plague.50 Page has previously identified only 12 anatomical
terms in this section: ai0doi=a (genitals), glw~ssa (tongue), ta\ e0nto/j (innards), kefalh/
(head), koili/a (belly), o0fqalmoi/ (eyes), po/dej (feet), sth/qh (chest), fa/rugc (throat), and
xei=rej (hands).51

Despite the generality of these words, Craik has convincingly shown how

they correspond with medical writers’ tracking of disease within the body.52 As in Herodotus’
account of Egyptian embalming, only two terms suggest possible medical influences:
kardi/a: heart
Thucydides describes the plague’s movement from the head (kefalh/) to the chest (sth/qh),
where it settles in the kardi/a. Scholarly interest in Thucydides’ use of this term, which was
common in Greek writings, is not focused on its technicality per se, but rather its meaning. The
problem stems from Thucydides’ comment that the kardi/a was disturbed by the illness and
47 qe/rmai i0sxurai/ (strong fevers), e9ruqh/mata (redness of the skin), u9pe/ruqron (reddish), flo/gwsij
(inflammation). See Craik 2001c and Page 1953: 104 for discussions of these terms.
48 Hornblower 1991: 322, who argues for Thucydides’ familiarity with medical thought, suggests that what
Thucydides meant was, ‘I could have been even more technical if I had chosen to be.’ Parry 1969: 113 proposes
that Thucydides truncated his discussion of the types of bile in order to move on to something that interested him
more: the devastating effects of the plague.
49 See Morb. 4.37 and Epid. 5.20 for its use in the HC.
50 Hornblower 1991: 322. He expands upon the meaning of the term earlier (60): ‘i.e. the meaning is objective,
rather than the subjective...There is also present the idea of precise conformity with reality.’
51 Page 1953: 99. I omit xolh/ from the list, since it properly belongs within the domain of physiology.
52 Craik 2001c: 105-6.
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agitated bile (xolh/).53 Page and Craik have both observed that modern translators often follow
Galen, who commented that ‘the ancients’ called the orifice of the stomach the kardi/a (to_ th~j
gastro_j sto&ma kardi/an o)noma&zousin oi9 palaioi/, Plac. Hp. et Pl. 2.8.8 K). Both, however,
rightly conclude that Thucydides was most likely using the term in the more well-attested sense
of ‘heart.’54 It was not that he was using kardi/a in a different sense other than ‘heart’ (i.e.
‘stomach’). Rather, he was following medical beliefs that the heart was in some way a
receptacle for various fluids.55 Thucydides must have meant ‘heart’ when he wrote kardi/a.

a0krwth/ria: bodily extremities
Thucydides later describes the plague’s ‘capture of the extremities’ (a)krwthri/wn a)nti/lhyij),
which included the genitals (ai0doi=a), the ends of the hands (a1krai xei=rej, i.e.‘fingers’), and the
feet (po&dej).56 This is an uncommon use of the word, since it is generally used in classical
writings for extreme points of geographical features or of other inanimate objects.57 Thucydides
himself uses it elsewhere exclusively in the sense of ‘promontory.’58 As Page notes, a0krwth/ria
appears several times in the HC in the sense of extremities of the body,59 yet he adds that the
Attic orator Lysias (ca. 445 – ca. 380 BCE) also uses it in the same way (Against Andocides 26,
400/399 BCE).60 In Page’s mind, this diminishes the chance of a limited medical source of the
term, since the passage from Lysias does not suggest any such connection. If a0krwth/ria here

53 o(po&te e0j th_n kardi/an sthri/ceien, a)ne/strefe/ te au)th_n kai\ a)pokaqa&rseij xolh~j (‘Whenever [the plague]
situated itself in the heart, it upset it and there were purgations of bile’).
54 Page 1953: 100, Craik 2001c: 106, so Hornblower 1991: 322.
55 For Hippocratic examples of fluids (xolh/, fle/gma) travelling to the kardi/a, see Aff. 14 and Morb. 2.5. See
further p. 113 above.
56 Cf. Xen. An. 4.5.12-13 and 7.4.3 where soldiers’ extremities lost by frostbite are not generalized but individually
listed.
57 E.g. Hdt. 7.217 (mountain peak); Xen. HG 6.2.36 (the beaks of triremes); Pl. Crit. 116d3 (the top of a temple).
58 2.93.4 (Salamis); 1.30.1, 1.47.2, and 3.79 (Leucimna); 6.44.3 and 4.25.4 (Rhegium).
59 E.g. Prorrh. 2.6; Morb. 1.29, 33; Aph. 7.1, 26; Flat. 8.
60 Lysias here describes the orator Andocides’s fear that he would be dismembered alive (oi0o&menoj ta_
a)krwth&ria zw~ntoj a)potmhqh&sesqai) after being caught in an act of treachery in Citium. For the dating and
a summary of this speech, see Todd 2000: 61-64.
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is to be considered technical, or even quasi-technical, we must imagine that Thucydides was
thinking specifically about its medical uses.
Thucydides’ descriptions of the symptoms of the plague suggests that he knew his
medical language. It is curious, then, that we do not find specialized anatomical vocabulary
in this section as well. A likely answer is found by returning to Thucydides’ reason for
providing such a detailed account in the first place: to provide a description of the disease in
order for others to recognize it in the future. The disease was the object of his investigation,
not the bodies that it affected. Similar accounts of plagues are reported in the Epidemics
where authors were generally more interested in tracing symptoms of the disease than
understanding how it affected the body.61
Moreover, because Thucydides was primarily recording these details to allow for later
recognition of this disease was, he concentrated upon its symptoms, and described them in a
way that non-professionals would understand. As Galen comments in his treatise On
Difficulty of Breathing (3.7.854 K):
Qoukudi/dhj me\n ga_r ta_ sumba&nta toi=j nosou~sin w(j i0diw&thj i0diw&taij
e1grayen, 9Ippokra&thj de\ texni/thj texni/taij.
Thucydides wrote descriptions of disease as a layperson for laypeople; Hippocrates
wrote as a professional for professionals.
Thucydides was not concerned with providing a physiological explanation for the plague and
its effects that would require a more detailed discussion of human anatomy.62 This avoidance
61 For example, in one case recorded at Epid. 1.2, the author notes several symptoms of the plague, e.g.
frikw/deej puretoi/ (fever with shivering), i9drw~tej (sweats), yu/cij (chills), ou)/ra h2 lepta\ kai\ a)/xrw kai\
a)/pepta (‘urine, either thin, colourless, or crude’), e)/reuqoj meta\ flegmonh=j (‘red [throat] with inflammation’),
r9eu/mata smikra/, lepta/, drime/a (‘mild fluxes, thin, acrid’), para/lhroi (delirious). In comparison, only two
(common) anatomical words appear in this passage: koili/ai (bowels) and fa/rugc (throat).
62 A point he suggests himself at 2.48: lege/tw me\n ou}n peri\ au)tou~ w(j e3kastoj gignw&skei kai\ i0atro_j kai\
i0diw&thj, a)f' o3tou ei0ko_j h}n gene/sqai au)to&, kai\ ta_j ai0ti/aj a3stinaj nomi/zei tosau&thj metabolh~j
i9kana_j ei]nai du&namin e0j to_ metasth~sai sxei=n: (‘Let a physician or layman give an account of [the disease],
as each is able: where it likely came from, and what he thinks were the causes of so great a revolution that were
sufficient to have the ability for change.’).
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of anatomical descriptions also conforms with their general absence elsewhere in his work.
As both a military general and a survivor of the plague, he would have seen first-hand the
physical effects of both war and disease upon human bodies. Vivid descriptions of either in
his project would perhaps have been aesthetically displeasing, especially to an audience that
would have lived through the same horrors. Those bodies inflicted with the plague were
Thucydides’ own fellow citizens; they were not the generalized textual bodies, reducible to a
disinterested study of human nature (fu/sij a0nqrwpi/nh) that we see in most Hippocratic
writings.
7.2. The animal body: Xenophon
As Higgins has remarked, Xenophon is something of a ‘Protean’ figure,63 since his writings run
the gamut from philosophical dialogues to histories, to essays, to technical works on
horsemanship and dog-hunting.64 As part of the intellectual elite, his broad interests appear to
have included medicine as well. We have previously seen that Xenophon knew of medical texts
circulating in Athens by the 350s BCE (Mem. 4.2.10). In general, though, Xenophon does not
offer detailed discussions of human anatomy. For example, he only mentions the heart (kardi/a)
twice, both times in a psychological sense.65 The term e)/ntera (guts) appears once in a
description of a certain Nicarchus’ belly wound.66 He also refers to the e0gke/faloj (brain), but
in the context of the edible heart of a palm tree shoot.67 No other internal organs appear in his
writings.

63 Higgins 1977: 2.
64 For a useful overview of Xenophon’s life and works, see Macleod 2008: 7-12. For Xenophon’s writings as ‘an
instrument of paideia’ in 4th century Athens, see Pownall 2007, esp. 236.
65 Smp. 4.28 (Socrates stung in his heart after touching shoulders with the young man Critobulus) and An. 2.5.23 (a
crown upon the heart [e0pi\ th|~ kardi/a], a metaphor of the Persian statesman Tissaphernes’ desire to be king).
66 An. 2.5.33: tetrwme/noj ei0j th_n gaste/ra kai\ ta_ e1ntera e0n tai=j xersi\n e1xwn (‘wounded in his belly and
holding his guts in his hand.’).
67 An. 2.3.16 and Dalby 2003: 113-14 for further description of this food.
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Xenophon’s familiarity with some medical anatomical knowledge is suggested by his
description of an injury that the Spartan king (and Xenophon’s patron) Agesilaus II suffered
while in Megara (376 BCE, HG 5.4.58).68 Agesilaus, as Xenophon relates, was climbing to the
building of the chief magistrate when he ruptured a vessel (fle/y), although we are not told
which one. After blood began to pool in his leg and the pain became unbearable, a Syracusan
physician cut a vessel next to his ankle (sfuro/n) to relieve the pressure. The incision refused to
heal, and this left him incapacitated for several months. This description is consistent with those
in the HC. Medical authors were particularly interested in this ankle vessel (the greater
saphenous vein), since it was considered an important site for bloodletting. Internal Affections
traces the vessel to its origin in the head, and suggests that a wound to the ankle could result in
pain elsewhere in the body (18). Nature of Humans describes a similar path for the vessel (11).
The author here suggests that pain can be alleviated by cutting the vein along its track at the
lumbar muscles (yoai/), the testicles (o)/rxiej), the ham of the leg (i0gnu/j), or at the ankle
(sfuro/n). Similar accounts are found in specific case histories in the Epidemics.69
Xenophon’s use of technical anatomical vocabulary is more pronounced elsewhere in his
treatise On Horsemanship (Peri\ 9Ippikh/) and, to a lesser extent, in On Hunting with Dogs
(Kunhgetiko/j). These works are especially good examples of the intersection between
veterinary and human medical terminology for the body.70 The term ‘veterinary,’ however,
should be used with caution, since there is no evidence for a specific veterinary profession – the

68 The later parts of the Hellenica (including this passage) were probably composed sometime after 362 BCE
(Dillery 1995: 12-15).
69 Epid. 2.4.5, 5.7, and 7.38.
70 The dating of these works is problematic, although they both appear to have be written during the final two
decades of Xenophon`s life, the 360s or the 350s BCE (Cartledge 1997: xxxi). The authenticity of Cyn. has been
questioned (most strongly by Radermacher 1896), yet it is now generally accepted to be genuine (Phillips and
Wilcock 1999: 23, Gray 1985, and Delebecque 1970: 13).
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medical treatment of animals – until the Hellenistic period.71 In classical Athens, it appears that
such matters as the health of a horse, for example, would fall under the general craft of
‘horsemanship’ (i9ppikh/) rather than ‘horse medicine’ (i9ppiatrikh/).72 Xenophon’s work
suggests what this i9ppikh/ entails, since he is not principally interested in treating sick animals,
but rather in their selection and training.
An interest in the health of an animal, however, so far as we can tell from the meagre
evidence from the period, appears to have encouraged an overlap with contemporary medical
ideas.73 Horses were expensive, so it was financially beneficial to use contemporary medical
knowledge for humans to treat them as well.74 Xenophon suggests this connection in his
description of sickness caused by a horse’s overindulgence in barley (kriqi/asij, Eq. 4.2):75
e1sti de\ w3sper a)nqrw&pw|, ou3tw kai\ i3ppw| a)rxo&mena pa&nta eu)iato/tera h2 e0peida_n
e0nskirwqh|~ te kai\ e0camarthqh|~ ta_ nosh&mata.
Just as with a human, so with a horse, diseases are more treatable when they are
beginning than when they become more difficult and mistreated.
The passage can be further located in the context of Hippocratic theories of disease by the
appearance of the term u(peraimei=n (‘to suffer from excess blood’) to explain the internal cause
of this barley sickness. This corresponds to the prevalent Hippocratic theory that an imbalance
of fluids in the body causes sickness.76

71 The earliest record we have of a veterinary surgeon is IG 9.2.69 from Lamia, Thessaly (ca. 130 BCE) that
names a certain Metrodoros as performing this service (Fisher 1988: 191).
72 See for example Pl. R. 342c, a discussion of the definition of a te/xnh, where Plato juxtaposes the medical craft
(i0atrikh/) with ‘horsemanship’ (i9ppikh/).
73 See for example Adams 1995: 36-41 on the parallels between Hippocratic physiology and that seen in later
Hellenistic and Roman veterinary writings.
74 For comments about the expense of keeping horses, see Strepsiades’ monologue at the beginning of Ar. Nub.,
Th. 6.12.2, and Arist. Pol. 1321a.
75 See Anderson 1960: 1-2 for a description of the condition in the context of this passage.
76 E.g. Loc. Hom. 33 where the author claims that an excess of blood causes pain (o0du/nh), whereas phlegm causes
heaviness (ba/roj).
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Xenophon’s study of horse anatomy further illustrates how medical vocabulary could be
used to supplement technical equestrian terms.77 He begins the treatise with a description of the
ideal qualities of a foal, which he explains must start with a study of its body (since it has yet to
be broken, and therefore, we can assume, cannot be tested).78 He also tells the reader here that he
was relying in part upon the earlier work of Simon, the author of the 5th or possibly early 4th
century treatise On the Appearance and Selection of Horses (Peri\ 0Ei0dou\j kai\ )Epilogh=j
(/Ippwn).79 The lengthy surviving fragment of Simon’s work (552 words, according to the TLG)
suggests how Xenophon was drawing upon preexisting technical writings for his animal
anatomical vocabulary (which had close similarities to Hippocratic language).
Xenophon’s vocabulary for horses includes a mixture of specifically equestrian terms and
technical terms that could be used for both humans and animals. For example, he describes a
horse’s proko/mion (forelock, 5.6),80 the kunh/podej (fetlocks, 1.4),81 and the xelidw\n
kaloume/nh (the ‘so-called frog,’ 1.3).82 All three words are extremely rare in surviving classical
writings with these meanings, and appear to be part of equestrian technical vocabulary.83 Other

77 See Widdra 1964: 5 for a useful diagram of anatomical terms that Xenophon employs in this section.
78 tou~ me\n toi/nun e1ti a)dama&stou pw&lou dh~lon o3ti to_ sw~ma dei= dokima&zein:
79 See Althoff 2005: 247-48 for the uncertain dating of Simon’s work and for his influence upon Xenophon. He is
perhaps the same Simon mentioned at Ar. Eq. 242, produced in 424 BCE (so S ad loc.). If so, it is likely that the
treatise was composed sometime during the second half of the century. Doyen-Higuet 2012: 213 suggests a
broader date range between the late 5th and the early 4th century. Simon apparently took great pride in his
knowledge of horse anatomy. If we are to believe Pollux (2.69), he attacked the painter Mikon for his incorrect
depiction of horses with eyelashes on their lower lids.
80 The lock of hair above a horse’s forehead.
81 The padded area on the back of a horse’s leg immediately above the hoof. The term (lit. ‘dog foot’) seems to
have been appropriated from canine anatomy. See Poll. 5.65, who cites kunh/podej in a list of ‘dog’ (ku/wn)
words used outside of their normal sense: kunh&podej i3ppwn.
82 The triangular prominence on the sole of a horse’s hoof, lit. ‘swallow’ (since it is shaped like the bird’s tail, LSJ
s.v.).
83 proko/mion appears once elsewhere at Arist. HA 630a35; kunh/podej and xelidw/n appear only here. For
further examples of Xenophon’s technical language for horses, see Dover 1997: 112-14. See also Doyen-Higuet
2012 for discussion of equine anatomical terms used by Xenophon and later Greek authors. One of her main
observations is that Greek anatomical vocabulary specific to horses is low, except for names designating parts of
the foot.
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names, specifically those for prominent bones and their parts, also appear in Hippocratic writings
(and mostly limited to them) in the context of the human body:
1)

sugkamph/ (joint, Eq. 1.8 [here of a horse’s jaw]). The term cugkamph/ is used in
a different sense at Hp. Nat. Hom. 11 for the elbow joint.84

2)

w9mopla/th (shoulder blade, Eq. 1.7; also Cyn. 1.7, 4.1, 5.10, and 30; also Simon
Eq. 6). The word is used frequently in the same sense in the HC.85

3)

a0krwmi/a (withers, the ridge between a horse’s shoulder blades, Eq. 1.11, 6.7, 7.1;
also Simon Eq. 4, 6, 8). In the HC, the term is used for the points of the shoulder
(or the ‘acromion process’ in modern medical language).86

4)

pero/nh (tendon(s) below a horse’s knee, Eq. 1.5; also Simon Eq. 5). The term is
apparently used in a similar (although anatomically uncertain) sense at Hp. Loc.
Hom. 6.87

These terms illustrate the possible intersection between vocabulary for human and equine
anatomy. Although it is difficult to know the directionality of this influence, the limited use of
these words in surviving writings suggests their shared technical status. It is likely, I think, that
such terms were developed as part of a larger program of 5th and 4th century intellectual enquiry
into the nature (fu/sij) of living things in general. In such an environment, cross-pollination of
vocabulary is inevitable. As we have seen, medical authors used comparative anatomy as part of
their studies into the construction of the human body. Similarly, authors of treatises on animal
anatomy could appropriate words used by physicians. It should be noted, though, that neither
84 The Nat. Hom. passage is paraphrased at Hp. Oss. 9 and quoted directly at Arist. HA 513a. The verbal form
(cugka/mpein, ‘to bend’) appears often in the HC in descriptions of joints, e.g. Art. 19, Loc. Hom. 6, Epid.7.23.
See also Arist. HA 502b11, 575a14, and Diocl. fr. 182. But see Xen. An. 5.8.10 and Pl. Phd. 60b2 for the verb in
non-technical contexts, which may suggest a more general use of the term.
85 E.g. Morb. 2.58, Art. 16, Epid. 2.3.4, Int. 18. Arist. HA 516a32 marks the term as unusual: ai9 kalou&menai
w)mopla&tai (‘the so-called shoulder blades’), but cf. HA 493b12 for his use of the term without such
qualification.
86 E.g. Art. 43, Mochl. 1, Coac. 33. The term next appears in Arist., e.g. HA 498b32 (of horses).
87 Here the author describes pe/ro/nai du/o (lit. ‘two pins’) that run along the calf (para\...th\n knh/mhn) and extend
from just below the knee to the heel. Craik 1998a: 127 notes that these ‘pins’ are anatomically unclear, although
she proposes that the author might have meant the tibia and the fibula bones. If this is so, then they may
correspond to the horse’s knh/mh (shank, i.e. the metacarpal bone) and the peronh/ (tendon, although there are
actually two closely grouped ones here that are not distinguishable from external observation: the superficial
flexor and the deep flexor). Another possibility is that the author of Loc. Hom. was using observations of an
animal (e.g. a pig, horse, or dog) for his information. This would account for the two ‘pins’ (i.e. the superficial
and deep flexor tendons) that humans do not have (see König and Liebich 2007: 207-13 and McFadyean 1922:
33-35 for descriptions of these structures in domestic animals).
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Simon nor Xenophon appear to be very interested in the internal parts and structures of animals.
Attention to these appears to be limited to treatises on human medicine in the Classical period.
Xenopohon’s and Simon’s shared debt to medical anatomical vocabulary is clearest in
their use of the suffix -wdhj (designating quality or similarity), which was especially common
in Greek medical language, although not limited to it.88 In section 5 of his fragment, Simon
describes the proper appearance of a foal’s leg:
e0xe/tw ta_ peri\ th_n pero&nhn kai\ th_n knh&mhn kai\ neurw&dh kai\ a1sarka w(j ma&lista
a1xri tou~ go&natoj, ta_ de\ a1nwqen tou&tou kai\ sarkwde/stera kai\ i0sxuro&tera.
The parts around the tendon [behind the knee] and the shank [of the foal] should be
sinewy and as fleshless as possible right up to the knee, but the parts above this should be
both fleshier and harder.
At On Horsemanship 1.5, Xenophon mirrors his predecessor to some extent, but includes
medical elaboration on why the appearance is best. He states that the shanks (knh=mai) of a horse
should have thick bones (o)sta~ paxe/a). This thickness should not be caused by vessels or flesh
(ou) me/ntoi fleyi/ ge ou)de\ sarci\ paxe/a), since this could cause a buildup of blood and, as a
result, varicose veins (krissoi/).89 Xenophon’s rendering of Simon’s sarkw/dhj (fleshy) as
sarci\ paxe/a (dense with flesh) illustrates that the same idea could be expressed in a different
(and it seems, less technical sounding) way.90 But Xenophon does not shy away from such
language elsewhere. The adjective appears three times in his anatomical descriptions in On
Hunting with Dogs.91 He also uses the suffix -wdhj elsewhere to describe the bony skull of a
88 Schironi 2010: 341, e.g. qanatw&dhj (deadly, Coac. 88), i0drw&dhj (sweaty, Int. 12), xolw&dhj (bilious, Morb.
2.5), splhnw&dhj (splenetic, Morb. 2.55), kwmatw&dhj (lethargic, Epid. 1.3.13), u9menw/dea (fibrous, Mul. 9).
Palmer 1980: 256 notes that the ‘suffix was productive in Attic-Ionic and in the earlier Koine, but by Byzantine
times it was already sterile.’
89 For parallel descriptions of varicose veins in the HC, see Art. 41 and Morb. 1.14. Ulc. 25 suggests blood-letting
to relieve the discomfort.
90 Cf. the adjective sa/rkinoj (fleshy), e.g. Eup. fr. 417 K.-A., Ar. fr. 728 K.-A., Pl. Lg. 906c4.
91 4.1 o)sfu~j sarkw&deij (‘fleshy loins’), sarkw&dh [sc. i0sxi/a] (‘fleshy haunch’) and 5.30 kwlh~ sarkw&dh
(‘fleshy thigh’).
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horse (kefalh_ o)stw&dhj, Eq. 1.8 and 5.6); and the sinewy areas below the brows of a dog
(i0nw&dh ta_ ka&twqen tw~n metw&pwn, Cyn. 4.1). Of course, such use of this suffix would not
have required the reader to have any specialized medical knowledge, since he is describing
familiar material (flesh, bones, and sinew). With other options available, though, it seems that
both Xenophon and Simon were using these adjectives because of their technical connotations.
These adjectives are generally restricted to the HC in classical writings.92 For example,
in a study of diseases found in different regions the author of Airs, Waters, Places notes the
appearances of the Scythian people (24):
ta_ ei1dea au)te/wn paxe/a e0sti\ kai\ sarkw&dea, kai\ a1narqra kai\ u(gra_ kai\ a1tona:
They appear stout, fleshy, without visible joints, moist, and slack.
The author of Articulations makes a more general claim about the nature (fu/sij) of the human
thigh (77):
oi3 te au} mhroi\ fu&sei gausoi\ pefu&kasin, a1nwqen ga_r sarkw&dee/j te kai\ cu&mmhroi,
e0j de\ to_ ka&tw u(po&chroi.
The thighs are naturally curved, since they are fleshy and close to one another at the top,
but slender below.
The adjective o0stw/dhj appears only as a substantive in the HC to describe the effects of dropsy
(o)stw&dea tou~ sw&matoj,‘boniness of the body,’ Morb. 4.52) and the texture of a skin-growth
(mu/kh, Int. 18, 51); i0nw/dhj is used to describe the quality of vessels near the kidneys and around
the groin (Oss. 14), as well as to describe the texture of the spleen (Carn. 9). Both words,
however, are not used elsewhere before Aristotle’s work on animal anatomy.93

92 The appearance of sarkw/dhj at Hdt. 3.29 in a description of the material existence of gods might suggest
either an Ionic source for the adjective or a specifically medical borrowing: qeoi\ e)/naimoi kai\ sarkw/deej (‘gods
of flesh and blood’).
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The rare appearances of these adjectives suggest that Xenophon and Simon were drawing
upon technical vocabulary for bodies that, because of the similar materials that compose humans
and animals, could extend to both species. But what has made Xenophon restrict such language
to animals alone? Certainly, subject matter has something to do with it. We see passing
glimpses of his interest in the composition of the human body elsewhere in his writings;94
however, such detailed language as we see in his studies of horses and dogs would have been out
of place, since nowhere else in his writings do bodies become scrutinized to such a high degree.
As Xenophon notes in the introduction to On Hunting with Dogs, he intended this work as part
of a broader program of education (paidei/a);95 he likewise begins his work on horses describing
himself as experienced (e)/mpeiroj) in the subject. Xenophon therefore positions himself as
skilled educator on the subjects he is about to discuss, and follows through by using technical
vocabulary that bolsters his claim to authority.

7.3. The philosophical body: Plato
Plato undoubtedly had a persistent interest in medicine, which encouraged a greater use of
technical anatomical vocabulary than is found in Herodotus, Thucydides, and Xenophon.96 He
mentioned the medical craft often. Using a TLG search for key terms in Plato’s writings, Bader
remarks that the philosopher refers either to medicine or to physicians 377 times, far more than
he mentions rhetoric (290 times) or politics (219 times);97 however, it is clear that Plato had a
complex relationship with medicine that extends beyond this. He particularly admired the

93 E.g. o)stw&dhj: HA 499a31 (the legs of quadrupeds: o)stw&dh ta_ ske/lh e1xei kai\ neurw&dh kai\ a1sarka, ‘they
have bony, sinewy, and fleshless legs’); PA 659b22 (for the head of a bird). i0nw&dhj: PA 654b28 (the sinewy
flesh around the bone), HA 508a32 (the sinewy channels of the lungs, i.e. the bronchial tubes).
94 See for example Mem. 1.4.5 where he has Socrates argue that the practical organization of parts of the human
face, such as the nose and eyes, is due to divine providence.
95 See Jaeger 1944: 179-81 for a discussion of Xenophon’s understanding of the educational purpose for this work.
96 Cf. Steckerl 1945: 179-80: ‘Plato surely knew the main teachings of Hippocrates by heart.’
97 Bader 2010: 1.
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medical profession for its intellectual rigour,98 and used its approach to treating disease as an
analogy for treating the soul.99 Yet he was also wary of medicine’s encroachment upon ethical
philosophy. Plato’s reactions to medical anatomical models in the Symposium and the Timaeus
in particular suggest that 4th century Athenian educated elites were becoming increasingly
comfortable with medical discussion. As a result, they were also more willing to use medicine’s
discoveries about the body to explore other areas of enquiry.
Plato’s particular interests in ethical philosophy meant that his writings focus more upon
what to do (ti/ dra=n) than upon what a (material) thing is (ti/ e0sti).100 Thus, although he
respected the medical art and made use of it as an analogy to explain his own beliefs, he rarely
explored questions about what the body itself was. A passage from Phaedo provides an
excellent example of this contrast.101 Here Socrates, awaiting his execution, describes his young

98 For Plato’s admiration of the medical profession as an ideal te/xnh, see Jaeger 1944: 3: ‘Plato thinks of the
doctor as the representative of a highly specialized and refined department of knowledge; and also as the
embodiment of a professional code which is rigorous enough to be a perfect model of the proper relation
between knowledge and its purpose in practical conduct.’ See further Moes 2001, Moravcsik 2000, Temkin
1963, and Jones 1946: 16-23. Cf. Lloyd 2003: 149 for Plato’s possibly strange choice of medicine as a model:
‘Plato uses the model of the doctor to construct his image of the expert in moral and political matters. Yet the
real-life doctors of Plato’s day were – to judge from the evidence in the Hippocratic Corpus – far from being all
confident authorities that Plato’s ideal would have us believe. Quite the reverse in certain cases.’
99 For an excellent analysis of Plato’s soul and its analogy with medical treatment, see Holmes 2010b. See further
Ruttenberg 1986 and Lidz 1995 (for Plato’s apt use of the medical analogy in his moral philosophy); Stalley
1981 (for his use of disease as an analogy for crime in R.); and Stalley 1996 (for a similar discussion of physical
pain and punishment in Ti.). Plato’s view of overall health as an i0sonomi/a (equilibrium) is concurrent with that
of Hippocratic physicians (e.g. R. 585a, Ti. 64c and Gocer 1999: 26-27 for discussion). For a similar
contemporary notion of health see Philolaus test. 27. For the negative impact of this approach upon the progress
of medicine in the Hellenistic period, see Nussbaum 1994: 20-22.
100 For ti\ dra=n as a core question in Greek ethical philosophy, see Moravcsik 2000, esp. 7-8. For ti\ e0sti as a
primary question in Greek medicine, see Brill 2006: 8: ‘By observing nature and attempting to delineate its parts,
wholes, and functions the doctor is actively engaged in a process of inquiry to determine what something is.’
See Hp. VM 1-2, Nat. Hom. 1 and de Arte 8 for explicit descriptions of this approach. But cf. Rosen 1968: 93-94
for some methodological overlap between Platonic definitions and medical thought: ‘the techniques of medicine,
to the extent that they reveal or make known “what is,” are part of, or the same as, the techniques of philosophy.’
For the importance of the question both in the later Aristotelian concept of ‘being’ and in Hippocratic medicine,
see Marx 1977: 14-42, esp. 25-28.
101 I avoid here the difficult problem of whether these ideas are Plato’s or Socrates’, or the so-called ‘Socratic
question.’ For recent discussion see Prior 2009.
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self as being initially swept away by the writings of the natural philosopher Anaxagoras;102
however, he later became disillusioned by such theories. He was specifically discouraged by
Anaxagoras’ marginalization of the mind (nou=j) in his studies of cause and effect (98b-c):103
e0peidh_ proi"w_n kai\ a)nagignw&skwn o(rw~ a1ndra tw|~ me\n nw|~ ou)de\n xrw&menon ou)de/
tinaj ai0ti/aj e0paitiw&menon ei0j to_ diakosmei=n ta_ pra&gmata, a)er
/ aj de\ kai\
ai0qe/raj kai\ u3data ai0tiw&menon kai\ a1lla polla_ kai\ a1topa. kai/ moi e1docen
o(moio&taton peponqe/nai w3sper a2n ei1 tij le/gwn o3ti Swkra&thj pa&nta o3sa
pra&ttei nw|~ pra&ttei, ka1peita e0pixeirh&saj le/gein ta_j ai0ti/aj e9ka&stwn w{n
pra&ttw, le/goi prw~ton me\n o3ti dia_ tau~ta nu~n e0nqa&de ka&qhmai, o3ti su&gkeitai/ mou
to_ sw~ma e0c o)stw~n kai\ neu&rwn, kai\ ta_ me\n o)sta~ e0stin sterea_ kai\ diafua_j e1xei
xwri\j a)p' a)llh&lwn, ta_ de\ neu~ra oi[a e0pitei/nesqai kai\ a)ni/esqai, periampe/xonta
ta_ o)sta~ meta_ tw~n sarkw~n kai\ de/rmatoj o4 sune/xei au)ta&: ai0wroume/nwn ou}n tw~n
o)stw~n e0n tai=j au(tw~n sumbolai=j xalw~nta kai\ suntei/nonta ta_ neu~ra ka&mptesqai/
pou poiei= oi[o&n t' ei]nai e0me\ nu~n ta_ me/lh, kai\ dia_ tau&thn th_n ai0ti/an sugkamfqei\j
e0nqa&de ka&qhmai:
As I went on with my reading I saw that the man [Anaxagoras] made no use of the mind,
and did not assign any real causes for the ordering of things, but mentioned as causes air
and ether and water and many other absurdities. And it seemed to me it was very much
as if one should say that Socrates does with intelligence whatever he does, and then, in
trying to give the causes of the particular thing I do, should say first that I am now sitting
here because my body is composed of bones and sinews, and the bones are hard and have
joints which divide them and the sinews can be contracted and relaxed and, with the flesh
and the skin which contains them all, are laid about the bones; and so, as the bones are
hung loose in their ligaments, the sinews, by relaxing and contracting, make me able to
bend my limbs now, and that is the cause of my sitting here with my legs bent.

102 Although the exact dates are uncertain, Anaxagoras (originally from Clazomenae) arrived in Athens sometime
near the middle of the 5th century and remained there for about 20 years (Mansfield 1979). See Jouanna 1999:
264 for Anaxagoras’ interest in the human body, which seems to have been limited to common materials: ‘“[T]he
homeomerous substances (e.g. flesh, bone and so on),” Anaxagoras maintained, “are the elements [= DK 59a].”
Although in principle there are an infinite number of homeomeries...or substances formed of like parts,
Anaxagoras liked to cite those that constituted the human body.’ See further Guthrie 1965: 282-84. Plutarch
relates that Anaxagoras, who we are told attracted the attention of many of the intellectual elite in Athens, cut
open a ram’s head to prove that its single horn was the result of a defect in the brain (Per. 6.2 and Holmes 2010a:
84-85 for discussion). Anaxagoras impressed his audience because of his ‘natural explanation’ for the anomaly
(fusiko\j lo/goj, 6.1), but – so far as we can glean from Plutarch’s description – his observations were limited
to a superficial appraisal of the relative position of the brain (e0gke/faloj) within the cranium (krani/on) of the
animal. There is no evidence to suggest that he took care to study the structure of the brain in any detail. See
also Onians 1951: 237-38 for further discussion of this passage, where he remarks on connections made between
the material of the brain and the material of horns in antiquity.
103 Tr. Fowler 1971 with minor alterations.
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In one sense, Socrates is concerned about the use of physiology as a means to acquire a true
understanding of causes.104 He rejected Anaxagoras’ investigation into the science of nature
(fu/sewj i9stori/a, 96a8),105 because such knowledge of the natural world was insufficient to
explain why he chose to do what he did.106 Socrates is sitting there speaking with Phaedo and
not fleeing execution because of his mind. Granted, the parts of his body are ‘a “condition sine
qua non” for that effect,’ since they are necessary for his locomotion; however, the particulars of
the body’s construction remain peripheral to his actions.107 Anatomical enquiry simply could not
provide Socrates (and it appear Plato as well) with the type of truth that he pursued.

7.3.1. Symposium
The Symposium provides further evidence of Plato’s scepticism about medicine and the medical
body when it is used to explore ethical philosophy. The dialogue is particularly interesting to us
here because it contains two prolonged speeches where the medical body is brought to the
forefront. Notably, the theme of the dialogue is not medicine but rather Eros (love/desire), which
illustrates the encroachment of medical theories into broader areas of enquiry at least by the first
quarter of the 4th century.108

104 For further discussion of Socrates’ understanding of ‘cause’ (ai0ti/a) in this passage as it relates to human
physiology, see Turan 2013: 10-11, Kelsey 2004: 25, Sedley 1998: 114-15, and Davis 1980: 565-66.
105 For this approach in medical writings, see especially Hp. VM 20: le/gw de\ th_n i9stori/hn tau&thn [sc. i0htrikh_n]
ei0de/nai a1nqrwpoj ti/ e0sti, kai\ di' oi3aj ai0ti/aj gi/netai...e0pei/ toi/ ge/ moi doke/ei a)nagkai=on ei]nai panti\
i0htrw|~ peri\ fu&sioj ei0de/nai (‘I assert that the science [of medicine] is the knowledge of what a human is and
the causes for his existence...since I believe that it is necessary for every physician to be knowledgeable about
nature’).
106 So Bostock 1986: 136-37.
107 Sedley 1998: 25.
108 The dramatic date of Smp. is 416 BCE following the playwright Agathon’s first victory. But there is a very
good likelihood that Plato’s depiction of medicine and physicians here does not accurately represent ideas and
opinions circulating at least 30 years before the dialogue was composed, perhaps between 384 and 379 BCE (see
Dover 1980: 9-10 for dating). See further Dodds 1990: 18 for his comments on the dramatic date of Gorgias:
‘We must conclude either that Plato did not care how his readers situated his fictions in time...or that he
deliberately lifted the present fiction [out of its historical context].’
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As part of the discussion on the topic of Eros, Plato has the historical Athenian physician
Eryximachus comment on the nature of Eros from the perspective of his profession (186b188e).109 Although there is some scholarly debate about the tone of Eryximachus’ speech, it is
generally regarded as overly pedantic and laced with medical jargon:110
Plato’s characterization of Eryximachus serves as an illustration of what happens when
the balance between [intellectual] investment and detachment is not present in the
medical practitioner. It is when Eryximachus represents the more narrowly defined and
most technical elements of the medical practice that we find Plato most critical of him.
Plato’s resistance to medical thought in the context of philosophical discussions (what Rosen
calls ‘medical humanism’) is that it is a craft (te/xnh) aimed at the preservation of life, whether
or not it is a good life. This interest potentially places it in opposition to the ethical
philosopher’s goal of understanding the ‘good.’111
Plato’s Eryximachus begins his speech on Eros by stating his debt to his medical craft
(a)/rcomai de\ a0po\ th=j i0atrikh=j le/gwn). His claim is that both love and disease are located in
the body, and therefore both affect the ‘nature of bodies’ (fu/sij tw~n swmatw~n, 186b2-4).
Despite Eryximachus’ interest in studying the body as the locus for disease, the descriptions of
its parts are virtually absent in his discussion. His main concern is to follow contemporary
medical theories of the balance of bodily substances through repletion (plhsmonh/) and depletion
(ke/nwsij) in order to diagnosis (diagignw/skein) the flux of good and bad love (186c-d). This
understanding of Eros is further augmented by his theories of medical opposites of bodily

109 Plato mentions him elsewhere at Prt. 315c and Phdr. 268a (Craik 2001b: 109).
110 Brill 2006: 24. Craik 2001b: 110 n. 7 provides a full bibliography of earlier assessments of Eryximachus’
speech. Edelstein 1945 is the strongest defender for the physician. He writes (88): ‘[I]f Eryximachus is
reproached for the “dogmatism of his profession in trying to make good his pedantic correction of his
predecessors,” one should point out that the other speakers are dogmatic as well.’ Levin 2009: 275
acknowledges some shifting of thought in the past decade, which has had, ‘a salutary impact on explorations of
[Eryximachus’] logos.’ Nevertheless, she contends that scholars might have gone too far out of their way both to
criticize and to praise Eryximachus.
111 Rosen 1968: 93.
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qualities.112 Eryximachus’ speech is classical medicine at its most abstracted: the material body
ceases to be part of the object of enquiry (like in Thucydides’ description of the plague). Instead,
it encroaches upon the domain of natural philosophy and its search for the basic abstract
constituents of the material world, where disease per se cannot be located.
Aristophanes, whose speech immediately follows Eryximachus’, dwells more upon the
construction of the body in his own fanciful account of Eros.113 Aristophanes begins by claiming
that Eros is an ally (e0pikouro/j) of humans and a physician (i0atro/j) for treating those problems
that trouble them the most (189d1-2). He explicitly marks his imitation of Eryximachus’
medically oriented discussion by stating that he will discuss ‘human nature’ (a0nqrwpi/nh fu/sij,
189d5).114 Next he explains the original form of humans: they were once conjoined in tandem at
their fronts, forming a single body with four arms, four legs, and two faces attached to one neck.
Because the gods felt threatened by their size and power, Zeus decided to split them in half with
his lightning bolt. He next ordered Apollo, who among other responsibilities was a god of
healing, to ‘treat’ (i0a/sqai) the freshly torn bodies of humans (190d-e).115
The description of Apollo’s procedure appears to imitate the technical anatomical terms
coined by physicians (190e-191b). The god began by suturing the original wound (now the front
of the torso, sth/qh) where the two bodies were split. He then stitched together the loose skin
(de/rma) creating ‘the now so-called belly’ (h9 gasth/r nu=n kaloume/nh). The resulting suture
112 See Thivel 2004 and Craik 2001b: 109-10 for further discussions of Eryximachus’ language of pathology and
Plato’s possible medical sources. For similar theories in the HC, see Aph. 2.22, Flat. 1, Epid. 6.8.7, and Nat.
Hom. 9.
113 My analysis of Aristophanes’ speech follows Craik 2001b, although I place greater emphasis on the anatomical
imagery. See Hooper 2013, von Moellendorf 2009, and Dover 1980: 112-14 for discussions of myth in
Aristophanes’ speech. I limit my discussion to the first part, in which medical imagery is most strongly
emphasized (189d-191d). Aristophanes follows with his famous explanation of the origin of sexual orientations
(191d-193e). Dover 1966 remains one the best overviews of Plato’s possible intellectual and literary influences
in his description. More recent scholarly interest in this section is primarily focused upon what it suggests about
gender as a construct, e.g. Sandford 2010: ch. 2, Groneberg 2005, and Ludwig 1996.
114 For examples of this expression in the HC see Vict. 2, Flat. 6, Morb. Sacr. 18, Nat. Hom. 1, and VM 7.
115 Cf. Ar. Av. 584 for Apollo as a working physician who takes payment (misqoforei=n) for his services (see further
Griffin 2004: 613).
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formed a ‘mouth’ (sto/ma), a word regularly used in the HC for ‘orifice,’116 that became ‘what
they call the navel’ (o(\ to\n o0mfalo\n kalou=si).117 The language is an absurd blend of technical
language and the humour of comedic theatre. As we have seen, the qualifier kalei=n was
regularly used by physicians to mark specialized terms in their writings. Here, however,
Aristophanes earmarks the basic anatomical terms gasth/r and o0mfalo/j. As Craik has noted,
we also see two metaphors in this passage, which are common in anatomical descriptions, to
explain the results of Apollo’s procedure: the bellies are like stitched pouches (w(/sper ta\
su/spasta balla/ntia, 190e8); and the divided bodies now resemble slices of flat-fish (w(/sper
ai9 yh=ttai, 191d4).118
Plato here illustrates how comic playwrights could appropriate medical vocabulary,
especially anatomical terms, as part of their humour. The extent to which Plato might have been
imitating the historical Aristophanes is unclear. Dover detects some elements of humour in the
speech that has parallels in Aristophanes’ plays;119 however, he argues that Plato also might have
been drawing upon the works of other Old and Middle Comedy poets for inspiration, including
Pherecrates and Antiphanes. He continues to claim that the core idea of these conjoined
‘original’ bodies is more akin to Hesiod’s creation accounts, the fables of Aesop, and Presocratic
accounts of human origins than to comic theatre.120 Although such parallels are difficult to
ignore, Dover overlooks similarities of this passage to Aristophanes’ Birds, a play that contains

116 E.g. Aër. 21 (of the womb), Vict. 56 (of blood vessels), Epid. 2.4.5 (the vagina), Prorrh. 2.14 (the opening of a
wound).
117 Observed by Craik 2001b: 113.
118 For examples, see Int. 47 (w3sper ku~ma, ‘like a wave,’ the movement of phlegm and bile in the abdomen); Aph.
4.79 (w3sper tri/xej, ‘like hairs,’ fibres in urine); Mul. 9 (w3sper a)ra&xnia, ‘like spider webs,’ morbid
menstrual fluid).
119 E.g. Plato’s Aristophanes comments that boys who submit to older male lovers make the best politicians (192a27). Dover sees the conclusion of Ar. Nub. as a likely source for this notion, where the ‘Honest Argument’
remarks that eu0ru/proktoi (‘wide-asses’) are best suited for political life (1088 ff.).
120 Dover 1966, esp. 41-42 and 44.
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mythical stories of creation (specifically of birds), imitation of contemporary scientific thought,
and literary allusions (including to Aesop).121
The image presented by the character of Aristophanes can be interpreted as a medical
monstrosity, both in the absurdity of the language and in its comparison to inanimate objects.
We have already seen how comic playwrights including Aristophanes used similar methods to
create grotesque bodies. Plato’s depiction of Aristophanes may indicate the continued (or even
increased) use of such devices in the Middle Comedies that were being performed when the
Symposium was written. Moreover, as with Eryximachus’ speech, Plato has used technical
terminology (or a comic impression of it) as a way to comment obliquely upon the limits of
medical knowledge. Both speakers provide accounts for the physical body that cannot be used
to explain the true nature of love. Similar to Anaxagoras in the passage from Phaedo quoted
above, the characters Eryximachus and Aristophanes both lack the proper methodological
approaches to ethical philosophy and therefore rely on ‘ungrounded opinion (do/ca)’ to form
their conclusions.122

7.3.2. Timaeus
In contrast to the Symposium, the Timaeus, usually dated to his later period writings (ca. 360-47
BCE), contains a detailed and serious investigation into human anatomy and physiology that is
uncharacteristic of Plato.123 It has often been observed that this treatise is somewhat of an
121 Craik 2001b: 110-11. See also Hunter 2004: 64-65 for a list of further parallels between Aristophanes’ passage
here and the historical poet’s plays.
122 Bury 1909: lvii. So Rosen 1968: 134.
123 Taylor 1926: 436 for example places Ti. after Sph. (360 BCE). This later date, however, has been questioned
most strongly by Owen 1953, who argues that it is a middle dialogue and locates it after R. but before Prm. and
Th. (Plato provides a summary of key points of R. at Ti. 17c1-19b2, which provides a relative point of
composition [see Taylor 1928: 3-4, and Guthrie 1975: 437 for the completion of R. ca. 374 BCE].) Stylometric
studies have suggested (although not entirely confirmed) Ti.’s late position in the dialogues (see especially the
rebuttal to Owen by Cherniss 1957). See Zeyl 2000: xvi-xx for further discussion of the problem. The dramatic
date of the dialogue is more easily fixed to within a few years before the peace of Nicias in 421 BCE (Taylor
1928: 16).
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anomaly among his dialogues.124 In addition to its unusual subject matter, the dialogue is
dominated by Timaeus of Locri, who we are told was a preeminent philosopher in his own right
(20a).125 Plato’s understanding of the body parts in the work is limited, and he seems to have a
peculiar understanding of their functions;126 however, his descriptions are clearly appropriated
from the medical art (i0atrikh/), a debt that he acknowledges early in the dialogue (24c1). The
majority of the anatomical terms in the dialogue are either common or rare (and likely technical)
words that appear in earlier Athenian drama. Plato’s use of these rare words suggests a growing
familiarity with medical language among the educated elite in the 4th century. There are also a
few exceptional examples that provide stronger evidence for Plato’s direct engagement with
contemporary medical terminology.
In his account, Plato’s Timaeus makes the human body the intermediate point in
connecting the natural world with the soul. He first describes the body as being composed of the
four elements present in the universe (fire, water, earth, and air). Timaeus continues to explain
that the divine builder or demiurge created this structure to contain the immortal soul, thereby
making it a microcosm of the universe (69b-d). Like other material things, the body is subject to
corruption, which is the cause of all diseases (no/soi).127 There are three principal reasons for
this:
1)

The elements within specific parts of the body become imbalanced due to one
element’s unnatural increase or movement (82a-b).

124 E.g. Kalkavage 2001: 1: ‘The Timaeus is the strangest of Plato’s dialogues’; Broadie 2011: 4: ‘Timaean
cornerstones stick out as philosophically offensive anomalies’; Sallis 1999: 3: ‘[the Timaeus is] a dialogue of
strangeness; even saying that it is utterly singular does not go far enough.’
125 It is uncertain whether Timaeus was a historical figure, since there is scarce evidence of him outside of this
dialogue. Cornford 1937: 2-3 believed that he is Plato’s own creation. Taylor 1928: 17-18, however, defends
Timaeus’ existence, and suggests that he was most influenced by Pythagoreanism.
126 As Longrigg 1993: 135 remarks, ‘Plato’s knowledge of internal anatomy [in the Timaeus] is of a very low order
and is patently not based upon any human, or even animal, dissection.’
127 See Grams 2009, Fedorova 1998, Miller 1962, and Taylor 1928: 587-89 for further discussions of Plato’s
medical ideas in the Ti.
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2)

The structures of the body (e.g. marrow, bone, flesh, and sinew) decay into more
basic materials (82b-84c).

3)

Specific substances including air, phlegm, and bile become trapped within parts of
the body (84c-86a).

Plato’s interests in the material construction of the body and disease in this work are principally
linked to his concept of the soul: ‘what happens to one affects the other.’128 Because of this
connection, the soul can be corrupted by similar excesses, specifically bodily pleasure and pain
(86b-c). As parts of his broader discussion to explain this, he describes the internal locations of
the tripartite soul and provides a detailed account of the anatomy in each region.129
Plato rarely mentions internal body parts in his dialogues outside of this work, with the
exception of the heart (kardi/a). For example, he describes it beating (Smp. 215e2, Ion 535c8)
and comments that it is a place where the hemlock will travel during Socrates’ execution (Phd.
118a3). Plato provides a fuller picture of its physical appearance in the Timaeus: it is a knot of
vessels (th_n de\ dh_ kardi/an a3mma tw~n flebw~n, 70a7-8), and is nested and cushioned by the
lungs (to_n pleu&mona...peri\ th_n kardi/an au)to_n perie/sthsan oi[on ma&lagma, 70d2-3). The
Timaeus is, again, where we see almost all of Plato’s references to other internal organs. Some
of these are general anatomical terms that regularly appear in non-technical writings, but rarely
elsewhere in his own writings. Only here does Plato mention things like the lungs (pleu/monej)
located in the ‘spirited’ (to\ qumoeide/j) part of the body,130 or the liver (h[par), intestines
(e)/ntera), and spleen (splh/n) located in the ‘appetitive’ (to\ e0piqumhtiko/n) region.131 At each
place he describes their appearance and function.132 His main focus on the brain (e)gke/faloj) –
128 Stalley 1996: 358.
129 See R. 435b-445e for an earlier discussion of Plato’s division of the soul within the body and Miller 2009 for a
useful overview.
130 Cornford 1937: 284.
131 Cornford 1937: 286.
132 E.g. pleu/mona: 70c (on the appearance of the lungs), 84d (on their function); h[par: 72b (on the appearance of
the liver), 71b (on its function); e)/ntera: 73a (the function of the intestines); splh/n: 72c (the function and
location of the spleen).
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the rational part of the body – is also in the Timaeus,133 although he mentions it in passing twice
elsewhere in the context of thought.134
This focus upon the body and its health secured the Timaeus as a medical treatise in
antiquity. Galen apparently considered the dialogue worthy enough to write a lost commentary
on it.135 The 1st century CE medical doxography Anonymous Londinensis (PBrLibr inv. 137), or
the so-called Menon Papyrus (after the possible author, a student of Aristotle), records Plato as
an authority on disease, and his name is placed first among those theorists who believe that the
body is composed of elements. The author of this text continues by providing a summary of the
relevant extract from the Timaeus on the subjects of anatomy and disease (69c-87a) to explain
the reason for Plato’s inclusion among medical theorists (14-18).136 Cornford has proposed that
the similarity of his theories of disease to those of the physician Diocles of Carystus (ca. 400 –
ca. 300 BCE) suggests that both were relying upon the roughly contemporary work of Philistion
of Locri (fl. 400-350 BCE).137 According to the second letter attributed to Plato, Philistion was a
physician to Dionysius II.138 Although the letter has generally been considered spurious on

133 63b, 73d, 76a, and 76d; see Cornford 1937: 293 and Taylor 1928: 518-19 for discussions.
134 Hp. Ma. 292d6 and Phd. 96b5.
135 Parts of the commentary are preserved in Arabic summaries. See Runia 1986: 55 n. 114, and 55-57 for a survey
of other ancient commentaries on Ti.
136 For discussions of the Menon Papyrus and Timaeus’ place in it, see Nutton 2004: 18-19, Tracy 1969: 25-26 and
77-78, Jones 1947, esp. 1-8 (also the standard text and translation), and Steckerl 1945. For a discussion of the
history of the Menon Papyrus and its relationship with classical Greek medical theories, see Manetti 1982; on the
papyrus as a doxographical work, see Manetti 1999.
137 Cornford 1937: 333-34 and 341. See van der Eijk 2000: xxxi-xxxiv for the problematic dating of Diocles’ life.
138 Nutton 2004: 72-73 identifies Philistion’s understanding of the causes of disease as the ‘imbalance between the
body’s elements, the failure of the body to function properly, and external factors such as woundings, excessive
heat or cold, and bad food.’ See Longrigg 1993: 80-81, Miller 1962, and Jones 1947: 19 for further discussion.
See Smith 1979: 75 for discussion of Galen’s comment at Anat. Admin. 900-1 K that Philistion (and all other
‘ancients’) were ignorant about many parts of the body while developing their theories of disease.
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conceptual grounds,139 it is still possible that it is historically accurate and that Plato had direct
contact with Philistion during his second visit to Syracuse (367 or 366 BCE).
The anatomical vocabulary in the Timaeus, however, does not appear to have been
introduced to an Athenian audience by either Plato or Diocles. Besides appearing in Hippocratic
treatises, most of Plato’s terms are seen in earlier 5th century Athenian writings. Seven rare
anatomical terms are used in earlier drama:
1)

a0rthri/ai (channels, sc. of the lungs), 70d2, 78c5: Sophocles (Tr. 1054);

2)

o9 kaloume/noj qw/rac (‘the so-called thorax’), 69e4: Aristophanes (V. 1195) and
Euripides (HF 1095);

3)

ku/toj (trunk), e.g. 74a3, 78c2: Sophocles (Tr. 12);

4)

h9 o0nomazome/nhn ka/tw koili/a (‘the so-named lower abdomen’), 73a3:
Aristophanes (Ra. 485);

5)

nwtiai/oj (adj. of the back, sc. muelo/j [marrow, 74a1]; fle/bej [vessels, 77d2]):
Euripides (sc. a)r
/ qra [joints, El. 841]);

6)

r9afai/ (sutures, sc. of the skull), 76a5: Euripides (Supp. 503, Ph. 1159)

7)

sfondu/loj (vertebra), 74a2: e.g. Euripides (El. 841, Ph. 1413), Aristophanes (V.
1489).

The previous appearances of these terms in Athens shows that they were already known at least
to the educated elite several decades before the Timaeus. This may suggest that some technical
anatomical vocabulary was becoming more widely diffused by the 4th century, perhaps through
an increased circulation of medical writings; however, Plato’s cautious marking of two of these
terms (the ‘so-called’ qw/rac and ‘so-named’ ka/tw koili/a) strongly suggests that not all
medical anatomical terms had been fully naturalized among the broader intellectual elite. I can
see no reason for him to have included such qualifiers if these anatomical terms had become a
139 See for examples Press 2000: 17 n.6, Edelstein 1966: 145-52, Rist 1965: 79-80, and Bluck 1960. For general
discussions of the authenticity of Plato’s letters, see Skemp 1976: 9-11 and Easterling and Knox 1985: 480-81.
Swift Riginos 1976: 70 n.1 correctly notes that even if these letters are spurious, it is still likely that Plato
travelled to Sicily and that he was involved in the court of Dionysus II. See Nails 2009: 5-10 for an overview of
Plato’s visits to the island, which she accepts as historically true.
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part of common speech, i.e unmarked as belonging to a specific group. Rather, Plato’s
expressions seem to be signals to his readers that he was using the authoritative technical
vocabulary of medicine, regardless of where else his audience might have been exposed to them
(e.g. tragedy or comedy).
Two terms in the Timaeus do not appear in earlier extant Athenian writings: dia/fragma
(diaphragm) and flebi/a (small vessels, perhaps capillaries or nerves). Another word has a
different meaning: i]nej (fibrine of the blood). The same vocabulary in Hippocratic writings
provides further evidence that Plato was consciously drawing upon medical terminology to
support his work.

dia/fragma: diaphragm
The first example is dia/fragma (diaphragm, the muscle dividing the thorax from the abdomen,
70a1 and 84d7).140 Thucydides uses it once in the context of a partition within a sanctuary
(1.133.1). This sense of ‘barrier’ appears to have led to its specific anatomical meaning.
Hippocratic authors use the term only a few times to mean the diaphragm.141 Epidemics 5.95 (a
passage repeated with minor changes at 7.121) is especially notable, because it can be located
both chronologically and geographically to Plato’s Athens. Other sections of this treatise

140 The more common term for the diaphragm in the HC is fre/nej, e.g. Morb. 7.72, Epid. 2.4.2, Morb. Sacr. 17,
and Prorrh. 2.9.
141 Epid. 5.95 and 7.121; Coac. 425. Hp. Virg. 1 preserves the variant dia/fracij. (Cf. Epid. 2.2.24: the velum of
the palate; and Arist. 492b16: cartilage of the nose.) The later Anon. Parisinus On Acute and Chronic Disease 1
(= fr. 72 DK) also reports Diocles’ use of the word: o( de\ Dioklh~j flegmonh_n tou~ diafra&gmato&j fhsin ei]nai
th_n freni=tin (‘Diocles said that phrenitis is the inflammation of the diaphragm.’). It is uncertain from this
context, however, whether Diocles would have actually used the term dia/fragma. For both the themes
discussed in On Acute and Chronic Disease and the difficulty in dating it, see van der Eijk 2000: xv. The
author’s references to the Hellenistic physician and anatomist Erasistratus (fl. 250 BCE) means that the work as
it stands must be post-Classical. Erotian later uses the term in his definition of koili/h (Onom. 86): koili/h:
pa~sa h( u(po_ to_ dia&fragma eu)ruxwri/a, kai\ h( tou~ qw&rakoj de\ e0ni/ote (‘koiliē: the entire cavity below the
diaphragm or sometimes the cavity of the thorax’).
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describe the treatment of Athenians (cases 9 and 10). Here in case 59 the author describes a
catapult injury during the siege of Datum (Macedonia) by Philip II (358-357 BCE):142
e0do&kee de/ moi o( i0htro_j e0caire/wn to_ cu&lon e0gkatalipei=n ti tou~ do&ratoj kata_
to_ dia&fragma.
It seems to me that the doctor left a part of the shaft below [the patient’s] diaphragm
after removing the spear.
This internal evidence provides good reason to suspect that Plato was influenced by new
vocabulary of Hippocratic physicians who were active in Athens during the mid-4th century.
Plato first uses dia/fragma in its literal sense to describe the ‘barrier’ between the torso
and the abdomen formed by the fre/nej (the more common term for ‘diaphragm’), which
separates the ‘spirited’ and ‘appetitive’ regions of the torso (70a1); however, the word appears
again later without such qualification (84d-e):143
o3tan me\n ga_r o( tw~n pneuma&twn tw|~ sw&mati tami/aj pleu&mwn mh_ kaqara_j pare/xh|
ta_j dieco&douj u(po_ r(euma&twn fraxqei/j, e1nqa me\n ou)k i0o&n, e1nqa de\ plei=on h2 to_
prosh~kon pneu~ma ei0sio_n ta_ me\n ou) tugxa&nonta a)nayuxh~j sh&pei, ta_ de\ tw~n
flebw~n diabiazo&menon kai\ sunepistre/fon au)ta_ th~ko&n te to_ sw~ma ei0j to_ me/son
au)tou~ dia&fragma& t' i1sxon e0napolamba&netai, kai\ muri/a dh_ nosh&mata e0k tou&twn
a)lgeina_ meta_ plh&qouj i9drw~toj polla&kij a)pei/rgastai.
When the lungs, the dispensers of air to the body, are obstructed by humors, they do not
permit a clear passage. At some places the air cannot get in, while at others more than the
appropriate amount gets in. In the former case, there will be parts of the body that don’t
get any breath and so begin to decay, while in the latter case the air forces its way through
the veins and twists them together like strands. It makes its way into the central region of
the body, the region that contains the diaphragm, where it is shut in, thereby causing the
body to waste away. These factors produce countless painful diseases, often
accompanied by profuse perspiration.
This passage illustrates the usefulness of medical anatomical models to Plato. The diaphragm
provided an effective reference-point for dividing an otherwise confusing mass of internal parts,
thereby allowing him to reduce the body into a more comprehensible system. We can easily
142 Jouanna 1999: 390.
143 Tr. Zeyl 1997 with minor changes.
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imagine Plato simply using the more familiar term fre/nej to express this division. But
dia/fragma, with its primary meaning of ‘barrier,’ strengthens his claim that there is a clear
boundary between the spirited and the appetitive regions. Furthermore, the appearance of the
word at Epidemics 5.95 offers tantalizing evidence to suspect that Plato might have been
appropriating some technical medical language that was in circulation in Athens when he
composed the Timaeus; however, the limited use of the word with this sense means that such
conclusions must be tentative.

i]nej: fibres
Plato uses the word i]nej (fibres) in an uncommon way that suggests similarly restricted medical
influences. We have seen the term elsewhere in Aristophanes where it means muscle fasciae, or
broad tendons that envelop muscle groups (Pax 86). In the Timaeus, the word appears in a
different sense to mean fibres that are found in blood (or ‘fibrine’) which cause it to coagulate
when it cools (85d). In the HC, this meaning of i]nej is restricted to two 5th century treatises:
Fleshes 8 in an explanation for the formation of the liver through congealed blood; and Diseases
2.47 in a description of draining excess fluid from an inflamed lung. Fleshes in particular
suggests an influence upon Plato’s medical thought, since the work as a whole posits concepts of
disease similar to those attributed to Philistion mentioned above.144 Aristotle was also apparently
influenced by these theories, and frequently used the term in the same sense.145 It is difficult to
imagine that this meaning of i]nej, fibrine of blood, would have much currency outside of the
fields of medicine and natural philosophy, and it seems that Plato was inspired by a small group
of physicians who thought that these fibres were important for understanding health and disease.
144 Lloyd 1964a, esp. 92-93. Both the author of Fleshes and Philistion (followed by Plato in the Timaeus)
considered health to be a balance of the four elements (air, fire, earth, and water) that possess specific qualities
(cold, hot, dry, and wet), although the authors assign different qualities to each element.
145 E.g. PA 651a3-4, where he describes these fibres as ‘firm’ (stereo/n) and ‘earthlike’ (gew~dej). See also Met.
384a31 and HA 520a1.
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fle/bia: small vessels
These fibres in Plato’s model travel through the blood vessels (fle/bej). He is particularly
interested in blood vessels in his project, since they are responsible for delivering good and bad
materials to the various parts of the body, causing both health and disease.146 Nowhere else in
his writings does he mention these vessels. The term fle/bej is not technical, despite physicians’
particular interest in the vessels. Plato, however, also uses the diminutive fle/bion (small vessel)
to refer to particular types of cord-like structures within the body (e.g. nerves, capillaries, and
smaller veins), and this form of the word does appear to be borrowed from medicine.
At 65c-d Plato explains that such fle/bia are located in the tongue. In his model, they
are responsible for conveying taste: the earth-like material of food is first dissolved through
contact with the moisture in the mouth’s flesh. The material is then absorbed by these small
vessels that distribute taste to the body. Cornford cautiously remarks that since there is no
mention of blood in this passage, Plato might have been thinking not of blood vessels, but rather,
of ‘very fine tubes conveying the liquid of liquefied substances we taste into the veins proper.’147
Taylor for similar reasons suggests that these fle/bia are probably nerves.148 Plato mentions the
term again later in a discussion of the breakdown of flesh as a cause of disease (84e). The worst
result is when air becomes trapped in the body and causes the sinews (neu=ra) and small vessels
(fle/bia) in the muscles at the back of the neck (e0pitonoi/) to become inflamed.149 The effects
of this are the diseases he calls tetanos (te/tanoj) and opisthotonos (o0pisqo/tonoj).150
146 E.g. 79a: dia_ tou~ sw&matoj ta_ tw~n flebw~n poiei= r(eu&mata. (‘The vessels convey flux throughout the
body.’).
147 Cornford 1937: 270.
148 Taylor 1928: 465.
149 The location of the swelling is unclear in the text. See Cornford 1937: 341 for this interpretation, which relies
upon identifying the demonstrative adverb tau&th| (‘there’) with the e0pitonoi/ (the word appears again at Pl. Lg.
945c5 and Arist. HA 515b9).
150 The distinction between the two diseases was apparently a fine one (both terms are formed from the verb
tei/nein, ‘to stretch’): Coac. 355 classifies them together; Morb. 3.13 states that opisthotonos causes the back to
arch, and the legs and arms to become immovable; Aph. 5.65 describes a similar arching of the back and rigidity
for those suffering from tetanos; both diseases cause the jaw to become locked (e.g. Int. 52, Epid. 5.47).
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The diminutive fle/bion in these two passages provides good reason to suspect Plato’s
engagement with medical models of the body, since the word-form occurs in classical writings
only in technical medical and biological works. The author of Internal Diseases describes the
‘small hollow veins’ (ta_ koi=la fle/bia, 5) that are spread out in the lungs (pleu/monej).
Elsewhere, he explains that small vessels also run to the kidneys (nefra/, 15). The author of
Wounds to the Head describes blood-filled thin vessels in the skull, which are very thin and
hollow;151 Places in Humans tracks fle/bia (possibly nerves?) from the brain to the eyes (2).152
Later, he makes an interesting distinction between fle/bej and fle/bia when summarizing his
previous discussion of vessels (6):
fle/bej ai9 gegramme/nai pa~sin o(moi/wj ei0si\n, a1lla te fle/bia& ei0sin a1lloij, a)ll'
ou)k a1cia lo&gou.
The vessels described are similar in all people; however, other small vessels differ
between people, and these are not worth discussing.153
Aristotle also describes these small vessels extending from the brain to the heart (GA 744a4),
and mentions them frequently elsewhere.154 In each of these instances, the more common term
fle/bej probably would have sufficed for a casual description; however, similar to Plato, these
authors were attempting to produce accurate descriptions of the human body. They recognized
that some cords in the body were clearly different (both in size and in function) from what were
more commonly known as flebe/j, and that such differences were significant enough to deserve
a specific label.

151 1Eni d' e0n tw|~ o)ste/w| kai\ fle/bia lepto&tera kai\ koilo&tera, ai3matoj ple/a.
152 Craik 1998a ad loc. proposes that these are the optic nerves, which the author perhaps observed from the
dissection of animals.
153 His point does not appear to be that these small vessels are unimportant in a study of human anatomy, but rather
that he cannot describe them accurately because they differ from person to person.
154 E.g. HA 514a17 (for the thin vessels running to the meninges [mh=nigc] of the brain) and Spir. 483b29 (for
vessels running from the vena cava to the lungs).
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Plato’s anatomical vocabulary in the Timaeus suggests a class of 4th century educated
elites that was becoming increasingly familiar with medical discourse and vocabulary. Although
his voyage to Sicily and his likely exposure to Western Greek medical thought while he was
there might have influenced his theories of disease, there is no indication that he brought back
significantly new anatomical knowledge or vocabulary. The majority of his vocabulary was part
of the common vernacular (e.g. kardi/a, pleu/monej, sth=qoj) that is found in both technical and
non-technical writings. A second group of anatomical terms that Plato uses are more rare, yet
already attested in earlier 5th century theatre. Several of these words appear in the dialogue
without qualification, which may suggest that Plato anticipated an audience that would have
been familiar with their meaning. The handful of terms that are unmarked (i.e. by kalei=n) or
that are unattested in previous non-technical writings offer some evidence that Plato was
specifically appropriating some terms that an audience would have recognized as belonging
properly to the medical profession. Plato’s frequent remarks about medicine in this dialogue and
elsewhere means that he must have had some exposure to medical discourse and that he was able
to draw upon it when appropriate.
The apparent incongruity between Plato’s avoidance of the topic elsewhere in his
dialogues (at least as a topic of serious enquiry) and the full treatment in the Timaeus can be
resolved if we see him as having adopted an alternative approach to examine the place of
humans within the cosmos:155
Plato has not abandoned human affairs for cosmogony and natural science. His purpose
is to place man in the world and draw out the implications for human life and aims.
Medicine provided Plato with models of the body and disease that helped him to explain his own
philosophical ideas. In the words of Plato’s eponymous Timaeus – and I think we can attribute
155 Guthrie 1978: 246.
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this to Plato’s own thoughts – the account given in the treatise still only represented a ‘likely
story’ (ei0ko\j mu=qoj): certain truth about bodies and their creation, both celestial and our own,
remains elusive to humans (28c9-29d3):
o( le/gwn e0gw_ u(mei=j te oi9 kritai\ fu&sin a)nqrwpi/nhn e1xomen, w3ste peri\ tou&twn to_n
ei0ko&ta mu~qon a)podexome/nouj pre/pei tou&tou mhde\n e1ti pe/ra zhtei=n.
I the speaker and you the judges have a human nature, so we should accept the likely
story about these things. We should not seek anything beyond this.
In Plato’s mind, our ‘human nature’ (fu/sij a0nqrwpi/nh) limits our ability to know the sensible
world because of the fallibility of our own senses.156 Any account of the natural world –
including our own bodies, it seems – remains unfalsifiable and tentative.157 This does not
suggest that Plato completely rejected medical investigations.158 On the contrary, the sources
that he drew upon offered useful support for his greater argument for an intelligent design to the
body. It was evident to an educated 4th century audience that medicine as a craft (te/xnh)
provided useful tools, including special names for parts, that could help to understand the body,
disease, and most importantly the soul better. For Plato, however, physicians still only offered
provisional models for the human body and its functions; they did not ultimately provide the
universal truth that he sought.

7.4. Conclusions
In this chapter I have attempted to illustrate the broader influence of medical anatomical
vocabulary upon late 5th and especially 4th century Athenian prose writers. As we might expect,
though, it was restricted to special circumstances. Herodotus, the earliest of the four prose
authors I have examined, appears to have been especially interested in reporting non-Greek
156 So Cornford 1937: 31.
157 Naddaf 1998: x and Kalkavage 2001: 16-17. See also Taylor 1928: 75: ‘it is reasonable to stipulate that [Plato’s
following account] shall be at least “as probable as the alternative proposed by anyone else”.’
158 As Vlastos 1995: 266-79 reminds us, Plato’s qualification of Timaeus as a ‘likely story’ does not mean that we
should not take the account seriously. So Zeyl 2000: xxiii-xxv.
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cultures’ different ways of treating the body. Only a few instances suggest that he was exposed
to medical vocabulary. Thucydides limited nearly all of his descriptions of the human body to
his account of the plague of Athens. If he was familiar with contemporary medical discourse
(which he seems to have been), he chose not to draw upon it when discussing the bodies of those
infected.
The evidence from Xenophon and Plato provides the strongest indications that technical
anatomical vocabulary was more broadly diffused among the Athenian educated elite during the
first half of the 4th century. Technical vocabulary in Xenophon’s and his predecessor Simon’s
technical treatises on animals seems to have been a useful way to assert their authority on the
subject matter. Plato appears to have been specifically interested in how (and sometimes in
whether) these models for the body could be useful outside of their medical contexts. In his
Symposium, the absent medical body in Eryximachus’ speech and the absurd medical body in
Aristophanes’ illustrate his reservations about medicine’s encroachment upon philosophy. In the
Timaeus, though, Plato engages most directly with medical thought as a viable way to explore (if
not to definitively prove) conceptions of the universe and of human existence.
The evidence suggests that a broader class of 4th century intellectual elites had found an
appropriate place for medical anatomical vocabulary in their own attempts to understand and to
articulate to others what a living thing ‘is.’ The ordered bodies described by Xenophon and Plato
contrast with the strange and destabilizing anatomies that appear in earlier 5th century drama.
But the appropriation of these special terms appears to have been restricted. Prose authors did
not use technical words to describe any particular individual (or horse or dog, as the case may
be), but rather to construct typologies for the nature (fu/sij) of bodies in general. We see this
distancing in Aristophanes’ fanciful depiction of conjoined humans, and also in Xenophon’s and
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Simon’s models of the ideal foal. Plato in the Timaeus also restricts such vocabulary to his
model of the universal human body. As we have seen, this was the usual approach of
Hippocratic authors. If Dover is correct that non-medical prose writers avoided detailed
anatomical descriptions because of their potential obscenity, it is possible that special medical
terminology offered non-medical authors a means to distance ‘the body’ from ‘my body.’ In this
way they could construct an abstracted yet still accessible model of a living thing, something that
could be explored with (dis)interest rather than with disgust.
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Final Conclusions and Summary
This project represents the most complete study of archaic and classical Greek anatomical
terminology to date. My primary goals have been to assess Hippocratic authors’ possible
contributions to Greek anatomical vocabulary and to track non-medical author’s appropriation of
these terms in the Classical period. In doing so, I have expanded upon previous studies to
illustrate further how Hippocratic writers were augmenting traditional understandings of the
human body and how and to what extent the broader intellectual elite responded to these new
concepts. Through this case study of anatomical terms, I have also sought to contribute to our
understanding of the conceptual negotiation that occurs when a specific group’s new ideas are
disseminated among the broader population.
In chapter 1, I discussed how a study of anatomical terminology can be a useful way for
us to understand ancient Greek constructions of the human body and how they can change. In
chapter 2, I demonstrated that the Greek language already possessed a rich set of anatomical
terms at least by the time that the Homeric poems found literary form (ca. 750 BCE). Several
terms in the poems, however, either do not appear in later classical writings or are restricted to
poetic works. Furthermore, the Homeric poems preserve a set of words with meanings that
suggest a different way of imagining the body than we see in later classical Greek writings. This
provides strong evidence for changing constructions of the human body in Greek thought over
the course of the archaic period.
In chapter 3, I have argued that Greek medical writers needed to expand upon preexisting
anatomical terminology in order to relate the more nuanced constructions of the body that they
were observing. To explore their contributions to Greek anatomical knowledge, I have examined
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medical approaches to the body, which extended beyond living bodies in a clinical setting to
animal bodies and perhaps human corpses. The ‘new’ things that they were seeing required new
names. These approaches encouraged term-creation for specific body parts, especially for
divisions of the superficial body and for those parts that were identified as channels and
containers for bodily fluids. Moreover, I have proposed that several examples of the qualifier
kalei=n (so-called) provide evidence that Greek medical writers were aware of their specialized
vocabulary for the body and that special markers were needed to help a broader audience
(potentially both physicians and laypeople) to identify some terms. Such sensitivity to clarity of
meaning provides further indication that at least some Hippocratic authors were preparing their
works for an audience that extended beyond their immediate intellectual circles.
In the following chapters I argued that laypeople’s interests both in the ‘scientific’
methodologies of medicine and in physicians’ potential ability to extend life were key reasons
for a broader dissemination of medical ideas during the 5th and 4th centuries BCE. A byproduct
of this dissemination was that non-medical intellectual elites were also exposed to novel ways to
describe the human body. These new ideas about ‘what a human is’ were met with a mixture of
fascination, anxiety, and scepticism.
Tragedians appear to have been among the first non-medical writers to appropriate the
burgeoning new anatomical terminology of medicine in Athens. These new words, or new
meanings of common words in the case of metaphors, were congruent with poetic language and
therefore easily integrated into drama. As a supplement to poetic vocabulary, these terms helped
to reenforce grotesque imagery of dramatic bodies, usually in the context of corporeal suffering.
Medical anatomical vocabulary in early comic theatre appears to have been a parodic response to
the appearance of this new terminology on the tragic stage; however, in late 5th and 4th century
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comedies, we see more evidence that comic playwrights were engaging directly with medical
thought. This appears to suggests that the general public was becoming increasingly familiar
with medical ideas. In nearly all instances, though, technical anatomical vocabulary in comedy
was still used to emphasize the potential absurdity of these new constructions of the body.
Classical Athenian prose authors’ use of medical anatomical terminology provides further
evidence of the broader intellectual elite’s growing familiarity with medical thought. We find
limited use of such vocabulary in the 5th century histories of Herodotus and Thucydides, but
there are far more examples in the 4th century writings of Xenophon and Plato. I argued that both
of these authors appropriated medical terms as a way to elucidate their subjects and to assert
their authority on them, yet examples from Plato’s Symposium and Timaeus suggest that at least
some medical terms (and medical approaches to the body in general) had yet to be completely
absorbed by the broader intellectual elite. By the mid-4th century, medical models of the body,
although increasingly more familiar to the broader population, still seem to have been unusual,
which meant that they could continue to be used to challenge common concepts about human
nature.
There is still much work that can be done on the subject of classical Greek anatomical
vocabulary, and it is my hope that this project has provided a more solid foundation for future
studies. For example, I have only been able to touch upon the large question of what anatomical
word-use suggests about broader Greek perceptions of the relationship between animals and
humans. I have observed that some terms in the Homeric poems tend to be restricted more
narrowly to either animals or humans than we see in later classical writings. It is worth asking
whether these and similar patterns illustrate a narrowing conceptual gap in Greek thought during
the 5th and 4th centuries BCE. Specifically, do these differences indicate that elite notions about
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humankind’s central position in the universe were themselves changing, and (more tentatively)
could it be that medical authors had inadvertently contributed to this change through their
materialistic approach to exploring human existence? Another question for further focused
enquiry is what general anatomical terms can tell us about the geographical and chronological
contexts of specific Hippocratic writings. One potentially fruitful approach is to systematically
compare terminology in these medical treatises to that of identifiable non-medical authors.1
Patterns of word choice for commonly described anatomical parts (e.g. the belly, the neck, and
the chest) could improve our understanding of the obscure origins of some of these writings.
Above all else, I hope to have shown in this project that asking ‘what is a human?’ can be
a worthy pursuit, whether we are interested in our own culture’s perceptions or in those of a very
different culture 2500 years ago. If we compare these notions, we will find that the human body
is not entirely a tabula rasa or a ‘simple piece of wood each has cut and trimmed to suit him.’2
Certain points of subtle wonder remain constant – for example, our beating hearts or the eyes in
all their complexity – that provide basic familiar (and perhaps comforting) points of access to
another culture’s ways of interpreting the world and our shared place as humans within it. But
through the process of identifying and attempting to understand the differences, we are also
challenged to consider our own broader ideologies and the underpinnings behind them. The
body is a marvellous thing to consider, and we can learn much by doing so.

1

This is essentially the opposite approach to the one I have taken in my project, since it requires the identification
of general anatomical words that appear to be restricted to a specific dialect (e.g. Ionic/Attic/Doric).
2 Van Gennep 1960: 72.
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Appendix 1: Anatomical term glossary
The following list of anatomical terms comprises the core data used in the preparation of this
project. Citations to specific authors and works are intended to illustrate the distribution of a
word’s use in different genres during the Archaic and Classical periods. When selecting
examples, I have concentrated on major authors and works discussed in this dissertation, and I
have included references to them whenever possible. Translations generally follow those
provided in the LSJ, except when a translation either is out of date or is otherwise potentially
unclear. Bold numbers following entries refer to page numbers of passages or discussions.
ep. = epic; lyr. = lyric/elegiac; dr. = drama; pr. = prose

A
a)gkw/n: bend in the arm / elbow, ep. Il. 10.80, Od. 14.494; lyr. Sapph. fr. 99 col. 12, Pi. O. 2.83; dr. S. Ant. 1237, E.
IA 131; pr. Hdt. 2.99, Xen. Cyr. 6.1.29, Pl. Phdr. 257d9, Hp. Art. 10, Morb. 3.14. 109.
(a0gka/lh) lyr. Archil. fr. S478a45; dr. A. Ch. 587, E. Alc. 351, Ar. Ra. 704; pr. Hdt. 6.61, Xen. Cyr. 5.50, Pl. Lg.
790d7.
a)gosto/j: flat of the hand, ep. Il. 11.425 (= a0gka/lh at Theoc. 17.129). 34.
a)dh/n: gland, pr. Hp. Art. 11, Gland. 1. 100-1.
ai0doi=a: genitals, ep. Il. 13.568, Hes. Op. 733; dr. A. Supp. 491, S. fr. 1078 Radt, E. HF 301, Ar. Nu. 978; pr. Hdt.
1.108, Th. 2.49.8, Xen. An. 4.3.12, Pl. Phdr. 254a2, Hp. Aër. 9, Aph. 3.21, Aër. 9. 60-61, 105, 158, 239.
a)/kanqa: backbone / spine (lit. thorn, e.g. Od. 5.328), dr. E. El. 492, Ar. V. 969 (of a fish); pr. Hdt. 4.72, Hp. Art. 14,
Mochl. 1. 140, 179.
a)/knhstij: backbone / spine ep. Od. 10.61 (or kata\ knh=stij). 33 n. 40.
a)krwth/ria: bodily extremities (adj. extreme points, e.g. Hdt. 7.217 [of a mountain peak]), pr. Th. 2.49, Lys. In
And. 26, Hp. Prorrh. 2.6, Flat. 8, Aph. 7.1. 239.
a)nqerew/n: chin, ep. Il. 5.293; pr. Hp. Epid. 5.60, Oss. 18.
a)ntia/j: tonsil, pr. Morb. 2.11.
a)orth/: bronchial tube, pr. Hp. Coac. 394, Loc. Hom. 14; cf. Arist. HA 496a7 and [Hp.] Cord. 10 (artery to the
heart). 101.
a/)ortron: lobe of lungs, pr. Hp. Morb. 2.54; cf. Gal. Ling. Hp. 19.82 K = to_ a)phrthme/non tou~ pneu&monoj me/roj
e9kate/rwqen. 101 n. 136.
a)/rqron: joint, dr. A. fr. 17 Radt, S. OT 1032, E. HF 1395, Ar. V. 1494; pr. Hdt. 3.87, Xen. Cyn. 4.1, Pl. Phdr. 265e1,
Hp. Loc. Hom. 6, Epid. 1.2.4. 101, 211.
dia/rqrwsij: joint, pr. Hp. Nat. Puer. 18.
a)rthri/a: channel, dr. S. Tr. 1054 (of the lungs, prob. bronchus), [E.] Rh. 785 (nostrils); pr. Pl. Ti. 78c5 (of the
lungs), Hp. Morb. 1.22 (of the lungs), Epid. 7.25 (windpipe), Carn. 5 (vessel), Art. 45 (vessel); cf. Arist. HA 495a20
(windpipe). 177-79.
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a)rxo/j: (lit. ruler, e.g. Il. 1.144), rectum, pr. Hp. Aph. 5.58, Arist. HA 507a33; anus, pr. Hp. Haem. 2, Epid. 5.20.
a)stra/galoj: vertebra, ep. Il. 14.466, Od. 11.65; ball of the ankle joint, lyr. Anacr. fr. 43; pr. Hdt. 3.129, Xen. Eq.
1, Hp. Epid. 5.48; knuckle bones (especially animal bones used as dice), ep. Il. 23.88; dr. Ar. V. 295; pr. Pl. Lys.
206e5. 48, 109.
a)sfa/ragoj: throat / gullet, ep. Il. 22.328.
au0lo/j: channel (lit. pipe / flute, e.g. Il. 10.13), ep. Od. 22.18 (nostril). 173 n. 117.
au0xh/n: neck, throat, ep. Il. 7.12, Od. 10.559, Hes. Op. 815; lyr. Stesich. fr. S15, col. 12.14; dr. A. Per. 191, S. Ant.
1221, E. Hec. 376 , Ar. Lys. 681; pr. Hdt. 4.188, Pl. Ti. 69e2, Hp. Prog. 23, Art. 5, Nat. Hom. 11; cf. Mul. 230 = neck
of the uterus, Art. 51 = neck of the thigh bone. 46, 48, 59, 74, 172 n. 110.

B
baqmi/j: socket (lit. base, e.g. Pi. N. 5.1), pr. Hp. Fract. 2; cf. Gal. UP 3.143 K.
ba/lanoj: glans penis (lit. acorn, e.g. Od. 10.242), dr. Ar. Lys 410; cf. Arist. HA 493a27.
ba/sij: foot (lit. step, e.g. A. Eu. 36), pr. Pl. Ti. 92a3; cf. Arist. GA 750a4.
ble/faron: eyelid, ep. Il. 17.438, Od. 5.493, Hes. Th. 910; lyr. B. 5.157; dr. A. Ag. 15, S. Ant. 104, E. Or. 158, Ar. V.
12; pr. Xen. Cyn. 5.11, Pl. Ti. 45d8, Hp. VM 19, Epid. 7.5.
boubw/n: groin, ep. Il. 4.492; pr. Hp. Epid. 1.3.13, Art. 41; gland, pr. Hp. Epid. 2.2.24; cf. Ar. Ra. 1280: tw\ nefrw\
boubwniw~ = testicles. 100, 189 n. 7.
braxi/wn: upper arm, ep. Il. 13.529, Od. 18.69; dr. A. Supp. 747, S. Tr. 1090, E. HF 312, Ar. Ec. 267; pr. Hdt. 1.74,
Xen. Eq. 7.8 (of a horse), Pl. Ti. 75a1, Hp. Aër. 17, Epid. 5.92. 45, 159.
bre/gma: front part of the forehead, ep. Il. 5.586 (bre/xma), Batr. 228; dr. A. fr. 451h Radt, Stratt. fr. 35 K.-A.; pr.
Hp. Epid. 5.50, VC 2; cf. Arist. HA 491a31. 26 n. 10.
brogxi/a: bronchial tubes, pr. Hp. Carn. 16; cf. [Hp.] Anat. 1 = a system of ducts connecting heart with liver. 101.
bro/gxoj: trachea, windpipe, pr. Hp. Loc. Hom. 6, Epid. 7.28, Aph. 6.37; cf. [Arist.] Pr. 900a13. 101.

G
gargarew/n: uvula, pr. Hp. Morb. 2.10, Epid. 2.2.24; cf. Arist. HA 492b11.
gasth/r: paunch / belly, ep. Il. 5.539. Od. 7.216; lyr. Pi. P. 4.99; dr. A. Ag. 726, S. Ph. 287, E. Supp. 865, Ar. Ach.
733; pr. Hdt. 1.123, Xen. An. 2.5.33, Lg. 792e3, Hp. Prog. 3, Epid. 7.97. 57 n. 92, 58, 62, 82, 94, 201, 239, 254.
e0piga/strioj: covering over the abdominal cavity, pr. Hp. Vict. 30; cf. Ruf. Onom. 97: to_ e0pi\ th~j gastro_j
de/rma. 98 n. 126.
u9poga/strion: the lower belly from the navel downwards, dr. Stratt. fr. 32 K.-A., Ar. V. 195, Antiphan. fr. 190 K.A.; pr. Hp. Epid.7.97, Aph. 4.80; cf. Arist. HA 503a17. 206.
ge/nuj: jaw, ep. Il. 11.416, Od. 11.320; lyr. Pi. O. 13.85; dr. A. Sept. 122, S. Ant. 121, E. HF 693, Ar. Lys. 1257; pr.
Xen. Cyn. 5.10, Hp. Coac. 234, Epid. 5.75. 180.
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ge/neion: part covered by the beard (i.e. chin), ep. Il. 22.74, Od. 16.176; lyr. Anacr. fr. 34a, Pi. O. 1.68; dr. A. Sept.
666, S. El. 1208, E. Hec. 286, Ar. Av. 902; pr. Hdt. 6.117, Xen. Cyr. 8.3.30, Hp. Art. 33, Epid. 3.3.4.
gi/gglumoj: joint (lit. hinge, e.g. Xen. Eq. 12.6), pr. Hp. Loc. Hom. 6 (metaph.).
glh/nh: eyeball, ep. Il. 8.164, Od. 9.390; dr. S. OT 1277; cf. Hp. Art. 79: glhnoeidh/j, eyeball-like, in reference to
large bone sockets. 217.
glw=ssa, glw~tta: tongue, ep. Il. 5.74, Od. 3.332; lyr. Sapph. fr. 18, Pi. O. 9.42; dr. A. Ag. 637, S. Aj. 584, E. HF
229, Ar. Ra. 827; pr. Hdt. 9.122, Th. 2.68.5, Pl. Smp. 199a5, Hp. Epid. 1.3.13, Prorrh. 1.163.
e0piglwssi/j: epiglottis, pr. Arist. HA 492b34; cf. [Hp.] Cord. 2.
u9poglwssi/j: underside of the tongue, pr. Hp. Morb. 2.11. 89.
gna/qoj: jaw, lyr. Pi. N. 1.42, dr. A. Ch. 280, S. fr. 848 Radt, E. Med. 1201, Ar. Lys. 635; pr. Hdt. 9.86, Xen. Eq. 1.9,
Pl. Phdr. 254e4, Hp. Art. 31, Carn. 13, VM 19. 195.
(gnaqmo/j) ep. Il. 17.617, Od. 18.29, Hes. fr. 372 West; dr. S. fr. 507 Radt. 41.
gomfi/oj: molar, dr. Epicharm. fr. 18 K.-A., Ar. Pax 34; pr. Hdt. 9.83, Xen. Mem. 1.4.6, Hp. Epid. 5.100, Oss. 12;
cf. Arist. HA 501b24. 195.
go/nu: knee, ep. Il. 7.118, Od. 6.310, Hes. Op. 587; lyr. Pi. I. 3/4.43; dr. A. Per. 930, S. OT 1607, E. Tr. 1307, Ar. Ra.
345; pr. Hdt. 1.189, Xen. An. 3.2.23, Pl. R. 617b4, Hp. Art. 82, Epid. 4.25, Loc. Hom. 6; cf. Arist. HA 494a18. 48, 95
n. 102.
e)pigouni/j: great muscle of the thigh, ep. Od. 17.225; knee pan, pr. Hp. Art. 70. 95 n. 102.
gui=on: limb (or part of), ep. Il. 3.34, Od. 1.192, Hes. Th. 492 (h.Merc. 20 = womb); lyr. Pi. N. 8.38 (cf. N. 7.73 =
whole body); dr. A. Per. 913, E. HF 231; pr. Pl. Ion 539a2 (= Od. 20.352); Hp. Int. 31, Loc Hom. 30, Epid. 4.1. 36,
46-47.
gunaikei=a: female genitals (adj. of /belonging to women), pr. Hp. Epid. 6.8.32, Coac. 537, Nat. Mul. 109.

D
da/ktuloj: digit (usually finger), ep. (only in the compound r9ododa/ktuloj, rosy-fingered) Il. 1.477, Od. 2.1; lyr.
Alc. fr. 346; dr. E. Or. 1432 (cf. A. Ag. 1332: daktulo/deiktoj = pointed at with the finger), Ar. Nu. 651; pr. Hdt.
1.179, Xen. Eq. 6.8, An. 4.5.13 (toe), Pl. R. 523c5, Hp. Prog. 17, Epid. 7.170, Carn. 19. 75 n. 31.
deirh/: neck / throat, ep. Il. 3.371, Od. 23.240, h.Cer. 389, Hes. Th. 727; lyr. Anacr. fr. 96a; dr. E. Ion 1065; pr. Hdt.
2.76, Pl. Ion 539c3 (= Il. 22.204), Hp. Mul. 38.
delfu/j: womb, pr. Hp. Mul. 222; cf. Arist. HA 510b13.
de/maj: bodily frame, ep. Il 1.115, Od. 2.268, Hes. Th. 260; lyr. Pi. O. 1.20; dr. A. Per. 209, S. El. 57, E. Med. 338,
Pl. Com. fr. 189 K.-A. 35-39, 73 n. 22.
de/rma: skin / hide, Il. 16.341, Od. 13.431, Hes. Op. 513; dr. A. fr. 275.4 Radt, E. Cyc. 528, Ar. Pax 746; pr. Hdt.
4.64, Xen. Mem. 2.1.17, Pl. Smp. 190e6, Hp. Epid. 3.3.17, Art. 11, Morb. 2.7. 43 n. 66, 47, 83-84, 236, 250, 253.
de/rrij: skin (always of an animal), dr. Eup. fr. 357 K.-A., Pl. Com. fr. 267 K.-A. 189 n. 11.
de/rtron: omentum, ep. Od. 11.579, Antim. fr. 47; pr. Hp. Epid. 5.26. 33, 79.
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dhmo/j: fat, ep. Il. 8.380, Od. 14.428, Hes. Th. 538; dr. Ar. V. 40. 33 n. 38, 44 n. 68, 45 n. 70.
dia/fragma: diaphragm (lit. partition, e.g. Th. 1.133), pr. Pl. Ti. 84d7, Hp. Epid. 5.95, Virg. 1 (dia/fracij); velum
of the palate, Hp. Epid. 2.2.24. 260-62.
diplo/h: diploë (porous substance between the double plates in the skull bone), pr. Hp. VC 1, Morb. 2.23 (diploi/j).
96.

E
e)/gkata: viscera, ep. Il. 11.176, Od. 9.293. 57 n. 93, 73 n. 22.
e(/drh: buttocks (lit. seat, e.g. Il. 19.77), dr. Ar. Th. 133; pr. Xen. Eq. 5.6, Hp. Prorrh. 2.23, Nat. Hom. 15; anus, Hdt.
2.87, Hp. Aër. 3. 234-35.
kaqe/drh: buttocks (lit. seat, e.g. Th. 2.18.5), pr. Xen. Cyn. 4.4, Hp. Mul. 230, Int. 47.
e)/lutron: membrane (lit. sheath, e.g. Ar. Ach. 1120), pr. Hp. Art. 45 (of spine); cf. Arist. de An. 421b29 (of eye-lid).
206.
e)/ndina: viscera, ep. Il. 23.806. 57 n. 93.
e)/ntera: intestines, ep. Il. 13.507, Od. 21.408; dr. A. Ag. 1221, E. fr. 383.476 Nauck, Ar. Ra. 476; pr. Xen. An.
2.5.33, Pl. Ti. 73a3, Hp. Epid. 5.21, Morb. 3.1, Nat. Hom. 12. 57-58, 94, 99, 167 n. 95, 241, 257.
mesente/rion: membrane of the intestines, pr. Hp. Epid. 2.4.2; cf. Arist. HA 495b32. 99.
e0ntosqi/dia: entrails, pr. Hp. Mul. 230, Epid. 2.6.13; cf. Arist. PA 684b32. 99.
e0pi/ploon, e0pi/plooj: omentum (visceral fold over the stomach), dr. Epich. fr. 69 K.-A.; pr. Hdt. 2.47, Hp. Aph.
5.46, Prorrh. 2.10, Loc. Hom. 24. 99, 189 n. 11, 231.
e0pisku/nion: skin of the brow, ep. Il 17.136; dr. Ar. Ra. 823; cf. Arist. GA 780b28. 33 n. 38, 40.
e0pi/fusij: attachment of a long bone, pr. Hp. Art. 27, Fract. 12; cf. Epid. 3.3.7 = growth on skin. 89, 95-96, 210.

Z
zu/gwma: cheek bone / zygomatic arch, pr. Hp. Art. 30 (cf. Plb. 7.16.5 = bar). 95.
zw/nh: waist (lit. belt / girdle, e.g. Od. 5.231), ep. Il. 2.479; pr. Hp. Art. 14; cf. Erot. Onom. 74 = o0sfu/j. 61 n. 107.

H
h[par: liver, ep. Il. 11.579, Od. 11.578, Hes. Th. 523; lyr. Archil. fr. 234; dr. A. Ch. 272, S. Aj. 938, E. Or. 1063, Ar.
fr. 304.5 K.-A.; pr. Pl. Ti. 71b7, Hp. Epid. 2.2.23, VM 22, Aph. 7.45. 54-55, 98, 113, 167, 175, 206, 257.
h(pati=tij: hepatic vessel (sc. fle/y), pr. Hp. Epid. 2.4.1, Morb. 1.28, Arist. HA 512a30; cf. Hp. Int. 27 = disease of
the liver. 102-4, 111, 174.
h]tor: heart (seat of emotion), ep. Il. 1.188, Od. 1.48, Hes. Th. 163; lyr. Alcm. fr. 26.1.4; dr. A. Per. 991; pr. Pl. R.
388c5 (= Il. 22.169). 51-52, 74, 203.
h}tron: abdomen, dr. Ar. Th. 509; pr. Xen. Eq. 12.4, Pl. Phd. 118c5, Hp. Epid. 6.2.19, Coac. 446, Mul. 2.58; cf.
Arist. HA 493a19. 203-206.
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Q
qe/nar: palm of the hand, ep. Il. 5.339; lyr. Pi. P. 4.206; pr. Hp. Fract. 39, Art. 16, Epid. 6.5.7; cf. Arist. HA 502b8;
sole of the foot, Hp. Mul. 116. 33 n. 38, 154 n. 59.
qhlh/: nipple, dr. E. Cyc. 584; pr. Pl. Cra. 414a4, Hp. Epid. 6.5.11, Mul. 61, Aër. 19.
qw/rac, qw/rhc: chest / torso (lit. breastplate, e.g. Il. 4.133), dr. E. HF 1095, Ar. V. 1194; pr. Pl. Ti. 69e4, Hp. de
Arte 10, Mul. 174; cf. Arist. HA 493a17. 6, 159-64, 109, 208, 259.

I
i0gnu/h: part behind the thigh and knee, ep. Il. 13.212, h.Merc. 152; pr. Nat. Mul. 12, Fract. 18, Art. 57, Nat. Hom.
11. 33 n. 38, 242.
i)/ktar: female genitals (lit. adv. close together, e.g. Hes. Th. 691), Mul. 174; cf. Gal. Ling. Hp. 19.105 K: to_ th~j
gunaiko_j ai0doi=on kalei=tai.
i]nej: fascia / sinews, ep. Il. 23.191, Od. 11.219; dr. ; pr. Hp. Flat. 12, Loc. Hom. 5, Arist. HA 515b27; fibrine of the
blood, Pl. Ti. 85d2, Hp. Morb. 2.47; cf. Arist. PA 650b18. 49-50, 210-14, 262.
i0ni/on: occipital bone, ep. Il. 5.73 (neck muscle ?); pr. Pherecyd. fr. 22b, Hp. Aph. 3.26, Oss. 3; cf. Arist. HA 491a33.
40, 49 n. 76.
i0cu/j: waist, ep. Od. 5.231; pr. Hp. Epid. 5.61, Art. 47, Nat. Mul. 2.
i0sqmo/j: neck, dr. S. fr. 568 Radt; pr. Pl. Ti. 69e1.
i)/sqmion: pharynx (adj. of the throat, e.g. Od. 18.300 [of a necklace]), pr. [Hp.] Dent. 21. 110, 204.
pari/sqmion: tonsils, pr. Hp. Gland. 7, Aph. 3.26 (inflammation of the tonsils); cf. Arist. HA 493a1. 110.
i0sxi/on: hip joint, (pl.) haunches, ep. Il. 8.340, Od. 17.234; pr. Hdt. 6.75, Xen. Eq. 7.7, Pl. Ti. 75a1, Hp. Aër. 20,
Epid. 3.3.17, Art. 53. 62, 95, 109, 210 n. 89.

K
kanqo/j: corner of the eye, pr. Hp. Epid. 7.11, Morb. 2.12, Loc. Hom. 3; cf. Arist. HA 491b6.
kardi/a, kradi/a: heart, Il. 10.94, Od. 4.293, Hes. Th. 99; lyr. Pi. N. 1.54, Sapp. fr. 31; dr. A. Supp. 785, S. Ant.
1085, E. Hipp. 1274, Ar. Ra. 482; pr. Hdt. 3.35, Th. 2.48.3, Xen. Smp. 4.28, Pl. Ti. 65d1, Hp. Morb. Sacr. 6, Epid.
3.2.12, Aff. 15. 53-54, 98, 106, 109, 113-14, 141, 167, 201-3, 206, 222, 231, 238-39, 241, 257.
karpo/j: wrist, ep. Il. 5.458, Od. 22.277; dr. E. Ion 1009; pr. Xen. Cyr. 6.4.2, Hp. Fract. 4, Art. 64, Aër. 20; cf.
Arist. HA 494a2. 154 n. 57.
ka/ra, ka/rh: head, ep. Il. 2.11, Od. 1.90, Hes. Op. 534; lyr. Anacr. fr. 1.2; dr. A. Ch. 496, S. Aj. 9, E. Med. 1152, Ar.
Ach. 1218 (cf. karhbariko/j = subject to headaches, e.g. Telecl. fr. 66 K.-A., Hp. Aph. 3.5, Coac. 537, Epid.
3.3.17). 73 n. 23.
ke/ar, kh=r: heart, ep. Il. 18.535, Od. 1.310; lyr. Pi. P. 10.22; dr. A. Sept. 287, S. Aj. 686, E. Med. 398, Ar. Ach. 5;
pr. Pl. Th. 194c7 (= Il. 2.851, 16.554). 52 n. 79.
kene/wn: hollow between the ribs and flank, ep. Il. 5.284, Od. 22.295; pr. Xen. Eq. 11.2, Hp. Epid. 1.2.8, Art. 52, Int.
14.
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kerki/j: tibia (lit. weaver’s shuttle, e.g. Il. 22.448), pr. Hp. Oss. 17; cf. Plu. Alex. 45 = knh/mh.
kefalh/: head, ep. Il. 11.39, Od. 4.70, Hes. Th. 924; lyr. Thgn. 1.1012, Pi. P. 9.31; dr. A. Sept. 525, S. Aj. 238, E.
Med. 144, Ar. Av. 475; pr. Hdt. 1.195, Th. 2.49, Xen. An. 7.4.4, Pl. Ti. 75c7, Hp. Aph. 5.69, Loc. Hom. 1, Epid. 2.6.1;
also the end of other anatomical parts, e.g, Art. 55 (of the femur), Fract. 3 (of the humerus). 48, 73-74, 82, 181.
e0gke/faloj: brain, ep. Il. 16.347, Od. 9.290; dr. E. Hipp. 1352, Cyc. 402, Ar. Nu. 1276; pr. Pl. Ti. 73d1, Hp. VC 2,
Aph. 6.18, Morb. 1.3. 81-82, 105, 188, 234, 241, 250 n. 101, 257.
ki/qaroj: chest (from ki/qara, lyre, e.g. Hdt. 1.24 ), pr. Hp. Loc. Hom. 3. 166.
ki/wn: tonsil (lit. pillar, e.g. Od. 8.66), pr. Hp. Epid. 1.26, Arist. HA 493a3; cf. Hp. Nat. Mul. 65 = wart.
kioni/j: uvula (dim. of ki/wn), pr. Hp. Acut. 6. 109.
kirso/j: varicose vein, pr. Xen. Eq. 1.5 (krisso/j), Hp. Aër. 7, Epid. 2.1.7, Art. 41. 101 n. 43, 246.
klhi/j, klei/j: collarbone (lit. bar, e.g. Il. 14.168), ep. Il. 21.47; dr. S. Tr. 1035; pr. Hp. Acut. 7, Epid. 1.3.13, Loc.
Hom. 14, Art. 13. 59, 92.
knh/mh: shin, ep. Il. 4.147, Od. 8.135, Hes. Sc. 123; lyr. Archil. fr. 114; dr. S. fr. 608 Radt, E. Ph. 1394, Ar. Pl. 275;
pr. Hdt. 6.125, Xen. Eq. 1.16, Hp. Epid. 4.30, de Arte 10, Morb. 2.71. 109.
a)ntiknh/mion: part of the leg in front of the knh/mh, dr. Ar. Ach. 218; pr. Xen. Cyr. 2.3.19, Hp. Fract. 23, Ulc. 25; cf.
Arist. HA 494a6. 89, 109.
gastroknh/mh, gastroknhmi/a: calf of the leg, pr. Hp. Art. 60, Coac. 76; cf. Arist. HA 494a7.
periknh/mia: flesh of the leg, pr. Hp. Epid. 3.4 (dub.).
koili/a: cavity of the body (esp. the belly), dr. Ar. Ra. 485; pr. Hdt. 2.86, Th. 2.49, Pl. Ti. 85e10, Hp. Epid. 1.2.4, VC
11, Aër. 3. 71 n. 15, 94, 109, 200-3, 206 n. 75.
ko/lon: colon, dr. Ar. Eq. 455; cf. Arist. PA 675b7.
ko/nduloj: knuckle bone, dr. Pherecr. fr. 48 K.-A., Ar. Eq. 1236; pr. Hp. Epid. 4.19, Loc. Hom. 6, Art. 2.
ko/rh: pupil (lit. girl, e.g. A. Supp. 145), dr. E. Hec. 972, Ar. V. 7; pr. Pl. Alc. 1.133a2, Hp. Prorrh. 2.20, Int. 48,
Epid. 7.26. 110.
ko/rsh: temple, ep. Il. 4.502; lyr. Alc. fr. 338.7; dr. A. Ch. 282. 73 n. 22, 144-45.
korw/nh, korwno/n: condyle (bony outgrowth), pr. Hp. Art. 18, Fract. 45, Mochl. 8.
koti/j: occiput, pr. Hp. Morb. 2.12; cf. Erot. fr. 56: koti/j e0sti th~j kefalh~j h( korufh&.
kotu/lh: hip socket (lit. cup, e.g. Il. 22.494) ep. Il. 5.306; pr. Hp. Art. 79, Loc. Hom. 6, Int. 18 (kotuli/j). 33 n. 38,
89, 109, 209.
kotulhdw/n: hip socket, dr. Ar. V. 1495; pr. Hp. Int. 18, Oss. 3; cotulydons (foetal and uterine vascular connections),
pr. Hp. Nat. Mul. 17, Aph. 5.45; cf. Arist. GA 745b33. 95, 207-10.
koxw/nh: perineum, dr. Eup. fr. 159 K.-A., Ar. Eq. 424; pr. Hp. Mul. 8, Epid. 5.7.
kradi/a: see kardi/a.
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krani/on: upper part of the head, ep. Il. 8.84; lyr. Pi. I. 3/4.72; dr. E. Cyc. 647, Ar. fr. 380 K.-A.; pr. Pl. Euthd.
299e5, Hp. VC 2, Epid. 7.124. 33 n. 38, 96 n. 108, 250 n. 101.
kre/aj: flesh (usually of animals), ep. Il. 4.345, Od. 1.112, Hes. Op. 591; lyr. Thgn. 1.239; dr. S. fr. 767 Radt, E.
Cyc. 126, A. R. 509; pr. Hdt. 1.216, Th. 4.16.1, Xen. An. 1.5.2, Pl. R. 338c8, Hp. VM 13, Morb. 2.34, Epid. 7.3. 4445, 65, 83, 206, 231, 236.
krhmnoi/: labia (lit. overhanging bank, e.g. Il. 12.54), pr. Hp. Loc. Hom. 29; cf. Erot. Onom. 90: krhmnoi/: ta_ xei/lh
tou~ gunaikei/ou ai0doi/ou.
kro/tafoj: side of the head, ep. Il. 4.502, Od. 11.319, Hes. Scut. 137; lyr. Anacr. fr. 50; dr. [A.] Pr. 721, E. Tr. 115,
Ar. Ra. 854; pr. Hdt. 3.8, Hp. Art. 30, Prog. 2, Epid. 2.2.24, Loc. Hom. 13. 110, 145 n. 32, 230.
krotafi/thj: temporal muscle (sc. mu=j), pr. Hp. Art. 30; cf. Ruf. Onom. 142: krotafi=tai: oi9 [mu/ej] de\ peri\ th_n
ka&tw gna&qon. 110-12.
ktei/j: metacarpal bones (lit. comb, e.g. Pherecr. fr. 101 K.-A.), dr. A. Ag. 1554; genitals, pr. Hp. Aph. 7.39, Art. 63,
Morb. 2.48. 152-56.
ku/biton: elbow, pr. Hp. Loc. Hom. 6; cf. Ruf. Onom. 79 = o)le/kranon.
ku/lon: part under the eye, pr. Hp. Morb. 2.48, Nat. Mul. 9, Mul. 37.
ku/sqoj: vulva, dr. Eup. fr. 247 K.-A., Ar. Ach. 782.
ku/ssaroj: anus, pr. Hp. Nat. Puer. 17.
ku/stij: bladder, ep. Il. 5.67; dr. Ar. Nub. 405; pr. Pl. Ti. 91a5, Hp. Prog. 19, Aph. 6.18, Aër. 9. 57, 74, 99.
ku/stigc: small internal sack, Gal. Ling. Hp. 19.116 K.
ku/toj: hollow cavity of the body, trunk (lit. hollow, e.g. A. Th. 495 [of a shield]), dr. S. Tr. 12; pr. Pl. Ti. 74a3; cf.
Arist. HA 491a29. 157-59, 259.
kwlh/, kwlh/n: thigh, leg, dr. Eup. fr. 54 K.-A., Ar. Pl. 1128; pr. Xen. Cyn. 5.30, Hp. Epid. 7.62.
kw/lhy: hollow of the knee, ep. Il. 23.726. 33 n. 38, 73 n. 22.
kw=lon: limb, dr. A. Ag. 344, S. OC 183, E. Ph. 1185; pr. Hdt. 4.108, Pl. Ti. 76e6; intestine, Hp. Epid. 6.4.6; cf. Oss.
1. 85.
a0krokw/lia: extremities of the body, dr. Pherecr. fr. 113 K.-A., Ar. fr. 4 K.-A.; pr. Hp. Vict. 75, Mul. 169.
meso/kwlon: membrane of the intestines (part of the mesentery), pr. Hp. Epid. 6.4.6. 85, 99 n. 126.

L
lagw/n: flank, ep. Batr. 222; dr. E. Hec. 559, Ar. Ra. 662; pr. Xen. Cyn. 4.1, Hp. Aff. 22, Int. 25.
laimo/j: throat, ep. Il. 13.388, Od. 22.15; lyr. Tim. fr. 15 col. 4.130; dr. E. Hec. 565, Ar. Av. 1560; pr. Hp. Epid.
6.6.1. 101 n. 135, 172, 189 n. 11.
lakko/pedon: scrotum, dr. Aristag. fr. 4 K.-A.
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lapa/rh: flank, ep. Il. 3.359; dr. Epich. fr. 79 K.-A.; pr. Hdt. 2.86, Xen. Cyn. 5.30, Hp. Epid. 2.6.5, Coac. 290, Flat.
9. 58, 62, 230.
la/rugc: larynx, upper part of the windpipe, dr. E. Cyc. 158, A. Ra. 575; pr. Carn. 18, Oss. 1; cf. Arist. HA 499a1.
laukani/h: throat, ep. Il. 22.325. 59, 73 n. 22.
lobo/j: lobe (of the liver), dr. A. Eum. 158, E. El. 827; pr. Pl. Ti. 71c1, Hp. Prog. 2, Loc. Hom. 14, Epid. 6.8.28; cf.
Arist. HA 492a16. 174-75, 215.
lo/foj: nape of the neck, ep. Il. 10.573; dr. S. Ant. 292 (more commonly for the withers of a horse, e.g. Il. 23.508;
or for a tuft of hair, e.g. Ar. Eq. 496). 73 n. 22, 149.

M
ma/lh: armpit, dr. Ar. Lys. 985; pr. Xen. HG 2.3.23, Pl. Grg. 469d1.
mazo/j, masto/j: breast, ep. Il. 4.528, Od. 22.82; lyr. Archil. fr. S478a48; dr. A. Ch. 531, S. Tr. 925, E. Hec. 424, pr.
Hdt. 4.202, Hp. Aër. 17, Nat. Hom. 11, Prorrh. 2.24. 61.
masshth/r: jaw muscle (sc. mu=j), pr. Hp. Art. 30. 110-12.
masxa/lh: armpit, dr. A. fr. 39.2 Radt, Ar. Ach. 852 (cf. S. fr. 623 Radt: masxalisma&ta = extremities cut off from a
corpse); pr. Simon Atheniensis Eq. 12.6, Hp. Epid. 7.43, Art. 71, Nat. Hom. 11. 75 n. 31.
me/loj: limb (or part of), ep. Il. 23.191, Od. 14.428, Hes. Op. 149; lyr. Pi. O. 1.47; dr. A. Per. 463, E. Hec. 720; pr.
Hdt. 1.119, Pl. Ti. 74b5, Arist. HA 486a9; parts of the body, Hp. Aff. 43, Loc. Hom. 1, Morb. Sacr. 8, 46-47.
metw/pion: forehead, ep. Il. 11.95; cf. Hp. Mul. 171: metwpi/doj = adj., on/of the forehead.
mh/dea: male genitals, ep. Od. 18.67. 61 n. 105, 73 n. 22.
mh=nigc: membrane (usually of the brain = dura mater), pr. Hp. VC 17, Loc. Hom. 2, Epid. 5.27, Carn. 3 (general);
cf. Arist. HA 514a17. 81, 100.
mhro/j: thigh, ep. Il. 1.190, Od. 11.231, Hes. Sc. 460; lyr. Archil. fr. 66; dr. A. fr. 135.1 Radt, S. Ant. 1011, E. Andr.
598, Ar. Lys. 552; pr. Hdt. 1.191, Xen. An. 7.4.4, Pl. Ti. 74e10, Hp. Epid. 2.1.7, Art. 52, Loc. Hom. 6.
mh/tra: womb, dr. Telecl. fr. 1.14; pr. Hdt. 3.108, Pl. Ti. 91d2, Hp. Aër. 21, Mul. 64, Prorrh. 2.25. 74, 99, 204 n. 64.
mi/trh: epididymis (duct behind the testis; lit. girdle, e.g. Il. 4.137), pr. Hp. ap. Gal. Ling. Hp. 19.123 K.
mu/lh: knee pan (lit. mill, e.g. Od. 7.104), dr. Com. Adesp. 450; pr. Hp. Loc. Hom. 6, Arist. HA 454a5; cf. Hp. Mul.
1.71 = hard formation in the womb. 95 n. 102.
(e)pimuli/j) pr. Hp. Mochl. 1; cf. Ruf. Onom. 120: e0pigonati/j: 9Ippokra&thj de\ e0pimuli/da o)noma&zei. 95.
mukth/r: nostril, dr. S. fr. 1135.3 Radt, E. Alc. 493, Ar. V. 1488; pr. Hdt. 3.87, Xen. Smp. 5.6, Pl. Ti. 79c7, Hp.
Prorrh. 1.1.3, Art. 38, Morb. Sacr. 7. 208, 234.
(mucwth/r) pr. Hdt. 2.86. 234.
mu=j: muscle (lit. mouse / rat, e.g. Batr. 173), ep. Il. 16.315 (muw/n); pr. Hp. de Arte 10, Fract. 4. 45-46, 110.
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N
nei/ra: lower abdomen, dr. A. Ag. 1479, pr. Hp. Coac. 579 (nei/aira); cf. Hsch. s.v.: oi9 de\ koili/aj ta_ katw&tata;
and neiai/rh gasth/r, e.g. Il. 5.539, Hp. Mul. 175, Morb. 2.40.
neu=ron: sinew, tendon, ep. Il. 16.316; pr. Xen. An. 3.4.17 (of a bowstring), Pl. Phd. 80d1, Hp. Epid. 4.43, Art. 11,
Flat. 8; cf. Arist. HA 515b4. 33 n. 38, 48, 71 n. 15, 78 n. 39, 212, 263.
neuri/on, neuri/nh: small tendon (possibly nerve), pr. Hp. Mochl. 1.28, Morb. 2.35.
neurokoi/lioj: hollow cord (possibly the parotid duct in the jaw [Craik 1998a: 118]), pr. Hp. Loc. Hom. 5.
nefro/j: kidney, dr. Ar. Ra. 475 (cf. 1280 = testicles); pr. Pl. Ti. 91a5, Hp. Aph. 5.58, Epid. 5.26, Nat. Hom. 11,
Arist. HA 497a6; cf. e0pinefri/j, Il. 21.104. 56-57, 98, 102 n. 147, 167, 206, 264.
nhdu/j: abdomen, womb, ep. Il. 20.486, Od. 9.296, Hes. Th. 487; dr. A. Eum. 665, S. OC 1263, E. Andr. 356; pr.
Hdt. 2.47, Hp. de Arte 12, Carn. 13, Mul. 64; cf. VM 10: nhdu/ej = bodily cavities. 61 n. 106, 71 n. 15, 98, 232.
nh=stij: jejunum (middle section of the small intestine; lit. fasting, e.g. Il. 19.207), dr. Ar. fr. 520 K.-A.; pr. Hp.
Carn. 13; cf. Arist. PA 675b34. 99 n. 118.
nw~ton: back, ep. Il. 5.147, Od. 8.475, Hes. Op. 468; lyr. Pi. P. 4.83; dr. A. Supp. 91, S. Aj. 110, E. Hec. 739, Ar. V.
1295; pr. Hdt. 6.57, Xen. Mem. 3.10.13, Pl. Smp. 189e6, Hp. Epid. 4.25, Art. 45, Nat. Hom. 11. 62.

C
cugkamph/: see sugkamph/.

O
o0dou/j: tooth, ep. Il. 11.416, Od. 10.263, Hes. Sc. 235; lyr. Pi. N. 4.64; dr. S. fr. 897 Radt, E. Ba. 621, Ar. Pax 1310;
pr. Hdt. 9.83, Xen. Mem. 1.4.6, Pl. Phdr. 251c2, Hp. Epid. 4.19, Art. 34, Morb. Sacr. 7; spinal dens, pr. Hp. Epid.
2.2.24. 110, 112.
oi)sofa/goj: esophagus, pr. Hp. Loc. Hom. 3; cf. Arist. HA 524b9. 101.
o)/mma: eye, ep. Il. 1.225, Od. 1.208, Hes. Sc. 262; lyr. Pi. P. 5.56; dr. A. Sept. 537, S. Ph. 151, E. Med. 27, Ar. Lys.
1283; pr. Hdt. 6.117, Xen. Smp. 8.3, Pl. R. 508b1, Hp. Epid. 2.3.1, de Arte 11, Aph. 3.17.
(o)/sse: eyes) ep. Il. 1.104, Od. 4.186, Hes. Th. 698; dr. A. Per. 1065, E. Tr. 1315.
o)mfalo/j: navel, ep. Il. 4.525, Od. 1.50 (the ‘navel’ of the sea), Hes. fr. 33a26 West; lyr. Pi. P. 4.74; dr. S. OT 898
(the ‘navel’ of the earth), E. Hec. 559, Ar. Pax 175; pr. Hdt. 7.60, Xen. An. 4.5.2, Pl. Ti. 70e1, Hp. Epid. 1.3.13, Aph.
4.11, Loc. Hom. 24. 62, 158, 254.
o)/nuc: nail of the hand or foot (also claw / talon, e.g. Il. 8.248), ep. Hes. Sc. 266; dr. S. Aj. 310, E. El. 840, Ar. Av. 8;
pr. Hdt. 4.64, Xen. Mem. 1.2.54, Pl. Ti. 76e4, Hp. Loc. Hom.16, Morb. 2.47, Prog. 9.7.
o)/rroj: rump, Ar. Lys. 964, Ra. 222..
o)/rxij: testicle, dr. S. fr. 1130 Radt, Ar. Nu. 713; pr. Hdt. 4.109, Hp. Epid. 2.1.7, Nat. Hom. 11, Loc. Hom. 3. 75 n.
28, 198 n. 40.
(o0rxi/pedon) dr. Ar. Eq. 772, Av. 443.
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o)ste/on: bone, ep. Il. 4.174, Od. 1.161, Hes. Sc. 152; lyr. Simon. 7.250.5; dr. S. Tr. 769, E. Tr. 1177, Ar. Ach. 1226;
pr. Hdt. 1.67, Th. 1.126.12, Xen. Eq. 1.4, Pl. Criti. 111b5, Hp. Epid. 2.1.7, Art. 15, Loc. Hom. 6. 48, 149, 179-80,
231, 246.
o)sfu=j: loins / lower back, dr. [A.] Pr. 497; pr. Hdt. 2.40, Xen. Eq. 11.2, Hp. Epid. 2.4.1, Int. 16, Aër. 20. 93 n. 89,
217, 246 n. 91.
o)/sxh: scrotum, pr. Hp. Coac. 528, Morb. 2.71, Int. 21, Epid. 7.20 (o)/sxeon); cf. Arist. HA 493a33.
o)/sxoj: female peritoneal ligament, pr. Hp. Mul. 2.204. 110.
ou)/qar: udder / breast, ep. Il. 9.141 (metaph. of rich land), Od. 9.440; dr. A. Ch. 532, Ar. fr. 112.2 K.-A.; pr. Hdt.
4.2; cf. Arist. HA 523a1. 75 n. 31.
ou}lon: gums, dr. A. Ch. 898; pr. Pl. Phdr. 251c3, Hp. Prorrh. 2.36, Morb. 2.11, Aff. 4.
ou0rh/qrh: urethra, pr. Hp. Aph. 4.82, Int. 14, Mul. 9; cf. Arist. HA 493b4. 101.
(ou)rhth/r) pr. Hp. Aër. 9, Mul.137, Coac. 463.
ou]j: ear, ep. Il. 11.109, Od. ; dr. A. Ch. 380, S. El. 27, E. Hipp. 932, Ar. Th. 18; pr. Hdt. 2.162, Xen. Mem. 1.4.5, Pl.
Euthd. 275e4, Hp. Art. 12, Morb. Sacr. 3, Epid. 1.2.9; auricle of the heart, pr. Hp. de Arte 10. 106, 109.
o0fqalmo/j: eye, ep. Il. 16.349, Od. 4.115, Hes. Op. 267; Sapph. fr. 151; dr. A. Per. 168, S. OT 1377, E. Hel. 118, Ar.
Ec. 11; pr. Hdt. 1.114, Th. 2.49.2, Xen. Mem. 2.3.19, Pl. Prt. 329d6, Hp. Epid. 6.4.22, VM 10, Morb. 1.8. 41, 102 n.
147, 105, 148, 238.
u(pofqa/lmioj: the parts below the eye, pr. Hp. Coac. 136, Mul. 11; cf. Erot. Onom. 130: u(pofqa&lmion: to_ ku&lon
tou~ o)fqalmou=.
o)fru/j: brow, ep. Il. 14.493, Od. 9.389, Hes. Th. 827; lyr. Anacr. fr. 65; dr. A. Ch. 285, S. Ant. 528, E. IA 648, Ar.
Ach. 18; pr. Hdt. 2.66, Hp. Loc. Hom. 6, Epid. 4.7, VC 13; cf. Arist. HA 518b7. 40, 146.

P
parasta/thj: testicle, dr. Pl. Com. fr. 188 K.-A.; epididymis (duct behind the testis), pr. Hp. Oss. 14 (so Potter
2010: 39).
parafa/siej: walls of vagina, pr. Hp. Mul. 171; cf. Gal. Ling. Hp. 19.128 K: tou_j kruptou_j to&pouj tou_j kata_
to_ gunaikei=on ai0doi=on parafa&siaj o)noma&zousi.
para/fusij: attachment point of muscle to bone, pr. Hp. Art. 45; cf. Gal. Ling. Hp. 19.113 K.
pareia/: cheek, ep. Il. 11.393, Od. 8.522, Hdt. Sc. 243; lyr. Simon. fr. 38.1.5; dr. A. Supp. 70, S. Ant. 530, E. Hec.
410, Ar. Pl. 690; pr. Hdt. 1.134, Xen. Cyr. 6.4.3, Pl. Pol. 270e3. 73 n. 22, 164 n. 82.
pe/za: instep, pr. Hp. Mul. 169; cf. Gal. Ling. Hp. 19.129 K.
pe/oj: penis, lyr. Archil. fr. 327; dr. Ar. Ach. 158. 75 n. 28.
peri/neoj: perineum, pr. Hp. Art. 14, Mochl. 20, Aph. 4.80; cf. Arist. HA 493b9. 156.
pero/nh: small bone of the arm / radius, pr. Hp. Loc. Hom. 6; leg tendon, Xen. Eq. 1.5 (perhaps also at Loc. Hom.
6). 95, 110, 246.
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ph=xuj: forearm, ep. Il. 21.166, Od. 17.38; lyr. Simon. 16.82.2; dr. E. Heracl. 728; pr. Hdt. 1.178, Th. 7.36.2 (in
Hdt. and Th. always a distance of measurement, or cubit), Xen. Eq. 12.5 (the lower foreleg of a horse), Pl. Ti. 75a2,
Hp. Art. 7, Loc. Hom. 6, Epid. 3.3.4; cf. Arist. HA 493b27. 109 n. 178, 230.
pimelh/: fat, dr. S. Ant. 1011; pr. Hdt. 2.47, Hp. Loc. Hom. 24, Int. 22, Aër. 19; cf. Arist. HA 520a6. 231.
pla/th: shoulder blade (lit. a broad object, e.g. A. Ag. 695 [blade of an oar]), pr. Hp. Loc. Hom. 6; cf. Erot. Onom.
108 and Poll. 2.133 = w)mopla/th. 95.
pleu/mwn: lung, lyr. Alc. fr. 347a1; dr. A. Ch. 639, S. Tr. 1054, E. Or. 277, Ar. Ra. 474; pr. Pl. Ti. 70d2, Hp. Aph.
5.10, Nat. Hom. 11, Morb. 1.11. 73 n. 23, 98, 167, 206, 257.
(pneu/mwn) ep. Il. 4.528; lyr. Archil. 13; dr. Eup. fr. 158 K.-A.; pr. Hp. Epid. 2.5.8, Carn. 16, Gland. 14. 55-56.
pleurh/: side of the body, ep. Il. 4.468, Od. 17.232, Hes. Sc. 430; lyr. Pi. N. 10.70; dr. A. Eum. 843, S. Ant. 1236, E.
HF 1379, Ar. Nu. 711; pr. Hdt. 9.72, Xen. An. 4.1.18, Pl. Lg. 796a5, Hp. Epid. 3.3.4, Loc. Hom. 14, Art. 45. 84 n. 56,
121, 162, 177, 197, 208.
plixa/j: inside of the thighs, perineum, pr. Hp. Art. 54, Fract. 20.
po/sqh: penis, dr. Ar. Nub. 1014.
(po/sqion) dr. Ar. Th. 254; pr. Hp. Epid. 5.17, Ulc. 12.
pou=j: foot, ep. Il. 2.217, Od. 1.164, Hes. Op. 497; lyr. Pi. O. 1.74; dr. A. Supp. 31, S. Ph. 7, E. Heracl. 728, Ar.
Ach. 945; pr. Hdt. 3.129, Th. 2.49, Xen. Mem. 1.6.6, Pl. R. 400a1, Hp. Art. 53, VM 16, Epid. 1.2.9. 47, 236.
prapi/dej: midriff / diaphragm (seat of emotion), ep. Il. 11.579, Od. 7.92, Hes. Th. 608; lyr. Pi.. P. 4.281; dr. A. Ag.
380, E. Andr. 480, Ar. Th. 103. 51-52, 54, 74.
pro/swpon: face, ep. Il. 18.414, Od. 8.85, Hes. Op. 594; lyr. Pi. N. 5.17; dr. A. Ag. 639, S. El. 1297, E. Hipp. 416,
Ar. Eq. 38; pr. Hdt. 2.76, Th. 1.134.1, Xen. Smp. 3.10, Pl. Smp. 190e3, Hp. Epid. 2.3.1, Aër. 7, Int. 4.
pro/tmhsij: waist, ep. Il. 11.424; cf. Hsch. s.v. = kata_ to_n o)mfalo&n. 33 n. 38.
prwkto/j: anus, dr. Ar. Ach. 83, Eub. fr. 106 K.-A. 75 n. 29, 198-200.
pte/rnh: heel, ep. Il. 22.397; dr. A. Ch. 209, Cratin. fr. 74 Austin; pr. Hp. Art. 47, Fract. 11, Epid. 5.48. 102 n. 147.
pte/ruc: lobe of the lung (lit. wing, e.g. Il. 2.316), pr. Hp. Coac. 394.
pugh/: buttocks, dr. Ar. Th. 1187; pr. Hp. Nat. Puer. 13. 75 n. 29.
(pugai=on) pr. Hdt. 2.76, Hp. Art. 57, Loc. Hom. 6; cf. Arist. HA 620a15.
pu/lh: orifice, portal vein of the liver (lit. gate, e.g. Il. 3.145), dr. E. El. 828; pr. Pl. Ti. 71c1, Hp. Epid. 2.4.1; cf.
Arist. HA 496b3. 174-77.

R
r9afh/: suture of the skull, dr. E. Ph. 1159; pr. Hdt. 9.83, Pl. Ti. 76a5, Hp. VC 1, Loc. Hom. 6, Epid. 7.52. 180-84,
230.
r9a/xij: spine, ep. Il. 9.208; lyr. Archil. fr. 21; dr. A. Eum. 190, S. fr. 20 Radt, E. Cyc. 643, Ar. Lys. 314; pr. Hdt.
7.216 (the ‘spine’ of a hill), Xen. Eq. 7.2, Pl. Ti. 77d3, Hp. Epid. 2.4.2, Art. 2, Nat. Hom. 11. 180, 209, 218.
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r9e/qoj: face / limb, ep. Il. 16.856; lyr. Sapph. fr. 22; dr. S. Ant. 529, E. HF 1204; pr. Pl. R. 386d9 (= Il. 16.856). 73
n. 22.
r(i/j: nose (pl. nostrils), ep. Il. 5.291, Od. 4.445, Hes. Op. 515; dr. [E.] Rh. 784, Ar. Ec. 630; pr. Hdt. 3.157, Xen.
Smp. 5.6, Pl. Prt. 329d6, Hp. Epid. 2.1.7, Aph. 4.49, Art. 39.
u9porri/nion: part below the nose, pr. Hp. Acut. (Sp.) 10; cf. Ruf. Onom. 41: to_ de\ o3lon meta_ to_n r(i=na tou~ a1nw
xei/louj.
r(ino/j: skin, ep. Il. 5.308, Od. 5.426 (elsewhere animal hide, e.g. Il. 10.334, Pi. I. 5/6.37). 43 n. 66, 78 n. 41.

S
sa/rc: flesh, ep. Il. 13.832, Od. 11.219, Hes. Th. 538; dr. A. Ag. 72, S. Ph. 1157, E. HF 1151, Ar. fr. 1 K.-A.; pr. Hdt.
2.87, Xen. Eq. 4.5, Pl. Grg. 518c7, Hp. Aër. 10, Aff. 47, Loc. Hom. 10. 37, 44-46, 83, 110, 115, 231, 236, 246.
sh/raggej: pores of the lungs (lit. hollow rock, e.g. Pl. Phd. 110a5), pr. Pl. Ti. 70c6; cf. [Hp.] Ep. 23.
siagw/n, sihgw/n: jaw bone, dr. A. fr. 281 Radt, S. fr. 112 Radt, Ar. fr. 300 K.-A.; pr. Xen. Eq. 1.8, Pl. Ti. 75d3, Hp.
Morb. 2.26, Epid. 3.3.17, Coac. 491, Arist. HA 516a25.
sihgo/nion: the area under the jaw, pr. Hp. Morb. 2.27.
ska/fion: crown of the head (lit. small bowl, e.g. Thphr. CP 4.16.3), dr. Ar. fr. 620 K.-A.
ske/loj: leg, ep. Il. 16.314; lyr. Alc. fr. 306(14), col.2.13; dr. [A.] Pr. 74, S. El. 753, E. Ph. 1400, Ar. Ach. 220; pr.
Hdt. 2.76, Xen. Cyr. 8.3.13, Pl. Phd. 117b1, Hp. Epid. 1.3.13, Art. 10, Carn. 5. 33 n. 38, 247 n. 92.
spa/qh: broad rib (lit. any broad blade, e.g. A. Ch. 232 [a weaving blade]), pr. Hp. Gland. 14; cf. Poll. 2.181: ta_
tw~n pleurw~n o)sta~ spa&qai. 95.
spla/gxna: viscera, ep. Il. 1.464, Od. 2.426, Hes. fr. 343 West; lyr. Pi. N. 1.35; dr. A. Eum. 249, S. Aj. 995, E. Or.
1201, Ar. Ra. 1006; Hdt. 2.87, Pl. Ti. 72c2, Hp. VM 10, Mul. 37, Epid. 6.2.2. 53, 56, 84-85, 94, 115, 206, 231.
splh/n: spleen, dr. Ar. Th. 3; pr. Hdt. 2.47, Pl. Ti. 72c6, Hp. VM 22, Epid. 1.3.13, Loc. Hom. 3. 56, 98, 167, 206,
232.
splhni=tij: splenetic vessel (sc. fle/y), pr. Hp. Morb. 1.26; cf. Arist. HA 512a29. 102-4, 111.
spo//ggoi: tonsils (lit. sponge, e.g. Od. 1.111), pr. Hp. Epid. 4.7.
spondu/loj: see sfondu/loj.
stea/r: fat, ep. Od. 21.178; pr. Hp. Morb. 2.47, Int. 21, Mul. 79; cf. Arist. HA 511b9.
ste/rnon: breast, chest, ep. Il. 4.106, Od. 5.346; lyr. Pi. P. 1.19; dr. A. Ag. 76, S. Tr. 1090, E. Hec. 424; pr. Xen. Cyr.
2.1.9, Hp. Flat. 10, Loc. Hom. 6, Morb. 2.20. 55, 61.
stefa/nh: eyeball (lit. anything that surrounds the head, e.g. Il. 7.12 [a helmet’s brim]), pr. [Hp.] Vid.Ac. 4.
sth=qoj: breast, ep. Il. 3.397, Od. 17.447, Hes. Th. 122; lyr. Sapph. fr. 158; dr. A. Sept. 865, S. Tr. 1076, E. Or.
1251, Ar. Nu. 1012; pr. Hdt. 2.106, Th. 2.49.3, Xen. Mem. 3.10.13, Pl. Prt. 352a5, Hp. Epid. 2.6.13, Art. 14, Nat.
Hom. 12; ball of the foot, Hp. Art. 55, Epid. 4.1, 5.48. 61, 95.
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sto/ma: mouth, ep. Il. 15.389, Od. 18.97, Hes. Th. 97; lyr. Pi. P. 9.87; dr. A. Sept. 579, S. Tr. 977, E. Tr. 695, Ar. Th.
511; pr. Hdt. 7.225, Xen. Mem. 1.4.12, Pl. Tht. 209b5, Hp. Epid. 2.1.7, Aph. 5.49, Morb. Sacr. 7; orifice, e.g. Loc.
Hom. 47 (of the womb). 6, 41, 74.
sto/maxoj: throat, ep. Il. 3.292; pr. Arist. HA 496a2; orifice of the stomach, Hp. Gland. 11, Carn. 3, Morb. Sacr. 7;
orifice of the bladder, Hp. Aër. 9; mouth of the womb, Hp. Mul. 238. 71 n. 15, 99.
stro/figc: joint, dr. Pherecr. fr. 270 K.-A., Ar. Ra. 892 (metaph. of the tongue); pr. Pl. Ti. 74b6.
sugkamph/, cugkamph/: joint, pr. Xen. Eq. 1.8, Hp. Nat. Hom. 11; cf. Arist. HA 513a3. 245.
sunagwgeu/j: sphincter muscle (lit. one who brings together, e.g. Lys. 12.43), pr. Hp. Oss. 14.
su=rigc: duct / channel (lit. pipe, e.g. Il. 18.526), dr. S. Aj. 1412; pr. Hp. Int. 1, Morb. 2.50, Mul. 78. 173-74.
sfagai/: vessels of the throat (lit. slaughter, e.g. A. Eu. 187), dr. E. Or. 291; pr. Th. 4.48.3 (but prob. sing. = throat),
Hp. Gland. 4, Int. 18, Mul. 110. 172, 237.
sfagi=tij: vessel of the throat (sc. fle/y), pr. Hp. Nat. Hom. 11, Coac. 256, Flat. 256; cf. Arist. HA 512b20. 102,
110.
sfondu/loj, sfondu/lioj, spondu/loj: vertebra, ep. Il. 20.483; dr. E. Ph. 1413, Pherecr. fr. 28 K.-A., Ar. V. 1489;
pr. Pl. Ti. 74a2, Hp. Epid. 2.2.24, Art. 41, Loc. Hom. 3. 141, 165, 208-9, 259.
sfuro/n: ankle, ep. Il. 4.147; lyr. Pi. I. 7.13; dr. E. IA 225-26, Ar Ach. 1179; pr. Xen. HG 5.4.58, Hp. Fract. 11, Nat.
Hom. 11, Epid. 1.3.13. 107 n. 167, 189 n. 9, 198 n. 41, 242.
sw~ma: body, ep. Il. 7.79, Od. 11.53, Hes. Op. 540; lyr. Pi. O. 6.56; dr. A. Per. 199, S. Tr. 1197, E. El. 428, Ar. Av.
1376; pr. Hdt. 1.32, Th. 6.15.4, Xen. Mem. 1.3.5, Pl. Phd. 64c6, Hp. Aph. 1.3, Aff. 25, Flat. 7. 35-39.
swfronisth/r: wisdom tooth, pr. Hp. Carn. 13.

T
tarso/j: metatarsal bones, flat of the foot (lit. wickerwork, e.g. Od. 9.219), ep. Il. 11.377; pr. Hdt. 9.37, Hp. Prorrh.
2.41, Fract. 9. 111, 154.
te/nwn: sinew / tendon, ep. Il. 4.521, Od. 3.449, Hes. Sc. 419; dr. A. Ch. 209, E. Ba. 938; pr. Hp. Art. 1, Loc. Hom.
39, Epid. 5.83. 44.
teu=xoj; channel (lit. tool / implement, e.g. Il. 6.340 [armour]), pr. Hp. Carn. 17, Loc. Hom. 1; body (as container),
Epid. 6.2.1. 74.
titqo/j: nipple, dr. Ar. Th. 640; pr. Pl. R. 373c2, Hp. Epid. 2.1.6, Mul. 71, Aph. 5.40.
(titqi/on) dr. A. fr. 61.143 Radt, Ar. Nu. 412.
to/noj: sinew / tendon / nerve (lit. cord, e.g. Hdt. 9.118), pr. Hp. Art. 45, Epid. 2.4.2, Gland. 15.
tra/xhloj: neck, dr. E. Tr. 362, Ar. Eq. 490; pr. Hdt. 2.40, Xen, HG 3.3.11, Pl. Ti. 75d1, Hp. Epid. 1.2.6, VM 23,
Morb. 2.27. 75 n. 31, 204.

U
u9mh/n: membrane, pr. Hp. Nat. Puer. 12, Carn. 9; cf. Arist. HA 495a8.
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u9perw|/h: palate, ep. Il. 22.495; pr. Hp. Morb. 2.29, Carn. 16, Gland. 14.
u9pw/pion: part under the eye, ep. Il. 12.463; pr. Hp. Int. 12, Epid. 7.7; black eye, dr. Ar. V. 1386.
u9ste/ra: womb, pr. Pl. Ti. 91c1, Hp. VM 22, Mul. 18, Loc. Hom. 46; cf. Arist. HA 493a25. 17 n. 57, 74, 110 n. 187.

F
fa/rugc: throat, windpipe, ep. Od. 9.373; dr. E. Cyc. 215, Cratin. fr. 198 K.-A.; pr. Th. 2.49.2, Hp. VM 19, Epid.
1.3.13, Loc. Hom. 14. 101 n. 135, 197, 238.
fle/y: vessel, ep. Il. 13.546; dr. A. fr. 230 Radt, S. Ph. 825, E. Ion. 1011, Ar. Th. 694; pr. Xen. HG 5.4.58, Pl. Ti.
66a3, Hp. Aër. 22, Morb. 1.28, Flat. 14. 101-4, 111, 168-73, 219-24, 242, 259, 263.
fle/bion (dim. of fle/y, perhaps capillary or nerve), pr. Pl. Ti. 65c7, Hp. VC 1, Morb. 1.28, Loc. Hom. 2,; cf. Arist.
HA 503b16. 263-64.
fre/nej: midriff, heart (seat of emotion), ep. Il. 19.125, Od. 4.120 (perhaps ‘lungs’ in Homer), Hes. Op. 55; lyr. Pi.
P. 1.12; dr. A. Eum. 158, S. Ant. 603, E. Hec. 359, Ar. Pl. 581; pr. Hdt. 3.33, Xen. Mem. 2.6.1, Pl. Ti. 70a1. 51-56,
74, 106, 160, 167, 261.
meta/frenon: broad of the back, ep. Il. 12.428, Od. 8.528, Hes. Sc. 223; lyr. Tyrt. fr. 11; pr. Pl. Prt. 352a5, Hp. Int.
1, Epid. 7.96, Morb. 2.46. 56, 62.
fu/skh: large intestine (of animals only, used in meat dish), dr. Pherecr. fr. 50 K.-A., Ar. Eq. 364.

X
xei=loj: lip, ep. Il. 22.495, Od. 18.21; lyr. Pi. P. 9.63, dr. S. fr. 796 Radt, E. Ba. 621, Ar. Nu. 873; pr. Hdt. 9.112,
Xen. Smp. 5.7, Pl. Ti. 75d6, Hp. VM 22, Epid. 3.2.5, Aph. 4.49. 40.
xe/luj: breast, chest (lit. tortoise shell, e.g. h.Merc. 33), dr. E. El. 837; pr. [Hp.] Anat. 1. 164-67.
xei/r: hand, hand and arm, ep. Il. 5.82, Od. 9.302, Hes. Op. 114; lyr. Pi. O. 7.65; dr. A. Sept. 680, S. Aj. 453, E.
Med. 496, Ar. Ach. 1170; pr. Hdt. 4.62, Th. 4.25.4, Xen. An. 1.10.1, Pl. Prt. 352a4, Hp. Coac. 154, Art. 16, Loc.
Hom. 3.
xitw/n: membrane (lit. chiton [a type of garment], e.g. Od. 15.60), pr. Hp. Carn. 3 (general), VM 19 (of the eye),
Coac. 275 (of the abdomen); cf. Arist. HA 557b16 (drum of the ear). 6, 100.
xola/dej: bowels / guts, ep. Il. 4.526, h.Merc. 123; pr. Arist. HA 493a21 (sing. = abdominal cavity). 57-58, 73 n. 22.
xo/likej: bowels / guts, dr. Pherecr. fr. 113 K.-A., Ar. Nu. 576.
xo/ndroj: gristle, cartilage (lit. granule / lump, as of wheat or spelt, e.g. Hdt. 4.181), pr. Hp. Art. 35, Loc. Hom. 3,
Aph. 7.28; cf. Arist. HA 517a4. 93.
(xondri/on) pr. Hp. Carn. 16, Art. 45, Mochl. 40.
u9poxo/ndrion: the soft part(s) below the cartilage of the breastbone, pr. Hp. Prog. 18, Epid. 1.3.13, Flat. 9. 92-93.
xordh/: gut (as instrument string or sausage), ep. Od. 21.407, Batr. 222; dr. Pherecr. fr. 137 K.-A., Ar. Ra. 338; pr.
Pl. Phd. 86e2, Hp. Morb. 2.35 (cord used as binding); cf. Arist. HA 581a20. 33 n. 40.
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xo/rion: caul, afterbirth, dr. Ar. fr. 581 K.-A.; pr. Hp. Mul. 84, Nat. Puer. 16, Nat. Mul. 32; cf. Arist. HA 586a26.
xrw/j, xro/a: skin, flesh, ep. Il. 21.568, Od. 16.145, Hes. Op. 416; lyr. Pi. I. 3/4.41; dr. A. fr. 83 Radt, S. Tr. 767, E.
Med. 1075, Ar. Lys. 127; pr. Xen. Smp. 4.54, Hp. Fract. 25, Mul. 120, Morb. Sacr. 5. 42-44.

Y
yo/a, yu/a: loin muscle (psoas major / minor), ep. Nosti fr. 11; dr. Euphron fr. 7 K.-A.; pr. Hp. Nat. Hom. 11, Art.
45; cf. Arist. HA 512b21. 111, 214-19.

W
w0le/kranon: point of the elbow, dr. Ar. Pax 443 (o0le/kranon); pr. Hp. Epid. 7.61; cf. Arist. 493b27.
w)le/nh: elbow, arm from the elbow downwards, ep. h.Merc. 388; dr. [A.] Pr. 60, S. Tr. 926, E. IT 1158, Ar. Ra. 1322;
pr. Hp. Int. 44. 75 n. 31.
w}moj: shoulder, ep. Il. 6.510, Od. 18.68, Hes. Sc. 200; lyr. Archil. fr. 217; dr. S. Tr. 564, E. Hipp. 202, Ar. Ra. 30;
pr. Hdt. 2.35, Xen. Smp. 2.20, Pl. R. 613c1, Hp. Aff. 22, Art. 2, VM 13.
a)krw/mion: point of the shoulder (acromion process), pr. Simon Atheniensis 4, Xen. Eq. 1.11, Hp. Art. 3, Coac. 587;
cf. Arist. HA 498b32. 245.
e0pwmi/j: point of the shoulder (at the collar bone), pr. Xen. Mem. 3.10.13, Hp. Art. 1, Mochl. 1; cf. Arist. HA 493a9
= the back of the neck: to_ d' o)pi/sqion au)xe/noj me/roj e0pwmi/j.
w)miai/a: shoulder vessel (sc. fle/y), pr. Hp. Loc. Hom. 3. 102.
w0mopla/th: shoulder blade, pr. Xen. Eq. 1.7, Hp. Art. 16, Epid. 2.3.4, Morb. 2.52. 85 n. 60, 245.
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